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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, two local political parties are considered!

these are, the Labour parties and Conservative Associations in two

neighbouring constituencies of a Scottish oity. We have called the

two constituencies, Twilight and Expansion« and as their names suggest,

they were selected on the basis of contrasting social and political

characteristics. The dissertation looks at what goes on within local

parties and three factors are seen to b© related to this: firstly,

the quantity and quality of available resources! secondly. the efforts

made by the parties to Mobilise these resources! and thirdly, the

use to which the parties put those resources which are recruited.

These three factors are seen to be influenced by two others: firstly,

structural conditions in the environment, that is, its cleavages and

divisions, and the particular social characteristics of the constituency

in which the party operates! and secondly. the network of relation¬

ships linking party members to people in situations outside the local

party, the particular features which concern ua being a) the extenaive-

ness of these links, b) the expectations surrounding these role-

rclationships and ©) the types of groups and quasi-groups Involved

in the network.

Chapter one places the study in the context of research in

political sociology, and then considers in detail the methods of

approach and data-collecting techniques used. It is emphasised that

the approach is fundamentally comparative and that direct observation

and detailed interviewing were the principal methods used to collect
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the data. The methodological orientation is considered in the final

section of "this chapter, the two principal features being a) the use

of the * action-approach * and b) an emphasis on the importance of

understanding the relationship between a unit and its environment

when explaining its activity. The main concepts and terms used in

the analysis are defined.

Chapter two looks at the environment of the four parties,

describing the socio-economic and political background and. presenting

an analysis of the crucial structural features discerned by the

observer and the manifest patterns of activity seen in the local

political arena.

In chapter three, we turn in more detail to the local parties

themsolves, to see to what extent the environmental features out¬

lined in chapter two affect patterns of party activity. The

characteristics of party members are analysed and comparisons made

between Labour and Conservative, general and active members, and those

in the two contrasting constituencies. It is shown that structural

divisions within the city ani constituencies are reflected in the

characteristics of party members. The chapter is introduced by a

statement of the hypotheses guiding the research, which derived from

a consideration of the relevant literature. The social character¬

istics of party members are compared j differences ait's observed in

patterns of recruitment of Conservative and Labour members, and of

general and aetive members, which point to differences in the kind

of commitment shown by members to the party and to differences in the

way party activity is connected with activity in other areas of social

life. Differences between Labour and Conservative activists in their
J

perceptions of society and politics are described. Statistical

measures of patterns of activity within the four parties are presented,
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which point to differences in the rang® and character of the activity

of party members. This leads on to chapter four, which looks in

detail at what goes on within the four parties, considering th®

nature and ©stent of the resources available to them and the uses

to which these are put. A system-effectiveness model of a local

political party is presented initially and the four parties are

considered in the light of itj it is concluded that only one of

these parties can be said to be effective when compared with the

model and the principal explanation for this rests with differences

between the parties in the recruitment of resources. It is seen

that the parties mobilise their resources In different w©ys, which

can be explained partly by reference to the constraints placed on

the® by their constitution and partly by reference to the nature

of the expectations surrounding the role of party member.

The findings of the three main chapters are related, to each other

in the conclusion. The nature of participation in local political

parties is considered, to see to what extent party members can be

said to *represent* elements within the social structure of their

locality or of the wider social system. The concept of 1 representa¬

tiveness* is discussed and the activity of local parties viewed in

th© light of this* Labour and Conservative parties differ firstly

in th© type of groups and quasi-groupg with which they are connected,

and secondly in the nature of this link; this affects the way in

which they may be said to represent these groups. Fundamentally,

however, it is stressed that the effectiveness of the parties in

representing any interest depends on the quantity and quality of the

resources recruited, which depends in turn on features of the

constituency in which they are located and the priority given to the

recruitment of means. Thus it is important to consider th® way in
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which resources are mobilised, and this relates to the degree of

co: mitiaent exhibited by a member to the party. We conclude by

relating these factors to the structure of relationships within the

party, the persistence and continuity of factions over time and the

techniques used by the parties to arrive at decisions.

In the appendix, background information relevant to the study is

provided, with tables derived from analysis of the interviews.

Other information on the methods used in the study are presented

there.
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ftu&iea in political sociology have flourished in the poet-war

years* On the one hand* there is much infowuation on voting

behaviour and public opinioni on the other* there are studies of

national pressure-groups t parties and leaders* Between these two

are a growing number of bodes and articles on looal councils* local

pressure-groups and the issues raised and discussed there* The

contribution of this study is to add information on local party

®ejabers and some explanation of how and why they joined their party

and what they do within it* four looal parties are considered:

these are situated in two constituencies which differ in type, one

being classed as •declining* and the other as •expanding** From

the following account of the social background and behaviour of

party members it becomes clear that the character of a constituency

is an important variable to consider before making any generalisations

about parly activity or party members*
* }• * * * «

Perhaps the most useful outcome of thic study has been that I

have learned a great deal fro® the experience of having to conduct

a project independently. However, although ultimately one is

entirely responsible for the way in which the research has been

carried out and for the manusorlpt itself, (with all its faults and

blemishes) 1 am well-aware that without the help and support of

various people little would have been accomplished. Firstly 1

must thank the party aecbere themselves for taking part in the
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research arid so willingly giving up much of their valuable tlce in

talking to fiie and shoving se arouivi, At tiaioa it was only their

belief in the value of such a study which maintained ny enthusiasm

and I an very grateful to them* With them I must thank all those

in libraries* city departments and party headquarters who helped me

to track down background information* 1 have benefited from the

encouragement and guidance of those who have supervised the work at

various stages* Prof, K*L* Little of the Dept* of Social Anthropology,

Prof* H* Hanhara* formerly of the Dept* of Polities* and Prof*

J*P* Cornford* of the Dept, of Polities* I as grateful to these for

their help and for the financial assistance which they have provided;

in particular Prof* K*L* Little and Prof* «J*P, Cornford* who have

road the manuscript* have made many valuable oriticiems. The main

part of the research was conducted while I received a grant from the

£»S*1*C,* and 1 am most grateful to them for their generosity* To

my friends and oolleaguaa in the Departments of Social Anthropology*

Sociology and Polities X owe much* for moral support and helpful

discussions* Jfy thanks go also to h!r* !;« riddleton of the Regional

Computing Centra for his Invaluable assistance with the statistical

analyses. To t'iss Una Hope* who typed the draft and Pre* ■* Began

and Mrs,.A., feale who have typed the manuscript* X am most grateful.

Finally* X thank all those who have helped in various ways* particularly

Mrs, T* Boatock* Irs* D* Dnith and her staff* frs. H* Turner and

Dr. i>« iVood.

fueaime K» 'ood*
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CHAPTER PIE j INTRODUCTION

THE COIWBCT OF THE RESEARCH

In thia dissertation two local political parties are considered

to see the part they play in the political system; we ask to what

extent do the parties act as links between the grass-roots and the

representatives? Firstly are described the major collectivities in

the city and the interests and issues which are represented in the

political arena* We go on to the social characteristics of the

party members, pointing out the collectivities from which they are

drawn and the way in which they are recruited into the political

party* Following from this, we look at what the parties do and

what goes on inside them, and ask how relevant are their actions to

the operation of the political system? We conclude that the actions

of local political parties are affected by, firstly, the availability

of resources in the environment and the way in which these are

mobilised and deployed; and secondly, by the mutual influence between

members' relationships within the party and their social life outside,

Thus in the study, we consider the social factors related to the

act of joining a party and to continuing to be active within it.

We look at the social characteristics of party members; organisa¬

tional features of the local parties, which affect patterns of

recruitment and the level and Intensity of participation within them;

and the environmental features which affect participation*
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The sociology of politics is on academic subject which has

emerged only recently, but already so much research has been carried

out and books and articles published that to try to summarise Its

main themes, ideas and conclusions would be a study in itself#

However# a few points oust be mentioned which may help to place the

present research in content, The very subject *political sociology*

is new and# as lunclman has explained# its existence 'presupposes

a distinction between the political and the social which is still

recent in the history of ideas'** One reason why this distinction is

apparent today is "the enormous extension of the political over the

last 150 years# Universal suffrage, large-scale bureaucracy, mass

parties are all recent institutions'* Thus the topics with which

political sociology is concerned tend to be connected with these

relatively new social forms# for instance# studies of political

parties, (their organisational anatony, structure, power, historical

development# and functioning in particular political structures);
studies of councils# coesslttseg and loeal government) analyses of

community power) and surveys of political attitudes and behaviour,

based on public opinion poll findings and voting records# It is not

only the topics which ace modern, in that on the whole they relate to

social forms which have appeared in twentieth-century western society,

but the methodology and methods of political sociology fit in too with

the trend of contemporary academic work* Thus thy intellectual ethic

of the scientific method# which Is the unifying concept in education

at present# is basle to political sociology# particularly that

important section which derives from the U#£*A# Rigour of definition

*
w*&# Runcisan* 1965# Social Science and Political Theory, p#22»

2
W,G# *?unclman, op# cit,, p#22»
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&nd rigour of data-collection and analysis are the ideal and again

modern techniques are important, for without the aid of computers

many of the analyses which proliferate within the discipline could,

not have been carried out*

This study relies principally on the insights gained from observa¬

tion rather than on purely quantifiable data* The conduct of the

research has been eclectic in that its ideas and methods have been

drawn from social anthropology, sociology and political science.

However, the main topic is a study of political parties at the local

level and thus studies dealing with political parties and local

politics have been particularly useful* Outstanding works in this

field are those of Cstrogorskl, Michels, Buverger, KeKanzie and

hl&orsveia*1 Ostrogorski and Klchels both provide detailed analyses

of the inherent tension between the Ideals of mass participation

included in classical definitions of democracy, and the demands of

party organisation which lead to *anti-democratic * forms.

Catrogorski's study describes the emergence of the mass party during

the 19th century, and from his study he became convinced that the

mass party organisation outside parliament would destroy all that was

best in the British parliamentary system, particularly the ideal of

the independent and enlightened stance of the M*P* However, his fear

of direct caucus control from outside parliament has not materialised,

witness, for instance, the recurring ire of trade union and left-wing

members of the Labour party whenever a Labour government is in office*

1
&5* Ostrogorski* 1902* Democracy and the Organisation of

Political Parties*
R, Kichels. 1919* Political Parties*
P* Duverger* 1954* Political Parties*
R« KcKensie* 1964. British Political Parties*
S.J, Eldersveld* 1964* Political Partiest A Behavioural

Analysis*
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Michel® was principally interested in social democratic parties and

trale unions whioh aimed to oppose the existing order of society art!

which included in their model of party organisation th« ideals of

internal democracy* (lie took it for granted that conservative

parties are not genuinely 'democratic'). His sain and famous

conclusion was that these organisations ere inevitably affected by

the 'iron law of oligarchy', for both technical and psychological

reasons; on the one hand, the inevitable division of labour within

large-scale organisations; on the other, the individual's need to be

directed and guided by a leader when working in a mass party*

KcKenzie looked at the Conservative Party and the Labour Party

in Britain in great detail, particularly at the distribution of power

within them* He adopts an historical approach to supplement the

structural analysis* His main points of reference are to the parties

as they operate at the national level, looking at the balance of power

between sections* For the purposes of this research, those three

studies are important in providing Ideas and historical information

about mass parties, and help to enlighten our perception of what goes

on at the local level within constituency parties* '.mverger*s study

is of party institutions and their place within the state* He sees

the principal distinguishing feature of political parties to be the

nature of their organisation* 'A party is a community with a

particular structure'.* His comparative analysis is exeaplaxy in its

detail, considering firstly, party organisation, membership and

leadership, and then going on to consider how those features of party

organisation fit into different party systems, the two-party, multi¬

party and single-party types* Confirming Cstrogorski and Hichels, he

*
F* Duverger. 1954* Political Parties, p.xv.
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concludes that 'the organisation of political parties is certainly

not in conformty with orthodox notions of democracy. Their internal

structure ie essentially autocratic and oligarchic:'1 however, 'regrets

for the individualist and decentralised oadre parties of the 19th

century and imprecations against the vast centralised and disciplined

parties of today do not alter the fact that the latter alone suit the
2

structure of contemporary societies*'

Kldersveld's study is a behavioural one and thus particularly

relevant to the present research. Rather than emphasising the

structural features or historical development of political parties, he

considers directly observed patterns of behaviour and provides an

understanding of them in terms of their situational references. He

considers the meaning of particular behaviour patterns for the actors

involved and the effect which one pattern of behaviour may have upon

another and upon the choices made by participants* His study

exemplifies the value of behavioural studies, showing that such analyses

need not be simply 'crude psychologysing' but that fruitful typologies

can be formulated from analyses based on direct observation.

The other section of political sociology relevant to this study

consists of particular studies of political behaviour in Britain,

Recently Janosik's study of constituency labour parties has provided

a description account of the socio-economic background of C,L#P.

office-bearers and their attitudes to contemporary party and national

politics*^ Other studies are those resulting from detailed observa¬

tion of constituency and community politics* These provide useful

background Information on the social context and form of politics in

1
K, Duverger, Political Parties, p,422*

2
Ibid., p,427.

^ Edward G, Janosik* 1968. Constituency Labour Parties in Britain,
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Britain at present. For instance, Stacoy'a studies of anbury

illuminate the importance of local status systems in affecting party

choice, and show the interoonnectedness of parly membership with

participation in other voluntary associations and organisations,

Gther studies of local communities are well-known, of Gloseop and

Gorton, Greenwich and Mewoastle-under-Iyme.* Perhaps the most

important fact we derive from these, looked at together, is the

uniqueness of party politics in its community setting, Thus although

the parties share similar features across community boundaries, they

differ in Important ways, which are explicable by reference to the

local status systems and networks of social contact between groups

within communities. Thus this research follows on from these studies

and emphasises the importance of studying local political parties in

their social context. Patterns of recruitment to local parties and

the behaviour of members within them must be explained within the

oontext of the social situation in which they take plaoe, that is,

by reference to those constraints which derive from the social

structure of the constituency and city of which they are a part,

MKTHOP OF APPROACH AND pm-OOLLECTiriC TBCHK1QIKS

Within the broad scope of political sociology, this research

occupies a relatively mall place. Because of the limitations

implicit in all small-scale studies, of restricted time and resources

of energy and finance, one can hope only that these results will help

*
i* lenney, A,P, Grey and Pear, 1936, How People vote,

(Greenwich),
R,S, filne and T!,C, K&cXensie, 1954. Straight Fight,

(Bristol J'orth-Kast;,
A,H» Birch, 1959* email Town Politics, (Glossop),
J, Blondel., 1952, 'The Conservative Association and. the

Labour Party in Reading** Political Ctudies,
If, Stacey, 1960, Tradition and Change, a study of ^anbury.
P, Bealey, J, Blondel and W,P, MoCann, 1965, Constituency

Politics, (Newcastle-unicr-Lyme),
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in the formulation of hypotheses for more well-endowed projects.

The units observed are simply two parliamentary constituencies in on®

Scottish city; thus the extent to which one can generalise from these

results is severely limited. However, the study does provide an

insight into the workings of local political parties, and the results

should be conclusive for the constituencies dealt with, and oast

light on others with similar characteristics#

The fundamental technique of the sociological method is observe*

tion# This say be direct, through the investigator's own experience,

or indirect, through responses to questions put to informants# Both

methods require strict control for them to be valuable# Robin

Williams lists the following types of approach to the observation

of actions s-3,
1# "the pure or controlled experiment in which ef ects are determined

by varying one factor at a time under rigidly controlled conditions"

(p#108)«

2# "the ex post facto experiment" which compares "two simultaneously

existing instances" and "introduces Its controls after the fact

through selection of cases and symbolic manipulation of variables'1

(P.109).

3# "comparison of concrete eas&s without the precise control of

individual factors found in experimental designs" (p#lll)#

These three methods are ranged in order of decreasing rigour ef

design and control of variables# The first approach, if successfully

implemented, and repeated, leads to definitive resultst its

conclusions may be expected to lead to the formulation of scientific

*
Robin "llliame Jnr, 1947, The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions*
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laws# In the third case, there is uncertainty in inferring causes

and effects} dependable principles can only be deduced from a study

of numerous cases in which the specific combination of factors

Tories, thus allowing generalisation on the basis of recurring

patterns of combined factors.

Other approaches which may be utilised are,

4* the staple sunny technique (collecting descriptive data), and

5. the 'mental experiment1, i,e« logical reasoning.

The approach used here falls somewhere between types 2, and 3.

The four units considered, the Labour Party and the Conservative

Party in Twilight constituency, am the Labour Party and Conservative

Association in Expansion constituency, are 'simultaneously existing

instances'* Two major factors are markedly different, that of

political affiliation, and that of the constituency in which the

party is situated. The units may be compared on a number of

variables, fear instance, those of their meshers* age, sex, marital

status, religion, educational level and occupational status, and

those of the organisation's else, regularity of meetings and patterns

of activity, Where significant differences are found these may

then be related to differences of political affiliation and in the

nature of the constituencies# In other respects, the study design

falls into category three# Here, the research does not produce

direct conclusions, but suggests hypotheses, and Isolates those

variables which appear important for more rigorous examination in

other studies. However, it must be emphasised that the two constit¬

uencies compared have not been chosen at random, but seleoted on the

basis of an attempt to compare defined factors, particularly those

relating to ecology, demographic characteristics, type of housing,

housing density, and voting patterns* To this extent, the research
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shades over into the ex post faoto experiment*

She approach is basically comparative* control being exercised

over the factors compared* yet it is not so rigorously designed as

to exclude consideration of those factors which emerge as interesting

during the course of the research* The constituencies are good

oases for comparison since they are contiguous territories set within

the sane city. Thus they are similarly placed with regard to broad

ooonoEsio and social events and local and national newspapers, tele¬

vision and radio* They are subject to the same administrative

authority and similarly connected to the local and parliamentary

electoral system* On the basis of other characteristics they contrast,

for example, Twilight contains high density housing, some old

Industries and the centre! offices of many administrative units,

business and governmental. Expansion, on the other hand, occupies

a much larger area, and is mainly residential, a large seetion of it

being low density, private properly and another, a post-war council

estate* The housing in Twilight is privately-owned, some owner-

occupied, and the rest held by persons renting from a private land-

lord) there is little council housing* It is a declining area, the

old slum properties in the centre being demolished and the residents

displaced to oouncil estates on the periphery of the city* As the

people move out, offices and shops take over* Thus the age structure

of the population in Twilight is iobalanced, with a preponderance of

old people, plus a large number of young couples with very young

children; that is, there is a lack of middle-aged persons* The

population of Expansion by contrast, has increased rapidly in the past

twenty years, and the age structure here is weighted towards the two

generations of parents between 30 and 50 years, and children, young

and teenage* This particularly applies on the couneil estate and is
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a situation resulting entirely from the corporation rehousing policy,

These are examples of the ways in which the statistically-defined

structures of the two constituencies contrast markedly, end thus the

resources which are available to the local parties also differ

considerably. Twilight constituency is poor in resources, Expansion

relatively well supplied. One may therefore consider whether the

availability of resources in the general environment affects either

the level of mobilisation achieved by the parties or their mode of

operation.

Initially an investigation was made of background material, so

that appropriate constituencies could be selected. An analysis of

documentary material was made, which involved the detailed examination

of statistics contained in the 1961 Census, records of election

figures, and historical information on the city. From this, a

statistical picture of the city was built up, supplemented by more

vivid descriptive material from historical sources, and from this, the

two constituencies to be examined in detail were selected* The main

criteria used in this selection are listed belowj the constituencies

chosen were selected as the two which tended persistently to contrast,

that is they showed the greatest variation, on a cluster of factors j

(other constituencies mi^bt show a greater contrast on one particular

variable, but the two selected contrasted with each other most

consistently on a range of variables). These were t-

1, geographical size and composition

2, population size

3, age structure of the population

4# types of property tenure

5, voting patterns, at local and general elections

Thus, they differed markedly on ecological, demographic and electoral

variables.
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Further information war acquired on these two constituencies in

particular and on the city in general* Informed sources were used

at first| these included persons with some special knowledge of the

area and of the political parties. Contacts were made with ex*

members of the political parties, Members of Parliament, and former

Members of Parliament, academies, journalists, local residents,

businessmen, and town planners.

Secondly, documentary material was collected on the constituencies

and on the city, past and present. This involved an examination of

the relevant newspapers, The Scotsman, Evening News, Evening dapatoh

and The Clarion, from 1941 to the present date, 1941 was chosen as

a convenient date from which to consider the newspapers, since it

could he said that the second world war presented the most recent

general upheaval in social life, and this date sight then represent

a point from which to begin to consider trends leading to the

present* necessarily, such a selection of a date is soaei&at

arbitrary and is dictated by an assessment of the resources avail¬

able to the investigator ani the advantages he can see accruing from

consideration of newspapers before this date, A sample of news¬

papers was considered in detail representing alternate weeks in

succeeding months of succeeding years, e,g, 2nd week in January, 1941;

4th week in January, 1942; 2nd week in February 1943 and so on.

This limitation was necessitated by the scarcity of time available.

Fortunately, the criticism that highly important events would thus

be omitted by the use of this sampling device, was avoided, since the

Public library itself compiled a selection of newspaper cuttings on

categorised items, and those on political events, local and national,

were found to be of great value. This examination of background

information from newspapers was conducted in the period up to the
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summer of 1966# Fros that date onwards the relevant local and

national newspapers were received daily by the investigator, so that

it was possible to collect more recent general information on political

and social events in the areas. Added to this was the advantage of

being resident in the city throughout the period and thus able to

adduce supplementary general information through informal channels*

Other documents considered were party political publications, national

and local, books published on the city itself, which are numerous, and

some formal reports on aspects of social life in the area} such

information was acquired through the university library, publio

library, national library, local government offices and the political

parties.

Having selected the constituencies, interviews were conducted

with relevant officers of the parties at city and national level.

The next step was to make direct contact with the local parties to

assess the suitability of various methods of collecting data* The

occurrence of the general election of Kerch 31st, 1966, provided

relatively unobtrusive access to the parties when they could be

observed at the height of their activity* This was in itself a

valuable part of the study and fruitful in the formulation of specific

hypotheses* It became apparent that it would be difficult to

observe the local parties concurrently, because of clashes in the timing

Of meetings and other activities, and because of the difficulties that

arose for the investigator in the adoption of a suitable role; the

latter may seem an exaggerated point to some, but, since the technique

of participant observation is one which demands involvement in the

activities of the units studied, it was found that to be accepted by

local party members, one was required to present a suitable image, to

adopt an acceptable style of dress and maimer* This was found to
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require quite specific preparations, not only raking out one*s old

duffle-coat or buying suitably stout shoes, and the build up to the

performance and the making of oontaets with the participants was

mentally taxing* The constant playing down of one*s own personality,

the repression of attitudes and comments which might not be appropriate

demanded some self-control and was necessary to avoid introducing too

maxy now factors into the situation, even though one must have

appeared to be a vety lukewarm character to the activists themselves.

Since political parties are segmental associations, one had to prepare

anew for each contact with the party, and break into the unit afresh

eaoh time the group came together. Cf course, after a time one

became accepted and could take up the threads where they were left off

at the last contact, but it took time before this occurred. Because

of this factor of role-playing, in the dramatic sense, it was deoided

that it would be preferable to study the local parties consecutively,

to minimise the dangers of mistakes in the transmission of role-signs,

and to reduoe the tension for the investigator. Here it must be said

that the technique adopted fell somewhere between participant observa¬

tion and direct observation. One could not participate completely

since, in order to oospore mutually opposed politie&l parties, one

could not become a member cf any party. Zt was felt that as a matter

of ethics, the sociologist should be recognised by the participants

as an observer, that is, he should not be a spy* Thus the members

were aware that they were being observed* The possibility that the

behaviour of the members might be altered to that thought suitable for

the ob server*s eyes was thought to be no more likely than that the

investigator acting completely as a participant would by his actions

alter the pre-existing system of social relationships. It was

clearly apparent on occasions that a suitable image was being presented
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by sons members of some parties, and that certain decision® and

information were being withheld or skated over because of the

presence of the observer. It was possible to make allowance for this

in one's assessment of a situation, and it was found that after a time,

as the observer became accepted, such incidents became rarer* In

fact, as part of the process of being accepted by the group, one became

involved in patterns of reciprocity and to this extent a participant

in the situation* Wherever such actions were undertaken by the

observer, this factor was allowed for in assessing the situation, and

one tried to involve oneself mainly in activities which could be

isolated from the interactions of members of the group, and which aid

not seem crucial to its ongoing activities. However, observing the

parties consecutively introduced a tirae»lag, whloh if not controlled,

might invalidate the comparison* Thus the period of direct observa¬

tion was limited, and contacts made with one local party were

maintained after the completion of direct observation, so that it was

possible to pay return visits to check up on any major changes that

might have occurred. The Labour local parties were observed from

October 1966 to October 1%7 and the Conservative Associations from

October 19^7 to Octobe# 1968* Initial contacts were made with eaeh

in 1966 to assess the chances of studying them and it was decided to

study the Conservatives latterly since they seemed to present fewer

problems for the collection of data, primarily because of their

apparently more efficient keeping of records and other documentary

material* This difference turned out to be not so great as at first

appeared, and problems were as likely to occur in the collection of

information from the Conservative Associations as from the Labour

Parties* Methods were found for accommodating to most problems but

at times they proved insurmountable, and thus arose flaws in the ..

\\
w
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coverage of the cooperative data* a® timing of the observation of

the parties proved fortuitous, however, in that the Labour parties

were studied before the collapse of morale which occurred generally

in the interim years of this Labour government* The signs of tension

were there and resignations began to occur, but they were not at that

time sufficient suddenly to reduce the else of the groups, end thus

radically alter relationships within them. The tension and lade of

morale seemed to crystallise opposing tendencies within the local

parties but were net sufficient to reduce them to a state of collapse.

The parties were approached through a personal contact} when

support from this person had been obtained, formal requests to attend

meetings of each level of tho party ware sent to the relevant

secretaries, Including a covering-letter from try supervisor and an

outline of the aims of the research. Following from this, 1 attended

meetings at ward, constituency and city levels, "social" activities,

such as cheese and wine parties, coffee mornings, Fairs, socials etc,j

and members were met informally after and between meetings, Detailed

notes were reoorded of each meeting directly on returning to base} it

was felt it would prove too conspicuous and intrusive to take notes at

the meetings themselves. In the same period, meetings of the parties

at other levels in the hierarchy and meetings of other relevant

associations were attended, partly through the kind assistance of

members of the local parties who helped me to gain admittance to these

groups} X attended events at trade union branches, the Trades Council,

tee "rodes Club, Public meetings, Town Council, and conferences, and

associations concerned with specific issues and topics, Some

flexibility in tee programme was allowed for observation of a local

party, where some particular issue or event arose which might prove

of interest to the research. As the observation progressed, together
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with reading in the subject at large, it vas possible to stipulate

more closely the categories of facts and activities in which X was

interested, and thus to collect Information from observation under

systematic headings* However, it is recognised that since a lapse

of time necessarily arOBe between the activity and the recording of

the activity, strict accuracy cannot be claimed for the measures of

activity used*

Having gained access to the local parties, X collected as much

Information from their documentary sources as was available, and

concentrate! on observation of their activities at formal meetings and

at others, such as canvassing, running elections and fund raising* At

the same time, lists were acquired of the members of the local parties.

The intention wqs to operate with a stratified sample of the members

divided into general members and activists. The activists were

isolated for intensive study on the basis of frequency of attendance

at meetings and office-holding* Some difficulties arose however in

the assembling and application of the samples* Bach local party

will be dealt with in turn and the difficulties reported# In the

labour party in Twilight constituency, the activists were isolated and

this total population was taken as the activist sample* These

numbered 26 and interviews with 25 were obtained { supplementary

information on the remaining person, who was elderly, was acquired

through Informal conversation* The acquisition of a list of general

members proved initially difficult, since these lists were compiled

by each, ward and maintained by their secretaries* Since one of these

wards was defunct and the secretary had recently ceased to attend

constituency meetings, some difficulty was encountered in acquiring

this list* In another ward, the secretary eventually produoed a list,

and in the most efficiently organised ward a list of members was
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ro&UJy offered* .Ycc th'-po, the sample of general r.uitbor© was

drawn itsing rarden number tables {:'ambridgQ ftatlstiaal '.able®j

Lin&ley and tiller). TliO total recoiled population in each ward

labovar parly in this constituency was In iuecrt*. ward tp, in Church

ward S3, in Park ward ?0j the sample size for vuesm's ward was 14,

for Church t 20, and for '>trk, iC; C Intorvtew-rche&ules were finally

completed free k ueen*s ward, 6 fro® Chinch and 10 fro® Park* Tho

following through of the carple of general toshers proved in each ease

to ba the cost fruetr&tin • ard difficult of all stares cf the rersarch.

The poor response rate ,ron this local party can bo explained by the

following factors* The official lists in two wards, (ueen*s and

Church, were of Bothers recruited over the years* In fact, cone of

those who appeared on the lift had not paid a subscription to the

party for a number of years, since collecting subscriptions and

recruiting new numbers were activities which had been neglected by

the members* feme persons had joined during a recruiting oanpaign in

which paid collectors had been sent into the area by the Regional

Agent, but this preliminary oontact had not been naintalncd by the

local party* because the lists were out of date, 3V.' of the sample,

including reserves, had removed, and 5.*' were known to b© dead* The

high proportion of removals resulted froro tiie housing clearance

progrernes of the local authority* and it was most frustrating to set

off for one of the addresses on the list only to find an erpiy space

where a whole street should have been* Cfton, I would turn a corner

to find yet another seetiO'. of ty sample hod disappeared into thin

air# Other houses were boarded up ate due for demolition* :hece

facts were, of course, interesting in thessclves, and relevant to an

analysis of the operation of a local party i-u its environnoni, but

they led to a poor response rate* The investigator word i call at
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the address on foot, on two or three occasions; if an interview had

not been obtained by this time, a postal questionnaire was sent out,

which severed the sense information* In this particular area, apart

from in Park ward, the response to the questionnaire was minimal,

although it did scrape in a few sore replies} this could be accounted

for mainly by the old age, low literacy and unfamiliarity with form-

filling that tended to apply among this population.

la Expansion constituency, the activist sample of the Labour

Party was again isolated through observation of meetings, and records

of office-holdlngj the total population of activists selected was

25, and interviews were completed with 23} two persons implied by

their repeated failure to keep appointments that they wished not to

be interviewed. The lists of members in this Labour Party were

again compiled at the ward level} here the wards Avenue and Kane ion-

house met together informally, since Mansiochouae was so small, and

they were administered as one unit} however, constitutionally they

remained separate and for specific purposes, such as the selection

of a candidate, they set separately* There were 107 members in

Avenue-ifansionhouse ward party and 175 in Estate* The sample else

selected, again using random number tables, was 23 from Avenue-

Mansionhouse, and 27 from Estate* 17 interview-schedules were

completed from Avenue-i'ansionhouse and 22 from estate. Again the

procedure was to call at the address three times, and send out a

postal questionnaire where failure to contact occurred* A pre¬

liminary letter of Introduction to the whole sample had to be

excluded because of the cost of postage* These methods proved

relatively successful in these areas, because the population was

younger, and perhaps because of the higher level of literacy that

may be assumed to apply there* An additional aid in contacting
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general ©©mbers here was that this local parly was in more regular

communication with the members by post and personal contact: the

secretary's name* which was referred to in the letter of introduction

1 carried, and which want with any postal questionnaires sent out,

was familiar to these members. The collectors were also in more

regular contact with members thaft were those in Twilight constituency

and they could explain about the research to those who were

suspicious.

In the Conservative Association, although documentary material

proved more accessible, difficulties were again encountered with the

sample of general members* In Expansion constituency the roll of

members was compiled on a constituency basis, which facilitated the

selection of a sample* However, the recorded number of members

totalled 2,*>82, and my resources of time, energy and finance would

not allow a sample of equivalent proportion to that of the labour

parties* Given that the information on the general members was only

a part of the whole research design, it was decided to select a

sample of 50, since this represented 2;? of the total population, and

was a number that could be dealt with by the lone interviewer. The

sample wag selected in the same way. On© problem that arose was

that in some cases a husband and wife would share a membership card,

and pay a joint subscription. It was decided, that for these oases

the husband or wife would be taken as the interviewee alternately.

However, difficulties were still ahead* Whereas in the Labour party

the problem was mainly one of contacting individuals and finding the

addresses, in the Conservative Association, whioh also had a problem

with removals and deaths, the major difficulty lay in persuading

individuals to co-operate in the study# A high refusal rate, 10/,
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occurred here, whereas in the Labour Party the poor response was

mainly due to failure to contact* In fact only two individuals in

the Labour Party when face-to-face with the investigator, refused to

answer questions, whereas this was a frequent blow in this Conserva¬

tive Association, Reserve lists had to be utilised here as in the

Labour parties, but due to refusals, removals, deaths and failure to

contact, a discrepancy remained between the sample sise of 50, and

the 42 Interviews finally completed. This difficulty in obtaining

the co-operation of some general members Is an interesting indication

of the problems one faces then studying the "middle-class" rather than

the more frequently chosen "working-class"j yet another explanation

for this characteristic may relate to the nature of membership in the

Conservative Association, compared with that of the Labour Partyg

this will be discussed more fully later, but it might be expected that

because of the more positive action entailed in becasing a member of

the Labour Party, a greater interest would be shown in a survey of

party membership, and the feeling that one*a political affiliations and Ideas

are private and personal would be encountered less often. This

reaction found among Conservatives might also be due to the relatively

low status of academic pursuits in a predominantly business-oriented

group, or to the age and sex of the population, and the emphasis on

privacy which is part of their culture} together with this is the

fear of "creeping bureaucracy", of control by a "big-brother computer",

and social surveys are seen, perhaps rightly, as part of this trend.

In this constituency association 36 persons were isolated as the

activists, and again resources were not sufficient few interviews to

be conducted with the total population# A random sample of 25 was

selected from the list compiled, and of these, 24 were successfully

interviewed} the remaining person was taken ill and unavailable for

interview*
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Zn Twilight Conservative Association the difficulties with the

general membership sample proved insuraountable, since no reliable

list of general members was available. This obstacle to a cooperative

study was partially alleviated by collecting information froa the

documents kept in the party office, which gave some basic facts about

membership in the past. Later, a new secretary carried out a radical

overhaul of the official records with the help of other young recruits

and he claimed that the Association had about 70 members, about 40 Of

whom had paid the full subscription recently, However, at the time

of conducting the research a reliable list of names and addresses of

general members could not be provided, However, the information from

documentary sources, together with observation of persons attending the

Association*s social and public events allowed the investigator to

compile some basic figures about the population of perse*n» most closely

connected with the local party. The activists numbered 14 and inter¬

views with 34 were obtained.

The interview-schedules used for the general members and the

activists are included in the appendix: the general members' was more

formally organised than the activists*, and questions wore put to the

general members in toe order in which they appear on the schedule.

The questions were open-ended and coding of answers was done after toe

questionnaires had been completed, on the basis of the responses

received* The activist interviews were less straight-forward. The

questions on toe schedule were soon memorised since the aim was to

conduct the interview in as Informal and relaxed an atmosphere as

possible, Zt was important therefore to use a flexible schedule which

allowed toe material to emerge of itself. The activist interviews

were non-directive, toe aim being to allow the Informant to talk freely

with toe minimian of prompting# To this extent, however, toe interviews
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were focused in that the same questions wore always covered, although

not necessarily in the sane order, so that information was collected

on each informant, which could he quantified and compared. In the

questions on images of society, there was little prompting, since

by using ary specific word, such as class, the interviewer mi$it guide

the informant's responses to include perceptions which might not

normally he those through which he saw social life. In collecting

the information on the individual's social background and present

social location, It was particularly important to allow the informant

to talk freely, so that the turning-points and stages which he saw

as most significant would he brought out* however, when the individual

had presented the story of his life, the interviewer rnkfrt return to

certain points he had mentioned or ask about specif!o areas of his

social life, so that comparable information could be collected on each

individual. The modal length of those interviews was l-£ hours,

whereas the general membership interviews lasted about half an hour.

However, the process of interviewing was lengthy in that travelling

to and from interviews and returning to follow up addresses from which

no contact was made on the first or second call was a time-consuming

affair, since Z had to travel by foot or bus, Since the activist

interviews were expected to be lengthy, appointments were arranged in

advance, usually after contacting a person at a meeting, but sometimes

by telephone or by letter, in which case a stamped addressed reply card

was included. The interviews were reoorded by the interviewer,

writing by hand, and a personal form of shorthand was utilised, A

tape-recorder was not used sinee the chairman of one local party

specifically refused this and was confident that it would not be

acceptable to many mashers. Certainly the difficulty encountered in

acquiring information from seme general combers substantiated this,
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and having completed Interviews with the aotlvista, it in my impression,

that a tape-recorder would have formalised the interview and that many

of the 'aside* confidential references and scraps of information

offered by respondents would not have been obtained had they been

conscious that what they were saying was recorded on tape* Immediately

on returning to bass, the interview was written up in a systematic

form as a ease-report, the attempt being made to organise the material

with the same lay-out in each case, although this was not always possible,

since one attempted also to maintain continuity of thought throughout.

The interviewer's impressions were also recorded at this time. Ruch

valuable information «as aoquired after I had put down sy pen and was

having the usual cup of tea, fhen the respondent considered the

interview proper to be over, he sometimes appeared to relax his

inhibitions about what information he considered to be suitable and

would describe situations aid events which often served to illustrate

important points about the organisation* Thus although every attempt

was made to make the interview as relaxed and informal as possible, and

it is felt that success was generally achieved in this, the fact that

one is recording information neoessarlly places a barrier between the

interviewer and the informant, and I would consider that it is therefore

as useful to continue a conversation after the interview and record this

information later, as it is to be precise In immediately recording every

item of information offered.

At every stage in the process of collecting Information, agree¬

ment was obtained from party officials. This might appear to limit

the methods used but in fact it was unusual for problems to arise in

gaining this agreement, once the investigator as a person had established

a relationship of trust and rapport with the members, I would stress

that it is absolutely necessary to gain this agreement, partly in the
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ethical sense that one should not record information about persons

without it, and also in order to safeguard oneself against suspicion

and distrust from sub-sections of the unit studied# Thus, although

one tries to avoid being identified with any particular sub-section, so

as not to alienate other sections (and this is not always easy since

one cannot control the physical characteristics that one presents, for

example, age and sex), it is important that the sanction of legitimacy

has been gained from those who are in a position to confer it. In

that one must establish rapport to att&in this, the investigator must

thereby respect the trust of the persons studied and use the information

for scientific purposes only; however this does not mean that

informants can control the way in which one analyses the data, or the

form in which it is presented#

The questions in the interview-schedules were designed to test

previously formulated hypotheses# A schedule had previously been drawn

up and tested on members of political parties in other constituencies,

with whom informal contacts had been made* Alterations followed this

preliminary testing# The schedule was considered by my supervisor and

colleagues in the departments of which I was a member, and seme

alterations were made on the basis of their criticisms# 13ie manner of

asking the questions was standardised to increase the validity of

comparison#

vm wmcmm.im, OSIKETATION

In considering the questions 'why do people Join aid take part in

political parties' and 'what factors affect the way local parties are

run', Tom Burns' reference to the 'essentially critical, assumption
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testing nature of sociological inve5tigation'* is relevant# It is

commonly assumed that political activity can be explained solely by

psychological notions of ambition, power-seeking, self-interest or

direct and displaced agression, "hile not denying that such elements

asy far® part of an explanation, the sociologist is concerned with the

social factors which inhibit or encourage participation, that is, with

'the institutional norms whieh seem to govern action##•« the limits
2

and constraints which the behaviour of people seems to observe' «

The question which prompted this research was, 'why do people take

part in political activities?' Given that only a minority of people

in Britain join a political party,"®* although those in Britain ere among

the largest in the world, one wonders who are the party members, how

*
T# Burns# IS64, Inaugural Lecture, University of Edinburgh, p#ll#

2
Ibid#, p#l6#

^ Roughly one out of four or five Conservative electors is a member
of the party and one out of fourteen Labour electors an individual
member# Of these a minority participate beyond contributing a subscrip¬
tion, two-fifths of Labour members, a quarter to a third of Conservatives.
Thus roughly 55 million electors thin out to perhaps 1#5 million of
semi-active voluntary workers.
of# J.E, Blondel# 1S65# Voters, Parties and Leaders# p»94*

Alongside the explanation that apathy is the cause of this
phenomenon, Is often placed the assumption that this constitutes a
problem* It is Interesting to quote David liiecuaaa, (1930# The
Lonely Crowd, p#193), 'Just as the notion that all adult members of a
community must be involved in its policy-making is new so is the view
that political indifference and apathy constitute problems# Thus, in
ancient oriental societies, there only the dynasty and a small group
of advisors and nobles we£e called into the sphere of participation,
the rest of the population could not properly be termed apathetic j it
was simply politically asleep* likewise in the Greek city-state, we
ean think of apathy as a problem only among oitisena - women, aliens
and slaves were simply excluded from the sphere of political involve¬
ment# * In quoting the above, one does not wish to disoount the problem
of indifference: one is aware of the dangerous prospects for a society
whose members are Indifferent to the way in whieh power Is exercised*
One may however, be aware of the salient issues in national politics
without being a party member, although interest and effectiveness are
not equivalent even where there are channels for participation other
than those of party politics*
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and why did tiiey join and what do they do? Political decisions

affect all members of society so oik; might have expected, a good

proportion of those who vote for a party to join it# Participation

in politics can, of course, take several feme. The political order

has been described as 'those institutions within which men acquire,

wield or influence the distribution of power within social structures',*
or, as the system concerned with 'the authoritative allocation of

2
values'. By limiting the enquiry to political parties, various

avenues connected with the political order are ignored, for instance,

groups concerned with specific issues who take action in the political

sphere# Bore we lock at political parties, which are formal organise*

tions whose conscious goal is *to win political power and exercise it',^
The mass parties in Britain resulted from the extension of popular

suffrage and parliamentary prerogatives and have a party life outside

parliament; as Duverger points out, 'the originality of twentieth*

century parties lies in their organisation' an organisation aimed at

mobilising the votes of large numbers of people# It is this organisa¬

tion, both formal and informal, in which the sociologist is interested,

in particular its effect on patterns of recruitment to the party and on

levels of participation within it# The term 'member* does not of

course mean the same thing in all parties; the Labour Party for

instance, has made the distinction, ever since 19IS, between affiliated

members and individual members# Here members are defined as those who

pay a regular srhscription directly to the local party and hold a

*
C* Wright hills and K« Berth, 1954# Character and Social

Structure, p,26,
2

D# Kaston# 1953# The Political ryetern,
* M# Duverger# 19&m Political Parties, p«xadil#

Ibid*, Bote 1, p#xv#
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membership card.

One premise of this study is that a person*s social location

affects whether or not he becomes a party member* Social location

refers to an individual*a past and present experience of certain

social areas and to the characteristics he has acquired as a result.

Particularly one considers his location in the immediate environment

of the political party* The patterning of relationships within the

party Itself also affects participation* We will examine the factors

which influence a person to choose the Labour or the Conservative

party; those factors which affect his contact with the party, (which

may range from nil participation to intense commitment); and those

factors which relate to the accessibility of the party to him* for he

may have the inclination to join the party but not the opportunity*

The methodological orientation of this thesis has two key-

features j one os the use of the action-approach; the other is the

premise that consideration of a social unit is not complete without

examination of the relationship between that unit and its environment.

It is hoped that this research will help to show that organisational

patterns of social relationships are not only the result of decisions

taken within the organisation, but are crucially affected also by

factors which derive from the environment*

It is important to stress here the definition of role which is

used in the analysis j rather than following the social psychologist's

dramatic idea of role, in which the performer selects and performs

parts, the view of role taken here is the structuralist one* Role

then is *a pattern of expected behaviour reinforced by a structure of

rewards and penalties which induces individuals to conform to the

pattern*.* Roles vary in the way they are allocated, the amount of

*
M. Banton. 1966* Roles, p.22.
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prestige accorded then; and in the degree to td&eh they are

differentiated from other roles. In this analysis ws are concerned

principally with the role of member of a local political party, and

will compare differences in this role in different social contexts,

for, integral to the analysis of & role is a consideration of the

social organisation of which it is a component, and we hope to show

how the fern and content of the role of - political Party member varies

with changes in conditions. -,olas can be conceived of as basic,

general and independent,^" falling along a continuum in terns of the

degree of their differentiation from other roles? thus wo consider

how the role of party member varies between the basic and independent
2

poles as the social organisation of the local parties varies#

The patterns of relationships which arise in the parties affect

their flexibility, that is, their ability to adapt to change in the

environment, and to mobilise resources to use in pursuing their

goals. Etslori1s use of the term nobiliration is followed here#

"fobillration is a process in which a social unit gains relatively

rapidly in control of resources it previously did not control".

"Demobilisation occurs when a unites control of resources is reduced

relatively rapidly".^ "A mere increase in resources of members or

sub-units or even of the unit does not make for mobilisation, though

*
M# Banton# 1966, Toles, p»33»

2
Criticisms of tills uco of the tore; role are that it ignores the

content of the role, and presumes a consensus as to patterns of behaviour
expected of that role, Although classification of roles within a
structure on the degree of their differentiation from other roles
necessarily involves this limitation, it is felt that in a specific
research study designed to consider one role in particular, and its
relation to other roles, the aspects of content and consensus can be
accommodated into the analysis#

^ A, Ktsioni# 1968# "Mobilisation as a macro-sociological
conception"
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it increases the mobilisation potential t only mobilisation is the

process through which resources, old or new, are made available for

collective action, by changing their control* An affluent unit

might be thus lees mobilised and less able to act than one poor in

resources".* Thus what we are concerned with in our comparison of

local parties in their capacity to mobilise, and we compare actual

levels of mobilisation to each other rather than to the abstract

idea of full mobilisation, what Is mobilisation for one party may

mean demobilisation for another* In addition, we are interested not

only in the competition between units of the ease tvne for resources

but in the competition of units of one type with unite of another

type, (for example, the family or other voluntary associations,) for

the commitments of their members! here, we consider various role-

obligations and compare the effectiveness of the different parties in

shifting commitments towards themselves.

She terms network and jsef; are also used in this thesis. The term

network used here follows that of Barnesj that is, a network is seen

as a social field made up of relations between peoplej it is unbounded

and without leadership or a co-ordinating organisation. This social

field ©an be divided into various activity-fields« defined by the

content of the Interaction between aotorsi that is, an activity-field

consists of a section of a network which still has the Characteristics

of a network, (unbounded, without leadership, unoo-ordinated), but the

interactions within that sector share a common dominant content, for

example, criteria of neighbourhood, friendship, kinship, economics or

politics. Thus the notion of aotivity-field is an abstraction from

the social fieldt the elements involved are, as with network,

*
A, Ktilonl, 1968, "Mobilisation as a macro-sociological

conception",
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interactions between individuals, i.e, observable people, but they are

limited by space and ticsoj that is, the interactions referred to are

specific interactions which take place at moments in time and places

in space i thus at any moment, a particular interaction may be

characterised as political in terms of the goals, rule® of behaviour

and expectations of conduct observed by the participants} at another

moment the same individuals cay be involved in an interaction guided

by other goals and rules, which cay be termed economic. Thus at

different moments, interactions between the same individuals may

constitute elements in different activlty-fields• To this extent

the notion of activity-field is an abstraction, but it remains based

on concrete interactions. It must be empirically determined in any

particular network, or social field, to what extent activity-fields

overlap, or are disparate: the degree to which they do overlap or

are disparate will affect the nature of relationships within the

network, for example, the degree of interdependence between elements

and the level of social control. It is a promise of study in

complex society that activity-fields will not completely overlap,

sinoe this is a defining characteristic of complex-societyi therefore,

one considers the decree to which activity-fields within a network

are disparate, and thereby compares differences in the relationships

that obtain in different networks. Thus the terms network and

activity-field are useful tools in the analysis of open (i«e,

relatively unbounded) societies, within which relationships tend

towards the specific pole on a continuum of specific-diffuse

relationships.

Another term which must be elucidated here is that of set. The

ooraaon characteristic of this terra as it has been used is that It is

ego-centred* J'erton distinguishes the status-sot and the role-get.
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Kow Santon^ considers that there is little value in defining status

and role as distinct entities, and prefers to use the terra role, for
2

both status and role, and here we adopt Barton's policy. However,

the terras status-set and role-set can be usefully distinguished* A

role-set is "that complement of role-relationships which persons have

by virtue of occupying a particular social status",^ The status-set

refers to -the complex of roles associated not with a single social

status, but with the various statuses in which individual find them¬

selves t each of these statuses in turn has a distinctive role-set.

In this study, we are interested in the articulation of the role-set

associated with the status party member, and in the reciprocal

influences operating between the status party member and other statuses

in ego's status-set* Thus, when considering what goes on within the

parties, the social unit of the interacting group of party members can

be seen as a complex of role-sets; and when looking at the connection

between the party and its environment we examine the status-sets of the

individuals involved in the party. Role-sets refer to relationships

within one activity-fields status-set refers to the linkages that

exist between activity fields, with ego as the point of reference.

Thus, the terra set is used to refer to a number of actors centred on

ego* This term is qualified by others, such as status, role and

action, to describe the criteria by which persons are allocated to

the set* , These criteria may be subjectively or objectively defined*

Barnes* use is subjective,** based on the participants1 perceived

1
M» Banton, op, cit*

^
R» Linton* 193^* The Study of Kan, C,8,

^ R,K, Kerton, 1937* Social Theory and Social Structure, p.369.
** J,A, Barnes* 1934. Class and Committee in a Norwegian Island

Parish*
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identity with others, hut again, the set has the property of being

eg-centred and bounded, (as distinct from Barnes* use of the teres

network and quasi-group). The terns sot, role-set and status-set

mentioned so far are olasaifieatory, ainoo they include all relation-

chips which fulfill the prescribed criteria; that is, they are

structural and in that sense static. If we wish to consider the

dynardc properties of sets, to consider how they operate, it is more
i

useful to follow Mayer in his application of the tern action-set t

this is a set which is again ego-centred and may contain intermediaries

between ego and the terminal individuals, but the qualification for

inclusion in the cot is the criterion of action reared to a specific.

defined purpose.

In summary, this dissertation examines the articulation of four

local parties with their environment and considers how internal

relationships are affected by the content and form of external

linkages. In discussing urfcoun&ed series of interactions Barnes1

definitions of network and quasl-group are used* The network is seen

as divided into a number of activity-fields, and in discussing

connections between these fields use is made of Morton*s terms status-

set and Mayer's terms quasi-group and action-set, of which lattter a

rroim of members forms the core. Thus a network or social field can

be conceptualised as a series of interconnected status-sets t the

immediate environment of the local party therefore, consists of the

cum of the status-sets of the mothers; where these status-sets are

extended to incluie intermediaries they constitute quasi-groups, as

defined by Mayer. This environment represents a pool of linkages

which may be activated by the party for specific purposes, ifihere

A.C. Mayer. 1966. The significance of quasi-groups in the atuuy
of complex societies.
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each other, and each member stands la relation to the other members

of the group 9 not simply to one ego# The croups have a quality of

permanence about thea, elthou$i they may not present exactly the

same properties in succeeding moments of their' existence, that is, at

different intervals# In some cases the group is a formal one in the

sense that a title, such as committee member, is accorded to each

individual, and this title ©ay be formally recognised in the

constitution of the association} in other cases, it is a clique, a

body of "informally linked people, having a high rate of interaction,

and with that even-spread of membership activities which *,« distin¬

guishes the group from the quaal-growp*^ Hies© groins, which we

tors the activists. constitute the core of the action-seta with which

we are concerned# Through examination of the status-sots of ti*e

individuals involved in a group* w© arrive at that catchment area of

potential centers cf an action-set, termed the cuasi-group (!!sy®r)«
»ithin such a quasi-group aro included the /mineral aorhors* that is,

those persons who fulfill the minimal criteria of membership of the

local party but who do not fall within the category of the activists,

(as defined by interaction patterns and sentiment). Thus the groups

taken as the units of analysis are defined by the sociologist through

observation* they may accord with the formal definitions written into

the constitution but do not do so necessarily} (for instance,

committee member8 who do not attend meetings are not included, and

activists mho ere not paid up mashers of the party or who do not

formally qualify for membership of that association are included)#

Where the term political party is used this has a distinct meaning

from the term the activists, A political party can be defined as

being composed of a relatively durable cr regularised relation between

Ill minimi ■ ... -I..,,.,......,.,. .nun.,mil I. —«—«.

1
A#c# foyer, op* elt.
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leaders and followersj as involving procedures for performing the

key functions of selecting candidates and managing public business;

as having a distinguishable set of perspectives with emotional over¬

tones; and including in its goals the structuring of voting choice

and the conduct of government.1 Here the term "political party"

refers to a formal organisation, that is, a social unit with a

written constitution, which sets legal limits to action, and

institutionalises certain patterns of expected behaviour, with a

hierarchy of officers and committees, defined goals, such as the

attainment of power, efficiency and the nomination of candidates, and

formally recognised criteria of membership. The local political party

is that section Of the political parly with a title which connects it

with a particular territorial area, usually a parliamentary constituency

or an amalgam of constituencies", with its own constitution, officers

and lists of members# Included in this section are subdivisions at

the ward level, which may be seen as separate organisations with

independent rules of membership, officers and, particularly, control

of finances, or which may be seen as specialised sections Of the main

party* The term local political party is here used to denote the

party operating at the constituency level#

Thus our definition of the local party is that laid down in its

constitution; that is, it represents the constitutional model. We

recognise that the constitutional model of the local party may differ

from that in the minds of the membersj similarly the constitutional

model may not represent the actual working of the party; these discrep¬

ancies may be perceived by the participants or only by the observer# The

1

cf. William Chambers# 1963# Political Parties in the Hew Nations,
p#45~49.
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conr-titutional model differs from the conscious and unconscious models,

by representing what fou^it to be"; the conscious nodal in the minds

of the participants is based on their Interpretation of what actually

happens; the sociologist's nodal, the unconscious model, is an inter*

probation reputedly based on more rigorous measurement and observation

of variables from all angles, whereas the participant's view nay be

slightly distorted since he is Involved in the interaction# Any

disjunction between these three models is worthy of analysis, but it

would be preauaptious to claim that any one is sore "right" than

another# Discrepancies were found to occur for a variety of reasons;

for instance# Berbers sight not be aware of divergencies between their

activities and those prescribed in the constitutional sex!el, because

of lack of information about the constitution; this eight be

inaccessible to most members, and thus they basvd their idea of what

ought to be upon what they thought was the constitution* where

discrepancies are discovered, attempts are usually xsede by the

participants to bring the two into line again, either by altering

customary practices, or by altering the constitution# Thus, a

divergence between cueton an! constitution is usually due to lack of

inforraation, although where the constitution is rigorously enforced

by an agency outside the local party, or where organisational demands

conflict with Ideological prescriptions, the deviation mey be

consciously overlooked by the participants, either as a device to

retain local autonosy, or as a means to further selected goals, the

attainment of which may demand that other organisational goals be

overlooked# Differences nay also arise in the way the constitution

is interpreted# These interpretations may vary between members in

* ef. C# Levi-Ctrause, 1953* Social Structure,
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the party at one time, or over time# "."here there are variations

at cm time, on crucial issues, a decision is reached as to which

will be the formally recognised interpretation! where ambivalence

contin es, this stay be a conscious device to maintain flexibility

for future action, i»e, keeping the options open, or it may be that

the matter does not crucially affect the operation of the unit.

Interpretations may also differ ever time, as the membership of the

local party changes, or as the goals selected as dominant change*3.

In the dissertation, the problem is approached in three ways*

the environmental factors am presented ecologically, using the

Census and other documentary sources of statistical information;

information on the party members is formulated statistically to give

a descriptive account of them, and to test various hypotheses about

recruitment and participation} and organisational features of the

local parties and patterns of interaction within them are analysed.

Here, we have defined the terms used in this investigation of factors

affecting participation in local political parties. Specific working

hypotheses and methods of interpretation of data ate dealt with as

they arise. In the following chapters we cose to the data, which is

presented by narrowing the focus of study to the organisations} thus

chapter two describes the immediate environment within which the

parties operate j chapter three compares the social characteristics

3
For instance, a change occurred in the interpretation of the

constitution of the Nottingham Labour Party with changes in the
membership over time, An individual was expelled form the C,b,P.;
but later, it was shown that ease members of that party had
subsequently left the Labour Party to Join Liberal and Conservative
parties} thus, it was argued, the interpretation of the constitution
made by these persons was invalidated by their subsequent actions
which disqualified them fror. ary claim to legitimacy in the maiding
of the decision.
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of the parly mooters oni chapter four deals with patterns of social

relationships within the organisations* la chapter firs «e

present our conclusions*
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chajto tiro i mi mmZAT?. nmwniwrs

focio»::cor?o?'xc backgroutp of im cm.

The two constituencies, Twilight ami Kxpansion, asm part of a city

which extends over 52 square miles ami is divided into 2} wards* (see

Figure 1)« Within the city can to found a royal palace* government

offices* law courts* and the headquarters of Scottish religious

todies* cultural organisations and Scottish hanks and insurance

oocapanies, Shile the sain lanl-usea in the city are residential

and commercial, there are some important industries* (printing*

publishing* book-binding, imp-making, brewing* rubber-n&r.ufacture,

general and electrical engineering and the manufacture of biscuits*
j

cakes and confectionery).

In 1961 j1 the population of the city was 46-3,361; in 1966, it

was 463,765* Between 1951 and 1961, there was a net increase of

0*3a in the population, the natural increase* i*e# the proportion of

births to deaths, was 3*4?- or 15*734# Thus during these years there

suet have been a net migration of about 14,000 from the city, This

recurring pattern of migration to England and abroad is an important

problem throughout Scotland, and the city described here does not

esoape its influence* In 1961* there were U6 females to every 100

males in the area, while, between 1951 and 1961* the high post-war

*
Unless otherwise stated, population statistics refer to the 1961

Census; it is thought that such figures can be used here, since no
major changes appear to have occurred which might radioally alter the
trends observed within the city.
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birth-rate led to an increase of 19< in the age-group 10-14 years*

In the ease years* the number of males aged 5-25 years increased by

9*3£ and the number of f©sales aged 5-20 years increased by 7t7r*

These figures suggest that the 1960s would see a relative increase in

the number of persons under 50 years compared with those over 30 years.

However this would be counteracted by the fact that a large propor¬

tion of those migrating from the area appear to fall within the age-

grade 20 - 40 years* The picture that ©serges from analysis is one

of a city with a relatively high proportion of older persons, aged 55

and over* and of young persons, with a relatively ©sailer proportion

of young adult and middle-aged persons, due to the migration over the

years of young and skilled adults to England, Canada, Australia and

other lands of expected opportunities# (Figure 2)*

Between 1951 and 1961, the number of Scottish-bora persons

residing in the area decreased by over 5,000, while the number born

outside Scotland increased* There was an increase of over 2,000 in

those born in England and Wales, and of over 5*000 in those born out¬

side the British Isles# Of the total population in the area in 1961,

(468,561) 320,946, l.e# 64*7^ were born within the city* This would

aoen to imply a fairly hi^h pattern of migration within the city*

besides the loss of population already mentioned, there would seem

also to be soma immigration into the city, probably of persons In

professional and commercial occupations attracted to the central

institutions of their sphere of employment, and also of migrants from

rural areas moving from the land to the city end of immigrants from

abroad#

From his study in Birmingham, John Rex has proposed that the

ownership of domestic property may be a significant factor in
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understanding relationships between the classes.* He divided the

population into seven significant categories with reference to

domestic property i~

1* property-owners

2, owners of mortgaged houses

3» council house dwellers

4* tenants of privately rented accomodation

5* tenants in council-owned old slues

6# tenants in mulUplyrocoupied houses

These categories are relevant in terns of power, ownership and

security. The city on which this study focuses has been analysed

using similar categories, and interesting patterns emerge*

M3SJt

Table of division of households by
tenure of doccstlo property

Type of tenure Number

owner-occupiers 65,841

rented from local
authority 37,243

rented privately,
unfurnished 36,282

rented privately,
furnished 7,789

rented by virtue of
employment 4,695

rented with farm or
brines* gl

152,177

Percentage of
total households

45.5£

2W^

23»3f

5.1$

3,0%

Ojg£

100,0$

*
y# Rex and R, Koore* 1968* Sparlcbroek,
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Cwner-oocuiors are the major category. These are 65,841 house¬

holds, from a total register of households of 152,177? that is,

owner-occupied house® are 43,5,:" of the total. The *propertyless'

group is divided almost equally into two sections j their Interests

©ay he presumed to differ particularly on questions ©f municipal

housing policy «d council house rents* Combined statistically,

however, they produce a category larger than that of the ormer-

oceuplers, The slightly larger of the two sections consists of those

renting their homes from the local authority, 57*243 housebote, 24,4^

of the total* Those renting their homo unfurnished from a private

person or company total 36,282 households, 23,$% The property-owning

group, statistically defined, consists of 46*7* of the total, A

strict division into owner-occupiers versus those renting property

unfurnished, from the council or privately, would divide the total

households in the proportions, 43*5$ propertied, 4B*2£= proportyless,

A division inclining all households Ascribed to categories by

objectively-defined interest# provides the following proportions?-

property-owning 46*7?£

propertyless 53*^

In a later section, this factor will be related to patterns of

political participation and to the nature of the issues emphasised in

public political debate.

It has been shown that a useful index of housing conditions and

style of life is the figure produced by relating the number of

persons living in a household to the number of rooms in the house (with

children under the age of ten years being classed as half A person).

The figure produced is called the housing index. The average number

of persons per room in tills city as a whole is 0*85* ^"hen the

housing Index is compared with the form of property-tenure, some
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interesting differences emerge between the figures relating to the

statistical category we have defined as the property-owners and those

relating to that defined as the propertylessi-

Table 2

Table of type of tenure related to the housing index

Troe of tenure of Percentage of
property total households Housing Index

owner occupation 43*5/e 0,68

"property- renting with farm or
owning* business 0.2^ 0,85

renting by virtue of
employment 3*Ofo 0,87

renting unfurnished
privately 23,8^ 0,91

♦property- renting furnished
less* property privately 5#3$ 0,92

renting from local
authority 24-*4^ 1*17

This scale points to a tendency in this city for owner—oooupiers

and those renting from the local authority to polarise, when compared

on style of life, housing conditions and objectively-ascribed interests.

The other categories fall along a continuum between the poles of owner-

occupiers and council house tenants. Whereas in some cities in

England, suoh as Birmingham, London and Manchester, those renting

unfurnished accomodation privately might fall lower down the status-

scale of housing conditions and style of life, this does not appear

to be so in the ease of this city. The stability of the population

over time may explain why the picture is not dominated by those social

problems which arise from heavy immigration into a city, which

immigration tends to concentrate within the central "twilight" zones.

In this city, the conflict of interest lies dearly between owner-

oooupiers and oouncil tenants. It is recognised, however, that the
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social problems of overcrowding in slum conditions do occur in this

area and that those involved suffer considerable hardship and

deprivation.

mmca BACKSRCUffP OF Tllw CITY.

For parliamentary purposes the city is divided into seven .

constituencies, The sizes of the electorates in these constituencies

range from 33,916 to 65,507# Four are represented by Conservative

M#P*S and three by labour* The area is divided into 23 nerds for

municipal purposes# Between 1551 and 1561, 15 wards showed losses of

population and 8 showed gains# The general picture is one of movement

from the elder central wards, where there has been some demolition, to

the wards on the city outskirts, where new housing estates have been

established or extended.

The Labour Party became active in parliamentary elections in this

©it7 with the turn of the century, ad in 1918 they won Twilight

constituency. In 1524, they gained two more, but with the calamities of

1533., all three seats were lost, in 1935, the Conservativeewon ell

seats but one, which Labour held. The candidates contesting the scats

have, until recently, tended to be local personalities, lawyers and

businessmen on the Unionist side, skilled workers, often town

councillors and dedicated party wozteers,on the Labour side# In 1545,

Labour gained Twili^it and two other constituencies, but with boundary

changes in 1950, a new constituency was created, which led to Labour

losing one seat to the Conservatives, For many years, the Scottish

law officers have been provided from among the M#P,s of the city, one

constituency in particular being branded until recently as the "lawyers'

seat". The importance of the legal profession in politics hare is

instanced in the 1959 election when, among the candidates, were three
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Queen*s Councillors, one advocate, and two barristers (i*e, English-

trained), The same pattern of representation has held in the seven

constituencies constituted in 1950, through the elections of 1951,

1955# 1959# 1964 and 1966, in spite of further boundary changes in

1955* that is, labour holds Twilight and two others, while the

Conservatives hold Expansion and three others.

Shore have been 23 wards in the city since 1920 j originally

there were 71 council members, but in the 1960s, the two ex officio

ambers were removed, and there are now 69 members. By 1914* a

mall group of labour members had been formed on the council* In

1926, the year of the General Strike, Labour won a majority of the

seats contested that year, gaining eight seats. By 1931# however#

their position had shrunk "to a quarter of the total seats in Council.

The labour Party gradually gained strengths in 1938# the Moderates

and Labour were neck and neck; in 1945# labour gained seven seats from

their opponents, now named the Progressives; in 1946, they gained a

further two seats, when the strength of the parties was j- Progressive,

33; Labour, 27; lalepeMent, 2; Protectant Action, 1; Coranunlst, 1,

plus the ex officio members, Lord Dean of Guild and Convenor of Trades.

However in 1949# the boundaries of the wards were redistributed and

voting took place for the whole council. Cn this occasion Labour

suffered a severe setback, their representation being reduced from

26 to 15* Among labour members this occasion is referred to as a

warning of the deviousness of the dominant Progressive group, and thus

currently, proposals for a reallocation of ward boundaries are being

fiercely contested* Labour again recovered, and gained seats, until

in 1956 tliey held 27 of the 71 scats* The Liberals became more

prominent around I960 as their fortunes also Improved nationalfly (with
the rise of "Orpington man," as this syndrome was fashionably Rebelled)*
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In municipal politics is supported by the national party as a means

of building up strength in Scotland as a whole; the rationale for

this is that the local party machinery is better geared to fighting

general elections where ik participates also in local elections, and

that is it useful propaganda to "show the flag" locally as well as

nationally* Much of the friction arises between the groups There the

Conservatives appear to represent the young element in the right-wing,

who are anxious to attain power locally and to use municipal politics as

a practice-ground for national political activity, but who see their

routes blocked by an emphasis on seniority in the traditional political

hierarchyi then they are induced to work outside the existing system

through new routes; since they tend to be supported by the national

party administration in this, they are less willing to compromise and

reach agreement with the Progressives* The Progressives on the other

hand are operating within a defined system of rights and obligations

and some have invested highly in this system, with years of patient

service and the building up of influence, and they are not willing

to forego the chance of their due reward readily*

Thus we have a picture of a city in which there are high propor¬

tions of old and young, but with a relative lack of middle-aged

persons; a high proportion of women} a steady flow of migration into

and out of the city, but with a total population figure which remains

stable over time* The political scene is dominated by a "local"

right-wing group, the Progressives, against whoa at various times

sallies have been made by opposition groupB, notably the Labour Party,

the Liberals and the Scottish National Party* A recent threat to

this local group has come from the entry of nationally-orientated

right-wingers into local politics under the title of the Conservative

Party} in some wards compromise has been reached, but particularly
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index.
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Figure 3 Housing index in 23 wards of the city related
to party representation at local elections.
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in those wards where 12a© Progressives are strong, a conflict has arisen

between the two groups within what they themselves oall 'the right-

wing',

Earlier in this section it was shown that a statistical model of

housing indices in the city (Table 2) clearly shows a latent division

between property-owners arsd Hie propertyloss, particularly between

owner-occupiers and council house tenants. Other features of this

city are that, although the population has remained stable overall,

there are notable variations between wards in the trend of their

population size, the age and sex distributions of their population and

the ratio of owner-oceupiers to those in rented accomodation* Som

of these features can be related to patterns of political participa¬

tion in the oity as a whole, and it appears that such latent conflicts

of interest become manifest in political action* An analysis of

election results and statistics, which is described in the Appendix,

shows that these factors significantly affect political aotivity in

this city. The housing index has been shown to be related to the

type of tenure of property, owner-occupied houses ©shibiting a lower

housing index than rented houses* From a consideration of figure 3,

which relates the housing index to party representation at local

elections, it is clear that the structural cleavage between owner-

occupiers and those in rented accomodation in this city is directly

reflected in the polarisation of the political parties, both at local

government and parliamentary elections*

From a consideration of election statistics from the 23 wards

in the city and its 7 constituencies, it Is clear that differential

patterns of political participation cannot be related to any one

variable} in general, a complex of variables are at work in a

locality, acting together. These produce differences in levels of
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pa-tleipation, (as measured by turn-out rates) between on the one

hand, those wards and constituencies containing old housing, a

comparatively older population * a higher proportion of transient

personnel; and which are located is the declining areas of the city;

and on the other, those wards and constituencies in the outer areas

of the city, containing new housing and with younger populations.

The two constituencies chosen for intensive analysis here contrast

markedly with each other on these key variables, and thus provide

interesting eases for comparison of patterns of political participa¬

tion under conditions which are distinctly different and which appear

to be relevant to an understanding of the political process in this

city,

gOCIO-^CC-NChlC BACKCm/TID Pi' THK TTO CCfTfTITURHCIEg

Twilight constituency is composed of the wards, Queen's, Church

and Park* It covers a relatively small area compared with most other

constituencies, yet within it there has been, traditionally, a dense

concentration of population* As the city grew up within the Old Wall,

high tenements, housing large numbers of people, became the dominant

pattern* The population then was mainly one of labourers, and the

proprietors of small shops and businesses, hater, employees began

to live outside the city in more pleasant residential areas, set apart

from the heavy concentration of population and industry in Twilight,

The constituency includes many famous historical buildings, since its

central area is the original locus of the city. Today it contains

the attraction of buildings of historical interest, together with the

social problems of old and overcrowded housest the picture is one of

strange contrasts of splendour and decay, relative affluence and

poverty existing aids by side* The old tenements have been classified
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as slums for more than 20 years, but now many of them ere rapidly-

being demolished, the population being moved to council estates on

the outskirts of the city« the land made available is being taken

over from residential use and the valuable central sites acquired by

offiocs and burinesses, departments of government and the university.

Ease attempt has been made to restore parts of the old High Street

and maintain its atmosphere as an historical relio and an attraction

for tourists, and vigorous efforts have been made to retain a part of

the central core as a residential and shopping sons* Although

architecturally and aesthetically successful, the endeavour has

altered the socio-economic characteristics of this central corej a

reduction in the density of population has taken place, and, because

of changes in the internal design of the buildings and the high rents

charged, the tenants of the property tend to be drawn now from the

category of mobile middle-class, young professionals, those commit¬

ment to the area is low, Thus Twilight constituency lies close to

the heart of the city, containing a castle, palace, university,

cathedral, major hospital and the picturesque High Street, It

include® a substantial part of the city*s commercial life, the offices

of too major newspapers, and is the kernel of public administration

for the city anl the surrounding country. Its geographical location,

with its university and professional connections, attracts a

cosmopolitan population, Alongside these grand and powerful

institutions lie streets of slums, with their common lodging-houses,

shops of aecord-hard dealers in clothes, furniture and Junk, pawn¬

brokers , betting shops ard dark pubs. Within the constituency too

are vast open areas of parks, hills and gardens, A lack of affinity

appears between large sections of the residents in the area and the

organisations located there. I'ary of those who work within the
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complex organisations of business and administration live in the

suburbs, The ma^or industries in Twilight are brewing, public

services, printing and allied trades, and rubber, t'ary of the

manual workers living in the area work within these industries: a

proportion of the non-csanual workers represent a shifting population

who are attracted to organisations witMn the city, rather than to

the city itself, such as the University and Hospitals, These persons

are not likely to become involved in the social and political life

of the constituency,

Expansion constituency presents a ©harp contrast. It contains

within it the wards Avenue, Hansionhouse and Estate, Expansion

constituency covers a wide area, roughly three times the else of

Twilight, This is mainly due to the else of Estate ward. This ward

was originally rural with low density housing, containing mainly

agricultural and mining villages. Since 1951, large housing estates

have been built up in the area, radically altering its character.

The overall standard of housing in the area is high, both of public

and private housing. Avenue and hanaiorihouse wards contain mary

old, stone, detached manses set in their own grounds, Alongside

these are somewhat smaller but still select, detached and terraced

stone houses, well-spaced, with neat, clean-cut gardens, often set

in wide streets, attractive with hedges and trees, cherry and apple

blossom. Estate ward contains mere recent housing, the private

housing being of brick or pebble-dashed bungalows and semi-detached

houses, the oouncil housing being modern and bright, although

standardised end of high density, with streets rather than roads, small

gardens, few shops, buses or parks, That is, the council estates

are typical of post-war council housing, the view being mainly of

people and houses, with little variation by way of trees, transport,
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shops, cineia&s and other forms of building* Industrial concerns in

the constituency ere largely confined to the region near the city

centrei the major ones are printing, blsouit-making, confectionery

and engineering* The largest employer of labour in the constituency

Is the Printing trade* Cther recent developments are a new school,

extensions to the university science faculty, to the Royal Observatory

am to the hospitals in the area* A proposal to redevelop a

further area for council housing is still unlet? debate. Partly

because of its ecological setting, Estate ward is somewhat detached

from the rest of the constituency, its character being quite different

from that of the other wards* Its inhabitants are mainly manual,

white-collar and lower professional workers 5 the residents of Avenue

and Fansionhouee wards ere predominantly professional and commercial

workers at the lower and senior professional and managerial levels*

Twilight constituency, because of the factors outlined shove, has

shows a substantial decrease in the else of Its population over the

years* The greatest loss was in Queen's ward, which between 1951

and 1961 lost 6,010 persons, a decrease of 3Q*1& Church ward,

another ward affected by housing redevelopment and the decay of

existing houses, lost 6,177 parsons or 25*9£* Park: ward had lost

13* of its 1951 population by 1961, or 2,595 persons* This trend

has continued in the 1960s at the same rate, for instance, between

1959 and 1964, the else of the electorate fell by 7*000, Again the

situation in Expansion constituency sharply contrasts with that in

Twilight* Both Avenue and Estate wards increased their population

between 1951 and 1961* The increase in Avenue was 1,102 or 5/'j in

Estate ward it was 15*467, that is, 80*8;', Fansionhouse remained

relatively stable, decreasing by 485 or -2*7 . Estate ward thus

provides a direct contrast with Queen** and Church wards in population
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Figure 4. Twilight constituency Age structure.
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movement, as well as in other factors mentioned above, and allows us

to compare the operation of political organisations within differing

social milieux.

A detailed examination of tho social structure of the two

constituencies is provided in the Appendix. The picture that emerges

is one which Is characteristic of urban development as shown in

previous ecological studies of cities in western societies* Twilight

constituency lies close to the Central Business District* The

predominant features are of a rapidly decreasing population, housing

which is old and In many oases substandard, and a high proportion of

older persons in the population# As the older houses are boarded up

and demolished, the land made available is converted from residential

to commercial, governmental and university use* The major economic

Interests represented in the constituency are those of the oomplex

organisations and shops located there and those of the residents* A

latent division exists between those living in households which are

privately-rented and those owning their own houses* This division of

Interest is roughly complementary to that of Church and Queen* s wards

on the one hand, and Park ward on the other* Church and Queen*s

wards comprise the oldest and most historic parts of the city as a

whole j Park ward was one of the first semes of expansion in the cits1'

in the 18th and 19th centuries f although housing in some sections is

comfortable and secure, in other parts it is sub-standard and the

enoroaohment of ooramercial and university premises is apparent*

Expansion constituency spreads out over a large area, fro® the

edge of Twilight constituency to tho oountayside beyond* It has the

features of a sons of expansion, mainly due to the characteristics of

Testate ward and, to a lessor extent, Avenue ward* These are of a

rapid increase in population, a predominance of new housing and a
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Relatively young population. The land ia used mainly for residential

purposes, as well as by service institutions, such as hospitals,

schools, university departments and shops. The wards within the

constituency contrast markedly between themselves as well as differing

in most respects from those in Twilight constituency, Jtaneionhouse

ward is the enclave of many of the "respectable", older residents in

the city, cany of whan are older women or retired couples. Avenue

ward extended from the centre of the city In the late 19th and 20th

centuries, after Park ward had ceased to be a sons of expansion. In

it there are well-established communities, but many of the large, old

houses nearer the centre have been converted to other uses, such as

hotels, shops, banks and homes for old people, students, etc. Estate

ward is composed of nuclear families, living in local authority or

relatively new, privately-built houses, with some residents in the

original villages. Thus the constituencies are useful eases for

comparison, being placed at different points in the ecological

structure of the city, on the same radial link from the city centre

but at different degrees of proximity to it. Sithin them one may

examine the effects on patterns of political activity of firstly, the

size and age-distribution of the population, secondly of geographical

size and the density of population, and thirdly, of divisions between

categories with different economic interests, particularly with

respect to property,

TIB POLITICAL BACKGROUND OF THIS TP COKCTITUBHCIKS

Twilight constituency was tho first scat to be gained by the

Labour Party in the city, being wrested from the Liberals in 1913,

In the 1951 debacle, after 13 years in the House, the labour member

lost the seat to the Unionists who hold it until 1945. The decline
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in the electorate ana their increasing age has heon seen as a major

problea by both parties since 1945* The seat was "eon for labour in

1945 by a nan who had been a leading member of the Labour Party in

the city and had sat on the Town Council for 21 years. He held the

constituency until 1551 when he resigned. In 1951 the present M.P.

became the labour candidate! again, the Labour Party bad chosen a

local nan to represent themj at the tine he was 47 years of age. and

a permanent T.C»W»U, organiser. In 1955. the majority fell to 939}

for the third successive time Twilight constituency recorded the lowest

percentage poll in the city (68.4J0* In 1959. the majority fell again

to 617. again the poll being the lowest in the city, at 72.65A

Throughout the post-war years, the seat has been viewed as a marginal

one* In 1959 the boundaries were altered again bringing in a

predominantly Unionist area. Between 1959 and 1964, the constituency

lost a further 7*000 votes, bringing the 1264 electorate to 36,588.
The Labour majority at this election was 2,092* In 1966, the

majority rose to 4,015 f*ora a total electorate of 33,910, The small

sise of the electorate makes it inevitable that the boundaries will

again be altered by the Boundaries Commission, bringing in a section

of Avenue ward, and the major section of another adjoining ward* Both

sections to be Included will be of similar housing-type to that in

Queen*s end Church wards, that is, old houses, with relatively old

populations, and a ratio of oraer-occuplera to those renting private

accommodation which approximates that in Church ward* Thus the

character of the constituency will tend to be maintained, the problems

of age and declining population will remain, but the vote will tend

to favour Labour rather than the Conservatives. The removal of a

section of Avenue ward will tend to make that ward and its constitu¬

ency more firmly Conservative, containing predominantly owner-

occupiers.
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Thus w© see la Twilight constituency a pattern la which, apart

from in 1550 whan, there were 5 candidates, the parliamentary contest

has been between 2 candidates, one the Labour member and the other,

one of a series of Conservative-Unionist candidates* For Conservatives,

the seat is seen mainly m a training-ground for candidates, although

tliey approach the contest with sods optimism, considering It to be a

seat that they could win •with the wind in their favour** The

electorate has declined over the years, from 46,513 in 1950 'to 33,910

In 1966, and there has tended to be a fall in the poll* Expansion

constituency has seen an increase in the else of its electorate from

45,224 in 1950 to 50,450 in 1966, The percentage poll has remained

relatively stable, tending to be consistently about 8$ higher than in

Twilight* The Conservative majority has fallen steadily from

14,356 in 1950 to 5,333 in 1966* In moat contests, three candidates

have been in the field, Labour, Conservative and Liberal or .%"»/«

The Labour Party, while not being over-optimistic, sees the seat as

one which is moving increasingly in their favour, with the extension

of council house development in the area* Thus although in 1966

the Conservative majority in Expansion and the Labour majority in

Twilight differed by only a thousand votes, and thus much less when

viewed in proportion to the sise of their electorates, the historical

trend in each case has been <|uite different*

In the 1945 General Election in Expansion constituency, the male

electors were outnumbered by females by nearly two to «me* The

contestant for the Unionists was a notable civic figure, Lord Provost

and well-known businessman, while his Labour opponent was well-known

in the Labour Movement*, as the founder of Labour Colleges in three
Australian cities, and secretary to the Trades Council and Labour

Party in the city* The two represent the dominant trend in the city
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tending to select persons with high general social status, particularly

local persons, the Labour Parly supporting persons who are well*

respected in Labour circles, but not so well-known generally, who

have served the party well and again who tend to be of local origin.

The present I",P, for Expansion was elected at a by-election in 1957s

he too is a person with local attachments, two menhers of his

immediate family having represented nearby constituencies in former

years* His career again fitted the mould of the expected Conservative

pattern in the area, Eton, Cambridge, the Bar, the Amy, colonial

service and thence polities* The contrast in the Labour candidate

again represents in cameo the features Of the conflict in the city

as a whole | although essentially the Individuals chosen may not be

reflected in the images they present, It seems clear that certain

features of their career-patterns are consciously selected and

transmitted In terms of stereotyped conceptions of what the electorate

expects in a candidate* Thus the features of the candidate that

are finally selected to make up his 'image1, as put over in propaganda

leaflets* are those which are thought by the party to be salient to

their respective electorates* fhe image varies with different

constituencies* One Conservative candidate in Twilight was after¬

wards thought to be too flamboyant for that constituency* The

dominant feature always emphasised is that of local connections: thus,

the Conservatives emphasise local schools, business connections and

interests, and persons with careers in the Arty, colonial service,

Law or farming* The extent to which high, general status is

emphasised varies with, the type of constituency, this aspect being

played down there the Conservatives hope to appeal to working and

lower-mlMle-class voters, but allowed free-pl^ in strongly
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middle-class areas, The Labour Party emphasises locality too,

particularly service on the local town council or in the Trade Unions,

and prefers persons with experience in manual occupations; for

example, a person with a Ph»D, who is a university lecturer easy be

described as plain ?'r» X«, & University teacher. In Expansion, in

1959 the salient features of the labour candidate emphasised were

that he was a postman, a trad© union official and active in local

affairs, In 19&,, tho labour candidate was a local ward labour

councillor, a house painter, and member of the Executive Committee

of the City Trades Council, 2a this election, a liberal gained

5,272 votes j the Conservative majority fell to 7,820 and labour

gained 13,555 votes, la 1966, the majority fell again to the

lowest for many years, 5,337, A Ccottlsh Nationalist candidate

gained 2,856 votes.

In municipal elections, the polls in Twilight have often been

low j for instance, in 1955, the percentage poll in Park ward was

52,2£, in Queen's 32,l£ and in Church 26,0^, In 1956, the poll in

Church ward was the lowest in the city at 22,5f?$ in contrast to that

of Estate ward, of 51,1/'. In 1957, tJie poll in Church ward fell to

18,9^, Chureh and Queen's wards have long been viewed as safe

labour seats and quite often In the past no contest has been held in

these wards, the labour candidate being returned unopposed, $here

a contest has been held in Queen's, the opposition has as often cooe

from a Communist as from a Progressive. The candidates for the

Progressives have almost always been young persons willing to 'have

a go* at the ward, to gain experience and credentials, for their

curriculum vitae, with little expectation of success. Park ward is

viewed as a safe Progressive seat, although it was severely threatened

by a liberal intervention in 1961, when the Liberal polled only 80
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votes less than his Progressive opponent* These were the heady days

of the Liberal upsurge locally and nationally* The feature of

Church and Queen1s wards returning Labour candidates unopposed, or

with clear majorities with a low poll, ad infinitum, has been

recently severely upset by the intervention of £«N»P* candidates who

have infused new life into the contest in these areas, and have been

successful in displacing the Labour Party from its dominant position*

It seems clear that in these wards their suocess can be attributed

not only to the faults of the Labour Government but also to the

complacency of Labour Party organisation in these areas which they

have controlled for so long# Park ward has been the only ward in

Twilight which has been regularly contested by Labour and Liberal

or S*N*P, It has been viewed by the Labour Party as a training-

ground for candidates before they are selected for a safe Labour seat.

In 1961-63, due to Liberal intervention, the elections in the city

were livelier than they had been far years and the balance between

the parties was delicate. Even in Twilight constituency at this

time the poll rose considerablyj in Queen's it was 31.4?', in Park,

38*2$ and in Church 25*7^ The boundary proposals under review at

present will doubtless upset the Labour Party's fortunes in these

wards, since Queen's ward is almost certain to be abolished, amalgam¬

ating it with another to make that ward safe Labour, or S*N*P*, rather

than marginal as at present*

In Expansion constituency, Kansionhouse ward represents the

Progressive stronghold complementary to the, perhaps erstwhile, Labour

strongholds of Church and Queen's. In this ward, Progressive

candidates are often returned unopposed* The threat to this ward

has come from within the right-wing camp, since the Conservative Party,

wishing to enter local politics under its own title, has failed to
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reach agreement with the local Progressive Association on the selec¬

tion of right-wing candidates. This has resulted in much ill-

feeling and bitterness, ana resignations from one or the other

associations hy persons involved. The Conservatives have not however

been successful in threatening the Progressives in this ward j in

1968, they came third to the Scottish nationalist candidate, the newly-

selected Progressive candidate being comfortably elected with a

majority of 1,277, Avenue ward has been a relatively unusual seat

in municipal affairs, since it produces a substantial Liberal vote

and was represented by a Liberal lady councillor, until she was

recently defeated by a Progressive, a Labour candidate intervening,

Estate ward began to become a safe Labour ward in 1954J it has

recorded one of the highest percentage polls in the city on a number

of oooasions, particularly on those occasions in 1954, 1956 and 1958,

when the Labour candidate gained the seat from the Progressives,

In 1959# Avenue ward recorded the highest poll in the city for that

year, 45,8^, Thus Expansion contrasts markedly with Twilight, the

former tending to record above average polls, even the highest in the

city, the latter recording below average polls, often the lowest in the

city. The contests in Avenue and Estate wards have often been olose:

it seems that Kansionhouse will remain safely Progressive! in Avenue,

an agreement has been reached between Progressive and Conservatives

and in future the right-wing candidate will be labelled Conservative.

However, in 1963, all wards were substantially threatened by S»N,P,

candidates. The Labour Party in Estate ward had lost a seat to the

Conservatives in 19^7, when two seats were available for election and

the Conservatives gained the second seat from a new Labour candidate.

In 1968, the Labour Party rallied and succeeded in maintaining the

sitting Labour member, a Bailie, with a majority of 655, from a total
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electorate of 21,955* over the S.K.P. candidate, ',71th four candi¬

dates in the field, Labour, S«rl,P«, Conservative and Communist, the

percentage poll was 51,8g» Thus the pattern in Expansion is one of

close contests, high polls and changes in representation, apart from

in Uansionhouse ward, where tie Progressives remain secure.

A survey of election statistics from the two constituencies is

provided in the Appendix, When this survey is considered together

with that of election statistics in the city as a whole, it appears

that structural features do affect the level of turn-out in a ward and

seeza to explain differences between wftMs in levels of voting participa¬

tion, However, it is clear that the general level of mobilisation

can be raised by features which are not part of the underlying structure

Of a ward, particularly the advent of third parties which upset the

existing division of loyalties between the two major parties and appear

to 'stir things up* through offering a third choice, providing a means

of protesting against complacency, and mobilising a greater proportion

of the electorate through the hei^itened activity and interest produced

by the entry of a third party and new faces on to the scene. Thus

structural features affect differentially the level of mobilisation

between wards, but the overall level of mobilisation can be increased

by non-structural factors, such as the number of viable political

parties operating within the system at a particular moment, (as opposed

to the nuaber of candidates contesting a particular seat), and the

raised interest in political affairs engendered in the press and in the

campaigns themselves,

ISSP3S RAISED IN THE POLITICAL MEM

Two main types of manifest issue were discerned within the

constituencies. There were those which recurred and provided a constant
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source of discussion and activity, and those which became critical at

one particular moment, dominated the political arena and thence seemed

to fade out of the limelight. The first type were those which were

raised in the normal channels of political bargaining, that is, in

council meetings and within the political parties, and were emphasised

in manifestos and other propaganda. The second type were those in

which for a time, a wider selection of persons became involved, who

were drawn into activity because of this issue and who participated

outside the normal political channels in ad hoc groupingsj these

groupings may or may not have been complementary to activity going on

within the nonaally-utilised structures of participation and decision¬

making. The issues acted upon were those which were recognised as

•problems' by persons normally participating in political activity,

Whether or not they coincided with and reflected issues latent in the

structure depended on the extent to which ihoso taking part in polities

were in touch with the rest of the electorate j that is, on the amount

of information these members had about their areas, on their accuracy

in interpreting this information and on the extent to which they were

involved in social relationships with groups not formally involved in

political affairs. These issues became part of the process of

bargaining between groups representing sectional interests within one

political party and between the political parties themselves* In

cases in which the 'problem' was one which did not involve a great

deal of accommodation by large numbers of people it was solved, ironed

out, within a relatively short time, and in those cases the issue was

resolved without the need to mobilise support behind one or the other

protagonists! that is, it was left to be dealt with by those #10 wore

formally invested with this responsibility, for example, an issue of

this kind was that in Kstate ward where the local councillors spent
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particularly the need for more buses arid the building of a community

centre. They were successful in this, but success for then was

balanced by the failure of councillors in other similar wards to attain

similar services for their areas. The outcome of the process of

decision-making here rested on the ability of a councillor to mobilise

support for his scheme, and to exchange favours with other committee-

members, rather than on an objective assessment of the needs of one

particular area compared with the needs of another# A labour

councillor was successful here because the decision was accepted by

Progressive members in the council, that is, because he worked with them

compromising some of his demands to attain acceptance of others# The

success was also dependent upon the fact that the issue was not a 'big*

one, that is, did not involve a great deal of accommodation by large

numbers of people and was thus not opposed by major sections in the

council# Other problems were not so easily resolved; to act upon

these ongoing Issues the parties were required to mobilise their support

that is, to appeal to the electorate# Long-term, fundamental issues

thus formed the basis of the parties* ©lection platforms and they

attempted to mobilise support, by gaining a 'mandate* from the elect¬

orate through the ballot box# Support for issues which produced deep

opposition within both the electorate and the elected representatives

aid which required isasediate action was mobilised through campaigns,

petitions, marches and demonstrations# Some of these were tied in with

election strategies, in that it was hoped that support mobilised

through public meetings and petitions would be maintained in support at

the ballot box# nationally-orientated issues of this kind were the

campaign to 'Save the Argylls' and a march by Trade Unionists against

rising unemployment in the city due to its exclusion from the
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prescribed development Areas; an example of a locally-orientated

one was a protest against the raising of council house rents# In

these cases, the initiative canc largely from the politioal parties

and trod© unions, from persons normally involved in political activity

who aimed to mobilise support for" their point of view and demonstrate

strength of interest in this one issues thus the one issue was singled

out as a key one and large»seale support mobilised for it, in a way

which could not be so easily done in the package-deal choice afforded

at election*tine, by which date it eight be toe late to influence

policy. In mobilising support on these issues the parties had a dual

role to play: to the electorate they hoped to show that their

particular party was concerned and active, while to the representatives

and the rest of the public, they hoped to present the image of a grass¬

roots movement which had sprung up spontaneously to protect its

interests on this issue, In public statements therefore the demonstra¬

tions and petitions would be referred to as a spontaneous movement,

usually given a specific title describing the issue concerned; in

personal contacts used to mobilise support, In door*to-door campaigns
0

and at public meetings, the political connections of the leading

participants would be mentioned, in the hope that *good-will* would

carry over to the ballot box and the party would be shown to be in

touch with its electorate,

Other ad hoc groupings did appear to arise spontaneously.

Particularly relevant in the constituencies with which we are concerned

was a group set up to represent the south side of the city in a

campaign against a proposed ling load. The participants in this were

persons whose interests would be threatened by the building of a

Ring load, since their property would diminish in value and the amenity

of the area be reduced, This ad hoc grouping came into exi stence to
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represent the interests of the house-ovmers in the area at a Public

Inquiry, and then its purpose had been fulfilled, it ceased to exist.

This was in contrast to similar organisations in other areas which

became permanent vigilante groupings to protect the interests of

residents in their areas. Another issue which gained spontaneous

support in the same constituencies and which was organised by groups

outside the established political parties was that concerned with

retaining fee-paying schools In the city. Again support for the issue

was indicated at public meetings in which the political parties them¬

selves were neither directly nor- covertly involved. It appears that

on those issues which threaten the interests of middle-class groups,

for example, property-owners and parents of childi*en at fee-paying

schools, opposition can be mobilised effectively by the groups concerned:

partly this can be accounted for by the greater familiarity of such

groups with the mechanisms of decision-making} they contain within

them persons with special skills which can be utilised to this end,

persons with special knowledge, with oratorical, literary and organisa¬

tional skills. Thus such groups ean be formed from the qtaisi-groups

existing in the community since the requisite skills and shared norms

and values exist to consolidate the group when it has one particular

Interest in mind, Such groups come into existence only there it

appears that their interests are not being served by the elected

representatives, either because the representatives of the parties they

support are out of touch with their interests, (for instance in the

Ring Road dispute, where the Progressive and Labour Parties were divided

on the issue), or where their representatives appear to have no power,

(as would be the situation where a Labour government decided to

enforce the abolition of fee-paying in publicly-maintained schools,

where a Conservative opposition would be powerless to do anything but
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record an opposing vote)* Thus such groups would proliferate under

a reforming government, or where divisions occurred within the

representatives themselves, Where representatives wore in turn with

their wishes and had power, their interests could be served through

personal communication with representatives or through the political

parties. In working-class areas however, the necessary technical

and social skills are in short supply, and thus quasi-groups with

shared interests, (for instance, in connection with rents policy),

would not arise spontaneously t the strength of feeling in such quasi-

groups might be equally as strong as in the middle-class groupings, but

the requisite organising, technical and social skills would be lacking.

In such cases, the political parties ere in a position to provide this

leadership, and thus there quasi-groupa are consolidated Into groups

through the intervention of a political party, it would be wrong

automatically to categorise such action as manipulative, Such

opposition is more likely to arise where the elected representatives

are not In touch with the electorate, and in these cases the onus is on

the representatives to maintain contact with their electorate since,

because of factors already mentioned, the initiative to action is less

likely to come from a working-class electorate than from a middle-class

onst or it will occur where the representatives are seen to be lacking

in power, as in this city where the Progressives have had a majority

for over forty years,

CONCLUSION

A study of characteristics of the environment is interesting in two

wayat firstly, one may consider the extent to which oppositions which

appear latent within the structure are related to those divisions and
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conflicts that emerge as manifest issues and patterns of behaviour in

public life* and, secondly, one may view the environment as a pool

of resources from which the political party draws inputs, and consider

the reciprocal Influence that the political party and its environment

have upon each other.

Certain characteristics of the immediate environment, (the city

and particularly the two constituencies of Twilight and Sponsion),
within which the political parties operate, have been selected as

crucial in effecting political participation there. To a large

extent, these features coalesce, so that or® compound of elements

seems to oppose another compound of elements, (rather than one element

being divided from another on a single index). One element is of

singular importance however, but around this cluster others which cannot

be easily distinguished from it in practice. This element is that of

relationship to domestic property, that is, property-ownership versus

property-renting. This opposition appears latent within the structure:*
it divides the population on rational interests in relation to municipal

housing policy, particularly with respect to the amount of money spent

by the town on council housing and facilities on these estates, and

on slum clearance, and tied in with this are questions of the level at

which rents and rates are set; divisions of interest also appear not

only on what aspects of financial and housing policy should be given

priority, but on how these policies are to be put into practice; for

instance, questions arise on the siting of council estates, which

slums are to be cleared first, which estates are to have new schools,

community centres, more *buses, etc, Geological analysis shows that,

as in other 'Western' urban settings, the tendency is for housing-type,

*
By latent we do not necessarily mean dormant, but that it is an

intrinsic part of the structure of relationships within that locality.
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with respect to market value and type of property-tenure, to he

distributed in such a way that similar types are found to predominate

in one ward, and different types to predominate in other wards#

Housing of high market value, which is predominantly owner-occupied,

is concentrated in areas which possess greater amenities, physical

and aesthetic, and to which other amenities, of shops, *buses, cinemas,

schools, etc,, are attracted. Housing of low market value which is

rented privately, and is often sub-standard, is concentrated in areas

with physically less amenities, for example, fresh air, pleasant views,

etc., but with the socio-cultural amenities of proximity to shops, loci

of employment and other centres of activity. Housing which is rented

from Hie local authority tends to have the physical amenities of

locale, particularly fresh air, but few socio-cultural amenities.

Thus the Interests of residents with respect to amenities coalesce with

interests of property-tenure and of locality# Style of life, income,

ownership of consumer durables and other social characteristics

stemming from money have been shown in other studies to correlate with

the housing index. The housing index here Is closely related to

position on a scale of property-tenure, and thus divisions of the

population by style of life coalesce with divisions by relation to the

ownership of domestic property* It has been shown that, at present

in these areas, there is a tendency also for the age-structure of a

ward to vary with property-tenure, older persona concentrating in

areas in which housing is rented privately or is owner-occupied, and

younger families concentrating on the newer, council estates. Thus

latent divisions of interest on council policy on schools, the

provision of nurseries, parks and playing fields arise, and differences

appear in the priority given to schemes which aim to protect persons

paying high rents in private accommodation as well as those In publicly

rented houses.
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The latent division of interest which appeared crucial in the

city was that between owner-ocox^>iera and council house tenants, and

a consideration of the Issues that arose in public debate showed that

this division did appear to predominate. The interests of persons

in privates-rented accommodation were not voiced so loudly in the

council chamber as were those of council house tenants, and the

political parties, though recognising their problems, did not act

upon them vigorously. It was left to specific-issue organisations,

such as Shelter and the Churches, to single out this issue for debate.

On most issues, differences of opinion on priorities appeared between

the representatives of wards in which owner-occupation was the pre¬

vailing form of property-tenure and those representing council tenants.

Some of the topics which were raised in public debate have been

mentioned# Other debates centred on what nay be called •prestige'

items, which were thou$it to attract tourists and visitors to the city

and to raise the standing of its name: these items would be good for

business in the city and good for the social standing of their sponsors,

locally, nationally and internationally# These items included the

annual Festival, the invitation to hold the Commonwealth Games in the

city and the building of an Olympic Swimming Pool, Cn these issues,

the representatives of the owner-occupiers and businessmen, the

Progressives, tended to act in a way which represented the interests

of their electoratej the Labour representatives, however, standing

for the council tenants, did not consistently represent their interests,

by opposing spending on these items instead of on housing and social

services# In connection with this, it is interesting that 8,N,P.

candidates tended to gain more votes from Labour than from the

Progressives, and the detachment of some Labour councillors from their

electorate might be a relevant factor in explaining this. To the
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extent that they did not always orientate their action to a specific

group of voters, those renting their accommodation, but considered

themselves representatives of the whole city, these councillors were

out of line with the policies of the City Labour Party, which tended

to favour a partisan view of political life and to see Itself as the

representative of those in rented accommodation, who also possess the

corollary characteristics which it has been shown tend to coalesce

with this* In most recurring matters of public policy, the division

between the parties was in line with the division of interest between

owner-occupiers and tenants* These issues were such as the site of a

new council estate, the raising of council house rents and the intro¬

duction of a graded system of contributions to rent, the question of

fee-paying in corporation schools, and the granting of a rise to

workers in the Transport Department*

In many respects the Progressives appeared to act in the interests

of the 'middle-class* members of the city* However, these quasi-

groups, although possessing the necessaiy qualities, did not organise

into groups to support the actions of the Progressives* They formed

groups only where their interests ware threatened, that is, to oppose

particular initiatives. Such specifio-lssue groups formed to oppose

the building of a king Road, the threatened abolition of fee-paying

schools by the government, and the destruction of historic parts of

the city for university and office expansion* Specific-issue groups

of this kind which coalesced from local quasl-groups tended to do so

in the face of a threat, that is, to oppose rather than to support an

initiative* Innovatory specific issues were forwarded by the local

groups of nationally organised campaigns, such as Shelter* Porking-

class groups were formed at the local level again to oppose, rather

than to initiate* It was left to the political parties to Initiate
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action; supportive groups were not formed spontaneously, but where

interests were threatened, for instance, in the raising of council

rents, and 'the freezing of the •busmen's pay award, specific-issue

groups came into being; the organisation of these groups was helped

on by the political parties and trade unions, but the movement to

oppose could be called spontaneous*

Thus it did appear that, during the course of this study, the

actions taken on issues of public debate coincided with those actions

one would expect to be taken, viewed from an analysis of the social

structure of tin® city and an appraisal of the rational interests of

the quasi-groups within it* Particularly where interests were

threatened by a clear and definable initiative, groups formed to

oppose it* However, tire question arises as to the source of the

specific issues which came up for debate* In this, quasi-groups did

not appear to form themselves into groups to initiate debate on an

issue* Issues were raised mainly by the representatives, the town

councillors, either from their own observation of events, or from

suggestions made by local government officers, or from suggestions

made by persons with whom the councillors had contact, particularly

within the political associations* Thus it is of interest to

consider the political parties as linch-pins between the representatives

and the electorate, and to consider how successful they are in trans¬

mitting the ideas, experiences and needs of quasi-groups within the

population to the representatives*

The second point of interest, in considering characteristics of

the environment, is that of the distribution between wards and

constituencies of those resources relevant to the operation of local

political parties* It is clear that the two constituencies chosen

for analysis differ markedly on certain socio-economic features, and
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in this sense they could be said to represent crucial cases for

comparison* The question which interests us is, to what extent can

the features of the environment, which have been cited, be said to

markedly affect the operation of the political parties within them?

Alternatively, the question may be phrased, to what extent are local

political parties independent of their environment? There it appears

that the actions of parties depend to some degree on their environment,

what are the elements from this environment which appear to influence

the form and direction of their activities? In the oases chosen,

marked differences exist between the constituencies, and between the

wards within them, firstly, in the distribution of resources,

particularly that of potential party members j secondly, in the

relationship of the local political parties to the formal structures

of decision-making} thirdly, in the connection between local quasi-

groups and the dominant interest-groups within the city, and the

issues raised in public debate; and finally, In ecological factors

which may encourage or hinder participation in the local political

system,

Following chapters will deal with the social characteristics of

the members of the Conservative and Labour parties within these

constituencies, and consider aspects of their organisation. In

analysing the data, an attempt is made to answer the questions phrased

above,
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CHAFFS!-! TflRKE * THE PARTY WETHERS

INTRODUCTION

la this chapter, we turn to the core of the thesisj that is,

the characteristics of the party ©embers. Chapter two has described

the environment In which the local Labour and Conservative parties

operate and from which they draw their resources. Since local

parties are voluntary associations, their most important resource

is their membership* salient features here are the number of general

and active members, the social characterlsties of these members, and

their commitment^ to party activities and goals. In this chapter,

we look at the social characteristics of both ordinary and active

members of the local parties, and in chapter four we consider

differences in the number of members in each party and in the social

relationships that exist between them.

Here we are interested in the social factors related to recruit¬

ment to a political party: who are the ©embers, how did they come to

join the party, and to what extent do they participate in party

affairs? The hypotheses with which we deal may be roughly subdivided

into three groups: those concerned with the choio© of either the

Labour or Conservative party; those with the degree to which a

©ember participates} ana those with the accessibility of the parly,

* "Commitment" is here defined as meaning that a person becomes
"more or less unavailable for alternative lines of action"; as defined
by A, Korrhauser, "Social Bases of Political Commitment" in A,M, Rose
(ed,), 1962, "Hunan Behaviour and Social Processes",
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1 2
Toequevilla and Lipset tooth emphasise a causative relationship

between organisational group membership and political participation:

that is, those persons who are active in community affairs, as

members of various voluntary associations, tend to toe recruited into

the party organisation because of their prominence in public life and

their skills# Lipset sees voluntary associations performing five

essential functions in a demooracy: ^ a) they provide settings and

networks of communication for the development of new ideas; b) they

provide training grounds for political skills; c) they provide areas

where status can be obtained toy potential opposition leaders; d) they

provide the bases of opposition to central authority and e) they

provide the principal means of getting individuals to participate in the

larger political arena# Robert Lai® also emphasises the importance

of association membership since it may lead to political participation,

socialisation and interest arousal* "The more friends and organisa¬

tion memberships a person has, the more likely he is to be asked his

views on politics, regardless of the amount of information he has;

and, the more a person fulfills these requirements, the more likely he

is to be asked to participate directly in politics#^ These conclusions

are based on research carried out in the United States# Can on©

observe a similar process in Scotland, and what are the links which

relate political parties to other groups in the community? The

relevant factors for analysis here are, firstly, the kind of relation¬

ships in which members are involved, (or, to put it another way, the

*
De Tocqueville# 1335# Democracy in America#

®
S#}'# Lipset# 1963* Political Dan#

^ £#!'# Lipset, K#A# Trow and J#S# Coleman# 1956#• Union Democracy#
4

R# Lane# 1959# The Political Life*
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activity fielda in which they participate)} the rights and obliga¬

tions which are a part of these relationships} and the frequency

and duration of the relevant interactionsj and, secondly, the nature

of the link between these networks and the political party, that is,

the extent to which rights and obligations which apply in wider net¬

works of relationships are diffused to embrace the specifically

political relationship, and vice versa* The importance of voluntary

associations as the source from which political party members are

drawn may be less in Scotland than in the U#S*A*, and ether areas of

activity, such as the work-situation, kinship interactions and the

neighbourhood may be of more importance* Furthermore, patterns of

recruitment may differ between the Conservative party and the Labour

party i the networks of relationships which serve as pools of resources

for the parties may differ, as may the Character of the link between

the party and the wider network* Members may not be selected from

the udder network because of their personal skills and qualities;

where the network with which the party deals is more limited, in the

range and number of persons available, or where the link between the

party and the wider network is weak, (that is, less durable and confined

to a restricted set of expectations), the party may find few recruits

with the necessary qualities, and may emphasise the socialisation of

all recruits, inculcating the required skills and norms within the

organisation rather than relying for this on external networks*

Thus an individual's location in certain channels of communication is

important in explaining his participation in a political party,

Thus, while some studies of recruitment through voluntary associations

have emphasised the "selection theory", that is, that those who are

active in political parties are those who were generally active in the

community and were seen to have skills of use to the political party
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and were thus asked to join, one may oppose to this the "socialisa¬

tion theory", that one may join a political parly because of

experiences and norms deriving from membership of other groups, and

within the party learn the skills necessary for leadership. In the one

theory, technical skills are of prime Importance j in the other,

normative orientationsi in the one, the initiative to join the parly

comes from the organisation; in the other, the initiative comes from

the individual* It may be that the selection theory is more applicable

to recruitment to the Conservative party, sod the socialisation theory

more relevant to the Labour party, However, the relationship need

not be bo straightforward; for instance, Little and Abrasa in their

study of young activists concluded, "The principle of family succession

is what emerges most clearly among the young activists of all parties,"

"Of those who are active, the great majority are merely continuing a

family habit of engagement in public affairs,

V.&ny studies carried out in the United States have emphasised

that political participation is instrumental to the attainment of

other goalss thus Robert Lane states that, "occupations such as law,

real estate and undertaking, which offer their members advantages
2

derived from political activities are likely to be over-represented,"

These studies have also described the membership of political parties

as made up of the leaders of the community, propagating Issues

politically salient to the largest eelf-oonscious group in the community

and including a disproportionate number of persons belonging to the

majority group in the wider community, la this the case in the

constituencies ani wards with which we are concerned? The important

*
P, Abrams and A, Little, 1965, 'The Young Activist in British

Politics*,
2

R, Lane, op, oit.
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factor to consider here is the differential distribution of member¬

ship characteristics between party organisations opposing each other

within the sane community* To what extent are the issues discerned

as relevant in the political arena related to the social characteristics

of -the members of the rival political parties? As t'arvick and Nixon

point out from their study of Republican and Democratic campaign groups

in Los Angeles, "it is necessary to search for asymmetry, especially

in comparing the segments of the community from which volunteers are

recruited to the rival party structures. Different segments of the

community probably tend to nourish and sustain the Republican and

Democratic parties respectively* The pool of experience and social

contacts available among active Democrats in a given locality is

correspondingly likely to differ from the pool of resources available

among active Republicans,"1 The linos of opposition within the

constituencies and wards which form the focus of our study have been

described in the preceding chapter* It is interesting to enquiry to

what extent are they reflected in the social characteristics of the

party members?

Consideration is also given to those variables which may influence

an individual's choice of a party* The relationship between social

class position and political preference is one which has received

perhaps the most widespread attention. Philip Abrams and Alan Little

refer as an accepted premise to Britain as "a society where class more

2
than any single factor is the organising principle of political life."

There is a great deal of evidence from studies of voting behaviour to

confirm the relationship between social class, defined usually by

1
0* Karvick and C* Nixon* "Recruitment contrasts in Rival Campaign

Groups" in D, Karvick (ed*), 1961* Political Decision-makers, p.195#
^

F* Abrama and A. Little. 1965# "The Young Activist; in British
Politics,"
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occupational and educational criteria, and political preference.

Other relevant factors shown statistically to be related to political

affiliation are demography, religion, and self-assigned social class.

However, the membership of either of the parties is by no means

necessarily a direct reflection of the social characteristics of the

electors of that party* To refer again to I'arvick and Nixon, there

are two approaches to Hie analysis of the active workers who form a

key link between leaders and public in the working of the modern

election process. One approach is to extrapolate from findings about

voting behaviour, and see the active party worker as simply a more

interested citizen, "This would assume a continuum of political

behaviour and the motivation behind it*"'*' But it is important to

note that the party worker differs from the voter by virtue of having

joined an organisation* "This provides the worker with new sources

2
of gratification and imposes loyalties not present for the voter,"

We shall consider in this chapter the characteristics of both the

general and the active members, and the extent to which active members,

that is those who are most involved with the party organisation,

differ from the ordinary subscribing members* One would expect to

find a continuum between Hie electors and the active members, with

general members coming between the two, when their social characteristics

are compared,

In any attempt to explain shy one participates in a political

party, an important area of study is that of the rale-obligations

deriving from other statuses in one's status-set* The attributed

decline in active interest in political parties, along with that in

*
D* Marvick and C* Nixon, op* cit*, p*194*

2
Ibid*
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other voluntary associations, may be explained by reference to the

range of activities affected by the norms of the occupational group

and the emphasis placed on kinship obligations in the nuclear family.

The pre-eminence of occupational and kinship role-obligations in
1

American society has been proposed by Talcott Parsons, and used by

writers on voluntary associations to explain lade of participation in
2

them, While accepting that a change may have occurred In the range

of activities affected by occupational and kinship norms, another

relevant factor hero may be that of change in the interrelationship

between status-areas, or activity-fields} where the social structure

becomes more complex, fluid and mobile, activity-fields are increasingly

compartmentalised and discrete? thus, the sphere of party activity tends

to become more isolated from other aotivity-fields and is less likely

to be a corollary of participation in other social areas; the

political party becones increasingly viewed as a specific organisation

catering for a special interest, which must compete with other status-

demands for the commitments of actors. To the extent that these

interests are culturally defined as secondary to those of the family

and the job, there is a socially-structured pull away from membership

in even those voluntary associations relevant to one's interests,

following on from this one may propose firstly that the extent to

which an individual participates In a political party Is related to

his kinship role-obligations, so that those with less constraining

role-obligations will participate more than those whose kinship

*
T* Parsons, 1948, Essays in Sociological Theory,

2
cf. B, Barber, "Participation and Mass Apathy in Associations,"

in A»S, Gouldner (ed,), 1950, "Studies in Leadership." and R,F, Curtis,
"Occupational Mobility and Church Participation," p,315. Social
Farces, Vol, 38,
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obligations demand more time and energy** Specifically, it is

proposed that the stage reached in the individual's life-cycle, and

in the developmental cycle of the domestic group to which he belongs,

will affect the extent to which he participates in a political party:

a relevant factor here is the extent to which both husband and wife are

expected to participate in child-rearing and wage earning! where the

two factors are segregated, and where the social networks of husband

and wife are segregated, there may be no disjunction between the

demands of the husband's kinship role and joining the party*

Secondly one proposes that the constraints of the occupational

role, like that of the kinship role, are important! principally, in

the amoutn of time and energy available for carrying out the role of

party memberj and secondly, in the extent to which membership in the

one implies membership in the other, that Is, to the extent that

obligations contracted in another activity-field cany over into the

political party sphere* Some occupations prohibit consistent participa¬

tion, where hours worked are irregular or long, or demand constant pre¬

occupation, Other occupational roles such as that of Sheriff, for

instance, amy formally prohibit membership of a political party.

Another element which relates to ar. individual's occupation is that

of the overlap between an occupational ideology and other sypterns of

belief# The importance of this factor in influencing political!

participation is more difficult to judge, but it appears to have some

effect* Ideology is defined here as a system of shared values, a

2
value being "a generalised and that guides behaviour*" The systems

*
Of course, we recognise that there may be metabolic and psycho¬

logical differences between individuals, but here we are concerned with
social factors*

2
H# Fallding# 1965. *A Proposal for the empirical study of

values.*
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of belief proposed ~y political parties aim to cross-cut and unite

separate occupationst in this, their effectiveness depends on the

degree to which the normative expectations of the political doctrine

are compatible with those of the occupation, Y.K. Dibble, in his

discussion of occupational ideologies, eoncludes that "high-ranking

occupations are more likely than lower-ranking occupations to have

highly developed ideologies;" "This is due to the range of persons

with whom they come into contact, and to whom they must Justify their

demands for higher status and rewards."* He also states that "people

in high-ranking occupations value their Jobs more highly than people

in low-ranking occupations," and that "people in high-ranking occupa¬

tions value their Jobs more highly than most other positions which they

also occupy, while those in lower-ranking occupations value other

affiliations outside the economy more highly than they value their

jobs." From this one might propose that those in high-ranking

occupations would be deterred from whole-scale commitment to a party,

while those in low-ranking occupations will be more likely to view the
2

par-ty as their central life interest. However, for the industrial

worker, other areas than the formal political parly may be attractive

foci of attention, such as friendship and other primary group relation¬

ships, and one must therefore enquire whether or not another factor,

such as geographical mobility, operates to reduce his preference for

activities within these primary groups and allow him to devote him¬

self to the party. That is, where a man is bound by strong ties, by

rights and obligations, to his family and kinship groups, or to hie

*
V.K, Dibble, 1963. 'Occupations and Ideologies.'

o

cf. R, Dubin, "Industrial Workers' Worldsj A study of the central
life interests of Industrial workers." in A.y, Rose (ed.) 1962.
Human Behaviour and Social Processes.
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neighbours and. friends, he nay find in these relationships a significant

source of self-evaluation and identification, Where another factor,

such as social or geographical nobility, intervenes, loosening the

ties which bind him to these groups, he may be open to involvement in

party activities#

Insofar as members of the Conservative party tend to be drawn from

those in high-ranking occupations and members of the Labour party from

those in low-ranking occupations, one might expect differences to

emerge in the general level of commitment to the partyj that is, one

will expect a lower level of commitment among members of the Conserva¬

tive party, in those cases where work is particularly important. The

political ideology of the Conservative part^ like that of middle-class

religions described by Weber, is one which emphasises "being", while

that of the Labour party, like that of working-biass religions,

emphasises "becoming." Here one may cite Viscount Ilailsham (kuintin

Hogg) outlining "The Conservative Case", who states, "She function of

Conservatism is to protect, apply and revive what is best in the old,"*
Conservatives "do not believe that each generation in turn should start

2
from scratchj" while Rita ilinden in "Must Labour Lose" summarises the

Labour Party ideology in Ihese terms, "Socialism has stood, quite

simply, for the generous impulses in man. It has sought to change

society so that these impulses might find greater expression," One

may debate the extent to which a convergence has taken place between

the ideologies of the Conservative and Labour parties, as the Labour

Movement has become part of the established social system, operating

within it to effect changes on behalf of those it represents, rather

*
V, iiailsham, 1959# The Conservative Case,

2
1, Abrams, R, Rose and R, Kinden, I960, Must Labour Lose.
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than attacking, from outside, those institutions which appear to

contradict its will, Examples of this incorporation of the labour

movement into the existing political system are the presence of a

Labour government and the top-level collective bargaining which goes

on between Trade Unions and employers. Similarly the Conservative

party has been seen as moving towards a position in which it acoepts

some measure of social reform. However, the content of ritual

statements made within the political parties, particularly on occasions

then members gather together collectively to reinforce their identity,

such as at the Annual Conferences, are clearly distinct, and the tendency

for the ideology of the Conservative party to emphasise "being" and

that of the labour party to emphasise "becoming" is apparent on these

occasions. Although a divorce may have occurred between the ideolo¬

gical statements of party leaders and officials made on ritual

oooasions such as at conferences and at elections, and their practical

day to day actions, that is, a functional dissociation of ideology and

practical politics, the content of the ideologies of the two parties

remain clearly distinct. Insofar as it emphasises "being" then, the

Conservative party aims to maintain the existing system of relation¬

ships and almost by definition its doctrine expects an investment in

the present system j its normative code emphasises involvement in a

wide range of activities outside the party. "Conservatives do not

believe that the political struggle is the most important thing in

life. In this they differ from Communists, Socialists, Nazis,

Fascists, Social Creditors and most members of the British Labour

Party"^ "The man who puts polities first is not fit to be called a

1
V, Hailsham, op, cit., p,12.
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civilised being, let alone a Christian"1# "To the great majority of

Conservatives, religion, art, study, family, country, friends, music,

fun, duty, all the joys and riches of existence • •• are hi^xer in the
2

scale than their handmaiden, the political stru gle," Such attitudes

are reiterated by members of the local Conservative parties. Thus

one would expect roles held outside the Conservative party to be of

paramount importance, participation in political activities occurring

vhere It contributes to the enactment of these roles. Labour party

ideology by contrast, with its emphasis on change, demands a greater

commitment to the party, a direction of effort into the mechanism by

which change will be brought about, and therefore tends to undermine

ary involvement in outside activities, other than those with similar

goals, such as Trade Unions and Cooperative societies. That is,

insofar as the Labour party aims to alter the situation, one would

expect that the primary identification of members will be with the

party rather than with interests held outside the party which might

be endangered by change in the system. With these normative orienta¬

tions in mind, we evaluate the extent to which a person becomes "more

or less unavailable for alternative lines of action."^ Of the

persons recruited to a political party, some will become increasingly

involved in party activitiesi they will became increasingly committed

to the party, in that, to shift their activities would require

changing a wide range of relationships which have been farmed through

their progressive involvement In the activities of the party. Thus

we will point out differences that emerge between members of the two

1
V. Hailsham, op. oit., p.12.

2
Ibid., p.13*

^ A. Kornhauser, op. cit.
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parties in their level of commitment and between the general and

active members of both*

These are the main themes which guided the questions asked of

informants* The results of the surveys carried out of party members

in the two constituencies are now presented*

THE PAUTT Vimms IN CTILICHT AID EXPAHSIOff CONSTITUENCIES.

As discussed in chapter one, 105 general members of the political

parties were interviewed; these were 24 members of the Labour party

in Twilight constituency, 39 members of the Labour party in Expansion

constituency, and 42 members of the Conservative party in Expansion

constituency. Soma basic facta about previous members of Twilight

Conservative Association were obtained from documentary sources, and

supplemented by information from observation of those attending fund-

raising activities* Interviews were completed with 86 active

members, 14 of whom belonged to the Conservative party in Twilight

constituency, 24 to the Conservative party in Expansion constituency,

23 to the Labour party in Expansion constituency and 25 to the Labour

party in Twilight constituency* Thus the total number of informants

was 191*

Zn evaluating the data on the party members, in this chapter,

comparisons are made between those who are active and those who are

general members, between Labour and Conservative members, and between

those who participate in Twilight and those in Expansion. The

analysis focuses firstly on patterns of recruitment, (who are the

members? how and why did they Join the party?) and thence on

differences in the pattern of participation in the four local parties.
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fecial Characteristics of the Party Kembers.

Let us first consider the basic social characteristics of Hie

members of these political parties# In the sample as a whole# the

number of men was almost 20" greater than that of women# There was

no significant difference"*" between the political parties overall in

Hie distribution of males and females} neither did the active members

significantly differ from the general members in this respect, nor Hie

proportion of males to females in the two constituencies• Thus the

tendency for men to participate more than women In political parties

applies regardless of differences in the degree of participation,

(whether they be simply subscribing members or active), and applies in

contrasting political parties in differing constituencies#

When we look at Hie distribution of the whole sample between four

different age-grades, we see that it is most common for these party

membera to be between 45 and 64 years old. (48??). while 3)/? are

between 25 and 44* The members differ markedly (pa 0,03) when

divided by degree of participation, active members being younger than

non-active. In particular, 155? &<ve of the active members than the

general are between 25 and 44 years old, and 185? less are over 45

years# This difference applies particularly to those over 65, for

in this the general members are more than 2|- times as numerous as the

active# Although the age-distribution of active Conservative does

not differ significantly from that of Labour activists, the general

members of the two parties are distinctly different# Conservative

being older than Labour (p * 0,003)# In Particular, 445? of

Conservative general members, compared to 11/? of Labour, are over

Where the term "significant" is used, we are here referring to
statistical significance as measured by the chi squared test of
significance#
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65 years, with 19$ of Conservative general members, compared to 33,

of Labour, being less than 44 years* Despite what one might expect,

remembering the differences between the two areas portrayed is the

preceding chapter, the age distribution of party members in the two

constituencies, whether active or general, did not significantly differ.

Table 1

The age of party members* by political party and type of participation

general fembera Active Members

N ■ 105 N » 86

Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

15-24 0$ 6$ 13$

25-44 25% 13% 34$ 42$

45-64 56% 37% 51$ 39$

65+ 11$ 44$ 9% 8$

p « #003

The majority of party members were born within the clfor (56$) although

this is less than the proportion in the population as a whole# Labour

members did not differ significantly fro© Conservatives in this respect,

nor did active members differ from general members, either overall or

when divided by political party* Active Labour members were slightly

less likely to be born within the city than were general members, (55$

of activists compared to 63$ of general members) * Active Conservatives

were slightly more likely than their general members to have been bora

within the city (530 of activists compared to 44$ of general members),

(although the remainin general Conservative members did not com from

very far shield, 22# having been born in South-East Scotland, often

coming from farming; families)# Labour activists in the two
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constituencies originate in similar places: Conservative activists

in Expansion tend to differ from those in Twilight, in that only 42$

of those in Expansion, compared to 71$ of those in Twilight were born

within the city while 23$ of those in Expansion, compared to none of

those in Twilight, were born in parts of the U.K. and Eire outside

Scotland* Thus, although the distribution by place of birth of

Conservative activists in the two constituency associations is not

significantly different, the slight difference referred to may partly

account for the sore "local" atmosphere of the Twilight constituency

association then compared with that of Expansion,

Following on from this, it is not unexpected that the majority

of the sample* 73$. had lived in the city for over 20 years* Another

10$ had resided there for between 11 and 20 years* When the sample

was divided by political party Labour members were seen to differ

Significantly from Conservatives« in that they were much more likely

than Conservatives to have lived in the area for over 20 years* (p » 0,01)

This "localism" of the Labour party when compared with the

Conservative Associations may be accounted for partly by differences

in class-based patterns of geographical nobility, ana partly also by

the fact that the Conservative Associations in this city do not

represent the entire "right-wing" section of the electorate, (since
the Progressive Associations have catered specifically for locally-

orientated right-wingers). Thus it is not surprising that only 53$

of Conservatives, compared to 81, ' of Labour members, had lived in the

city for over 20 years, while in most categories relating to residence

of less than 20 years, Conservatives tended to be at least twice as

numerous as Labour members. The differences between general and

active members overall were not statistically significant, although

only 64$ of activists, compared to 81$ of general members had lived
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in the area for more than 20 years. General and active Conservatives

were not markedly different, hut only 68." of Labour activists, compared

to 90$ of Labour's general members, had lived in the city for over 20

years* The differences between the political parties on length of

residence were more marked between Labour and Conservative general

members, than between Labour and Conservative activists. When active

Labourites were compared with active Conservatives, the only feature

was a tendency for Conservatives to be more likely than Labour to have

lived in the area for only 1-5 years, while active Labourites were

slightly mere likely than Conservatives to have been resident for over

20 years. However, the ordinary Labour member was significantly more

likely to have resided for a long time in the erea than the ordinary

Conservative (pa 0.004).

Table 2

Length of residence In the city of general
members of the two par-ties. H » .122

P a »00L

Labour Conservative

less than 1 year 2$ 0$

1-5 years 7%

6-10 years 2% 15$

11 * 20 years % 19$

20e years 30$ 59$

Thus, 90$ of general Labour members had lived in the city for over 20

years compared to 59?- of Conservatives. Proportions in the categories

below 5 years were similar, but Conservatives were more likely than

Labour members to have been resident fear only 6-10 years, or 11 - 20

years* Mo significant differences emerged overall when the two

constituencies were compared, although Twilight constituency tended to
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contain more "old residents", 83/1 than Expansion, 67 * Thus Habour

general members in Twilight showed similar patterns of residence to

those in Expansion, both differing significantly from Expansion's

Conservative general members# Active Labour members in Twilight and

Expansion were similar when compared on length of residence# However,

Conservative activists in Twilight differed from Conservative activists

in Expansion, a factor which may contribute to the impression of

"localism" in Twilight C#A# 86* of Twilight's Conservative activists

compared to only 1*1$ of those in Expansion had lived in the city for

over 20 years, and only 34' of those in Twilight, compared with 38* of

those in Expansion, had lived there for less than 10 years (p = 0#03).

P~'ole J

Length of residence in the city of
Conservative activists in the two
constituencies« N a 38 p « #03

Twilirht Expansion

less than 1 year 0* Off

1 - 5 years 14/? Zlfc

6-10 years Of 17*

11-20 years Of 21*

20+ years 86* 41*

Thus the active Conservative members in Expansion constituency are more

likely to have moved to the city relatively recently than are either the

active Conservatives in Twilight or any category of Labour members* To

sum up this point, overall Labour members ere more "local" when length

of residence is considered than are Conservatives, although activists

in the two parties differ only slightly: marked differences emerge

between Conservatives in the two contrasting constituencies, and

general Labour members tend to have lived in the city for longer than

active Labour members#
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Party members, when the age at which they completed full-time

education ia considered, appear to have received more years of

education than one would expect to find in the population at large.

When the sample is divided by political party, the distributions are

significantly different, as one would expect from previous findings

on the sources of support for the Labour and Conservative parties

(p a 0*000),

Table 4

Table of distribution of combined^
samples tar political party and age
at which finished full-time education

N a 191 pa 0.000

Age completed full-
time education Conservative

under 14 years 8$ 2$

14-15 years 68$ 20$

16 - 17 years kfo 46$

18 - 21 years % 22$

over 21 years 15$ 10$

Thus, 68;' of Labour members, compared to 20:}t of Conservatives,

left school between the ages of 14 and 15 years. The most marked

differences occur in the categories 16 * 17 years and 18 - 21 years

respectively, where 46$ of Conservatives, compared to kf at Labour,

and 22$ of Conservatives, compared to 5$ of Labour, are found* 16$

of Labour members, compared to 1D$ of Conservatives, continued full-

time education over the age of 21 years. These differences in the

age at which an individual completed his education are related to

^ It must be noted that the figures given for the combined samples
are of course weighted in favour of activists, and are thus not
representative of the total population of members of the parties in the
two constituencies. The two samples are combined here and elsewhere
in the chapter for illustrative purposes only.
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differences in the type of school attended, junior secondary and

secondary modern schools taking pupils to tire age of 15 years, and

senior secondary and various fores of fee-paying schools taking pupils

to the age of 17 and 13 years* A tendency which has been implied in

other studies* appears to be borne out here* This Is for those

persons to favour the Conservative Party who have enjoyed a sixth form

education and, rather than following this up with an academic training,

have moved into business or a clerical or professional training which

involves some form of apprenticeship rather than full-time study*

Overall, general and active members do not differ significantly,

although when the sample is divided by both level of activity and

political party, marked differences do appear* There is a tendency

for active labour members to be score likely than general Labour

members to have continued their education above the age of 21 years

and they are slightly less likely to have lift school at 14 or 15

years* Conservative activists and Conservative general members are

similar, although the former are slightly less likely to have continued

their education over 21 years and more likely to have left school,

college cr university between the ages of 16 and 21 years* General

Labour members differ significantly from general Conservative members

(p m 0*000}* 13% of oidinary Labour members left school between 14

and 15 years, compared to 19% of ordinary Conservatives; while 5%

Labour general members continued their education to the age of 16 or

17 years, that is into the sixth form or with a full-tine technical

education, kk% of Conservative general members did so; and 13% of

Conservative general members, compared with 2$ of Labour, continued

their education to the age of 21 years* Similarly, active Labour

*
3, Jackson and D* llarsden* 1963* Education and the Working

Class*
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members differed significantly frem active Conservative members

(p « 0.000). Labour activists mainly left school when between 14

and 15 years old, that is, 62%, although another 21% continued full*

time education beyond the age of 21 years* Conservative activists

predominantly left school when 16 or 17 years old, (4750 while Zl%

and 21$ respectively left when either between 14 - 15 years or between

IS » 21 years* Here a clear contrast marges between the parties

which fits in with the images presented by the parties nationally and

locally* The stereotypes which the parties hold of each other are

thus seen to have some basis in the socio-economic characteristics of

the members} these stereotypes are, on the one hand that of the

Labour Party as an alliance of manual workers and intellectuals, and

on the other, that of the Conservative Party as a party of business¬

men and white-collar workers* When level of education is considered,

there appears to be some validity in these images; whether they

affect the actions and policies pursued by the parties is of course

a separate issue* No significant difference emerged between the

general Labour members in Twilight and those in Expansion, although

18% of those in Expansion compared to none of those in Twilight, had

received education after the age of 21 years, and Twilight*s Labour

general members were more likely than those in Expansion to have left

school before the age of 14 years, or between the ages of 16 and 17

years* General members of the Labour Party in Expansion differed

from those in Expansion Conservative Association in that 745? of Labour

members, compared to only 19% of Conservatives, left school when 14

or 15 years old, and 445? of Conservatives, compared to none of the

Labour members, left school at 16 or 17 years: also, 195? of

Conservative general members, compared with % of Labour, continued

their education up to the age of 21 years* In summary, when level
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of education is considered, the differences that emerge clearly divide
n-n«— i m mi min i m , i miu j.wa^ii.ui •w.-i.wiiiwjwwmamfwii mm-i»w.11»im m <i wnkiwi humWi»w»^i«W——|»

ambers of the Labour party from those In the Conservative Associations,

and these differences are only slightly effected by differences in

level of activity and in the nature of the constituency in which the

members are located.

As was found with level of education, the overall distribution

of the sample of party members tends to be scaled more towards the

upper end of the Registrar-General^ classification of occupations

that one would expect to find in the population at large. Thus only

4% of members were located in class 5, while 13%. were in class 1, The

categories in which most members fell were classes 2 and 5b, As one

might, expect, the differences that appear in the distribution of

occupational elass characteristics between Labour and Conservative

members ere statistically significant (p a 0,000),

Table 5

Occupational class of combined samples of
party members, by political affiliation.

N g 191 p» ,000

Labour Conservative

1 k% 2&%

2 16% 55%

5a 1# %

5b 55% 6%

4 25% 0%

5 5% 2%

Kost Conservatives were in class 2, 55%$ with another 28% in class

1, Labour members varied more than Conservatives, 35% being in 5b, 25%

in class 4, 16% in elass 2 and 15$ in 3a# Significant differences do

occur here between general and active menbers, active members being
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markedly more likely to be found in the "higher" R.G-, class categories

than general members (p a 0*004)* Thus while identical proportions,

37?-, of both active and general members are found in class 3, 3Z? of

general membera, compared to 35% of active members, fall into

categories 1 and 2, and 30? of general members, compared with 12$ of

the activists, fall in categories 4 and 5» This difference rests

mainly on the difference between Labour Party general members and

Labour Party activists. Conservative general members and Conservative

activists show similar distributions between the six categories of the

R»G« Classification* Compared to their general members, Labour party

activists are much more likely to hold occupations which fall into

class 2, particularly professional occupations, {26%, of the activists

compared to 10^ of the general members). In the manual categories,

too, activists are more likely than general members to have jobs which

are skilled and have involved the completion of an apprenticed

training ana they are also more likely to have been promoted to a

supervisory post within the work-place, such as foreman, or head of a

section. Thus only 11$ of Labour activists, compared with 35% of the

general members, are found in class 4*

Table_6
Table of Labour Party members divided by type of

participation and occupational category

H a 111

!?-G classification Labour General Mashers Labour Activists

class10% &%?

class 2 9^ 26$
class 3a 16% 13%

class Jb 32% 40$

class 4 35% 11%

class 5 B% 2$
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Labour Party general members differed significantly from

Conservative Association general members (p » 0,000), and Labour

Party activists too differed from Conservative activists (p « 0,000),

Thus the tendency overall ia for Conservative members to have non-

manual .jobs, and, while Labour activists were fairly evenly distributed

between manual and non-manual occupations. Labour general members were

much more likely to occupy manual positions.

When divided by constituency, the only significant feature was

that Conservative activists in Twilight showed a clearly different

distribution on socio-economic class from Expansion Conservative

activists, (p » 0,01), $2fu of Expansion activists were in classes

1 and 2, compared with &$• of those in Twilight, 2Zf<. of Twili^it

Conservative activists being in class 5b#

Tgblejr

Occupational class of Conservative activists,
by constituency,

y a 38 p * ,01

TwUlfftl} Expansion

10% hZf«

2 a$ 5<$

3a 1% 8$

5b 22$ 0%

4 Ofc 0f0

5 %

Thus, as with level of education, occupational class, (as defined by

the Registrar—General*» classification of occupations) significantly

divides Labour Party members from Conservative Association members,

a factor which obtains between different types of member and

constituencies of different socio-economic character. While Labour

party members differ significantly on this variable when divided by
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level of activity, the important distinguishing factor for Conserva¬

tive members if that of the constituency association to which they

belong.

When party members* personal experience erf different sectors of

the economy is considered, the dominant category is that of the public

services (44/0 > *3/th another 24$ having had experience of productive

industry* This distribution relates to the character of the area as

a whole, as described in the preceding section. However, when the

sample is divided by political party, this variable produces significantly

different distributions between the two categories of Labour party

members and Conservative Association members (p = 0,000), While there

are similar proportions in the distributive sector. Labour members are

more likely than Conservatives to be e&ploycd in the publio cervices.

and much more likely to be employed in productive industry. Conserva¬

tivea on the other hand, are much more likely than Labour members to

be employed in the commercial sector of the economy. in insurance and

banking, for instance. Active Labour members in Expansion constituency

were predominantly employed in the public services, 64$, with another

27$ in productive industry; among Twilight Labour Party activists,

36$ were in public services, & in productive industry and another

20$ in distributive trades, Expansion** Conservative activists were

more likely to be employed in the publio services and in the commercial

sector than were those in Twilight, who were fairly evenly divided

between the four major sectors# Thus again, a sharp distinction

appears between Labour members and Conservative members, the latter

being more likely to be employed in those sectors of the economy which,

it may be said, emphasise the values of private enterprise and in

which employees tend to be individually linked to the organisation on

the basis of personal contracts. Labour, on the other hand, are more
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likely to be employed in larger work units in which the lines between

bosses and workers are clearly- distinct.

The occupational status of party members was considered, since

one might propose that freedom from the demands of work might increase

the chances of an individual's taking part in political life. Overall,

62% of the sample were in paid, full-time employment, with another 6$

in part-time work. The distributions of the sample when divided by

political party were significantly different (p = 0,006), in that

Labour party members were more likely than Conservatives to be employed

full-time, while Conservatives were more likely than Labour to be

housewives, or unpaid housekeepers (for instance a daughter living

with an elderly father). Thus, while almost 70% of Labour members

were employed full-time, this applied to less than 50$ of Conservatives.

General members did not differ significantly from activists, and in

fact, general members were slightly more likely than active members

to be free from the demands of a full-time Job, thile active

Conservatives did not differ significantly from active Labourites,

(although "PS of Labour activists compared to only 5^ of Conservatives,

were employed full-time, and 21$> of Conservatives as against only 13$

of Labour activists were solely housewives), the general members of

the two parties did differ significantly (p a 0,002), General

Conservative members were predominantly housewives or housekeepers,

Wf, or retired, 19$, while 78$ of Labour Party general members were

involved in some form of paid work, either full-time or part-time.

The activists in the two constituencies did not differ significantly,

although 82$ of Expansion's Labour activists, compared to only 68$

of those in Twilight, were full-time employees, more of Twilight's

activists being housewives and retired persons. Expansion's

Conservative activists were slightly less likely than Twilight's to

A
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be employed full-time, with only 50? of the former oompared to 71?"

of the latter being in paid full-time employ. Expansion had

relatively more housewives and retired persons among its Conservative

activists than was the case in Twilight, Thus, overall, one cannot

claim that political participation is the prerogative of those who are

not involved in the daily task of earning a living, and in fact, the

more active members are slightly more likely to have to put up with

the demands of a job than are those who are less active* The

Conservative Association in Expansion constituency does however seem

to contain more members who are free from work obligations than any

of the other three local parties and is thus in a better position to

claim the energies of its members than are either of the Labour parties

or the Conservative Association in Twilight,

Other roles which might be thought to discourage a person from

participation in political life are those which involve kinship

obligations, marriage, home-building and child-rearing particularly.

Overall, however, party members in these two constituencies were pre¬

dominantly married persons, 70?t while the remaining J&?. were either

single, widowed, divorced or separated* The distributions of marital

status between the two parties did not significantly differ, although

slightly more Conservatives were widowed* Neither did active members

differ significantly from general members, although single persona

were more numerous among the activists than among the general members,

21? of the former compared to 12? of the latter* The difference

between Conservative general members and Conservative activists is

not marked, although general Conservatives are more likely to be

widowed tlian are aetive members, who are more likely to be married*

This factor is clearly related to differences in the age distribution

of the two samples* Labour activists are less bound by the demands
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of marriage t; an their general members, 62;T of the activists compared

to 83J' of the general members, being married* Thus, in the case of

toe labour members, it appears that active participation is more likely

to be adopted by persona whose family obligations are less than are

those of the subscribing party members# However, Labour activists

did not differ significantly from Conservative activists in this respect,

although lO^o more of the Conservative activists than Labour were married#

The general members of the two parties differed significantly (p « 0#02),
in that general Conservatives were mere likely to be single or widowed

than Labour general members# Differences between the two constituencies

overall were not significant, although in Expansion Labour party, TT/

of the activists, compared to l&t of those in Twilight were married,

toe latter being more likely to be widowed or single* Similarly, in

Expansion Conservative Association the activists were more likely to

be married whereas those in Twilight were more likely to be single or

widowed# This factor relates to differences in toe age distribution

of toe samples in the two constituencies, and implies that in

Twilight constituency both parties could malm greater demands on

their members than could those in Expansion, although since Twilight

members were older, they might not always be able to respond to these

demands# Twilight constituency itself has relatively larger propor¬

tions of young people and old people with a relative lack of middle-

aged persons, compared to Expansion, a fact which is reflected to some

extent in the age distributions of toe members of the constituency

parties#

Marriage alone of course, would not necessarily reduce the chances

of an individual*s participating In political life, but toe arrival of

children might be expected to make more demands on the family and thus

prevent an individual*s becoming involved in political activity.
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In the sample as a whole. of the party members had either no

children, or only one. Labour and Conservative members showed similar

distributions on this variable, the most common category for each being

that of having two to three children, with the next most common

category for each being that of those with no children at all.

Active members did not differ significantly from ordinary members,

although active members were slightly more likely to have no children,

or only one, while ordinary members were slightly more likely to have

four or more children. However, these differences are so small that

one cannot claim that active members are markedly free from the

constraints of child-rearing when compared with the general members.

No significant differences emerged between general Conservatives and

general Labour members or between active Labour and active Conserva¬

tives, However, Labour party activists were more likely to have no

children than their general members, or than either type of Conserva¬

tive memberj that is, although the distributions between Conservative

general members and Conservative activists were very similar, Labour

Party activists differed slightly from their general members in that

fewer of them had children. Thus, if one proposes that active

participation in the Labour Party is more demanding than active

participation in the Conservative Association, it is not surprising

that active members of the Labour Party are those who are more free

to redirect resources towards the party and away from other role-

obligations; these differences are not so marked la the Conservative

Associations since active participation there dees not demand so much

time and energy and Conservative members are more likely to be able

to call on alternative domestic resources, such as paid help in the

home. No difference emerged between the constituencies overall, or

between active and general members of either party in each area.
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Conservative activists in Twilight and Expansion were similar in the

number of children they had; Labour party activists in Expansion

tended to have more children than those in Twilight, for instance, 68[Jo

of Twilight activists had only one child or none, compared with 32J?
of Expansion Labour party aotivists, while 32^ of Twilight activists

had two or more children compared to 68^ of those in Expansion Labour

Party#

However, the demands made on parents vary at different stages in

the developmental cycle of the domestic group, (which has been defined

as a phased movement from being married with no children, through

child-rearing, the expansion stage, to the stages of dispersion and

contraction). Only of party members overall were involved in the

most demanding phase of child-rearing and expansion. The distribu¬

tions on this variable when subdivided by political party were

significantly different (p = 0,04)# While similar proportions were

in the categories of being in same form of damestio group other than

the nuclear family, that is, mainly single persons living alone or

with other single persons and relatives, and similar proportions were

in the categories of being married with no children or in a contracted

domestic group, a significantly higher proportion of Conservative

members were to be found in the phase of expansion than were Labour

members, k2ft compared to 21$, while Labour members were more likely

to be found in -the phase of dispersion. This may provide further

background to our proposal that participation in the Labour Party is

more demanding than participation in the Conservative Association, but

one must also be aware that this difference may be due to class-based

differences in the age of marriage and child-bearing and in the age at

which children leave the domestic group# Ko significant difference

overall appeared between general and active members, although lOf more
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of the active members were living in households other than the nuclear

family and thus might be more free from domestic obligationsi However,

almost 10$ store of the active members were to be found in the ohild-

rearing phase too, in which the demands may be said to be greatest*

While general Labour members did not differ significantly from general

Conservative members, and Labour activists did not differ significantly

from Conservative activists, some tendencies do seem to emerge. Active

Labour party members were more likely Utan general Labour party members

to be found in domestic groups ether than the nuclear family, 30$ of

activists compared to 13$ of general members j active Conservatives

were more likely than their general members to be found in the eldId-

rearing phase, 50?' compared to 30$# While general Conservative

members were more likely than general Labour members to be found la

domestic groups other than the nuclear family, active Labour members

were more likely than active Conservatives to be found in the phase

of dispersion and in other forms of domestic group than the nuclear

family, while 50$ of Conservative activists, compared to only 23$ of

Labour activists, were located in the phase of expansion of the

domestic group, Distributions of Conservative activists in the two

constituencies were very similar. Labour party activists in Expansion

were more likely to be found in the phases of child-rearing and

dispersion than were those in Twilight, 64$ of the former falling into

these categories compared to only 24$ of the latter, again showing

a tendency for Expansion Labour activists to be potentially less able

to transfer commitments to the parly than Labour activists in Twilight,

Thus, if we consider the demands of the occupational role and the

kinship role together, it appears that political participation may

be compatible with the constraints imposed by one of these roles but

less compatible with constraints imposed by both. Thus Conservatives,
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although constrained by the demands of bringing up a family, are loss

likely to be involved in demanding obligations emanating from an

occupational role for example, housewives: and labour members, while

more likely to be subject to the demands of an occupational role are

less constrained by kinship obligations, for example, working men with

older children or those who leave the responsibility for child-care

mainly to their wife.

The religious affiliations of the active members of the four local

political parties were considered, and here the two major categories

that emerged were that of membership of the Church of Fcotland, to which

56% belonged and that of being a lapsed member of, or apathetically

connected to, a particular religious category, ^hen divided by

political party the activists differed significantly in religious

affiliation (p ■ 0,0002),

Table 8

Table of activists divided by political
party and religious affiliation

K g 86 pa 0,0002

Religious Affiliation. Labour Conservative

Church of Scotland 13£ 5^

C, of F.,, Episcopalian 4$ 8f

Congregationalist Of Of

Roman Catholic & Of*

Positive agnostic, atheist m Of

Lapsed member of denomination

Jewish of %

The predominance of Church of Scotland membership among Conservative

activists in these two constituencies was most marked, 58? belonging

to tliis category. The other major category for Conservative activists
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was that of lapsed affiliation, $1%, Labour activists were more

likely than Conservatives to he lapsed members of a denomination,

and only 1$% belonged to the Church of Scotland, A large

proportion of Labour party activists were positive agnostics or

atheists, that is they firmly disavowed affiliation to ary religious

group, doubting the importance of a spiritual realm. This factor is

interesting in that it has been proposed that commitment to a political

ideology, particularly one that is all-embracing, such as Socialism or

Communism, is incompatible with commitment to a religious ideology;

that is, a high commitment to the one excludes the possibility of high

commitment to the other,This appears to be borne out in the case

of these activists. Although the problem is a chicken and egg one,

in that it might be that only persons who are not firmly committed to

a religious belief are able to adopt the principles of socialism, one

might propose that the ideology of the Labour party demands a greater

commitment on the part of the member than do the ideology and principles

of the Conservative Party# Active members of the Labour party would

then be deterred from cQnr.~itir.ent to a religious ideology and only 23%

of them affirm any positive religious affiliation. The Conservative

party principles are less constraining; they do not attempt to

propose values which govern a wide sphere of social behaviour, but

rest mainly on support for values emanating from other sub-systems in

the society at large. Thus Conservatives are not deterred from

attachment to a religious ideology, and of them are positively

committed to a religious group, particularly that of the Church of

Scotland,

The likelihood of a person's participating in political life

^
R# Stark, 1964, 'Class, Radicalism and Religious Involvement

in Great Britain*.
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actively cay also be affected by early socialisation experiences.

These experiences appeared to be important particularly for Labour

party members, and especially for the older members of the party;

almost invariably they cited a critical personal experience, perhaps

of hardship and deprivation, in explaining their attachment to the

Labour party, Jar example, one very active member explained his

attachment to the party in this way: 'I drifted into politics; I

was an apprentice during the General Strike, and was on strike, I

was in ny union then, had been from the age of 15, Another thing was

that 1 worked as a painter and decorator and went into the houses of

the well-to-do. This was at a time when there was a lot of unemploy¬

ment in the city and I thought it was not right there should be such

differences, I was a 'ragged trousered philanthropist', I suppose,1

Or another older member, who said thisi *1 was in the *14 war? when

1 went there I was an Innocent, I was sent to Ireland in 1917 after

the 1916 rebellion, to help keep down the Irish, (My father was a

Utopian Socialist; he was a member of his trade union, but not active -

he liked his dram. But he gave me ideas of Socialism - he used to

come home from the pub and start talking but I didn't really understand

it,) Well, I was in a pub in Dublin one night, and some Irish lads

were trying to run me down because I was in khaki, I said, don't talk

like that, we were just sent here, (ke used to be abused a lot by

the Irish - kids in the street would jeer at us; and if we want off with

an Irish girl, the young men would come after us and beat us up,)
I said the best thing is for us to talk and get to know each other, and

if we agree with you, we won't shoot you. This started me thinking

about politics,'

Another Labour member desoribed his introduction to polities in

this way: *1 was a P.O.W, for 5 years; wo were subjected to terrifio
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German propaganda through the camp magazine wliieh was run by them and

full of Fascist propaganda. But we had the Red Cross library and

its surprising what books got through. There I read about the

Chartist movement, and a lot about trade unions and politics. Also,

we had classes, and particularly I remember some run by a Hew calender,

a communist, to pass the time each evening from 7 - 8p.m. Someone

would talk about a different topic. £c«ae talked about religion, some

about politics, and some about other things, like how to be a good

plumber.' One ©ore example of critical experiences cited by Labour

members is this t 'ily mother had to bring up 7 kids on £} a weekj and

she found it difficult because she was struggling to keep up appear¬

ances, £y mother had to go out washing stairs when she was pregnant

to get the money to bring us up. I asked myself, why was all this

necessary, ell this suffering?' lounger members were less likely to

mention critical experiences but they had influenced some: for others,

their attachment was more likely to be based on an intellectual process

of deliberation or on the instrumental orientation of the representa¬

tion of a specific interest. For example, one young member's interest

in politics came about in this way: 'When I was 16, the 19Ck general

election was being held and I followed this closely, v/hen I was 17»

I joined the Labour party. I was doing history and I thought that

automatically anyone who knew anything about history would find the

Labour party the right party bo join. Secondly, I went to a fee-

paying sehoolm and since I came from a working-class background, I was

aware of the vast differences in the way different people lived, I

realised I should be in the Labour party'.

Another approach was this: 'I've always thought if you are a

working man you must be interested in politics. Politics becomes a

part of your life if you ax>e a Pru man', Members cited their
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experience® in the Depression when they themselves had experienced

unemployment or had seen relatives and friends thrown out of work

regardless it seemed of innate ability. Some as children had observed

Hunger Marches and seen their mothers Isathing the feet of the marchers,1

or had lived in streets where neighbours' children ran barefoot and

went hungry* Often members themselves had not suffered; they came

from slightly better-off families, either with more frugal parents or

from families with less children, but they had been in a position to

see the hardship borne by othersi that is, they were not themselves

engulfed by these deprivations, although they experienced set-backs

which influenced the pattern of their lives} they were in fact,

sufficiently detached from the situation to consider its implications

and to hope for remedies, without being so far removed as to be

unaffected. Such experiences, or observations of critical experiences,

marked off these activists in the Labour Party, mostly working-class

members, from other middle-class activists and from younger ones.

Conservatives, by contrast, rarely mentioned a critical experience

which they saw as catapulting them into active participation} the

content of their activity in the party was less clearly distinguished

from their participation in other social areas.

When Labour activists are compared with Conservatives by their

father's occupation (R-&, classification), significant differences

appear (p • 0,000),
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Table 9

Occupation of father of active party
members in the two political parties

If a 86 pa .000

Labour Conservative

1 11# 21$

2 2# 3^5

3a 4# 16#

3b 38# 16#

4 43# 3#

5 2#

Thus, although some Labour Party activists are now employed in middle-

class occupations, the tendency for them to originate in manual or

"working-class" families is very marked# Only \T% of their fathers

had been employed in non-manual or supervisory occupations, the majority

being skilled workers, craftsmen and labourers# Conservatives cam

predominantly from families in which the father's occupation fell into

classes 1 and 2, with another 32# being located in class 3# No

significant differences appeared between the constituencies overall,

although Expansion activists tended to Originate in families of higher

socio-economic class than those in Twilight. No significant differences

appeared between members of the two parties in the two constituencies,

although only 17# of Conservative activists in Expansion had fathers in

manual occupations, compared to 28# of those in Twilight#

The dominant family background of activists was that in which the

father had been employed in productive industry, 62# falling into this

category# Significant differences again appeared between the two

parties (p » G«0Q09), in that Labour activists' fathers were predomin¬

antly employed in productive industry. 79#. whereas Conservative

activists' fathers tended to be evenly divided between productive
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industry. 38^« and the commercial sector. 35/!« with the regaining 27%
in the distributive sector and public services. No significant differences

appeared when activists were divided by constituency*

Another division in the total society* which might be expected to
✓

be relevant in affecting recruitment to parties opposing each other

within a constituency, is that of differences between schools; schools

say differ in their sources of finance and control, in the quasi-

groups from which their pupils are recruited and in the values implicit

in the teaching* Most active party members had attended a corporation

secondary modern or junior secondary school, k3%» or a merchant

company, fee-paying or direct grant school, 28,1* Again activists

differed significantly in the two parties (p * 0*000). Labour

activists had been predominantly educated in the state sector, 8%'. of

them, that is 0$ at a junior secondary or secondary modern school, and

21$ at a senior secondary or grammar school* Conservatives, by

contrast, were more likely to have been educated in the partly private

sector, that is* in those schools where parents may pay a contribution
towards the child*s education, the amount varying with the facilities

offered, the parent*s income, the extent of state subsidy, etc* 66%
of Conservatives were educated in this fee-paying sector, compared to

only 1%% of Labour activists* No significant differences appeared

between the constituencies* Thus the structural cleavages emanating

from the economic system and from the educational system are seen to

be reflected in differential patterns of recruitment of activists to

the two opposing political parties*
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State
sector

Table 10

Table of activists di
and type of

Tided by political party

Ra 8$ P

school attended

» 0*000

Type of school

Corporation sec# mod,
or junior sec#

Corporation senior
sec* or grammar

labour

64#

23#
85#

Conservative

21#

13#
54#

Fee-paying
sector

Merchant company,
direct grant

Boarding school,
public school

13£

4#
15#

16#

The values which guide the behaviour of activists emanate partly

from early socialisation experiences, here shown to differentiate

Labourites from Conservatives significantly, and also from contemporary

communication, through face to face interaction in formal and informal

groups in the community and through the secondary communication of the

mass media. The latter was considered briefly through preferences

in newrpaper-reading, since the policies and values supported by

different sectors of the press in Britain are ■Wrought to differ, some¬

times mere and sometimes less considerably. The main daily newspaper

read by activists was 'The Scotsman*, thus reiterating the point

touched on earlier, that one must emphasise that these constituencies

are located in Scotland, which in many respects differs markedly from

England* Significant differences did appear between the activists of

the two parties however when newspaper reading was considered (pa 0,000)*

Whereas 6l# of Conservatives read 'The Scotsman*, only 14# of Labour

activists did so. Labour members preferred the *Record* or the *Sun*,

31# reading these newspapers, while 24# read "The Guardian*. The

other newspapers favoured by Conservatives were the ♦Express' and the
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•Mall*, 2$f* reading these* Thus a marked feature of Labour activists

compared to Conservatives is their preference for national newspapers,

that is those distributed throughout Britain, (although they may have

regional editions), and the support of Labourites for those papers

commonly labelled "liberal* or 'popular left-wing*, while Conservatives

prefer the 'right-wing* and Scottish newspapers* Insofar as the

daily press can influence the opinions of readers by the news which it

emphasises, the way in which this news is presented, and the comments

it makes upon daily events and policies, members of the two oposing

parties are differentially influenced and their values and ideas

reinforced through their choice of newspaper. Labour activists tended

also to read more journals and weekly newspapers than Conservatives,

the 'New Statesman* being particularly favoured, with 'Tribune', 'New

Society* and 'Times Literary Supplement* for example, also being read*

Significant differences also appeared between Labour and Conservative

activists in the Sunday newspaper they preferred to read (p » 0*000),

Whereas Conservatives favoured the 'Sunday Times', 'Sunday Express'

aid 'Sunday Post*, Labour activists preferred 'The Observer', with

another 3^ reading 'The Times', 'Telegraph', 'Express* and 'Post*,

We have seen that the objectively-defined interests of members of

the two parties are sharply divided on matters concerned with education,

occupation and income, and that their life-experienoes of schooling and work

differ significantly, A further factor which was shown in the previous

chapter to divide the community is that of property-tenure j we may

consider whether this cleavage is reflected in the social character¬

istics of party members, 48^ of the sample owned their own homes and
*>

.

rented frcan the local authority, with 10£ renting private accommoda¬

tion furnished and 12^ renting private accommodation unfurnished. The

members differed significantly when divided by party jp » 0*000),
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Table 11

Type of property-tenure and political party
(conbined samples)

N » 191 o = .000

Labour Conservative

owner-occupation 23$ 90$

rented private
furnished 15$ 2$

rented private
unfurnished 19$ 0$

rented from L«A, 39$ 2%

other 4$ 6%

Conservatives were predominantly owner-occupiers« 90$ falling into this

categoryt Labour member8, by contrast, did not markedly represent one

category only on this variable; the largest collectivity was that of

those renting from the local authority, 39$, while 23$ were owner-

occupiers, and 34$ were in privately rented accommodation, {15$

furnished, 19$ unfurnished). Thus in this Labour members are markedly

less cohesive than Conservativess because of this lack of cohesion, the

Labour parties may not act on this issue in a united manner and yet,

this is one of the major cleavages dividing the city as a whole.

Labour party activists differ from their general members in being more

likely to be owner-occupiers or to rent, privately, furnished accomoda¬

tion, while general members were more likely to be in unfurnished

accommodation rented either from the local authority or privately; but

the Labour party general members and activists still differed

significantly (p « 0,000) from those in the Conservative party. As

would be expected from the description given of the two constituencies

in the previous chapter, Twilight constituency differed significantly

from Expansion; party members in Expansion are mainly owner-occupiers
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and local authority tenants; those in Twilight are more likely to be

private tenants, in furnished and unfurnished accomodation, and less

likety to be owner-occupiers and local authority tenants than are

those in Expansion* Thus the differences in the constituencies are

reflected in differences in the social characteristics of party members,

General members of the labour party in Twilight differed significantly

from those in Expansion (p * 0,000), The majority of general Labour

members in Twilight were in privately rented, unfurnished accomodation,

58#, with 25# being owner-oeouplers,while those in Expansion were

mainly local authority tenants. Conservative activists did not

differ significantly by constituency, but Labour activists were again

significantly divided from their comrades in the other constituency on

this variable. Labour activists in Expansion lived principally in

council houses, 50#» with being owner-occupiers and 14# in

privately rented furnished accommodation* Twilight activists were

either owner-occupiers, 52#, or in privately rented furnished accommoda¬

tion, 36#, while 20# were tenants of unfurnished accommodation and

only 12# lived in council houses. While in both Labour parties

therefore, between a quarter and a third of the activists were owner-

oocuplers, and thus in an ambivalent position with regard to the

issues of rates and rents, the tenants differed considerably by

constituency. Those in furnished flats in Twilight, 36#, were usually

young professional people, socially and geographically mobile} only

20# therefore of the Labour party activists in Twilight represented

the slum dwellers, and 12#, local authority tenants, and, since most

of these were women and older than other members, the likelihood of

this interest being constantly pressed was much less than the likeli¬

hood that the interests of council tenants would be pressed in

Expansion Labour party, Objective interests are not of course always

primary and owner-occupiers in the Labour party would act altruistically
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in the interests of persons less privileged than themselves, hut it

may be that the force behind such pressure is less than would be the

case where persons were acting on the basis of first hand, day-to-day

experience,

When one compares the physie&l character of the immediate environ¬

ment in which activists live, (a factor vihich may be thought to

impinge upon their perception of the interests of persons in their

locality and the distribution of resources among residents in the city),

Labour activists are seen to differ significantly from Conservatives

(p » 0,0002), of Labour aotivists lived in working-class areas,

40$ were in 'respectable' zone3, that is where the tenements were in

a good state of repair, stairs scrubbed clean, doors painted, homes

bright and tidy, and 21"! were in twilight zones, with a predominance

of sub-standard housing, decaying and crumbling, with multiple-

occupation, broken stair windows and poor sanitation. By contrast,

only lC/1 of Conservatives were located in working-class areas, while

lived in 'middle-class' areas, that is, either old, stone, detached

and terraced houses with gardens, or new private estates, which

compares with 1of Labour activists living in such areas. Thus the

visible locale through which activists travel differs considerably by

political party, and is likely to affect their perception of the extent

to which 'all's right with the world.' In each party, however, a

sizeable proportion resided in the middle echelons of 'lower middle,

respectable' areas, that is, particularly, tenements built in Victorian

and Edwardian days, which contain bathrooms and inside toilets,

perhaps five or six rooms, painted staircases, drying greens, etc.,

and are mainly owner-occupied. Thus, although overall activists of

the two parties are polarised by interests connected with property, and

differ in the character of the locale in which their homes are situated,
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a middle group exists within each party with simlar Interests an!

similar day-to-day experiences. Thus some overlap exists between

the parties, which might mediate the differences between the parties

in the way they act on issues connected with these factors*

Patterns of Recruitment to the local political parties*

We have so far concentrated on the basic social characteristics of

party members, in an attempt to consider the features which seem to

influence the likelihood that an individual will participate in a local

political party* We now turn to the factors related to the mechanism

of joining the party*

Table 12

Party members* by type of membership, political
party and year in which joined the party*

N ■ 191

Labour Conservative

General Active General Active

before 1918 0$ 2$ 11$ 0$

1919-1928 9$ 4$ 12$ %

1929-1938 5$ 13$ 15$ 3$

1939-1948 13$ 19$ 12$ 21$

1949-1958 44$ 30$ 33$ 26$

1959-1968 29$ 32$ 19$ 47$

The major proportion of party members had joined since 1949, that is

66$, with another 16$ joining between 1939 and 1948* Ko significant

differences appear between the Labour party and Conservative Association

in tills respect, nor between general and active members, overall*

However, general Labour members differ significantly from general

Conservative members in the year in which they joined the party (p = 0,04),
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Labour members having joined more recently than Conservatives,

Active Labour members do not differ significantly from Conservatives

in the year in which they were recruited, although 47T of Conserva¬

tives, compared to 327? of Labour, joined after 1959, Conservative

activists tend to be more recent incomers to the Association than the

general members, only &f. having joined before 1939, compared with 387?

of the general Conservatives, Labour party activists do not differ

markedly from their general members in the date of "their recruitment.

No significant differences appear overall between the two constituencies,

although Labout general members in Twilight are slightly more likely

than those in Expansion to have been recruited before 1939. Activists

do not differ significantly between the two constituencies, although

Expansion Labour activists are more likely to have joined the party

after 1959» that is, 41??, with another 2~ft joining between 1949 and

1958, while Twilight activists are fairly evenly spread between the

four decades since 1929, being mare likely than Expansion activists to

have joined in the *30s and less likely to have joined in the *60s.

Conservative activists in the two constituencies do not differ

significantly on this variable, although those in Expansion are more

likely to have joined in the 1940s and 1960s, whereas Twilight

members are more likely than those in Expansion to have joined in the

1950s, Expansion Conservative Association contains more activists

who have joined since 1959 than either of the other three units, that

is 547? of their activists, compared to Expansion Labour party's 417?.

Twilight Conservative Association^ 36?? and Twilight Labour Party's

24J?» The implications of these differences in the rate of inflow of

new workers with fresh ideas for the operation of the four parties will

be discerned in the following chapter.

Tie may consider these data in a slightly different form, through
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length of membership in the party* Kost party members had been such

for between 11 and 20 years (3Q/0» A' further 26% had been members for

over 20 years* 22% of party members had been in the party for between

1 and 5 years# No significant differences appeared between general

and active members overall# General Labour members differed signifi¬

cantly from general Conservatives, in that the former were much mare

likely than the latter to have Joined the party over 20 years ago

(p * 0,04), and much mare likely to have been a member for between

1 and 5 years,and 6 and 20 years#

Active Labour members did not differ significantly from active

Conservatives, although Conservatives were mere likely to have been

members for 6 to 10 years than were Labour activists, while Labourites

were more likely to have been members for between 11 and 20 years#

When the constituencies are compared on length of membership, the

distributions are significantly different (p »' 0#04), in that party

members in Twilight are more likely to have Joined over 20 years ago

(35/)» than are those in Expansion (21/), while the latter are more

likely to have been party members for between 6 and 10 years (23/ of

those in Expansion compared to only 6% of those in Twilight)# These

differences may partly be aocounted for by differences in age of the

party members in the two constituencies, and also by the heightened

political activity in Expansion in the latter half of the 1950s and in

the 1960s (as described previously). This applies particularly to the

general members of the Labour party in Twilight and those in Expansion,

in that 42/ of the former have been members for over 20 years compared

to only 10/ of those in Expansion, while of the latter, 31/ have been

members for between 6 and 10 years, as compared to only 8% of those in

Twilight, Active Labour members in the two constituencies do not

differ significantly although again Twilight members are more likely
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to have joined over 20 years ago (%}'.), than are those in Expansion

(14/0» while the latter are more likely to have joined between 1 and

10 years ago (5&f of Expansion Labour party activists compared to 2S|t

of those in Twilight). Conservative activists in the two constituencies

differ significantly on this variable (p * 0.04). Twilight activists

are either reoent members, 35£ having joined less than 3 years ago, or

long-standing members, 5T?;'t while very few joined between 6 and 10 years

ago. Those in Expansion show a fairly even progression through the

categories, 357' having joined less than 5 years ago, 29f' between 6 and

10 years ago, and being long-standing members of more than 10

years duration. Again these differences in patterns of recruitment

to the four local parties will be seen to relate to differences in the

manner of operation of the parties (to be described in the following

chapter)«

The effeot of the cyclical nature of parliamentary election

activities on recruitment to political parties is clear from the data

on the point in. the electoral cycle when members were recruited to the

party. 25/S of members were recruited in the year immediately preceding

a parliamentary election, in whioh the activities of parties at the

grass-roots, in running an election campaign, are at their height*

Only joined in the year immediately following a parliamentary

election, showing that this year represents a period of relaxation

and recuperation for party workers, after their increased effort in

the election campaigns j it may also point to a failure on the part of

party workers to follow up contacts made during the campaign,

particularly by recruiting supporters who offer their help during the

campaign but who are not subscribing members. The distributions did

not differ significantly between the political parties, although

Conservatives were slightly more likely to join after an election than
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Labour members# This may point to differences in campaign activities,

and to the extent to which contacts are followed up by party workers

after an election, but the differences are very slight. General

members do not differ significantly from active members overall or

when divided by political party, near is this distribution affected

by the nature of the constituency. However, the general members of

the Labour party in Twilight differ significantly from those in

Expansion (p m 0,02) j Twilight general members are much more likely

to have been recruited in the year prior to an election, that is, 50/?,

whereas those in Expansion were recruited in the mid-term years, 7S$#

This factor can be explained by differences in the activities conducted

by the local parties. As will be seen in the following chapter,

campaigns in Twilight involve a sudden burst of intense activity

immediately prior to the election, for instance by the direction of

workers into this marginal constituencyi (these may be students on

vacation, and they are paid by the Scottish Office to carry out

canvassing and to recruit new members)# The year by year activities

of local party members in Twilight Labour Party are only slightly

related to the conduct of parliamentary elections since the recruitment

of means is seen mainly as the responsibility of the T,G,W,U, and the

Scottish Office of the Labour Party# In Expansion, by contrast, the

local Labour party# besides being more actively involved in running

election campaigns for local government elections# also bears the full

responsibility for parliamentary elections# Activity here is thus

geared more closely to the running of elections and this is reflected

in the fact that members are more likely to be continuously recruited

than at one particular stage in the electoral cycle. Active members

of the two parties did not differ significantly between the two

constituencies, on this variable, although in both parties, Expansion
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activists were ©ore likely to be recruited in the years preceding

and immediately following an election than were those in Twilight.

Consideration of the age of members on joining the party shows
✓

that those years in which persons are primarily concerned with home*

building, child-rearing, and establishing themselves in a particular

line of work, are also those in which they are most likely to join a

political party. Thus recruitment to party membership may be seen

as a corollary of those years in which a person may be thought to be

most concerned with the outlines of the social system and the life-

chances afforded by it. 53/: of party members were recruited when they

were between the ages of 25 and 44 years. Another 26% joined between

the ages of 15 and 24 years# Only 16%. joined after the age of 45 years.

This pattern held for both labour and Conservative party members and

for both general and active party members# Nor did any significant

differences appear between the constituencies# General members of the

labour party in Expansion were more likely than those in Twilight to have

joined between the ages of 15 and 24 years, and less likely than those

In Twilight to have joined between the ages of 25 and 44 years, but

the predominance of the latter age-group remained. Active Labour

party members showed markedly similar distributions through the four

categories on age at recruitment, but Twilight Conservative activists

tended to have joined the party at a younger age than those in Expansion.

When these data are compared with those on the present age of party

members, there is some indication that recruitment to political parties

generally has been falling off#

Still, however, the question "why join a political party?" has not

been answered# Other factors must distinguish party members from

non-party members# One element which may be important is that of the

accessibility of the local political party: thus one asks, "how did
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these members come to join the party?" and we may thus discover

something about the social situations which appear to precipitate a

perso$ into politics*

Overall, a range of situations seem to be linked to party member¬

ship and none is markedly more dominant than another, 17% made

contact with the party through a relative, 17% through a trade union

or another political party, 13% were recruited by a party worker at

the door of their home, and 22% sought out the headquarters of the

party on their own initiative (often apparently a difficult task since

the presence of the political parties in these communities is not

particularly noticeable, apart from at election-times), A variety of

other routes led to the party, taking in the work-situation, neighbour¬

hood, other voluntary associations, and contacts made at schools and

universities. There was a significant difference between Labour and

Conservative members in the routes through which they gained access

to the party (p * 0,006), Whereas similar proportions of each sought

out the party upon their own initiative, or were recruited by a party

worker at the door of their own hone, and similar proportions were

also led to join the local parly through contacts made in the work¬

place, neighbourhood and at other voluntary associations, sohools and

universities, Labour party members were much more likely to have been

recruited to the local party through a trade union or another political

party than were Conservatives, and Conservatives were much more likely

to have been recruited by relatives. Thus when they join the party*

Labour members are more likely than Conservatives to be persons who are

already involved in relationships with similar ends to those of the

local party, that is political relationships* whereas Conservatives

are more likely to be drawn into party membership through links which

the Association has with its environment which are not distinctly
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political (such aa those of kinship)* Thus for both parties, the

links between them and groups in the environment are important routes

for the recruitment of members, but the nature of these links varies

distinctly between the two parties, in that these links hold in

distinctly different activity-fields.

Table 13

Table of general members by political party
and maimer of Joining the party

K « 105 p « 0.004

Fanner of joining the
party Labour Conservative

contact throughi
Relative 11/ 33/

Trade union/political
association 27/ 0/

Flaee of work 0/ 0/

Neighbour 10/ 0/

Vol. assoc./school 2/ 0/

Recruited by party m 33/

Self-seeking 14/ 30/

Other 1/

Table 14

4/

Table of active members by political party
and manner of joining the party

N a 86

Fanner of Joining Labour Conservative

contact throughi
Relative m 26/

Trade union/pol, assoc. 0/

Place of work 2/ 5/

Neighbour 11/ 16/

Vol, assoc./school 15/ m

Recruited by party 13/ 5/

Self-seeking 30/ 18/

Other 2$ 3$
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General members differed from active members in the routes through

which they gained access to the party (p * 0,001), The most striking

difference is that general members, as one might expect, are moire

likely to have been induced to join the party by a party worker engaging

in a recruiting oampaign. Thus of general members compared to

only of active members had joined the parly through a formal contact

made at the door of their home. Activists wore more likely than

general members to have come into contact with the political party

through links forged within a voluntary association or neighbourhood.

Thus there appears to be some support for the assertion that active

party members are persons who are initially generally more active in

other activity-fields and are thus more likely to be drawn into the

party through contacts made in other social groups. General members

of the Labour party differed distinctly from those in the Conservative

Association (pa 0,004-), in the nature of the link through which they

made contact with the party, Conservatives were much more likely than

Labour members to have joined through the medium of a relative, while

Labour members were more likely to be linked to the party through a

trade union or political association. Conservative general members

were also more likely than Labour ones to have actively sought out

membership in the Association, and also to have been recruited at the

door of their house. The fact that, for mary, membership of the

1
The evidence points to a pattern in which activists become so

directly, rather than moving from general membership to greater activity
over time, This is particularly so in the Labour party where the
contact between active and general members is so slight that there is
little encouragement of general members to take a more active part.
The chances of a two-step movement are greater in the Conservative
Associations since the channels of communication between the two levels
are more open and situations allowing for interaction between them
arise more often. In both parties however, what two-stop movement
there is is more likely to be in the opposite direction, that is, of
active members becoming less active after a time, but maintaining their
subscription to the party.
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Conservative party is a family custom stands out clearly, for instance,

some members stated that their father or mother had actually taken

them to the party offices to join the Association on their 21st birth¬

day, or at the time they first acquired a vote, and that they had

maintained their membership ever since. Labour general members were

much less likely to have joined the party beoauae it was expected of

them within the family, A more likely pattern here was that the

general members were active trade unionists, and membership of the

Labour party was expected of them and encouraged within the union,

The differences between the activists of the two parties were not

statistically significant, yet here again the importance of kinship

as the activity-field through which Conservative members are drawn

into the Association is clear, 26;? of active Conservatives, compared

to only Bfo of active Labour members, had been recruited through this

type of link. Again the trade union was an important route for

Labour activists, 19/' joining through this channel. Labour activists

were also more likely than Conservatives to have positively sought

out party membership, S*% of them compared to lOf* of Conservatives}

from this one may infer that Labour activists are more likely to join

the party because of a prior commitment to the ends and values of the

party, based on their direct experiences, or on indirect experiences

translated into an intellectual support of the party1s goals, whereas

Conservatives' support for the party is more likely to be a consequence

of their participation in other activity-fields, such as the family.

Even where party membership is a consequence of participation in other

social units for Labour activists, these are likely to be groups with

similar goals to those of the party, namely the trade union.

Labour party activists differed from their general members in

being less likely to have been recruited through a kinship link,
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through a trad® union or place of work, and more likely to have been

recruited through a contact made within another voluntary association#

Labour party activists were also marc likely than Labour party general

members to have sought out membership upon their own initiative, and

less likely to have been recruited in a formal recruiting campaign#

Conservative activists were less likely than their general members

to have been recruited through a relative, and less likely to have

either sought out membership or to have been formally recruited,

Participation in the political association for Conservative activists

was much more likely to have been the result of participation in other

activity-fields, particularly those of the neighbourhood and voluntary

associations, than it was for the general members of the Conservative

Party. Thus while the evidence for both parties implies that activists

are mora likely than general members to be drawn into participation

in the political party through activity in other formal groups, this

is more markedly the case for Conservative activists than it is for

Labour activists (when compared with their general members). It must

also be made clear that the voluntary associations which form reservoirs

of potential parly members differ between the parties, in that, for the

Labour party, these groups are particularly likely to be trade unions

and sometimes speoific-issue organisations, whereas for Conservatives,

they are less likely to be distinctly political associations, such as

the Progressive Association and Chamber of Commerce, being also golf

clubs, masons* Lodges, and various women's associations particularly

charitable ones, such as those connected with raising money for

Lifeboats*

The constituencies did not differ here, thus iype of political

party and degree of participation were mora important distinguishing

faotois in affecting the nature of the link between members and other
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social units than were features of the environment itself# Labour

party general members in Expansion were less likely to have been

recruited through a direct contaot with the party in a formal

reoruiting campaign (21f in Expansion compared with JO?; in Twilight),

and more likely to have joined through an indirect link forged in a

trade union or in the plaoe of work, (31a and 10fs in Expansion,

compared with 21% and 4a in Twilight)# They were also more likely

than those in Twilight to have sought out membership of the party for

themselves, (10?, compared to &?)• The activists did not differ

significantly between the two constituencies, although 41a of Labour

party members in Expansion had sought out membership of the party foe
\

themselves, compared with only 20? of those in Twilight, whereas 24ft *

of those in Twilight had been recruited through another voluntary

association, compared to only of those in Expansion# This latter

difference rests mainly on the contact that Twilight Labour Party had

with voluntary associations in the university and with other groups in

the community# such as churches and social groups, ilnks which were

formerly quite strong but which have now been partially severed#

Conservative activists did not differ significantly between constituen¬

cies either, although those in Expansion were more likely to be linked

to the Association through a family tie, than were those in Twilight,

and the latter were more likely to be linked through contact made in

another political association, notably the Progressive Association

and the Conservative Trade Unionists, and also through contacts made

in other voluntary associations#

Our thesis that the Labour parties and Conservative Associations differ

significantly in the nature of the link between them and other units

in the environment acquires further support from the data on the active

members and the manner in which they joined the party# Our contention
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is that differences may be discerned firstly in the type of activity-

field through which links with the party are formed and secondly, in

the nature of the obligations between a member ani his political

party, that is in the role of the party member, Cf the activists,

40$ appeared to have joined the party after an invitation from someone

contacted in another activity-field,^ Another 30$ mad© use of such

contacts to acquire access to the party, but the initiative to join

was their own, rather than the result of a specific invitation* 20$

sought out membership through formal procedures, that is making

contact with the party at an election meeting, or ringing up the party-

headquarters, writing to an official of the party, or similar act.

Only 10$ of the activists appeared to have joined only after being

formally asked to join, for example, in a recruiting campaign*
Table 15

I'eohaniam of joining the partyi active members

of the labour and Conservative parties

K » 86 pa ,000

Labour Conservative

invited to join through
personal eontaot 13$

sought membership through
personal contact 13$

sought membership through
formal procedures 30$ 8$

asked to join through
formal procedures %

The differences between the activists in the two parties were

These categorisations are based on an assessment of the descrip¬
tive account of the situation that led to joining the party provided
by each informant in the interview.
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statistically significant (p * 0.000); Conservative activists were

markedly more likely than Labour activists to have joined the associa¬

tion after a specific invitation from a contact in another activity-

field, and they were also more likely to have joined thus than in

any other way# 74f of Conservative activists had become members of

the party because they had been invited to do so, compared with only

13,? of Labour activists, This appears to vindicate the hypothesis

that recruitment to the Conservative party can be explained by the

selection theory, members being Invited to join and become active

because they possess certain skills and talents which are relevant to

party activities# The skills which members bring into the association

are varied, but those with leadership qualities, (that Is, those with

the requisite status characteristics, the ability to handle a meeting

and to prevent dissention between sub-sections within the local unit)

are particularly likely to be specially invited; other skills recruited

are those of administration, (financial and organisational) and labour,

i#e# workers for election tasks and running sooial events. Another

of Conservatives contacted the party through someone they knew

already, and only 13$ had joined the party through a formal, official

link# Thus in these two constituencies, it appears that active members

of the Conservative Association are recruited principally from among

those idiom members know personally, who appear to possessskills and

qualities useful to the party. Labour activists are much less likely

to join the party on the basis of an invitation to do so, either from

a personal or official contact, only 26f joining in this way# The

majority, 73^, sought out membership on their own initiative, k-%

utilising a contact made in another activity-field, using formal

channels. Thus the socialisation theory seems to apply to member¬

ship of the Labour party; members of the Labour party emphasise a
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positive commitment to the party by the act of seeking out member¬

ship for themselves: the member is expected to be positively committed

to the party before he Joins and other members are reluctant to invite

anyone to be active in the party; one is expected to show willingness

to be active by seeking membership himself* It follows from this that

the demands which a party can make upon its activists are greater in

the Labour party than in the Conservative Association* since Labour

party members have indicated an adherence to the party by seeking

membership* whereas Conservative activists, having been asked to Join

the party, (usually to contribute a specific skill or quality) arc not

expected to contribute more to the party than is involved in the initial

contract. To put this another way* the Conservative Association is

obliged* or indebted, to those who agree to become members of the local

unit* since it initiated the relationship by asking'them to become

members. In the Labour Party* it is the activist who is initially

obliged to the party, since he initiated the relationship by requesting

membership of them; that is* he asks them to accept him as a member*

ani thereafter must show his willingness to comply with the norms and

values of the group: thus greater demands may be made upon him by

the party than are made upon Conservatives by their Associations,

The emphasis in recruitment to the Labour Party then is primarily upon

allegiance to the goals and values of the party, whereas in the

Conservative Association, the emphasis is upon recruiting those persons

who possess skills which will be useful to the party. The parties in

the two constituencies did not differ significantly on this variable*

although Labour activists in Twilight were more likely than those in

Expansion to have been personally invited to Join and less likely to

have sought out. membership through formal procedures. Conservatives

in Twilight were more likely than those in Expansion to have sought
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membership through formal procedures.

The data presented so far shows that clear differences exist

between members of the two parties both in the classifleator? quasi*

/roups to which they belong, .(and thus in the Interests which rosy be

objectively ascribed to them) and in the way in which they are recruited

to the party* However, other factors also help to explain participa¬

tion in politics; the sorts of factors we examine relate to the %ype

of social situation in which members are involved and to their

perceptions Of the social system and the nature of politics*

i.ost party members, &7%t had never been members of ary other

political party. 11% had belonged to a party which may be said to

have similar or complementary aims to that of the party to which they

presently belong, for instance, labour members who had been in the

Communist Party and Conservatives who had belonged to the Young

Imperialists* league, Similar proportions of members of each party-

had belonged to other parties previously, General members were

slightly less likely than activists to have been in other political

parties. No significant differences arose between the constituencies

in this respect,

The claim has often been made that party activity is predominantly

a matter of family habit. Although we have seen that for general

members of the Conservative party, kinship links are important as a

means of recruiting one into the party, the evidence from this study

oontradiots the contention that this is the principal factor at work.

40/3 of party members had no knowledge of ary relatives being members

of any political party, However, in 35% of cases, someone in the

immediate family, (that is the nuclear families of procreation or

orientation), was a member of a political party, 2%' being active

members and passive. The distributions differed significantly
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between the two parties (p » 0.05). For Labour ©embers, when compared

to Conservatives, kinship was much ©ore likely to be tied in with

politics in that a ©ember of the immediate family was active in a

political party* usually the Labour partyj that is, 2&? of Labour

©embers compared to 19^' of Conservatives had a close relative who was

an active participant. For Labour members, a similar proportion of

close relatives were passive, subscribing members. Conservatives

were ©ore likely to have relatives who were passive members of a

political party, usually the Conservative party, that is 44i& compared

to Labour's 2G%+ While Labour members were thus slightly more likely

to have relatives who were active in politics, while Conservatives'

relatives were more likely to be passive. Labour members were also more

likely than Conservatives to have no relatives at all involved in

politics (46# compered to 515v)« General members differed significantly

from active members (p « 0,002), in that activists were more likely to

have relatives who were active in polities (3Q£> compared to 17^), while

general members' close relatives were more likely to be passive {45^

compared to 19f), In both, however, large proportions still had no

relative participating in politics. of the general members and

45^> of the active members). Active members of the Conservative and

Labour parties did not differ significantly, although 53^ of Labour

party activists had no knowledge of any relatives participating in

politics, compared to only 35^ of Conservatives, and 2~Jp of Conserva¬

tive activists compared to 13/' of Labour ones had close relatives who

were subscribing members of the party. Again this seems to imply

a greater readiness on the part of Conservatives to encourage persons

known to them to join the party than is the ease in the Labour party.

Conservative and Labour general members differed significantly on

this variable (p a 0,01), Again Labour party members were more likely
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to have no relatives Involved in politics, kQfi compared to 26/, Of

those who were members of a party# Labour general members* relatives

were more likely than Conservatives to be active, that Is 2% were

active and 35/- were passive, whereas for the Conservatives only 4°'

were active whereas 6J% were passive# There were no significant

differences between the constituencies in this respect#

Informal ties of friendship appeared to link persons to the

politioal parties mare strongly than those of kinship# Only 1% of

Labour members and 9$ of Conservatives had neither friends nor

acquaintances involved in political activity# The difference between

general and active members was, as one would expect, statistically

significant (p « 0»000), in that, in 68^s of eases, active members * close

friends participated, compared to only XT/ of eases amongst general

members# 21/ of general members, compared to a rather strange 3$ of

activists, knew neither persons they would claim as friends nor

acquaintances within the politioal parties* The differences between

the members of the two parties were statistically significant and

illuminate the nature of the ties that link persons to political parties.

For general members of the Labour party, the persons they knew within

the party either as friends or acquaintances, were much more likely to

be active members than passive; for Conservative general members,

their friends and acquaintances in the political party were much more

likely to be passive than active# In both the Labour party and the

Conservative Association, active members were most likely to know of

persons who were active in political life, as one might expect#

However, Labour Party activists were much more likely to denote these

persons as friends than as acquaintances. whereas equal proportions

fell into each category when named by the Conservatives# Thus again

the relationships between active party members appear to differ in
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content, the ties for Conservatives being leas binding and overlaid

much less with sentiments of loyalty than those of Labour members ?

that is, it appears that interpersonal communication between Conserva¬

tive party members is less rewarding for them, less highly valued, than

it is for Labour part/ activists*

When participation in other voluntary associations is considered,

Conservatives differ from Labour in that Conservatives tend to

participate in a greater number of associations, and in a different

type of organisation, of Conservatives belonged to three or more

voluntary associations compared to only X&% of Labour members, whereas

39/S of Labour, compared to 2% of Conservatives, belonged to only one.

For Labour members, the trade union was the principal connected

voluntary association along with certain others such as the Fabian

Society, C6-operative Society and specific-issue organisations, for

instanoe, Anti-Apartheid Movement, , Scottish Poverty Action

Group, Church membership was a principal form of activity for

Conservatives, along with membership of golf clubs, former pupil

associations, the Chamber of Commerce and the Lifeboats Association,

Active members were more likely than general members to belong to a

number of voluntary associations, and those that general members did

belong to were primarily those of churOh and trade union. Labour

general members tended to belong to one voluntary association, usually

trade union or church, or to none or two. Conservative general members

were fairly evenly divided between none, one and two. Active Labour

members belonged to one or two associations, whereas active Conserva¬

tives were fairly evenly divided between two, three and four or more

associations. Active members of the political parties tended to be

more active in the other voluntary associations to whioh they belonged,

only k-% of them, compared to 2$% of the general members, stating that
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they participated only nominally in these organisations. This

pattern did not vary aignifioantly between the two parties nor between

the two constituencies. Conservative activists appear to be engaged

in a fAirly wide selection of voluntary associations} they belong to

more voluntary associations, and these are more varied in type; Labour

activists are also involved in more voluntary associations than are

their general members, but these tend to be more similar in type, that

is to be pressure-groups of various kinds with similar goals to those

of the Labour party.

Another difference that emerged between Labour members and

Conservative members was that of differences in the kind of situations

in which they preferred to spend their leisure time (p a 0,000),

Conservatives were markedly more likely to enjoy the company of persons

they met in formal groups, such as voluntary associations and clubs,

than were Labour members, 41?' of Conservatives, compared to only 9^

of Labour members, cited this type of situation as their preference.

Labour members were more likely than Conservatives to prefer the

eoapaiy of their family or of an informal group of friends meeting in

each others* hones or at pubs and parties, than were Conservatives*

Similar proportions of each preferred solitary activities, such as

reading, walking alone and listening to music# Thus the tendency

for Conservative Association members to bo drawn from amongst those

persons who may be called •joiners*, that is, those who have a

psychological preference for group activities and those social situa¬

tions which characterise voluntary associations in general, appears to

be upheld. General members differed from activists significantly

(pa 0,04), the activists being more likely to enjoy formal and informal

group situations, whereas general members were more closely tied to

the family. The activists in the Labour party differed from the
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general members in that activists were more likely than general members

to prefer solitary activities, painting, drawing, poetry reading, hill-

walking, and the company of an informal group of friends, whereas the

general members were much more likely to prefer family activities.

Conservative activists were less likely than their general members to

prefer solitary activities, choosing formal group activities in

preference. The general members differed significantly by parly

(p s 0,005)J Conservatives being less involved in the family than

Labourites and preferring instead solitary and formal group activities.

Activists too differed significantly between the parties (p « 0,0003),

Conservatives being more likely than Labourites to prefer formal group

activities and less likely to prefer solitary pursuits and the company

of an informal group of friends* This pattern held between

constituencies, although Labour activists in Expansion were more likely

to substitute family activities for those with informal friendship

groups than were those in Twilight, and Conservatives in Twilight were

more likely than those In Expansion to prefer formal group activities.

Conservatives are also more likely to take part in religious

activities (p « 0,0009), 58% of Conservative activists, compared to

25/- of those in the Labour party, were either actively involved in

church affaire or regularly attended services and functions* However,

Labour activists were more likely than Conservatives to take part in

organisations with similar aims to those of the political party; that

is, for instance, Labour activists were more likely to participate

in their trade union than were Conservatives to participate in the

Chamber of Commerce or Progressive Association (p » 0,008), 57% of

Labour activists wejye either active members or even office-holders

in their trade unions, compared to only 23% of Conservatives who

participated actively in local organisations with aims similar to those
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of the Conservative Association, Thus the evidence again points to

a difference in the type of social participation engaged in by

Conservative aid. Labour activists} both are composed of persons who

contribute a great deal of their thee and energy to community affairs, but

Conservatives spread their resources over a wider range of activities,

of varied nature aid scope, whereas Labour activists concentrate their

resources in a narrower sphere of activities which are interwoven with

each other aid related to the pursuit of complementary goals. The

parties did not differ significantly by constituency, but there was a

tendency for members of the Labour party in Twilight to be less engaged

in extra-party political activities than members of Expansion Labour

party, 44$ of Twilight activists were not active in a trade union or

specific-issue organisation with similar goals to that of the Labour

party, compared to only 2j$ of those in Expansion, Thus members of

Expansion Labour party appear to have more contacts in related organisa¬

tions than have Twilight activists. In the Conservative Associations

the position is reversed and it is the Conservative activists in

Expansion who are least likely to participate in related organisations,

M>K> M
Table of active members by political party, constituency.

and participation in locally connected organisations

P» M

Labour Conservative

Extent of participation Twilight Expansion Twilight Expansion

None 44$ 23$ 50$ 79$

Inactive member 8$ 9$ 7$ 8$

Active member 44$ 59$ 29$ 0$

Local office-holder 4$ 9$ 7$ 4$

Scottish office-holder 0$ 0$ 7$ 0$
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Other factors which may help to explain why persons participate

in local parties relate to their knowledge of political life prior to

joining the party; the possession of certain relevant social character¬

istics nay be a necessary but not sufficient condition for active

political participation. However, of the activists Interviewed here,

36$ stated that they had no knowledge of political party activity,

other than that acquired through the mass media, before they joined the

party* These persons had little idea of what was involved in party

activity. But 55$ had had some contact with political life previously,

either through knowing a person who was engaged in politics or by

paving participated in events connected with politics themselves,

without being a party member, perhaps by having marched in a procession

as a child or by having helped the party at election-times* Conserva¬

tives differed significantly from Labour activists in their knowledge

of politics prior to joining (p = 0*01)* Similar proportions had no

contact with political life at all, but Conservatives were more likely

than Labour members to be acquainted with other persons who were

involved in politics, whereas Labour members were more likely to have

themselves taken part in political events. This fits in with our

previous contention that Conservatives, being involved in a wider range

of activities, ere more likely to come into contact with persons

involved in politics, and if they possess relevant qualities, will be

invited to join the Association and participate in its affairs, Labour

members are persons involved in a narrower range of activities and are

more likely to be drawn into political life on the basis of a direct

personal experience rather than as a consequenoe of an invitation from

someone known in another context. The events which might precipitate

a labour activist into politics are those such as the experience of being

locked out after a strike, of being unemployed, or of participating in
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a demonstration on a particular issue, such as rents, Vietnam, or Suez.

The data on the active members again casts doubt on the assump¬

tion that party political participation is primarily a matter of family

habit, 66/5 of the activists could cite no reference to any family

background of political participation at all, either in the immediate

or extended family. The activists of the two parties did not differ

significantly in this respect, although Conservatives were more likely

to have a background of participation in the immediate family than were

Labour activists, (21$ of Conservatives oompared to 11$ of Labourites

referred to one member of their immediate family having been involved

in politics). Labour activists were more likely than Conservatives

to be the first member of their family to take part in nolitics. 705

of Labour compared to 615 of Conservatives falling into this category.

Yet these proportions in both parties are considerable. Thus, from

the data from this cample, it appears that the.initiative to join a

political party and to become involved in political life does not

principally emanate from habits acquired directly within the family.

The factors which lead a person into this pattern of activity appear

to be influenced more by individual experiences in adult life than by

customs acquired within the family.

The stage in the developmental cycle of the domestio group at

which a person is most likely to become aotively involved in a political

party Is that of child-rearing, the phase of expansion, 43$ of the

activists joined the party at this stage; the other sizeable category

was that comprising those who Joined while still living in the family

of orientation, 29$. Thus, concern with political matters appears to

coincide with that phase of the developmental cycle in which, it might

be thought, one is most clearly involved with the demands of the real

world, in which he has to make choices of action which are clearly
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dictated by the alternatives available in his social situation.

Conservative and Labour activists were very similar In this respect,

most joining the party in the child-rearing phase of the domestic

group cycle, but a large proportion of each joining also while still

living at home with their parents.

Thus the likelihood of active involvement in party politics at

the local level appears to be characteristic of early adult life, and

also of those persons who are relatively settled In terms of soeial and

geographical mobility. Tffhen orientation to the city is considered,

both Labour and Conservative activists express a preference for living

in this city and would almost all be reluctant to move, 4($ of

Labour and k2$i of Conservative activists had been born in the city and

had no intention of ever leaving it, Another 29,? of Labourites and

21$ of Conservatives had lived in the city for many years and had no

intention of moving again, Thus, almost two-thirds of the activists

in both parties had committed themselves to residence in that city and

were thus directly concerned with the allocation of resources within it.

The remainder of the activists in both parties expressed a preference

to stay in the city, but recognised that there were circumstances which

might encourage them to leave, for Instance, promotion in their work.

However, it might be thought that although' the activists were at this

time committed to living in the city, the factor of social dislocation

at some earlier time might have been important in encouraging them to

join the political party, in order to make friends and to acquire a

new social identity. In both parties, however, there seemed to be

both 'locals' and 'cosmopolitans' (defined by geographical mobility),

in fairly even proportions. 41/ of Labour activists and 39% of

Conservative activists had either moved once only to a different sector

of the city, usually upon marriage or acquiring their main home, or
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had even lived in the saiao locality all their life. For these people,

therefore, there had been little dislocation, little break in their

social ties which would necessitate their reforging a new set of

relationships to take their place. For 47; of Labour activists and

45^ of Conservatives however, a dislocation of this type had oocurred

prior to Joining the party, and this may have encouraged their associa¬

tion with the local party. Thus for some persons geographical mobility

cay be a precipitating factor encouraging them to become involved in

a local party, but there remains a sizeable proportion of persons whose

propulsion into party activity is not of thi3 order, While geographical

mobility may for some people be a precipitating factor, social mobility

is less likely to influence persons to Join political parties and

actively participate in them. When inter-generational mobility is

considered, 535^ of Labour activists and 63^ of Conservatives had much

the same sort of Job as their fathers. However 17^ of Labour activists

had moved from manual to non-manual, white-collar occupations, and 13!^

from manual to professional. As for the individual's own experience

of advancement, particularly in the occupational role, 40;*.' of Labour

and 45;' of Conservative activists had not experienced any marked change

in their social position. However, 3&/ of Labour activists had moved

up one or two rungs in the occupational ladder, generally through

promotion to a supervisory post in the same work-place. Another 13^

of Labour activists had experienced continuous promotion within the

same hierarchy. Among Conservatives, 26yl of the activists fell into

each category* Thus in both parties a large proportion of activists

had experienced the achievement of promotion and advancement in their

own life-time to varying degrees. However, only 9% of Labour and %

of Conservatives would be classed as "spiralista' and one may suggest

that this VP® of person is unlikely to become involved in local
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politics, their ambitions being centred upon achievement within &

national context, and thus their interest in local affairs discouraged.

Thus although activists cannot be said to be persons who experience

blocked mobility in their work situation (which might have been thought

to direct their activities into achievement within a local voluntary

association), since they seem to exhibit a greater frequency of

individual mobility than one would expect in the population as a whole,

their life-careers appear to be much more that of the 'burgess* than

of the 'spiraliat'. Although Conservative and Labour activists did

not differ significantly in their assessment of their employment

experience, Conservatives were more likely than Labourites to express

a feeling of achievement, that they had done well in their life, 4S£

of Conservatives being so satisfied compared to 26^ of Labour, Labour

members were more likely than Conservatives to feel that they had been

held back by outside forces, that they had been unable to fulfill

their potential because of the situation in which they were placed.

Particularly such experiences as the Depression, of having to leave

school early because of family circumstances, and participation in the

war, contributed to this assessment, 20fo of Labour activists compared

to 8>£ of Conservatives being so categorised. Although the differences

between the two parties are not significant, there is a tendency for

Conservatives to be more likely to feel a sense of achievement in their

own life, and to feel that other infividuals with ability can make the

best use of their talents given the will, whereas Labour activists are

slightly more likely to feel that circumstances may prevent the

development of potential and are more ready to stress the importance

of environmental factors and the distribution of chances within a

system in contributing to individual achievement.
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Perceptions of Society and Polities

Thus we have considered scsne aspects of the structural situation

of party members, which are relevant in understanding their participa¬

tion in political life. We turn now to perceptions of their social

situation and of politics in Britain, In their explanation as to why

they joined the party, Labour members differed significantly from

Conservatives (p = 0,000), Labour members were much more likely to

cite definite political justification for joining and to see joining

the Labour party as an active contribution towards remedying faults

they perceive in the world around them. Conservatives were more

likely to refer to their sense of duty as a citizen as a reason for

participating in a political party or to mention the general social

rewards of voluntary association aotivity. As would be expected,

general members differed significantly from active ones (p = 0,000),

general members being more likely to have joined because they were

asked to do so, and having been asked, their sense of duty or their

feeling of wanting to repay the party in a small way for its contribu¬

tion to social life, prompted them to respond with a subscription.

Active members were less likely to refer to such explanations, and

cited social or political rewards which they saw as resulting from party

aotivity. However, general members in the two parties differed

considerably from each othsr, (pa 0*004)j Labour members were much

more likely to mention fiefinite political is sties which they saw as

related to party activity, whereas Conservatives were more likely to

refer to party membership as a pattern of behaviour which they felt

was expected of them by others in their social groups, particularly

their family.

The activists of the two parties also differed significantly

(p a 0,002); again Labour members referred to specific political
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Issues and events towards which they felt party activity to be directed,

Tk-% giving such explanations, compared to 37>" of Conservatives who

cited political issues and 45^ who cited the rewards of voluntary

association in general. Although Hie activists did not differ

significantly by constituency party, Expansion Labour party activists

tended to be less likely to refer to the fact that they were asked to

join as an explanation for their participation and more likely to

refer to direet policies which they hoped to further by participationt

and Conservatives in Twilight appeared to be motivated by political

ends more than those in Expansion,who were more likely than they to

refer to social rewards or the fact ttet others expected them to join.

The members differed significantly by party in their assessment of

the nature of polities in Britain (0,0001), 6Z* of Labour members

saw politics in Britain as principally concerned with the representa¬

tion of class interests, whereas only 2$f of Conservatives saw

polities in this light. Conservatives were more likely than Labour

mesfcers to limit the concern of politics to the representation of a

Specific interest or to state definitely that politics ought Hot to

be concerned with a clash of interests, but should be non-representa¬

tional and concerned with the will of the majority, i,e, the citizenry.

Members of each party saw the activities of the other as focused on

the interests of a narrow section of the population. Labour members

saw the Conservatives as representing the interests of a minority of

privileged and wealthy persons supported by status-aspiring or duped

members of less privileged groups. Conservatives saw the Labour party

representing the interests of a minority of selfish trade unionists

or political careerists supported by the ignorant masses, again duped

by propaganda and fear. Each saw itself representing the majority,

the Labour party 'majority* being composed of the working population
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Of the society and their families, who received disproportionately

small rewards of power and income for their activity} the Conservative

Party •majority', on the other hand, consisted of the responsible,

respectable citizens of the community who paid their taases andtried

to be self-reliant, The 16$ in the labour party who saw politics as

concerned with a specific interest saw this interest as being that of

a particular group in the society, for instance those ooncernod with

industry, trade unionists and employers, or with education or housing.

The 22$ who thought polities was not representative of any interest in

particular referred to a definite moral code, usually Christian or

some form of Utopian socialism, to which one should refer in coining to

a decision on any matter, and tended to decry the importance of class

differences in determining political preference. In the Conservative

Party, the 29$ who accepted political life as a clash of class Interests

were usually businessmen who saw an opposition between employers and

employees as an inevitable tension in a modern society. Conservatives

did not differ significantly between the constituencies in this respect,

but Labour activists in Expansion differed from those in Twilight

(p a 0,04), in being less likely to see politics as dominated by class

interests, 76$ of Labour activists in Twilight referred to class as

the fundamental element in British politics; while 41$ of those in

Expansion favoured this view, another 41$ tended to think that class

was a division of the past, and that the division between the parties

now was one of differences in the extent to which 1hey cared for others

and wanted to help the less privileged, or to differences in the

ability of the two parties to cope with the demands of a complex,

industrialised society. Conservatives were more likely than

Labourites to express their orientation to politios in what may be

labelled 'instrumental' terms, that is, seeing politics as a means to
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the attainment of certain enda, and supporting a particular party so

long as it oontinued to be directed towards these ends* Labour

members were more likely to express an 'affective' orientation to the

political contest, to see the conflict in moral terms, with one party

being right and the other wrong, and to see the party as symbolic of

fundamental differences between groups within the society (p = 0,04)*

Although they tended to differ In this way, the general members of the

two parties did not differ significantly from each other* Activists

did differ significantly (p = 0*02), Tff- of Labour party activists

expressed an affective orientation to politics, compared to 53f of

Conservatives, while 2^1 of Labour and k-% of Conservatives adopted

an instrumental viewpoint. Conservatives also differed considerably

from Labour members in their expectations of the role of governments

Labour members, both general and active, saw the role of government as

innovatory, they expected the government to 'do something about* one

thing or another* Conservatives were less likely to see government

in this light, and preferred to see government holding the ring,

while oonflicts took place in other sections of the society, between

specific contestants* Conservative activists differed considerably

from Labour in their assessment of the scope of politics (p « 0.000)*

Conservatives tended to equate politics with governmental functions,

seeing politics as concerned with electing a government which would

then raise taxes and concern itself with the administration of the

country as a whole. That is, they tended to divest politics of any

emotional or violent overtones, seeing political participation as a

somewhat sporting activity geared to electing an administration which

would make decisions which might only marginally affect their way of

life. Another %% of Conservatives gave polities a greater weighting

in assessing its effects on individuals* choices of actioni 13/'. saw
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politics as concerned with industrial and business affairs as much as

with administration, and 21/* thought that all aspects of life were

affeoted by political matters. This compares however with 87/ of

Labour activists who saw politics as affecting every niche and eranny

of one*s life, saw almost all issues^ almost all choices, as being

affected by political events and decisions# This difference ties in

with the difference referred to earlier between the aotivists in terms

of the extent to which they felt the Individual could control his

social situation or to which they felt that mastery over the environ¬

ment could only be achieved by co-operative effort to alter the •system*.

Labour activists were more likely to have experienced situations, often

extremely critical ones, in which their personal wishes and preferences

for action were thwarted by the exigencies of the situation; they

thus acquired a conception of a * system* external to the individual

and more powerful than one man alone, which could only be mastered by

co-operative effort# Conservatives were much less likely to have

experienced rebuffs which could clearly be seen to emanate from

decisions taken by others and preferred a more individualistic concep¬

tion of the nature of society.

Members of the two parties did not differ significantly in the

number of classes they perceived within the social structure. Labour

members were most likely to mention two (43?)» or three (39/), whereas

Conservatives would mention three (48?'), or two (23;?), with 14#

referring to five or more. Activists in the two parties did not differ

significantly, although Conservatives were more likely than Labour to

refer to three and less likely to refer to two or five. The general

members of the two parties differed significantly (p » 0,01),

Labour members mentioned either two (42f)» or three (44/), while

Conservatives tended to mention three (42?), ®r five (23/), or two
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(15/0# Activists in the Labour party saw the structure as divided

into classes in much the same way as their general members, but

Conservative activists tended to have more simple notions of the

class structure than their general members, mentioning two or three

classes, where their general members had more complex notions based

upon two, three, four, five and more divisions* However, members of

the two parties differed significantly in their perception of the

nature of the relationships between the classes (p = 0*000), J]% of

Labour members saw conflict as the essence of class-relations, compared

to only of Conservatives* USfo of Conservatives saw the classes

as divisions along a graded continuum, while only 2% of Labour

members saw the classes as merging into each other, (not being clearly

demarcated and internally united by interests which opposed those of

other classes)* Thus, although Labour party members differed in the

number of classes they saw competing and in their definition of the

composition of each, some perceiving a dichotomous conflict, others

a trichotomous one, or even a conflict between several distinot classes,

they agreed in seeing society as divided into a number of categories

with conflicting interests* While k2fc of Conservatives also saw

society as made up of opposing interests, another 48$ preferred to lay

less emphasis on contest and discord and more on the harmonious and

integrated nature of British society* Conservative activists tended

to be more likely than their general members to see the relationship

between the groups within the society as one of opposition, 50/' of them,

compared to 30^ of the general members, referring to the conflietual

nature of social class relationships* Members of both parties pre¬

dominantly saw the relevant divisions within the society as horizontal,

very few persons referring to divistas which might be termed vertical

(such as divisions between sectors of the ewonomy or between regions).
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Members differed by party in their assessment of the basis of class

divisions# While sizeable proportions of each held fairly complex

conceptions of the relevant factors, 30$ of Conservatives and 21f of

Labour referring to a combination of factors such as income, education,

style of life, and residential area, as acting together, members of

the two parties differed significantly in the weight they accorded to

single variables in dividing the society into classes (p = 0#00QS).

Conservatives were more likely than Labour members to refer to

occupation, 21$ compared to 16$, and much more likely to refer to

style of life, compared to 9$ as the single determining factor#

The sorts of variables included in style of life were differences in

hygiene, preferences in clothing, and house decoration, accent, leisure

pursuits, and attitude to other people, whether 'snobbish* or egali¬

tarian# Labour members were more likely than Conservatives to refer

to classic notions of the relation to the means of production, or to

differences in power, that is, the ability to influence the actions of

others (17$ compared to 5$)» and to differences in income and wealth

(28$ compared to 19$)# Labour party activists tended to hold more

complex conceptions of the bases of social class divisions than did

their general members, perhaps because of the greater variety of

persons with whom they came into contact, or perhaps because they had

previously given the matter more thought# The activists did not

differ slgnifioantly by constituency, but in both parties those in

Expansion tended to be more ready to consider class divisions as based

on a multiplicity of factors, whereas those in Twilight were more

likely to see one factor as basic. Members of the two parties also

differed significantly in self-assigned class (p » 0.000), Labour

members predominantly saw themselves as working-class, 67$, while

Conservatives saw themselves as middle-class, 47/> or a sub-section
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of the middle class, such as upper-middle, 27/'. However, 15/' of

Labour members arid 22// of Conservatives labelled themselves in an

idiosyncratic way, such as 'lower professional-scientific' or 'middle-

management,' which was outwith the conventional categories more

commonly used. The general members of "the two parties differed

significantly (p » 0,000), as did the activists (p * 0.000). Active

Labour members were more likely than their general members to use

labels which were unconventional, and these tended to be the people

who decried ary emphasis on class, disliking the term or thinking

it outdatedi they were also less likely to describe themselves as

either working-class or middle-class and more likely to assigmthem¬

selves to a sub-section of the middle class. Conservative activists

were more similar to their general members, but were less likely to

coin speeial terms for their social location and more likely to put

themselves in a sub-section of the middle-class. With reference to

class-consciousness, Conservative activists and Labour activists

differed significantly (p = 0.03). Labour activists were more likely

to express themselves in terms which could be categorised as 'class

militancy,' that is, referring to class divisions as crucial and

considering that one should act to further the interests of one's own

elass. of Labour activists compared to only 115/ of Conservatives

spoke in these terms. Conservatives were more likely than Labour

activists to state that class was no longer important; of Conserva¬

tives referred to changes in patterns of consumption and the provisions

of the welfare state as Indications that class was an out-dated notion.

However, 2%. of Labour activists would agree with them, In both

parties, the largest group was that of those who spoke in class terms,

and used class titles as meaningful labels to apply to groups within

the society, but were not so convinced of the importance of class that
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they felt politica should be principally concerned with furthering a

class interest: 53, of Conservatives and 43," of Labour members fell

into this category# Thus although the parties differed significantly,

in that Labour members were much more likely to be class-militants, the

majority of persons in each party do not conceive of class as the basis

of political life or of a class war as the paramount consideration#

Interestingly, the two constituencies differ significantly here (p « 0,04),

persons in Expansion being much more ready to see class as an outmoded

conception, whereas persons in Twilight are more ready to be militant

in their class interest. This factor could relate to differences in

the social characteristics of the members, particularly of age, sex and

occupation, and also to differences in the environments within which

the members are active. In both parties there is a tendency for

Twilight activists to be class militants, 44f* of Twilight Labour compared

to 2yfi of Expansion Labour and 34/- of Twilight Conservative compared to

8//' of Expansion Conservative, In Expansion, with its different

environmental and residential characteristics, 52f. of Labour and 46"

of Conservatives saw class as not so Important now, compared to 16/ of

Labour and 21/' of Conservative activists in Twilight,

patterns of activity within the four local parties.

When asked why they did not attend meetings of their local party,

general members gave & variety of reasons. Conservatives were most

likely to refer to other commitments which took up their time, particu¬

larly in other voluntary associations, or to their physical inability

due to age. Labour members referred more often to the demands of work,

particularly where they worked shifts or where a housewife also went

out to work, 21/f of Labour and 13" of Conservatives admitted that

they were not interested, that they found politics boring and were
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members of the party to please someone they knew e.g. a spouse or

parent, rather than from real interest.

Once they become active within the constituency party, Conserva¬

tives are more likely to be given an official position than are Labour

activists, particularly that of sub-committee membership, 55f of

Conservative activists were members of a sub-committee, compared to

only 13a of the Labouriter, This reflects a preference for the

delegation of activities to sub-committees in the Conservative Associa¬

tion, whereas there is a preference for general assemblies of all

members in the Labour parties. Thus k$f- of Labour activists compared

to Zl$- of Conservatives, held no special official position within the

constituency party, although Labour activists were more likely than

Conservatives to have held a secretarial or organisational post in the

constituency party, (170 of Labour activists compared to 5a of

Conservatives), The greater use made of paid secretarial and agent

help in the Conservative Association mainly accounts for this, In

both parties, relatively few activists held the more important posts

in leadership and administration, although there is a tendency for a

slightly higher proportion of Labour activists to hold such offices

than Conservatives, pointing to the greater accessibility of office-

holding in the Labour party. Similarly, no significant differences

appear between the two parties in office-holding at the ward level.

47/f of Conservatives and 32/* of Labour activists had held no office

at the ward level. Again however, Labour activists were more likely

to have held a secretarial or organisational post, (260 of Labour

compared to 80 of Conservatives), This difference is mainly aooounted

for by the differences between the two parties in their participation

in local elections, in which Labour had engaged more actively and for

longer and, therefore, more of their activists were likely to have
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held the post of election agent. Conservatives were sore likely

to have been a ward chairman or vice-chairman, partly because they

were more active at this level and partly because they tended to

create more than one post of vice-chairman in order to bind a

committee member more closely to the ward by conferring a formal

title on him.

When the degree of participation of activists at the two levels

of ward and constituency in the four local units are compared,

(participation being defined by office-holding), the Conservative

Associations emerge as demanding, or allowing, less participation of

their members than do the Labour parties, While the Labour party

in Expansion involves more activity through office-holding than does

the Labour party in Twilight, activists in both Labour parties are

more likely than those in the Conservative Associations to hold or

to have held office. In the Labour parties, activists are more

likely to hold office at the ward level, although this tendency is

more marked in Twilight Labour party than in Expansion, The

Conservative Associations differ in the level at which participation

is most likely to occurj Twilight C,A, expects less Office-holding

generally of its members than does Expansion C,A,, but at the

constituency level, activists there are more likely than those in

Expansion C,A» to hold office, whereas Expansion C.A, activists are

more likely to hold office at the ward level. Thus, on this index,

it appears that a greater overall level of participation in terms of

office holding can be expected in the Labour party than in the

Conservative Association and that, while the pattern is similar

between the Labour parties in the two constituencies, the Conservatives

differ, in that activity appears to take place at different hier¬

archical levels in the two associations.
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Table 17

Table of decree of participation in the four unit3

Office-holding Expansion Twilight Expansion Twilight
L,P♦ L.P• C.A. ]C|A«

# of activists with none
or little office-holding
at the constituency
level.

50? 6u? 87? 6y?

% of activists with none
or little office-holding 41^ 46? 78?
at ward level.

overall index of partici¬
pation re office-holding 45*5 52 66.5 71
at both levels.

?-rligh Low
Participation - — Participation

Again, it appears that a greater degree of participation is

expected of Labour activists than of Conservatives when one considers

the data ©n activity in the party external to the constituency, that

is, as a candidate or councillor in local government, candidate or

representative at the parliamentary level, cr election agent. Only

45/' of Labour activists in Expansion and 56^ of those in Twilight had

not participated in such activities. Both these proportions are less

than those for Conservative activists, although Twilight C.A. activists

are more likely than those in Expansion to participate in such activities,

particularly as a local councillor. 14T' of Twilight C.A. activists

were local councillors and thus only 6bf. of the Conservative activists

here, compared to 7%. of those in Expansion, had no experience of such

political participation external to the ward or constituency party.

Thus participation in Expansion L.P. again appears to involve a greater

degree of activity than does participation in the other three units,

and Expansion C.A, emerges as the party in which the general activity

of the members is most internally-orientated, "hen one considers
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participation by activity at different levels in the party hierarchy,

the Labour parties again exhibit a different pattern from the

Conservative Associations. (Figure 7)* Participation in the Labour

party readies a peak at the city level, with 72$ of the members of

Twilight Labour party and 68f of those in Expansion participating,

or having participated, in the party at the city level. In the

Conservative Associations, participation is at its peak at the

constituency level in Twilight C»A,, and at the ward level in Expansion

C„A, These differences in the behaviour of members of the four

units in their overall level of activity do not seem to be related to

their attitudes to continuing participation in the local group.

Thus although participation in Expansion L.F. appears to involve more

activity, these members appear to find this fits In with their pattern

of llfe/k and only 18?' said they would participate less in the party

in the future. Twilight C,A,, by contrast, in which the general

level of members' activity appears to be least, has the highest

proportion of members who expect to participate less in the party in

future. The differences here between Hie two parties appear to

relate to the constituency. In both parties in Twilight a fairly

high proportion of activists expected to participate less in the

future, 325I of the Labour and %?. of Conservatives, although the

Conservative Association appeared to be better placed than the Labour

party in that 29/? of its members, compared to only iBf, of those in the

Labour party, were expecting to participate more actively in the future.

In both parties in Expansion, the greater proportion of members

*
Not only does party activity fit in with their way of life, but

it seems in some oases to be a necessary attribute i£ it. Thus some
members appeared for personal reasons to rely heavily on the feeling
of Involvement and the intense activity they derived from party member¬
ship, party identity acting as a prop and support for their social
character, providing them with goals and norms, where they might other¬
wise be socially isolated and. distressed by the lack of dear directives
from 'relevant others'.
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expected to participate to the same extent or even more than they did

at present, only 19ft of Labour and 15f of Conservatives expecting to

participate less, Thus the parties in Expansion appear in this sense

to be more viable than the parties in Twilight*

The activity of party members may be considered as a develop¬

mental sequence from initial contact with the party, through a phase

of expansion, when the member takes on more obligations, to a phase when

he is at the height of his activity; thence his activity enters a phase

of contraction and, finally, contact with the party is severed,

(Figure 8), Looked at in this way, Expansion L,P» appears to be in

a less advantageous position, since the largest proportion of its

members appear in the phase of contraction, 45f-* Expansion C#A,

appears to be well-placed as regards future activity with 38$ of its

activists in the phase of expansion, and 42/ at the height of their

activity. Twilight C,A,, while at the moment exhibiting a low level

of activity, appears to have a chance of recovery, in that KY of its

aotivists are in the phase of expansion. Thus the pattern in the

Labour parties is one in which fewer persons are in the phase of

expansion, partly beoause this phase is ouch shorter in the Labour

party, (since members are more rapidly drawn into party activity and

demands made upon them rapidly increase), but partly also because

members appear to remain active for longer in the Labour party than

in the Conservative Association, and thus the long-standing members

tend to out-weigh the newer ones, Thus the Conservative Associations

appear to expect less of their members, to increase the obligations

made upon their members more slowly, and to exhibit a more regular

turnover of members than is the ease in the Labour party. The

contrast is most clear between Expansion L.P. and Expansion C,A* in

that, when asked to calculate how much time they spent on political
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activity, of Labour activists in Expansion, 64;" either spent more

than one evening per week on political participation, plus intensive

activity at election-time, or felt that they were almost continuously

engaged in political activity} this should be compared with the 76/.'

of activists in Expansion C.A. who were engaged in political activity

either only once per month or once per week. The activists in

Twilight in both parties showed a fairly even distribution through

the four categories, which is partly accounted for by the smaller

range of activities engaged in by these local parties generally when

compared to those in Expansion.

It is clear that expectations surrounding the role of the

Conservative party member, compared to those of the Labour member,

are more limitedj Conservatives were more likely to give importance

to donating money to the party as well as helping at elections, while

Labour members, although also emphasising the importance of helping

at elections, would also extend their conception of the role of party

member to include participation in policy-making, nationally and

locally, and proselytising, or * spreading the message' of socialism

to others outside the party (p = 0.0007) •

Table 18

Table of activists by political party and
conception of the role of the party member

N ■ 86 p * 0.0007

Role of party member Labour Conservative

To give money 7$ 1*2$

To help at elections 31/' 3kf-

To administer organisation 22$ \%-

To participate in policy-making 21*% Q$

To proselytise 16$ 3$
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Kembers of Twilight C,A, particularly emphasised the value of

donating money, probably because their lack of money at the time was

an overriding consideration in all their actions! However, the

Labour parties, which were also short of money, still gave subscribing

membership a low place in their evaluations and emphasised direct

activity by the membership. while the two Labour parties showed

similar distributions between the categories, those in Twilight tended

to place more emphasis on help at elections, while those in Expansion

were more likely to mention participation in policy-making, a factor

which relates to differences in the electoral chances of the parties

in the two constituencies. Again the parties differ in the activists*

conceptions of the purpose of the local party (p = 0,02), While

members of both parties particularly emphasised the importance of

running elections, testament to the notion generally held of these

political parties as primarily electoral machines, they differed in

the emphasis they placed on other aspects of party activity. While

Conservatives emphasised raising money and saw this as directly

contributing to the running of elections, Labour members were much

more likely to emphasise the value of proselytising the party to out¬

siders and of communicating with higher levels in the party, particu¬

larly by passing on their opinions on party policy and government

actions.

Although the focus of this study has been upon the constituency

level, very few of the activists preferred constituency party meetings,

most seeing them as a routine necessity. In the Labour party, city

party meetings or council activities were particularly favoured, with

participation in disoussion groups and in the running of ©lections and

general administration also being enjoyed. Conservatives gave marked

preference to the running of elections and the organisation of the
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party machine, although they too enjoyed discussion groups and also

tended to enjoy social events more than Labour activists. However,

in spite of the importance attached to running elections, %% of

Labour members and 28# of Conservatives cited canvassing as the

activity they least enjoyed j although they were ready to put up with

the necessity of canvassing, they preferred to take on tasks that

involved less foot-slogging and personal contact with the electorate,

and maiy preferred directing others to having others direct themJ

Thus thi; evidence points to a more intensive commitment of Labour

activists than of Conservatives. We shall now attempt to see if this

difference has repercussions on the general social life of the members,

that is, on their participation in other than political activities.

The activists of the two parties differed considerably in the degree

to which their participation in party politics overlapped with other

activities, (p * 0.04). 55# Of Conservatives saw their political

activity as separate from their other social relationships, compared

with only 26# of Labour activists who did so. By contrast, for 42#

of Labour activists, relationships with people in the Labour Party

spanned more than one activity-field, and 17!# saw all their activity

as being interconnected, political activities being an integral part

of this nexus. This compares with 21# of Conservative activists

whose oontacts with other members overlapped more than one activity-

field and 13!# *ho saw all their activity as interconnected with party

polities. The members of the two local Labour parties did not differ

significantly by constituency, although in Twilight L.P. there were

more members for whom political activity was quite separate, 32#,

compared to Expansion's 18#, but also more for whom all aotivity was

interconnected, 24# compared to only 9# in Expansion L.P. For

similar proportions of each, 40# in Twilight L.P. and 45# in Expansion
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L«P# t relationships with other members overlapped more than one activity-

field* Thus Twilight L.P. had more 'detached* members and also more

confirmed 'pollticos' than Expansion, while the latter tended to have

more members who were moderately involved in politics, their party

activity overlapping with activity in the trade union, work-place,

neighbourhood or other woluntary associations* Conservatives differed

significantly by constituency (p » 0*05)i for those in Expansion C,A,,

party activity was markedly segregated, whereas Twilight Conservatives

were more likely to be involved in a network of connected social

relationships in a number of different activity-fields* Following

on from this, it is not surprising that the activists differed

significantly in the nature of their relationship with other members

in the party (p = 0,0009). Conservatives were more likely to consider

other party members as acquaintances (40/ of them compared to 17/ of

Labour), whereas Labour activists were more likely to consider other

members as good friends, as against 1% of Conservatives* This

may be attributed to linguistic differences between members of different

classes, however, so one must be wary of placing too much emphasis upon

it. The greater involvement of Labour activists in a specifically

*political* world, compared to Conservatives' involvement in a wider

range of activities with a more varied eontent, has some evidence in

the differences between them in the degree of contact they have with

persons in other political parties, (p « 0*01)* of Conservatives

had no contact with members of other political parties compared to

34?o of the Labour activists. 40% of Labour activists referred to

persons in other political parties as acquaintances* whom they met

regularly, compared to only l&f of Conservatives* These would be

met in other oontexts, such as in the local council, in trade unions

and in specifio-issue organisations. A further indicator of the greater
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emphasis placed on political participation by Labour activists is

the saliency they attach to other kinds of activities. 555 of Labour

activists, compared to 35a of Conservatives, cited participation in

the political party, trade union or certain voluntary associations as

most salient, whereas Conservatives were more likely to emphasise non-

political contexts, such as the family, occupation or church. However,

for Labour activists, the family was clearly not one of the social

areas with which polities was interconnected, for 795 of Labour

activists, compared to 455 of Conservatives had no relative presently

engaged in politics (p ® 0.01). This may seem contr&dictoryto the

idea of a higher commitment and more intensive involvement of Labour

activists in politics than among Conservatives* However, many

Labour members stated that because the rest of their life was so

involved with the friction and tension of politics, they specifically

excluded politics from the hose, and sav the family as the one haven

or refuge to which they could retire to recuperate. for the Conserva¬

tive, whose social world is generally more segmentalised, and for whom

participation in the local party has not involved such a high degree

of commitment, an overlap of political relationships with those of the

family can be accommodated without introducing conflict* It may

also be that the greater demands made tm a member of the Labour party

are incompatible with the demands of his role within the family, unless

other members of the family take over some of his role-obligations,

thus reducing their chances of participating actively in politics.

Thus the evidence appears to show that the role of party member

Is less differentiated from a Labour activists other roles than is that

of a Conservative activist. A higher degree of corrroitnent is expected

of a member of the Labour party, in that he engages in a greater variety

of activities within the party, holds office more often, participates
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more at other levels in the party hierarchy and is engaged In a serlea

of actions related to party polities which cut across other activity-

fields, This higher degree of commitment on the part of Labour

activists is evidenced in the fact that on a number of different indices,

Labour activists tend to differ considerably from their general members,

while Conservative activists and general members do not differ so

consistently. Differences that emerge between Conservatives are more

likely to be related to differences in the constituencies in which

the Associations are located, possibly because the members of the

Associations are bound together, less by a unity of political interest,

and more by norms and values which derive from participation in similar

social groups outside the looal party. On a number of these indices,

the differences between the two parties are more marked in Twilight

constituency than in Expansion; that is when compared on these

variables, there is a tendency to convergence between the parties in

Expansion, and greater polarisation in Twilight. It is interesting

to speculate that this relates to the different character of the two

constituencies, and, in that Expansion constituency features emerging

forms of social life, and Twilight, past forms, the trend to a

convergence of the two political parties remarked on by other observers

appears to be supported here.
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CHAPTER FOUR I THS LOCAL ORGAMSATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Having considered environmental factors, the social character¬

istics of party members and the way they are recruited, we turn now

to an organisational analysis of the four local parties.

The organisation of political parties has been discussed in

several ways. One of the principal features of these analyses has

been an emphasis on the oligarchic tendencies of political parties,

trade unions and other voluntary associations. This is found in the
nO X I

writings of Mlchels, Mosca, Lipset, Barber and others. The wide¬

spread tendency for a minority to direct activities, with a passive

majority contributing minimally to decision-taking, can be related to

"the exigencies of the type of large-scale, formal organisation which
5

characterises many voluntary associations." "The Internal structure

of the voluntary association itself ... with Its formal organisation

and division of function among members, makes it possible for a

*
R. Michels. 1915* Political Parties: this bureaucratic pathology

is important mainly at national level; however, these propositions can
usefully be considered in an examination of grass-roots participation,
where again the proportion of persons taking part actively is small
compared to the number of subscribing members.

2
G. Mosca. 1939 (trans.) The Ruling Class.

^ S.M. Lipset, M.A. Trow and J.S, Coleman, 1956. Union Democracy.
^

B. Barber, op. cit.
5

Ibid., p.473.
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minority to achieve the interests of the association with the majority

participating very little or not at all."* The paradox apparently

lies between on the one hand a constitutional emphasis on democratic

organisation, (involving the participation of all members through

attendance at regular meetings, decisions being taken by majority

vote and the furnishing of reports to members by delegates), and on

the other, the necessity for a specialisation of tasks# To act as

the executive arm requires detailed knowledge, general ability, the

possession of technical skills, and a special knowledge of precedents

for action and the implications of decisions taken within the organisa¬

tion, Because the efficient fulfillment of the role of party official

demands specialised knowledge, this does not encourage a frequent

turnover of officers, or the taking of a majority decision on every

issue, "For any given voluntary association, the stronger the

Ideological emphasis on the democratic values, the more apparent

becomes the limitation on the full realisation of these values imposed
2

by the exigencies of formal organisation," Thus one might enquire,

is the conflict more acute in the Labour Party than in the Conservative

Party, because of the egalitarian emphasis of the Labour code, and

does this lead to tension between office-holders and rank and file

members?

Another approach to the study of political parties is to view

them as formal organisations, that is, "forms of social behaviour
3

conceived and controlled for specific purposes," In this they are

characteristic of contemporary life, which 1b significantly dominated

*
Barber, op, cit,, p,487»

2
Ibid,, p,479.

** J»H, Smith, Foreword in P, Blau & vY,It, Scott, 1963# Formal
Organisations,
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by large, complex formal organisations. Implicit in the notion of

formal organisation are "procedures that govern the relations among

the members of the organisations and the duties each is expected to

perform.""'" Blau and Scott point out that, "once firmly established,

an organisation tends to assume an identity of its own which makes it

independent of the people who have founded it or of those who
2

constitute its membership,"

Since the formal system"* is an organisational chart, a blue-print

drawn up by a group of men, it is bound to be affected by the expecta¬

tions and concerns of these designers as individuals; and, since it

is an ideal model, one may infer that in the real state an informal

organisation will also be produced, "The roots of these informal

systems are embedded in the formal organisation itself and nurtured

by the very formality of its arrangementsThus, complex networks

of social relations and informal status structures emerge and "it is

impossible to understand the nature of a formal organisation without

investigating the networks of informal relations and the unofficial

norms as well as the formal hierarchy of authority and the official
5

body of rules."

^
P, Blau & W,R, Scott, 19fi3» Formal Organisations, p.l.

2
Ibid,

^ It is important here to distinguish the formal organisation
from the concept of social organisation. We shall be concerned with
the social organisation of the local political parties in that we shall
consider patterns of social Interaction, sentiments, the status
structure and systems of shared beliefs and orientations; however,
the notion of formal organisation Involves also the conscious design
of a system which defines the goals to be achieved, the rules that
members are expected to follow and a status structure of relations
between members,

**"
P., Blau and W,R# ' cott. 1963* Formal Organisations, p,6,

5 Ibid,
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To understand how the local units of & national political party

work, or® must therefore appreciate the formal administrative design

of the whole and the part played in this by the lower levelsj one

must also recognise the informal system which is produced because

individuals interact as wholes and not simply as defined by their

formal roles,* "The formal administrative design can never adequately

or fully reflect the concrete organisation tor which it refers, for the

obvious reason that no abstract plan or pattern can - or may, if it is

to be useful - exhaustively describe an empirical totality. At the

same time, that which is not included in the abstract design ,,, is

vitally relevant to the maintenance and development of the formal
2

system itself,"

Selsniok points out that since formal organisations are systems

Of control, then considerations of consent cannot be divorced from an

analysis of these units, "Control and consent cannot be divorced even

within formally authoritarian structures,^ and thus he proposes that

formal organisations should be viewed as co-operative systems. Thus

Using this approach, one may, for instanoe, introduce variables
relating to changes over time, by considering the career-patterns of
activists in the party from the time they joined the party to the
present; one may ask 'what actually happens in the party,' not only
'what ought to happen' as dictated by the rules, or "what do the
members think happens*; one may consider the attitudes of party members
to various kinds of participation, how important party activity is in
their lives, how they view the relationship between them and their
office-holders or members of other wards and what kind of behaviour
is expected of them. Thus by trying to see the party members as
whole persons with other roles to play as well as that of party
member, with value-orientations, goals and expectations of behaviour,
(some of which are consciously recognised by them, others of which can
be deduced from their behaviour) one arrives at an understanding of
the constellation of factors which influence the way an actor ohooses
between the alternative sets of acts which are available to him,

2
P, Selznick. 1948. "Foundations of the Theory of Organisation,"

5 Ibid.
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on® must consider the relationship between the actor and the system,

and the sets of established habits and commitments to social groups

outside the organisation which he brings with him into the situation.

One must be aware that the social characteristics of party members

will affect the system of relationships within the party# A modus

operandi must be worked out between the demands of the role of party

member and the demands of his other rolest an aocosnmodation must be

reached if participation is to continue since these are voluntary

associations,

t'uoh research on organisations has neglected the important

relationsliip between them and their environment; thus we must also

consider the extent to which organisations accommodate to the

constriints imposed by the environment# The aim of a political party

is to influence its environment, partly by gaining support for its

policies and the election of its candidates, and partly through policy-

decisions made by party representatives who hold office within the

community. The extent to which a local party can markedly influence

the distribution of resources in its immediate environment is limited

in the short-run: its influenoe is mainly directed towards making

the best use of those resources which are available# One should

therefore evaluate the effectiveness of these local units in mobilising

resources; to do so, one must consider the correlation between the

mobilisation potential, the availability of resouroes to the unit, and

the actual level of mobilisation attained by the unit# Also, in some

cases, the achievement of some of a unit's goals may be detrimental to

the attainment of others, since this may alter its mobilisation

potential, £uch is the case for the Labour Party in Twilight, whose

goal of pressing for the rehousing of considerable proportions of

slum dwellers from the constituency was achieved, but resuited in a
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threat to its own vitality in the removal of considerable proportions

of its members and potential members to other constituencies.

The approach adopted here is the construction of a model with

which to compare the four local parties. Most studies of political
1 2

parties, for instance, those of Michels, Ostrogorski, and Renate

Mayntz,^ have adopted a poal model approach: that is to say, they

have assessed the effectiveness of a social unit by the extent to

which it achieves certain defined goals. These say be the publio

goals of the political party (such as those of democracy and socialism)

or the private goals, (suoh as those of securing the selection of its

candidates, or the building up of a firm financial base for the party).

Where studies have concentrated on public goals, they have Inevitably

discovered the phenomena Of displacement of goals and that the

organisation does not achieve its goals. Thus Michels found that the

attainment of the goal of socialism was undermined through devotion

to means, and that of democracy through the development of an

oligarchic structure, (it was presumed that internal democracy was

necessary to external democracy). Such a finding is inevitable

since organisations are multifunctional, and since stated public goals,

as part of the blue-print chart for the organisation, represent ideal,

target states which do not allow for the necessary disjunction in the

real world between the means required to achieve these goals and the

means available. This is as Inevitable a finding as the discovery of

informal systems of social relationships within formal organisations,

*
R, Michels. op, oit,

2
K. Ostrogorskl, 1902, Democracy and the Organisation of Political

Parties.

.ft. Mayntz. 'Oligarchic problems in a German Party District' in
D, Marvick (ed.), op, cit.
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Where private goals are taken as the focus of the model, the

discrepancy between actual performance and the target state is not

so wide, but a misleading picture of ineffectiveness is still

produced, Renate Kaynts* discussion of a local C,D,U, party in

West Berlin''" attempts a different approach, yet it still succumbs to

the failings of the goal model approach. She takes as her criteria

of assessment, not organisational goals, but those goals which, she

oonsiders, political parties in a free, democratic system ought to

try to attain. Her role here is thus that of social oritio and

observer, a role which one need not disparage; however, It may be

suggested that more valuable conclusions, which would still be useful

to social reform or criticism, can be derived from analysis based upon

other than a goal model approach. The prime fault of the goal model

as a measure of the effectiveness of a unit, as cogently argued by
2

Etsioni, is that goals are used as a yardstick by which to evaluate

the unit and thus all units appear relatively ineffective when compared

with the ideal state. The crucial differences in effectiveness between

real units are thus overlooked, since all units score low when measured

against an ideal goal model. Thus what is required is a model by

which to compare real state with real state, that is, by which to

compare actually existing instances,

^
II, Kaynts, op, eit,

2
A, Etsioni, I960, Two Approaches to Organisational Analysis:

a critique and a suggestion.
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Other models which have been suggested are system modeled One

us© of a system model is that of Gouldner who has distinguished the
2

rational model from the natural-system model. The rational model,

most clearly exemplified in Weber's discussion of bureaucracy, is a

partial model in that it does not consider the organisation as a

system, and thus excluder elucidation of the basic functional require-
3

ments of any existing social unit. Thus, as with the goal model,

where it is used as a yardstick, all real social units which are

compared with it are seen to fail to attain maximum effectiveness

and smooth synchronisation of elements. The natural-ryatem model,

proposed by Rouldner, studies the unit as a whole and considers the

attainment of goals as one organisational function, but emphasises the

importance of other functional prerequisites or equivalents* This

mocel refers to existing "natural"entitiesj that is, it is a deduction

from observed cares, and has the disadvantages of all "natural" systems

which rely on an analogy with the biological organism, particularly in

the assumption of homeostasis.

Ptzioni proposes, as an alternative, a system model, the starting

point of which approach is "a working model of a social unit which is

capable of achieving a goal,"**" This is a model of a multifunctional

^Lipset, Trow and Coleman use a system model in their analysis of
a trade union, which allows them to consider the conditions necessary
for the persistence of democratic processes within voluntary associa¬
tions of the mutual-benefit type. The superiority of this approach
over that of earlier studies of political parties is clear from a
reading of the test, both in the contribution it makes to the under¬
standing of this one instance and in the formulation of general
principles which could be applied to the study of other associations,

2
A, Gouldner, 'Organisational Analysis' in R,K, Kerton, L, Broom

and L,S, Cottrell (eds»), 1959» fociology Today,
1

cf. A, Gouldner, I960, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy.

^
A, Etzioni, I960, op, cit.

J
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unit, (that is, involving consideration of recruitment of means,

maintenance of tools and the social integration of the unit). Thus

the salient question to pose in the analysis of the four local parties

with which we are dealing is, "under the given conditions," (described

earlier), "how close does the organisational allocation of resources

approach an optimum distribution?"* Such a model therefore allows

for an analysis of environmental conditions and must include considera¬

tion of the organisation's orientation to them, An analysis of local

political parties must take account of the fact that these are

segmental associations, and thus an analytio model of resource-

allocation must recognise that -the associations work under conditions

of limited commitment from their members, unlike total institutions

which can, and do, demand total commitment from the actors involved.

Political parties in Western societies demand limited commitments

from Bombersj that is, they involve control over only a part of an

individual's activities and must recognise his participation in other

activity-fields. However, there are differences between associations

in the degree of commitment demanded of the membership, even allowing

for the limitations on total control, and these differences are

important in affecting the patterning of relationships within than.

Thus before considering the particular units in detail, we must

determine what would be an effective allocation of means given the

circumstances under whioh the parties have to operate. In construc¬

ting our model, it is necessary to distinguish between a survival

model and an effectiveness model, as Ttzioni points out. The survival

model simply states those requirements neoessary for the existence of

the system, that Is the lowest denominators; such a model is not

1A.itzioni, I960, op, cit.
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sensitive to the dynamics of social units* An effectiveness model

allows for the existence of functional alternatives and functional

equivalents and considers which patterning of relationships is most

effective in the service of a given goal.

AN ANALYTIC MODEL OF A LOCAL POLITICAL PARTY1

It has been proposed that there are four areas of sdoial action

in which seme degree of success must be attained for a social unit to

operate efficiently: these are the areas of goal-attainment; pattern-
2

maintenance; integration; and adaptation. Thus a model of a local

party organisation^ must be based on an optimum distribution of

It has been said that the term "model* should not be applied where
one cannot assign values to the elements and specify in the form of
an equation the way in which these values are related* Without going
into the very complex and detailed discussions of the term "model"
which abound particularly in anthropological writings, (cf* A,S«A«
Mono. 1,), ay point of view here would be that a conceptual scheme
which allows us to see the interdependences between elements may
be labelled a 'model* even though the study of such interrelationships
has not developed to a sufficiently advanced stage to allow us to
assign values and predictable weights to the variables involved.

2
cf. T* Parsons, R,F* Bales and E,A. Shils. 1953* Working

Papers in the Theory of Action* C III and V. While acknowledging
the derivation of these terms in Parson!an theory, it will be clear
from the subsequent account that I have modified their usage in this
model and analysis*

The presupposition contained here is that constituency political
parties oan be defined as social units? that is, that they exhibit
criteria of membership and defined boundaries which delineate them from
other areas of social interaction* As will be clear from the later
account, the situation within the Labour Party, arranged as it is in a
hierarchical form extending from the ward to the nation and designed to
operate as complementary to the electoral system, is such that the
boundaries of one unit are understandable only with respect to their
relation to units at a different level, that is, in terms of segmenta¬
tion, However, the design of this formal organisation rests on notions
of locality and the sustenance of lower-level units by local identities
and loyalties: criteria of membership and the procedures designed to
secure internal democracy are similarly based on the idea that ward and
constituency parties should operate as independent social units, while
co-ordinated as part of the overall structure, The implications of
the design of the formal organisation for the operation of the looal
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resouroes between these four areas; investment of too great a

proportion of resources Into one of these areas to the neglect of the

others will influence the effectiveness of the unit, particularly

where the investment does not pay off, the failure possibly being due

to forces outwith the unit's control* The resources available to

local political parties are of a relatively limited kind: to a great

extent they depend upon financial contributions, in the form of

subscriptions, from the membership: other sources of financial aid

may he in the form of gifts from outside individuals and groups, or

result from the money-raising activities of the members. Apart from

direct contributions of money, the other major resource available is

that of service: the services offered by the membership, that is,

their gifts of time and energy; or services offered from outwith the

membership, by individuals and groups, perhaps involving the loan of

property, or a similar contribution of time and energy, A viable

local unit would tend towards self-sufficiency in the recruitment of

resources: that is, its prime source of money and service would be

its own membership; where contributions were received from outside,

these would be in a specific form and would constitute part of a

direct exchange relationship, so that the local party would return

any contribution with a gift from itself, thus balancing the trans¬

action, As Kauss pointed out many years ago, "a gift is never free"

reciprocity is the basis of social relationships. Thus a local

units will be considered later, but it is hoped that the validity of
considering ward and constituency parties as social units will be
accepted. The fact that they are conceived to be so by the members
is a major point in justifying this premise, since a necessary element
in the definition of a unit is that it involves such sentiments of
belonging and criteria of membership,

1
K, MauBS. 1919. The C-ift.
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organisation which cannot maintain an exchange relationship Ujr returning

gifts given, will become indebted to external units, thus endangering

its autonomy and boundary-maintenance.

These monies and services are the major resources available to

local political parties. For this model, we propose that they must

be sufficient to distribute between the four main areas of social

aotion referred to above, and of sufficient quality to fulfil

efficiently the tasks allocated, ?<"hen looking at the distribution

of resources, one must consider political party activity as an annual

cycle of events, influenced by wider cultural expectations, and as a

cyole of events within the electoral sub-system. Thus distribution

of resources over tine is important, since for example, at any one

time a local unit nay divert all its resources into activities which

fulfil one analytic requirement without undermining the effectiveness

of the system, so long as resources are reallocated after this

intensive period of activity,"''

I am grateful to J,P, Cornford for pointing out that there is
a confusion here between the notion of analytic categories and real
activities, T£hen one come3 to try to apply a model to concrete
instances, the distinction is very hard to draw, and Parsons himself
makes the mistake in his own writings at times. For instance, all
resources could be put into one area of activity which might fulfil
all or several analytic requirements (e,g» a successful election
campaign might show progress towards the official aim of the party,
reinforce the structural organisation, keep members happy and
represent a successful adaptation to the external environment)•
However, I would contend that although any one activity may theoreti¬
cally have effects in any or all analytic fields, certain activities
are more likely to be successful in one area than others; also, by
observation, one can discern which analytic requirements are most
effectively furthered by certain activities and which are relatively
less influenced. The model which is outlined here is not one which
has been constructed entirely on a priori grounds, although it appears
at this stage in the text for the purpose of clarity. It is a model
which was partly formulated a priori but has been substantially
modified as a result of applying it to the four concrete cases which
are the subject of this research. This is the process by which, I
am sure, all theory progresses, from conceptualisation to empirical
testing, and thence to further conceptualisation. Thus this model
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A proportion of resources will be allocated towards goal-

attainment, This is the area which has received most attention

from other analysts of political parties# To discover that all

resources are not geared to this end is not to prove that the system

is ineffective# However, a proportion of resources must be directed

towards goal attainment to maintain the distinctiveness of the local

party# The funotion of goals within a social unit is to provide

aims, to act as sources of legitimation and as standards of success#

Thus the goals provide an important element in the normative system,

and the content of the goals constrains social relationships by

defining expectations of behaviour# The public goals of the organisa¬

tion may form part of a systematized ideology# This ideology may be

important in securing the loyalties and commitments of members, that

is, in attracting and retaining resources for the organisation#

Although some discrepancy between the stated alms of the organisation,

as contained in the ideology, and observed practices can be tolerated

without influencing the recruitment and retention of loyalties, this

discrepancy cannot become too marked, since the other functions of

ideology, which are to serve as a standard of success and act as a

source of legitimation, are equally as important as that of providing

aims# Where a discrepancy becomes apparent between public goals

and observed practioes, a change must be introduced either in the

public goals or in the observed practioes, in order that the recruit¬

ment of resources and retention of loyalties necessary to system-

effectiveness be maintained# The observed practices may be altered

Is not an ideal type, nor is it a description of one instancej it
is an attempt to abstract key elements and the relationships between
them, and its ingredients and the way it is put together result from
previous research in the field and from the present research* One
aim of constructing the model however is precisely so that it may
be further modified by further research.
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to bring them more into line with the etated objectives of the party,

thus retaining the commitments of existing members and supporters;

or, the goals may be altered either with the agreement of existing

members and supporters or without their agreement, where it is

calculated that an alternative pool of resources exists which can be

mobilised to take the place of the former supporters# Alternatively,

the realm of goal-attainment may be played down, in that public goals

need not be explicitly stated to systematised, thus greater flexibility

is allowed in observed practices since their legitimacy in attaining

stated aims eannot be subjected to rigorous appraisal. The goals may

be etated in vague terms, shrouded in oratorical or ritual language,

or ambivalence and conflict may be allowed within the Ideology# In

suoh circumstances however, given that these are not total institutions,

the distinctiveness of the unit and recruitment of resources will be

threatened: to remain a viable unit, a local party must present certain

distinctive objectives in order to attract resources to itself rather

than to any other social unit, even though it may rely on loyalties

engendered in other activity-fields to provide the channels through

which these resources are recruited# And in order to retain these

souroee of aid, the local party must present specific aims formulated

as private goals# Thus one may state that an organisation which

emphasises clearly-stated and explicit public goals in order to attraot

resources may thus provide itself with access to a wider range of

potential suppliers, but also thereby places constraints on the lines

of activity open to it, limiting its flexibility, since the public

goals act as sources of legitimation and standards of success, and

failure to attain them, or variations in practice, will be readily
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recognised by supporters.* An organisation may prefer to lay less

stress on public goals, thus allowing itself greater flexibility in

its choice of action, but it must thus rely for resources on a

narrower range of suppliers who are mobilised through contacts made

in overlapping activity-fields. In both cases, the resources may

be maintained through an emphasis on private goals which, insofar as

they are determined within the local organisation and are more specific

in nature, can thus be framed in such a way that they are more likely

to be successfully attained. Similarly, the gearing of an organisa¬

tion to private goals allows for the specific characteristics of

members to be effectively utilisedt where public goals, which in the

case of political parties tend to emanate from the national level,

provide targets towards which the organisation is geared, the special

characteristics of the membership of a local unit may not be effectively

utilised since they cay not be relevant to the attainment of these

goals; in certain circumstances, unless th* environmental conditions

in which the local party operates are particularly favourable and

throw up a wide range of the required talents and skills, the local

party will have to devote a relatively greater proportion of its

7/here the public goals of a political party are not likely to
appeal to a wide range of supporters, thus limiting the resources
available to the party, th-n the organisation is more likely to
be geared to private goals, if it is to operate effectively as a
social unit. 'There the public goal? are likely to arouse interest
and support among the electorate, then the divergences in the content
of public and private goals within the organisation will be much less,
and private goals may be seen as direotly instrumental to the attain¬
ment of the stated public goals. Thus a divergence between stated
public goals and revealed private goals is more likely to be found
in small units whose public goals are viewed unfavourably by non-
members : although this divergence could thus be said to be necessary
if the maintenance of the unit and it; effective operation are to be
secured, its discovery is likely to encourage attitudes of distrust
and suspicions of conspiracy and subversion about these units.
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resources to socialisation and training, if pattern-maintenance, and,

to some extent, integration, can be effectively attained. Thus the

relative emphasis placed by the looal party on public or private goals

ramifies to affect other areas of activity and patterns of mobilisation

of resources.

The seoond major area into which sufficient resources must be

invested, if the system if to operate effectively, is that of pattern-

maintenance, In the looal political parties, this involves co-ordinating

the activities of sub-urdts and co-ordinating the activities of the looal

party with those of other linked organisations, particularly with other

levels in the national party hierarchy. To secure pattern-maintenance,

sufficient resources must be directed into this branch of activity,

and the total input of resources into the unit must at least equal

the total output of resources, (in the form of information, activity

and required contributions of money and service to other connected

social units). In this area, as with the others of goal-attainment,

integration and adaptation, some degree of specialisation must occur,

to familiarise the participants with the demands of the role, and to

instill into them the necessary skills and knowledge, Where members

are already equipped with skills of literacy and familiarity with the

rules of formal communication, (such as dealing with correspondence,

writing minutes, compiling records of finance, and so forth), then the

training of members can be limited to passing on special skills and

knowledge, (such as familiarity with the constitution, the location

of information, the manner of communicating with other levels in the

party hierarchy, and informal knowledge of customary procedures and

the relationship between sub-units), Vihere basic skills of literacy

and communication are lacking among recruits, then the organisation

must expend a greater proportion of its resources on pattern-maintenance
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through the teaching of these formal skillsj thus the amount of

activity geared to pattern-maintenance is directly affected by patterns

of recruitment, for example, the extent to which members are selected

because they possess skills of value to the party. Thus both the

nature of available resources and the method of mobilising them

relate to the internal distribution of resources. The proportion

of resources expended on pattern-maintenance also relates to the

extent to which formal rules of procedure are emphasised relative

to informal norms of conduct. That is, where the range of norms

and expectations brought into the local party is sufficiently narrow,

and where the interaction of the members is relatively frequent,

pattern-maintenance may be ensured on the basis of informal consensus.

Similarly, where the number of sub-units within the party is relatively

small, and the number of organisations with which the party is linked

is relatively limited, then the proportion of resources invested in

pattern-maintenance can again be relatively less, however, in these

cases the party is probably not investing sufficient resources in

other areas of activity, particularly those of goal-attainment and

adaptation. On the other hand, the investment of a relatively great

proportion of resources into pattern-maintenance must show some

return in the area of goal-attainment; where pattern-maintenance

continues to demand increasingly large proportions of resources without

any recognisable return in the area of goal-attainment, then it ean

be inferred either that the unit is not effectively adapted to ite

environment, or that the patterning of relationships within the unit

is not effective in attaining the stated public or private goals.

For example, a local political party may not be adapted to its environ¬

ment, in the sense that the goals which it sets as targets of activity

are in a state of disjunction with the demands of the environment;
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public goals exhibited by the political party may not represent the

goalE of the electorate, or the private goals, such as securing the

election of a candidate may be unrealistic when the social character¬

istics and interests of the relevant electorate are considered*

Alternatively, the pattern of relationships within the unit may not

be geared to securing the stated goals, and thus established praotices

and relationships between sub-units may need to be redesigned in order

to make the best use of resources; i.e., rationalisation may need to

take place, and redundant elements scrapped, not in accordance with a

rational model based on an ideal organisational chart, but on the

basis of a model which recognises that certain elements may contribute

to the effective operation of the unit, in the field of integration,

for instance, although they may not be contributing directly to goal-

attainment.

Integration within social units has attracted the attention of

many social scientists and has been a topic particularly favoured by

functionalists of various shades* In many cases, the evaluation of

a unit or society as 1integrated* has been seen as a final definition

of that unit as 'functioning smoothly* or as being in a state of

harmony, equilibrium and well-being* The innuendos in such analysis

have been extensively discussed* However, to accept that some degree

of integration is a necessary condition for the maintenance of a unit

is not to accept that it is sufficient for its effective operation*

A commitment of all resources towards integration, to the neglect of

goal-attainment and pattern-maintenance, in a political party, would

undermine the rationale for the existence of such an organisation and

reduce the supply of resources or alter the type of resource recruited.

Thus the unit edght be found to be perfectly integrated at one moment

in time but its prognosis wouia be gloory. fimilarly, neglect of the
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field of adaptation would further limit the chances of a party

continuing to exist once its present resources had been exhausted.

Sufficient resources must be invested into those activities which

contribute to Integration if the local party is to avoid fragmentation,

splitting into factions and sub-units, a state which would inhibit its

effective operation within the constituency, directly undermining

activities geared to goal-attainment and pattern maintenance*

Integration may be considered in various waysj here the preferred

mode of analysis is through an examination of communication patterns,

seeing social behaviour as exchange, since the units with which we deal

may be charaet rised as small groups* In looal parties, sufficient

resources should be invested in integrative activities, that is, in

those activities which encourage the establishment of a shared system

of norms and values, mutually-accepted expectations of behaviour.

Compliance in voluntary associations cannot be secured by coercionj

only where participation in another activity-field is directly

dependent upon participation in the local party could an actor be

eoeroed into membership of the political party. In most cases, compli¬

ance in voluntary associations, of which political parties in an open

spoiety are a type, will be based on either a calculative or moral

involvement,* and the systems of authority and power within these units

will be of the remunerative or normative type* Etsioni points out

that congruence is more effective than incongruence, and thus an

analytic model of an effectively operating local unit would be integrated

either through a system of relationships characterised as remunerative,

involving a calculative involvement on the part of actors, or through

a system of relationships characterised ar normative, towards which the

*
A* Stzioni, 1961* A Comparative Analysis of Complex Organisations,

P*12.
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actor would ethibit a moral orientation.

A certain degree of incongruence can be expected within the unit,

since "the exercise of power depends on the resources recruited and

the license tkllowed in utilising them. Involvement depends in part

on external factors, such as membership of the participants in other

collectivities} basic value commitments; and the personality
2

structure of the participants." Thus, our analytic model will

allow for some incongruence, but that local party will be most

effective in which patterns of authority and the actors' orientation

are relatively congruent} that is, where the system is characterised

as one of utilitarian compliance or normative compliance. Thus the

pattern of interactions within an effectively operating local party

would be such that the integration of participants within the unit and

the integration of sub-units would be ensured through a continuing

exchange of services and financial contributions, such that elements

within the unit became linked in an ongoing system of rights and

obligations. The boundaries of the unit would be maintained and the

viability of the unit encouraged, where the balance of transactions

between members and non-members, or between Hie party and other units

rested evenly, (or to the advantage of the party), and where exchanges

within the unit equalled or exceeded exchanges across the boundaries

of the unit.

Although utilitarian compliance is a theoretical possibility in

political parties in Britain, it is more realistic to define political

parties as normative organisations, Thus it is considered that

"normative power will be the major source of control over most lower

A. Etsioni, op. cit,, p»13.
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participants, and that the orientation of members toward the party

will be characterised by relatively high commitment. One will need

to distinguish between continuing rewards and initial involvement,

which may be substantially different; for example, an individual may

bo recruited to the party on the basis of normative power, but be

induced to continue his party activity through remunerative relation¬

ships* In this model, a proportion of activities must be geared to

establishing the internalisation of directives; sufficient resources

must be directed towards "leadership, rituals, the manipulation of
2

social and prestige symbols, and resocialisation," As will be clear

from the oases studied, normative commitment may be ideological or

social, and both may be important in maintaining an individual's

attachment to the group. Thus for some members, commitment will be

essentially towards a particular group of friends within the parly

and not to an idea they hold of the political party itself* The

social and psychic rewards of membership will equal or exceed the

more abstract ideological satisfactions. However, compliance may

also be achieved to some degree through remunerative relationships,

which commit an actor to contributing to the party because he calcu¬

lates an advantage may be derived from this, or as repayment of a debt

incurred in an exchange not directly connected with political party

activity. A proportion of resources may be directed towards

maintaining such relationships, whioh may provide an income of resources

for the party; however, the range of activities covered by these

relationships is less wide in scope, i.e. limited to specific tasks,

and the extent of control over them may be expected to be limited,

*
A* Stsioni, op. cit.

2
Ibid,

J
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since the rewards gained from political party activity are not

generally so great nor so specialised that they could not also be

deriv d from participation in other organisations# Thus, although

the party may direct some of its resources to maintaining relation¬

ships based on a calculative orientation, it will be more effective

where it directs the majority of its integrative activities towards

normatively-based relationships, since so long as political parties

are voluntary associations, they will rely to a great extent on a

high commitment by the active members, who will be willing to

contribute to a wide range of demanding activities#

It must also be remembered that consensus and integration are

not the same thing: a unit may appear integrated initially since a

consensus may be observed in shared expectations of behaviour, norm

and values# However this consensus may be based on common inter¬

actions in activity-fields outside the organisation. Only integra¬

tion can maintain the boundaries of a unit and enable it to operate

as a viable unit within its environment, without its becoming indistinct

from other units, Sirilarly, an observed dissensus of opinion within

a local party does not necessarily imply a lack of Integration:

integration is based on a system of exchanges linking sub-units together.

Insofar as exchanges cannot take place without the ability to predict

the outcome of an action, there must be some degree of shared norms

and values, and it may be thought that participation within a system

of exchanges will establish certain common expectations. However,

the system of exchanges may be built up around other than one to one

relationships, and thus flexibility within the structure may oo-exist

with integration of the whole* Furthermore, the normative structure

of the party will be affected by the range of norms brought into the

situation by the participants, as well as by the constraints of the
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formal organisation and the interactions of members within the system.

Where the participants are selected from a wide range of primary

groups, with varying occupational, family and residential backgrounds,

the normative structure of the party will be more vague and flexible,

to accommodate the variety of codes subsumed beneath it. Such

flexibility increases the party*s mobilisation potential, in making

it attractive to a wider range of people who may find a role within

the party compatible with their other role-obligations. In a flexible

system, the ideology of the local party will be at the level of values,

relating to directions of action rather than specific objectives, thus

avoiding commitment to specific goals and the possibility of conflict

between the interests of the members#^ Where the external statuses

of members are more similar and members bring into the organisation

similar sets of norms and values, the normative structure of the

organisation will be relatively more rigid and inflexible, and the

possibility of deviation from the code less feasible. The recruit

to this situation may either accept or reject the normative code but

is allowed little variation in his interpretation of it. However,

interactions which take place within the party may modify this factor:

the extent to which members of the group are involved in multiplex

relationships with each other affects the degree of flexibility in the

party's normative structure. Thus, the greater the contact between

members through other roles n their status-set, and the greater the

importance of party roles to their total social identity (that is,

relative to the number of other salient statuses in a status-set), the

greater the premium on consensus, because the more disturbing would be

^
of. T, Parsons. I960. "Structure and Process in Modem Society",

P. 170.
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the effect of conflict, since the actor is more dependent on those

relationships,*'" Where the actor's role as party member is

segregated, compartmentalised from his other roles, he is less

inhibited from introducing issues which might lead to conflict.

Thus the more the members of an organisation are involved in multi¬

plex relationships with each other and the more frequent the exchange

of interactions within the local party, the more constraining will be

the normative structure, the greater the premium on consensus, and

the less the tolerance of deviance. An actor introduced into such

a situation who is unable or unwilling to become involved in relation¬

ships with party members outside party meetings, may find himself

isolated from contact with other members and cease to participate.

On the other hand, where he does become involved, the mere difficult

it will be for him to cease to be an active member, since this will

necessitate breaking off other relationships and may leave him

socially Isolated: he is therefore more likely to maintain his

allegiance to the party under stressful circumstances. This factor

of the extent to which party members are involved in multiplex

relationships with other party members also affects the viability of

the local unit in terms of boundary-maintenance; for, although the

observer may enumerate a number of different role-relationships, and

thereby label them multiplex, to the actor they are not normally kept

so distinct and all interactions merge into a common participation in

a similar social world. In such circumstances, it is more likely that

decisions will be reached, or the foundations laid for a specific line

of action, in situations other than 'party meetings', and thus the

viability of the local party is impaired, and members not involved in

*
cf. F,C, Bailey, 1965* op. cit.
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similar multiplex relationships may complain of being kept in the dark,

of conspiracies and machinations, may become alienated, and cease to

participate, Thus, as the system becomes relatively more closed, it

may in the short-term be effectively integrated, but in the long-term,

a more open system is more effective in the mobilisation of resources.

This is not to overlook the fact that in certain cirdumstanoes, where

a party operates in an unfavourable or hostile environment, with low

mobilisation potential, multiplex relationships allow for more

thorough use of tee resources available,

The final area of activities towards which resources mast be

directed in an effectively-operating, multifunctional social unit is

that of adaptation. These are the activities which have been most

neglected in other studies. The social unit must direct sufficient

resources towards activities which connect it with its environment.

This is particularly important for political parties since in most

eases both their public and private goals emphasise influencing the

environment. Thus intra-unit activities geared tewards goal-

attainment are influenced by the effect!venere of a local party in

adapting to changes in extra-unit activities, in that the form and

content of relationships with other social units may be complementary

to its goals or antagonistic to them. The local political party

must adapt its activities to those of political parties with which it

competes for votes and support, both of service and finance; and it

must adapt to the demands made by other social units for tee commit¬

ments of members and potential members, for instance, the family, tee

Job or other voluntary associations. An efficient allocation of

resources should allow for the synchronisation of activities with those

of complementary organisations such as political parties and trade

unions with similar goals, Efficient use of resources in this sense
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would allow the party to direct resources into areas where it competes

with other social units. The process of allocation is limited however

by the nature of the resources available, as will be clear from the

descriptive account of the four parties we have studied. Come of the

resources that the party has are not transferable assets, but are

limited by the commitments of the members. Thus the activities of the

party must be geared to what members can and will do. However, to

remain viable, the local party should direct some of its resources to

opening up channels of communication frith its environment, thus

allowing an inflow of information on the availability and distribution

of resourcesj information on the Interests and expectations of those

in external social units would allow it to gear its activities towards

goal-attainment, either through defining its public goals on the basis

of the aspirations and interests of the voters or defining private

goals which are more realistic in the given circumstances, or, where

such flexibility of goals is not feasible, to the direction of outputs

in the form of propaganda and intensive campaigning in an attempt to

alter the attitudes of the electorate. Thus adaptation to the

environment require? effective channels of communication into and out

of the unitj pathways into the unit, forged by links of face-to-face

interaction or through secondary interaction of a more formal kind,

allow for a flow of information into the local party about the

distribution of resources in the environment, about the interests

of the electorate and about the activities of competing and complemen¬

tary social units. They increase the possibility of effective

mobilisation of the electorate and an increase in the attraction of

resources in the form of recruits and donations. Channels of

communication out to units in the environment allow for the synchron¬

isation of party activities with those of units with similar goals,
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for the adaptation of activities to those of competing political

parties and social organisations, and for the dissemination of

information on local party activities and achievements, which

increases the possibility of the attraction of support. Channels

of communication from the local parly to other levels within the

national party hierarchy must also be kept open, through links formed

from formal and particularly face-to-face contacts; thus inputs to

the unit from these levels, in the form of services and donations,

would be encouraged, and the local party might be able to expend some

of its inputs, of information and demands, in the form of requests to

officials with the power to implement decisions and alter policies.

Pattern-maintenance and integration are also influenced by the

effectiveness of adaptation, A change in environmental conditions

may necessitate a change in the established procedures and practices

geared to the attainment of goals, either because of a change in the

general cultural expectations of the behaviour to be required from a

local political party, for instance in the manner of selecting a

candidate, or because of an alteration in the nature of the resources

available to a party from its local area, or from other levels in the

party, which might alter the demands likely to be made in exchange.

Integration will also be affected insofar as environmental pressures

alter the commitments of members and reduce or increase their commit¬

ment potential, and insofar as sub-unit activities are altered by a

change in the external social relationships of that sub-unit.

Thus effeotive adaptation is crucial to the efficient operation

of a local parly; therefore sufficient resources must be directed

into activities which establish relationships between members of the

party and those outwith the organisation and in establishing relation¬

ships between the party as a whole and people in the wider environment,
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both locally and nationally* Both face-to-face and formalised

relationships are necessaryj interpersonal contacts are more effective

channels of communication in influencing voters, in gaining recruits

and donations, and in acquiring certain kinds of informationj formal

relationships are also necessary where decisions taken and information

received can most effectively be utilised with official support.

Thus both forms of interaction, personal and official, must be maintained

through a relatively frequent pattern of exchanges, which exchange

relationship must be kept in balance if the viability of the party is

to be ensured,

Thus it is clear that in considering the effectiveness of a given

allocation of resources within a local party, one must consider the

quantity and quality of resources, the degree of activity geared to

maintaining and increasing these resources, and the distribution of

resources between the four main areas of activity necessary to

effective operation. Each area impinges on the other and the opera¬

tion of the party as a whole will be impaired if any one branch of

activities is relatively starved of supplies. In considering the

distribution of resources between these four areas, one must evaluate

the extent to which each branch of activity has sufficient resources

for its requirements and the direction in which any surplus of

resources is allocated. The degree to which these areas of activity

are specialised and distinct within the unit must be considered, for,

where the activities connected with goal-attainment, pattern-maintenance

and adaptation are compartmentalised, the extent of integration within

the party will be impaired. Alternatively, where the same resources

are used consecutively in the various branches of activities, that is,

where they flow through the organisation so that at any one time only

one branch of activity is being pursued, the others lying dormant,
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one may consider that this lack of specialisation reduces the efficiency

with which the tasks are fulfilled, the ability of the unit to respond

quickly to changes in the demands made upon it, and diminishes

continuity: this situation could however be more conducive to

integration and increase efficiency in that the likelihood of boredom

is reduced. The effectiveness of either pattern, of a rhythmical

cycle of activities or a compartmentalisation of concurrently ongoing

activities, must be looked at in the light of the particular character¬

istics of the resources available to a local parly and the stability

of the environmental conditions in which it operates,

THE CONSTITUENCY PARTIES

The Constitutional Constraints t~

At the Annual Conference of 1965» the title of the Conservative

Party in Scotland was changed after 55 years from that of the 'Unionist

Party' to that of the 'Conservative and Unionist Party', At the same

time, the party instituted a reform of its organisational structure,

the aim being to pattern the party mere closely on the English model*

The previous structure was hierarchical, with the apex of the voluntary

hierarchy being the unwieldy 'Central Council of the Scottish Unionist

Association', (composed of the two divisional councils from East and

West Scotland): this decentralised structure tended not to unite the

party, and thus gave the local associations considerable strength.

The sentiment of localism remains strong in the constituency associa¬

tions in spite of the reoent changes. The E,P, is expected to pay

great attention to constituency affairs, relative to parliamentary and

party activities, and to reward the voluntary workers with his presence

and gratitude. The previous system gave the prerogative of appointing

agents to the local associations, and the emphasis in control lay with
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the voluntary workers rather than with the professionals* The agents

who were employed were generally local gentlemen operating on a part-

time basis; they tended to have considerable knowledge of local

affairs and local attitudes but as regards strategy and policy they

did not act as co-ordinated elements in a united party. Also, the

lack of a clear career-ladder was a deterrent to the recruitment of

professionally qualified agents*

The situation differs markedly between rural and urban

constituencies. In the rural areas, the local association relies on

a network of social contacts to maintain itself, this network being

composed of local notables such as the doctor, solicitor, landowner,

etc* In the relatively impersonal and anorymous city, more formal

methods of recruitment and organisation are used* The new structure

attempts to encourage greater formalisation of procedure, to institute

a standard pattern throughout the constituencies and thus greater

central control* The reforms included a change of title, the encourage¬

ment of associations to compete in local politics, under the title of

the Conservative Party, and a re-organisation of the party structure.

The two divisional councils were disbanded and replaced by five

regional councils, one each for the Qity of Glasgow, the Highlands,

the north-East, Central and South Scotland, and South-West Scotland.

Alongside the voluntary hierarchy would run a pyramid of professional,

paid workers, with the Chairman*s office at the apex* Each regional

council works with a Regional Agent, appointed by, and answerable to,

the Chairman of the Party, There is a single Scottish fund, controlled

by the Chairman, and also a National Treasurer, whose duties involve

not simply accounting, but also initiating attempts to raise money:

he is appointed by, and responsible to, the British party leader. The

staff and research department of the Chairman's office was greatly
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expanded and an overall policy committee created. Consistent with

the intention to increase politioal education for the party worker

and the general public, the Conservative Political Centre was set up

to organise discussions and the publication and transmission of

information on party policy. The local organisations retain their

power to appoint constituency agents, who are paid by them and

responsible to them. However, the Central Office tries to encourage

the appointment of professionally qualified agents, although there

remains a lack of suitable persons, and many associations are loathe, or

find it difficult, to pay the higher salary which a qualified agent

demands. Thus, there is here a clear and conscious attempt to encourage

the bureauoratisation of the party in Scotland as a whole, to centralise

control and to increase the part played by paid, professional workera

as opposed to that played by voluntary helpers. The initiative for this

sprang from the centre, that is, from officials and and was

ratified by the voluntary workers who had reached positions high in

the voluntary hierarchy. At the grass-roots level, some have seen

this as interference in the informal, local patterns established over

time. However, those workers in the associations who thought that

the traditional patterns had proved ineffective in maintaining the

organisation and in attaining electoral goals, welcomed the initiative.

In some oases, the formal procedures instituted from above clash with

the informal norms and expectations emerging from below; but, in

others, a gradual mutation of expectations seems to have taken place:

among the factors which influence the form arci content of this meeting-

point are the strength of the local association, and the extent to

which the leaders at the local level occupy positions at both the

constituency and higher levels in the hierarchy and are thus able to

act as mediating links between Hie two groups.
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In the Labour Parly, too, over the paet few years, discussions

have been taking place on how to improve the organisation of the

party* Local associations in the Labour Party are constituted as

part of a hierarchical organisation which operates from the ward to

the national level by a system of delegation and representation,"*" In

Scotland, the professional organisation is weak both in money and

members and most of the administrative work is carried out by

volunteers. Deliberations continue as to how to improve the organisa¬

tion, and reports are presented regularly to the Annual Conference,

Whereas the Conservative Party in Scotland aims to increase the amount

of central control and to co-ordinate the actions of the various

2
associations, the Labour Party provides an example of the situation

that arises if this process goes too far. The dilemma appears to lie

between two demandsi on the one hand, there is the need to institute

an organisational structure that is co-ordinated into an effeotlve

fighting force and responsive to decisions reached at the central level

on goals and strategy} on the other, the demands of maintaining a

mass membership which would provide financial contributions and

voluntary work, particularly at elections, of attracting new recruits

to participate actively at the higher levels and of maintaining a link

between the party and the voters. One proposal is that political

parties could operate with an oligarchic structure similar to that

found in trade unions and other voluntary associations, while

maintaining the allegiance of members. However, it must be clear

that a political party differs from such associations in that the

*
The Conservative Party is also arranged in hierarchical form, but

the National Council is conceived of as a federation of local associa¬
tions, rather than as a further level in a segmentary structure. cf,
R.L, Leonard. 1968. Elections in Britain, p.43*

2
of* D. Urwin. 1966. "Scottish Conservation a party organisation

in transition,"



returns it offers for membership are not explicit and not specific;

in fact, it is hard to convince an individual voter of any benefit

that he may derive from inactive membership of a parly that he would

not get without contributing a subscription each year. An inactive ,

member may contribute from a feeling of duty and of identification

with the party, as a r< suit of socialisation in the family or at work.

However, this is clearly dependent upon the party maintaining a presence

in the community, particularly in the form of face-to-face contacts and

personal influence. Too great a degree of centralisation of activity

would lead to a detachment from such forms of communication. The

Conservative Party in footland had maintained close links at the local

level through the associations, but this had diminished its effective¬

ness as an electoral machine: the Labour Party is explicitly organised

as an electoral machine, but finds itself increasingly detached from

other areas of social life. Such detachment diminishes the supply of

resources, and a vicious circle is instituted whereby a small supply

of resources must circulate at much greater velocity to maintain the

unit as it is; the existing resources become worn out and less attention

can be paid to recruiting new ones since all efforts are geared to

maintaining the organisation as it stands. Deliberations about

organisation in the Labour Party are crystallising around two viewpoints:

firstly, the need to institute a greater degree of devolution of

activity from the centre to the regions and lower levels in the hier¬

archy; and secondly, the alternative opinion, that efforts should be

made to discover new routes through which resources can be recruited,

particularly from the national level, either by increasing subscriptions

from the unions or by encouraging direct contributions in the form of

gifts rather than stabscrip tions, from persons who do not thereby become

members. Greater contributions from above would allow for a greater
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proportion of administrative work to be carried out by paid profession¬

als, thus freeing voluntary workers to concentrate on reviving the

lower-level units and reinforcing contacts within the community, with

individual voters and with representative associations.

The constitutional model of a local Conservative Association can

be modified in accordance with local conditionst this usually takes

the form of amending details suoh as regularity of meetings, tenure of

office, size of quorum, voting rights and so forth, rather than &

radical alteration of the outline plan of the structure, A constituted

constituency association has complete autonomy in the management of its

affairs| that is, it eleets its own officers and adopts its own

candidate for parliamentary elections. It should raise and administer

its own funds, own or rent its offices and conduct its own local

publicity and propaganda for the Party, The ideal is that an associa¬

tion should be able to appoint a certificated Agent with a certificated

Woman Organiser to act as his assistant. Each constituency association

is affiliated to the National Union and has representatives on the

Council, and on the Central Council and Conference of the National

Union.

Labour Party constituency parties do net operate as autonomous

associations, but as an integral part of the nationally-orientated

party hierarchy. In this large city, the constituency party exists

by reference to the wards below it in the hierarchy and to the City

party above it. The members of the party are made up of two sectors;

the trade union affiliated members and the individual members. The

trade unions are affiliated to their local constituency partyj payment

of the political levy by a member of an affiliated trade union automati¬

cally makes that person a member of the Labour Party, These persons

may then take out individual membership if they so wish. The
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affiliated trade union may nominate two delegates who represent their

association at meetings or the general Management Committee of the

constituency# The constituency is divided by the wards within its

boundaries. Each ward may send five delegates to the G.E.C,, plus

the chairman and secretary. The momen's Seotion may send three

delegates; the Coroperative Party, which is affiliated at the national

level, may send three delegates, and certain accepted Socialist

societies such as the Fabian Society, and the Toung Socialists, may

also send delegates. All delegates must reside within the boundaries

of the constituency. Theso delegates thus form the General Management

Committee of the constituency party. This body then elects an

Executive Committee whose duties are to plan the business of the

constituency for presentation to the monthly G.J'.C. and to effect

decisions reached there. The E*C. consists of the Chairman, two

vice-ohairmen, two secretaries, - the constituency secretary and the

minutes secretary, - the treasurer and four delegates. The G.I.'.C.

elects delegates to the Trades Council and to the City Labour Parly

to represent the views of the constituency. The ward parties consist

of all individual members of the constituency party who reside within

the ward boundaries. The purpose of the city Labour Party is to

co-ordinate the actions of the various constituency parties. The

chairman and secretary of the constituency attend the city party

meetings by right, plus five delegates elected from the constituency

G.K.C. One member from each constituency sits on the Executive

Committee of the City party# Other posts in the constituency are

those of Political Education Officer, membership of ad hoc committees

and the auditors.

The organisation of the Labour Party is thus geared to tie in

olosely with the relevant electoral divisions of the population.
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Membership is rigorously allocated by residence; therefore, by virtue

of residence qualifications, an individual is a member of a ward party

and may then, by a process of election as a delegate, participate at

higher levels in the party hierarchy, from the constituency and city

levels upwards* The Conservative Party constitution is more flexible

in its definition of membership: this is partly due to the primary

definition of the association as an autonomous association, partly

due to the fact that, as a party, it has not been concerned with local

elections and partly due to the traditional link of businesses in a

constituency with the political organisation, (previously recognised

in the institution of the business vote). Membership of the constituency

association depends on residence in the constituency or connection with

the constituency. This recognises the links that individuals may

have with the constituency through ownership of property in the area,

or through prior residence which has been altered by changes in the

parliamentary boundaries* A person who declares his support for the

objects of the association and subscribes annually to its funis is a

member: the subscription may be set at a minimum by the association.

In some oases this would be 2/6, in others 5/- or 10/-, This compares

with the established set subscription of 12/- per year for individual

membership of the Labour Party* Flexibility in the setting of the

subscription rate thus allows the Conservatives to adapt to local

circumstances* Similarly the Conservatives are more flexible in their

definition of a branch, which corresponds to the ward in the Labour

Party* Whereas membership of a Labour Party ward is based strictly

on residence qualifications, and the boundaries of the ward are coinci¬

dent with the ward boundaries which operate at local government

elections, the Conservative structure allows for branches to cover

part of a ward, reoognislng internal differences within a ward, and
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allows an Individual to choose which branch he wishes to join. At

the ward or branch level, however, differences arise in the rights

of membership. In the Labour Party, all members may attend any

meeting of the ward and take part in discussions of administration

and decision-making. In the Conservative Party, a member may attend

open meetings, which are social events or lectures and disoussions;

administrative and polity decisions are taken by the ward committee,

which consists of the officers, chairman, vice-chairmen, treasurer and

secretary, and possibly President, plus ary additional members

considered necessary for efficiently carrying on the work of the ward.

Thus the constitution of the Labour Party at the ward level involves

a wider definition of the rights of membership, an institution

ostensibly designed to encourage democracy, by the fullest participa¬

tion at that level. The Conservative structure emphasises efficiency,

and involves a narrower definition of the rights of membership; thus

to participate actively in decision-making, one must acquire member¬

ship of the ward committee. This committee should be elected each

year at the brand! annual meeting and hold office until the next annual

meeting. Officers in the Labour Party are elected annually at all

levels. As we shall see late#, these differences in constitutional

structure between the Labour Party and the Conservative Associations

in practice have only a relatively small effect on the operation of

the wards.

Thus the Conservative Party constitution, as defined formally,

allows for greater flexibility in adapting to local eiroumstances, and

emphasises efficiency as a prime value. Democratic procedure is

principally focused on the annual general meetings of the constituency

and branches, which meet to receive, disouss and adopt the report and

acoounts of the Association for the past year and to elect officers.
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This allows 'opportunity for constructive critic!era or suggestions,

The M«P, or candidate is expected to address the meeting. Between

A«G»F,s, the management of the association is in the hands of the

Executive Council, 'This is the governing body and all seotions of

the organisation must accept its decisions'. It consists of all

officers of the association and representatives of each ward or polling

district branch, including representatives from each Young Conservative

ward or polling district branch, Representatives from each subscribing

Conservative Club also attend. The Regional Agent may attend the

meetings in an advisory capacity, and the Executive Council has the

power to co-opt a limited number of additional members. The K,C,

delegates some of its work to committeesi- Finance and General Purposes,

Political Education, Trade Unionists, Local Government, etc. The

Finance and General Purposes Committee forms an inner executive and has

responsibility for most of the essential routine work of the Association,

between meetings of the E.C* "Its membership should consist of a small

number of suitable persons able and willing to devote their time and

energy to the work."^ With the Treasurer, the Finance and General

Purposes Committee is particularly responsible for the maintenance of a

sound financial position and money-raising. Another important

committee is the Women's Advisory Committee, which co-ordinates special

activities for women electors. This may be more or less separate from

other sections of the Association, subject however to the rules of "the

association and the general control of the E,C, Here again the

constitution may be adapted to local circumstancesj "each association

"*■
The Year Book for Scotland, p«29,

2
Ibid,

5 Ibid., p,JO.
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should decide for itself what in the light of experience is the most

effective method of securing and maintaining the interests and active
i

support of the women electors in every part of the constituency.

Thus, the branch in the Conservative Party corresponds to the ward

in the Labour Party* The Executive Committee of the constituency

Conservative Association corresponds to the General Management Committee

of the Labour Party, while the Finance and General Purposes Committee

of the Conservative Association has similar duties to those of the

Executive Committee of the General Management Committee of the

constituency Labour Party. Both organisations have similar wide,

formally stated, public goals: efficient organisation of the party in

the constituency, and wardsj political education, that is, informing

electors of party policy; electoral achievement in the return of the

party candidate, or the candidate supported by the party, in parlia¬

mentary and local elections; the co-ordination of activities with those

of other constituency parties and with other levels in the party

hierarchy; and fund-raising, particularly for election campaigns*

They differ in the importance placed on residence qualifications in

defining membership; in the rights of membership at the ward or branch

level; in the amount of responsibility afforded the officers vis-a-vis

the assembled committees in the taking and implementing of decisions;

and in the degree of autonomy allowed the constituency organisation in

the manner and direction of its activities*

The autonony of the Conservative Association is much clearer than

that of a Labour Constituency Party: from the model of the respective

organisations shown in Figure 9» it will be seen that all links within

the Conservative Association are direct, apart from that with a local

^
The Year Book for Scotland.
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Conservative Club, By contrast, the General Management Committee of

the Labour Party contains representatives of affiliated organisations, who

may feel their loyalties and predispositions to lie with these organisa¬

tions rather than with the party. Theoretically, all federated units

owe allegianoe to the Labour Movement and share a common orientation

toward it: in practice, divisions arise between the segments and here

the potential influence of the constituency Labour Party on its members

is dearly weak when compared with that of & Conservative Association.

Resources

The second factor which affects the actual operation of a local

party is the availability of resources in its particular locality and

its success in mobilising these resources. Two main types of resources

are relevant, members and finances: these are interdependent factors

but may be considered separately*

In considering the membership as one resource available to a local

party, two elements must be examined: one, the routes through which

persons are recruited; and secondly, the nature of their commitment.

These factors were considered in the previous chapter, but certain

additional items are pertinent here. From the description given of

the constitutional provisions, it will be clear that the available

routes through which persons may participate in the party differ between

Conservative ad Labour groups. It might appear that a Labour Party

G,r.C, could draw upon a wider range of personnel: through its dele¬

gates, it would have access to the rank and file members of associated

trade unions, socialist societies, and Co-operative Parties, to

supplement its own resources deriving from the wards. By comparison,

a Conservative Association might have links only with a Conservative

Club as an additional pool of resources. Thus the Conservative
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Association is more dependent upon its oim membership than the Labour

Party with its supplementary reserves of members in affiliated organ¬

isations « However, while the Labour Parly may gain in range, bringing

in people from outside the speoifioally political wing of the Labour

Movement, it loses in the extent of control it can exert over these

resources# The Conservative Association is faced with a neat tabula¬

tion of its resources of services and subscriptions# It can judge

where gaps occur and take steps to fill themj those resources which

do exist are tied to the association by a clear and definite link of

membership, and therefore the Association is guided in dealing with

helpers by recognised expectations; it may ask for donations to an

electoral fund, or for speoiflo kinds of help and service and may make

relatively precise calculations as to the likely response from members

to these requests# The Labour Party C#M»C, is linked by ties of

comradeship with affiliated organisations, and may request help from

them for specific tasks and for donations; it does so however in the

role of suppliant rather than by rightt it has less control over

these resouroes, is more limited in the demands it may make on them

and has less knowledge of the nature of these reserves# It is thus

less likely to be able to calculate the likely response to its

requests, upon which to prepare aocurate plans of action# The autonomy

of the Conservative Association in the constituency thus provides

it with a clearly defined pool of resouroes, (its own membership), who

are linked to the organisation by sets of expectations, upon which

relatively precise calculations of the outoome of projected lines of

aotion can be made# The Executive Committee is aware of its

responsibility to maintain the organisation and attain some of its

public and private goals# The Labour Parly structure gives lees

autonomy to the C#K,C# than the Conservative structure gives to its
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E,C, "but provides the party with supplementary reserves of resources;

however, ainoe the bounds of the unit are lets clearly defined, control

over these resources is undermined since their connection to the unit

is not regulated by clear sets of expectations. Similarly, the G,K»C,

of the local constituency party is not controlled by specific sets of

expectations, in that the responsibility for maintaining the organisa¬

tion and attaining some of its goals is not firmly vested in the G,K,C,,

but is diffused through the wards and affiliated organisations who

provide It with delegates. The G»M»C, may see itself as a co-ordinated

unit, but the responsibility for the implementation of tasks may be

spread out among the basic units from which its membership is composed.

Thus for a constituency Labour Party, the effectiveness of its

operation depends upon the extent to which informally the constituency

party maintains itself as a discreet unit, assuming the rights and

duties of political activity to be vested entirely in the individual

members of the wards and their delegates to the G,!',C, and minimising

the extent to which it expects help, financial and service, from

affiliated organisations. Insofar as the informal organisation of

the Constituency party acts to separate the political from other wings

of the Labour fc'otrement, it is more likely to meet the organisational

requirements of such a unit and is thus more likely to attain some of

its goals. This works against the constitutional model of constituency

organisation, which is ineffective for the reasons already stated, that

is, lack of clear delimitation of boundaries, prescriptions of rights

and duties and control and direction of resources.

Although formally a constituency Conservative Association is thus

more cohesive and self-reliant than a Labour constituency parly, with

its segmentary structure and diffusion of obligations, the range of

resources available to the unit is not in practice more limited in the
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Conservative than in the Labour ease. As considered in the previous

chapter, the range of persons with whom Conservative ambers come into

contact on a face-to-face basis is much wider than that of Labour

Party members. Thus the pool of resources available to the Conserva¬

tive Association spreads out from the actual membership of the

Association through the links v.hioh its ambers have with persons in

other activity-fields* The demands that the Association may make upon

these peripheral resources are more limited and specific than those it

may request of its own membership, and the links between members and

their contacts must be maintained by a balance of transactions. These

links, constituting the quasi-groups in which Association members are

involved, do however provide the Conservative Association with a wider

range of resourcesj that is, the Conservative Association may-

activate those links, forming the quasl-groups into action-sets for

specific purposes, and thus increasing the range of mobilisation of

the Associations This is particularly effective in fund-raising

activities, such as selling tickets for dances, raffles, etc*, or in

attracting a large attendance at Fairs, Sales of Work, Coffee Kornings,

garden parties, etc. This fact of the extensiveneps of members* links

in activity-fields other than the political has its converse in the

relatively less intense commitment, of members td the Association

itself. Thus the demands that the Association may make on the members

themselves are limited to those which are compatible with maintaining

a wide range of interests and contacts in other areas of activity?

the role-requirements of membership in the Conservative Association

are thus limited and specific, and it is not expected that all members

will spend all their time working on matters directly connected with

the Association, By contrast, the demands made on members of the

Labour Party are much greater? regular and frequent attendance at
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meetings, participation in associated organisations, such as trade

unions, and socialist societies, participation in a wide range of

activities, not just those for which one is particularly qualified,

and participation at other levels in the part/ organisation* This

heightened intensity of activity in the Labour Party compared to that

of the Conser ative Association, while extracting the maximum input

from the members themselves, acts to reduce the overall mobilisation

of the party in that persons who cannot keep pace with this pattern

of activity drop out, since there is no place for the mild participant

in the organisational allocation of tasks, and limits the extent to

which members can participate in non-political activity-fields, thus

reducing the size of the quasi-groups with which they come into contact

and the availability of peripheral resources.

Apart from these general differences between Conservative and

Labour constituency organisations, there are particular differences

which can be oonsidered with reference to the four parties* These

are the actual size of the membership and the degree of participation

at different levels in the part/ hierarchy and in specific activities,

and the related factor of the financial resources available* The

mobilisation potential of the parties was considered in Chapter 2,

dealing with the characteristics of the environments. Clearly, the

constituencies are markedly different, and this will affect the parties*

The Conservative Association in Twilight constituency has 45 paid-

up members in all, that is, 45 persons who could be called legitimate

members in that they had paid a subscription of 5/-* Another 16

persons had paid 2/6 subscription only: this was due to a laok of

communication between the Executive Committee and the one oolleetor

who still operated within the constituency. Formerly, the minimum

subscription had been 2/6: this had been raised to 5/-» but the
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oollector was not aware of this and had continued to collect on the

basis of a 2/6 minimum subscription. Examination of the records

produced a total list of 125 names of persons who had at one time

over the past 5-10 years been connected with the Association, but

whose membership had not been retained, principally due to the failure

of the Executive Committee to maintain contact with them through a

collector. The majority of the members lived in one road in one

ward of the constituency, that is, the one road in which the collector

lived and which was his area for collectings that is, 58 of the

persons who had contributed a subscription of at least 2/6 lived in

one road. All but two off those members who lived within the constituency

lived in one ward, Park ward. From these 71 persons, a total of

£13* 5c* was collected in subscriptions,^ In Expansion constituency,

by contrast, the Conservative Association membership totalled 2,582,

Of these 1,048 lived in Kansionhouse ward, 892 in Avenue ward and 642

in Estate ward. The basic subscription is 5/» per year, but the

Association tries to get members to pay more and if possible to pay

by bankers' order so that they will be assured of the income? mary

people pay 1 guinea per annum. The contrast with Twilight constituency

is evidenced in the fact that in four nights' canvassing in Fansion-

house ward, voluntary workers had enrolled 21 new members whose

subscriptions totalled £8,lis. When this figure is compared with the

total contributions from subscriptions acquired in Twilight constituency

of £13* 5«*» th vast difference in resources available to the two

Conservative Associations becomes clear. Twilight Labour Party has a

total membership of 218, As was pointed out earlier, there is reason

^
It must be explained here that this information became available

after the period of field-work had been completed, and was acquired
after intensive administrative re-organisation of the association
had been initiated by the new secretary-agent.
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to believe that the actual numbers are much less: probably, a more

realistie figure would be 120# Park ward has 70 members, and since

collectors are quite active in the ward, one can accept this figure#

Church ward has 83 names, but since the ward organisation is very weak

and a large proportion of persons interviewed intimated that they had

not recently paid a subscription, one may doubt the reliability of

this figure# Queen's ward contained 65 listed members, but since

this ward wqs in fact defunct and collectors were not in evidence in

the ward, it would be generous to conclude that Church and Queen's

wqrds between them would produce about 50 members# Calculation of

subscriptions are more difficult to deduce in the Labour Party than

in the Conservative Association because of the practice of collecting

subscriptions quarterly at 3/- per time, and because of these wards*

relatively unsystematic book-keeping procedures# In Expansion

constituency, the Labour Part/ membership totalled 282; 175 members

belonged to Estate ward and Avenue and Eansionhouse together produced

107, 85 In Avenue ward and 22 in f'ansionhouse.

Table 1

Table of membership of the four constituency parties

Labour Conservative

Twilight 120 71

Expansion 232 2,582

Table 2

Table of membership of the parties in the six wards

Labour Conservative

Park 70 58

Twilight Queen's 25 0

Church 25 2

others 11

Eansionhouse 22 1,648

jcpansion Avenue 85 892

Estate 175 642
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There are therefore marked differences between the constituency

parties in their annual income from subscriptions* Each organisation

attempts to supplement this basic income from other sources* The

required expenditure of each party varies too, as does the way they

allocate resources between different levels in the party hierarchy*

The minimum income that the Labour Party in Twilight constituency could

expect to receive on the basis of membership figures would be £72 i

in Expansion constituency it «ould be about £169* The constituency

is required to submit £30 annually as a minimum affiliation fee to

Transport House, otherwise it is not classified as a legitimate element

of the national party and may not send a delegate to the Annual

Conference* Additional funds from subscriptions from affiliated

organisations are paid to the City party, which must direct a proportion

of this money to the constituencies* Previously, these affiliation

fees were retained at the City level, but a report in the 1930s,

carried out by II, Wilson as a representative of the National Executive

Council, concluded that there was too much centralisation of power and

control in the City party and recommended that the main part of these

subscriptions be delegated to the constituency parties, in an attempt

to revive the failing organisation at this level* This does not appear

to have been a totally successful manoeuvre, in that the constituency

parties remain markedly weaker than either the ward or city level

groupings* In the Conservative Associations, Twilight might expect

to reoeive £18 in subscriptions and Expansion, at least £646*

Recently, a quota system has been introduced by which constituency

associations are requested to contribute a certain amount to the

running of the Central Office; in Twilight, this was expected to

be around £100, in Expansion, about £400, This is a new venture and

as yet the local associations do not feel under any obligation to
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contribute the exact sum requested by the central organisation, and

if they feel it is not possible to meet this requirement, they are

likely to contribute less than the quota allocated*

The Labour Party in Twilight constituency tended to have about

£36 "in the kitty" when the Treasurer reported on the financial state

of the C*L*P* at the monthly meetings* This constituency party

possessed assets in the form of a tenement flat on the second floor

in the centre of the city* This contained four rooms, and a kitchenj

these rooms were used for meetings of the ward and constituency parties

and were let out to other voluntary associations for a fee* One room

served as the office of a solicitor, a Labour lawyer, who conducted his

business from it and also allowed the room to be used for meetings of

his own ward party* This Memorial Hall was being bought on mortgage

by the C*L,P* and the payment of mortgage fees and interest and the

upkeep of the Hall were the party's principal expenses. The members

recognised that these necessary expenditures had to be met, and they

assumed priority over other matters, such as sending a delegate to a

conference or financing local elections* The initial payments for

the Hall had been paid for from a gratuity donated to the party on the

death of a staunch member. Disputes had arisen on how to spend the

money, before it had finally been decided to buy the Hall as a meeting-

place, and some members felt that the temerity shown in using this

money had proved a hindrance to the C*L»P*, since the value of the

money had gone down over the years while the debate went on, and the

money had not been put to good use* The Hall provided a place where

the K*P* and looal councillors could hold their 'surgeries' and a

focus of election campaign activities* It served as an office and

allowed records, maps, placards and other documentary material to be

stored with other equipment* It was not however large enough for
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bo ial events, and other rooms In the constituency were rented from

the Co-operative Association for these occasions. Collectors in the

wards worked voluntarily. The K»P. and affiliated organisations

provided other sources of income. The r,P, contributed £50 regularly

each half-year to the constituency party. This M.P. was sponsored

by the T,G,W,U, and was an ex-Trade union official: the trade union

eould be relied upon to finance the campaign for the parliamentary

elections, and this had been one of the main reasons why he had been

selected as candidate from among other nominees. At local elections,

the wards asked for donations from affiliated trade unions to support

the election campaign; generally, these requests were not very

fruitful*

In this constituency Labour Parly, since two of the wards hardly

operated at all, the tendency was therefore for resources to come into

the party at the constituency level, from the M.P., the main affiliated

trade union and from fund-raising activities organised by committees

of the C«L,P,, which, together with the annual payment from the city

party mentioned above, formed the main source of income for the party.

The tendency was for expenditure to arise ahead of income: that is,

the party rarely seemed to have money in reserve, but would foresee a

necessary expenditure looming on the horizon, in the form of an

impending eleetion, or a demand for the payment of rates, and efforts

would then be made to raise money to meet this demand. This lack of

money in reserve, together with the fact that the treasurer maintained

a firm hand on the kitty and was always loathe to allow money to be

spent on other than purely local constituency affairs, meant that the

C,L.P, in Twilight found it difficult to engage in extra-local

activities, such as attendance at conferences and weekend schools or

to relate to other organisations by sending them a contribution in
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response to the maiy requests for donations which were received. Thus

persons who did attend extra-constituency events usually had to finance

their own way and even pay their delegation feet consequently, those

who could accent the role of delegate were those willing to make a

personal contribution. The priorities for the party were thus to

maintain their ownership of the rooms, which served as a focus of

activities, and to engage regularly in local elections. Park ward

was contested by Labour regularly, (except where the lack of members

and resources generally in the city led the city party to decide to

concentrate its overall resources on maintaining existing seats rather

than "showing the flag" in wards which were unlikely to be won,) The

wards that were low in resources or defunot, Churoh and Queen*s,

depended on the councillors themselves, and on the resources of the

city party, for their election campaignsj in one year, for example,

the maintenance of the Hall and the running of local election campaigns

took precedence over affiliation to the Annual Conference although

generally the latter was viewed as a required expenditure and efforts

were made to raise the money to meet this.

The Conservative Association in Twilight also seemed to suffer

from a shortage of resources, and to hang on to the money it did possess

in an unadventurous way similar to that of the Twilight Labour Party*

that is, it conserved what it did possess and was loathe to engage in

risky ventures which might bring in extra resources through opening up

new channels but might equally well work out as a loss to the local

party. This parly had, like Twilight L,P», lost a farmer well-known

meeting-place through changes due to building programmes going on in

the area. Twilight L,P, had in earlier deoades operated from a Hall

in the centre of the city near to a working-class, residential area.

This had been the foous of local community social events and the party
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had been known in the neighbourhood from its connection with the place.

Due to alum clearance this Hall was taken over and demolished, and

for a time the L.P. had no meeting-place, until the present rooms were

found* This lag in continuity of contact was important in reducing

the input of money and members to the party, Twilight C.A. too had

teen displaced from its old headquarters by a building programme, that

of the expansion of the university. Their headquarters hadbbeen sold

to the university, and the Association then operated from a series of

different meeting-places, none of them very successful* One was in

another constituency altogether, shared with that local Conservative

Association* When this proved too remote, the Association bought

a small shop, which was large enough to serve as an offioe but too

small for meetings and social events* These had to be conducted in

the rooms of another constituency party which happened to be located

in Twilight constituency, due to aihistorical link from a previous

boundary allocation* This constituency association charged an

"economic rent" for the loan of the rooms, which Twilight C.A, found

too expensive* The party, having fought two elections, found itself

in difficult financial straits, mainly because of the expense of

maintaining a paid agent, and the shop was sold* The C.A, finally

found itself meeting in a local hotel, owned by the chairman, which

provided an exceptionally pleasant meeting place and was lent for

social events, but was not suitable as an office or as a focus of

election activities* The Association was allowed to use one room

in the headquarters of the Regional Office, to relieve the secretary,

whose front room at home had contained files of documents and equipment

for some time* It was recognised that both these locations were

temporary, that the Regional Office rooms were not suitable for election¬

eering and that the Chairman could not be expected to loan his hotel
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rooms free gratia indefinitely, particularly after he ceased to be

chairman# The Association thus had about £1,000 in the bank from the

sale of its former rooms and was preparing to risk investing this

money as a down-payment on a property and committing itself to the

regular payment of interest and mortgage expenses, the maintenance of

the property and payment of rates# Its financial situation was thus

very similar to that of Twilight L.P.

No branches at all operated in Twilight C«A#: the main forum of

activity was the meetings of the E»C, of the Association# The Women's

Advisory Committee met regularly each month but few people attended.

From subscriptions, a small amount of money was raised# The main

source of income was however, the W#A#C# whose fund-raising activities

were highly successful. The few persons who formed the active group

of the W#A#C# ran coffee mornings and sales of work# The demands made

upon them for fund-raising were heavy however, and the constituency E.C#

was beginning to take over this responsibility# A cheese and wine

party organised by the £#C« brought in £50, for example, and plans

were made to increase membership and thus the revenue from subscriptions.

The President of the Association, an upper-class knight whose brewing

business had connections with the constituency, made an annual donation

of about £50. The Association's expenses had been cut to a minimum

as resources diminished, to the point where the Association was

balancing its budget but was hardly doing anything at all# The

Conservative Association, unlike the Labour Party, did not, in this

area, have to finance local elections. Conservative candidates had

begun to engage in local eleotions, but the responsibility for these

campaigns was vested almost entirely in the Regional Office and the

local association had, formally, little to do with these activities#

A parliamentary election looming nearer was, however, their
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responsibility, and effort; were beginning to be made to raise money

to meet this expense, expected to be about £1,000* It was felt that,

while the seat remained a Labour one, little help would be offered

from the Central Office, ana thus discussions centred on how to raise

money for this election campaign* Likely sources of revenue would be

an election appeal fund to businesses and residents in the constituency

and an increase in membership, together with the conduct of social

events* Because of lack of resources, the Association had ceased to

employ a paid full-time agent* A small honorarium had been paid to

the secretary to keep the administration ticking over, but this was

negligible* The Association had been paying out a salary of £1,400

per year to an agent and the agent had not been successful in raising

an equivalent income* A secretary had also been employed at a rate

of abour £350 per year* This lack of return on the investment in

paid administrators, whether due to the personal failings of those

employed or to the nature of the constituency, had led to a run-down

in the finances of the Association* This expenditure had been out,

but it was felt that the Association could not approach the next

election without a paid agent, even if only a part time one shared with

other constituencies. The acquisition of rooms in the future and the

employment of an agent were seen as priorities by the E,C», but the

steps needed to invest in these assets had been avoided for sons years

because of the risks* Thus between elections, the organisation

sucoeeded in maintaining itself by cutting its expenses to a minimum*

However, as the pre-election stage in the electoral cycle appeared,

certain expenditures became priorities and thus a different pattern

of activities had to be worked Out in an effort to bring in & balancing

supply of resources. Priorities in the years between elections were

the payment of the secretary's honorarium, the maintenance of the
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minimum communication with known members, as demanded in the constitu¬

tion, and maintaining communication with other levels in the hierarchy

and associated organisations, making contributions to the city level

in the form of gifts for its fund-raising activities and paying some of

the quota to the Central Office, Thus the resources available to

Twilight C,A,, which at the end of one year for example, were £1,000

in deposit aocount and £133 in current account, were at the time

insufficient to maintain an effective organisation, or to fulfil some

of its goals and thus maintain its identity as a political association.

The organisation was surviving only by continually reducing its

expenditure as its resources diminished; as it ceased to do anything,

a radical re-organisation of the association began to take plaee,

through the injection of resources in the form of patronage from other

constituencies and from the Regional Office and by the letter's

encouragement of new members to take over the organisation*

Thus in Twilight constituency, the situation of both the Labour

Party and the Conservative Association is precarious. The constituency

organisations themselves are not viable; they do not recruit sufficient

inputs to allow them to be active, that Is, to fulfil some of those

goals which give them their political definition and to maintain

exchange relationships with other units. To continue to meet the

demands of expenditure and activity, both organisations depend upon

donations of money from sources other than their own membershipt in

the Labour Party, this is particularly from the T,G,W,U« in the form

of election expenses! in the Conservative Association, it is in the

form of help from other constituencies, who patronise its fund-raising

activities* Both depend on workers from outside the constituency to

help meet organisational demands; the Labour Party receives outside

help at parliamentary elections and at some local elections; in the
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Conservative Association, workers com in from other constituencies,

partly on the direction of the Regional Agent, In hoth cases, there¬

fore, the organisations are not self-sustaining units. They do not

recruit an adequate supply of resouroes and, since they rely on help

from outside the constituency party their boundaries are not adequately

maintained nor do they have sufficient control over the direction of

resources. The Labour Party is relatively more viable than the

Conservative Association but both seem to receive insufficient supports

to meet organisational requirements: one may suggest that this

similarity is due to the characteristics of the environment within

which they aj?e locatedj that is, the environment itself is not

sufficiently rich in resources to maintain a steady supply of the

required inputs*

In Expansion constituency, the Conservative Association has active

branch organisations* *A branch is responsible for raising the

necessary funds to maintain an efficient organisation in the ward or

polling district, and in addition is normally required by the rules of

the constituency association to pay annually to the central fund of

the association a quota agreed upon between the association and the

branch* Both these obligations are equally importantIn this

association, subscriptions are collected centrally, that is, at the

constituency level, unlike the situation in the Labour Party where

the wards have the responsibility for collecting subscriptions and

make proportional payments from these to higher levels la toe party

hierarchy* The constituency association in the Conservative Party

thus has a calculable supply of resources from subscriptions on which

to base its activities, rather than relying jtpon the initiative of the

^ The Year Book for Scotland.
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wards as is the case in the Labour Party* In Lxpansion constituency,

the main route through which financial resources enter the organisation

is thus at the constituency level, although resources of members and

some finances also come in at the branch level* Subscriptions are

collected by a paid, part-time collector who receives a basio wage and

then a earned re ion on the number of subscriptions collected* Attempts

are made also to recruit members: this takes place through the

branches as part of a house to house canvass in which the E,P. takes

part and meets voters on the doorstep, at the same time anyone

interested is asked to join. Another way, apart from relying on

personal contact, through which the Association attempted to recruit

new members was by finding out the names of persons who were members

of the Conservative Club of the city and resident in Expansion

constituency* The chairman or other official, the agent or collector,

would then contact them* Other attempts were through recording the

names and addresses of persons who volunteered to help at eleotion-

time and following Ms up afterwards. These were measures adopted by

both the Labour Party and the Conservative Association but they were

carried out with varying efficiency, (The climate of opinion in the

country at large also affects an organisation^ recruiting attempts.

At times the Labour Party members were frightened off the pursuit of

new members by canvassing for fear of the reception they woulj| get from

the voters). The constituency association, through the Executive

Committee, the agent or other committees, engages in fund-raising

activities. An election appeal in 1966, for instance, brought in

£1,200, In one year, a Basaar held by the Association brought in

£900: included within this was £158 from a used clothing stall and

£114 from a prise draw. In organising these events, the Women*s

Advisory Committee plays a major part, but different groups within
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the constituency association, assume responsibility for different

sections# Another fund-raising activity was the "200 Club" which

was supposed to include 200 persons willing to make a contribution

each month and gamble on the chance of winning a large prize in a

monthly draw, for this to be a regular source of income for the

Association it was necessary to k.ep the numbers up at 200; it was

found rather difficult to do this. At the end of one year, the C,A,

in Expansion constituency had £2,000 in Savings Account; the current

account varied from deficit to a surplus of £650 - £1,000 in a year.

It was possible therefore to loan £2,000 to the Central Fund at 2^%
interest to help in supporting the national administration. However

the Association did not meet a quota of £390, sot on the basis of 4d

per Conservative voter in a constituency which was asked for as a

contribution to Central Funds to help it to write off its deficit of

£17,000 and to maintain the professional organisation. The Conserva¬

tive Association felt it possible to contribute only £100 of this quota,

the reason given being that they had in that year incurred new expenses

by campaigning in local elections, at a cost of about £200, (£110 in

Kansionhouse ward and about £100 in Estate), Thus one can see that

the greater input of resources to the Conservative Association in

Expansion, when compared with Twili^it Conservative Association, has

its corollary in a greater output of expenditure and activity* As

mentioned, the C»A, in Expansion financed an entry into local govern¬

ment elections in two of the wards, a relatively new venture for the

Conservative Party in the city# It was able to loan money to the

Central Fund and make & grant, for example of £10 in one year, to the

City Conservative Committee, which had been set up to co-ordinate

constituency activity, particularly with regard to local government

eleotions, »hen the Young Conservatives asked for grants to send
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members to conferences or courses, the E«C, was able to meet this

request, A fiajor item of expenditure incurred, by the association lay

in the payment of salaries to the Agent and to a secretary. The

cost and benefits of this expenditure were hotly debated. Hie cost

of employing an Agent plus a secretary-agent and typist was XI,200,

Printing and Advertising cost £250, In a year when an Agent was not

employed, the Association would be In surplus of between £650 and

-71,000, In a year when an Agent was employed, the Association would

be in deficit. Thus the usefulness of employing an Agent was a

prime point of debate in the Association, When a new, qualified

Agent was employed, salary costs rose to well over £2,000 per year,

Unless the Agent can raise money to meet his salary, his job is in

jeopardy; too great a proportion of his time spent on earning his

salary does not appear to benefit the Association, and particularly

at mid-election times, the voluntary workers find it hard to see what

real advantage the organisation receives from employing an agent.

Although financial resources entered Expansion G,A, mainly at the

constituency level, through direct subscriptions and the fund-raising

activities of the various committees, whist drives, Bazaars, coffee-

mornings, Art Exhibitions, Garden Parties and so on, resouroes were

held at the branch level too, Mansionhouse and Avenue wards geared

their activities to those of the Association as a whole, raised funds

to meet their own requirements, but directed other efforts into raising

money for the constituency, Estate ward branch however was slightly

different. Ecologically and socially, this branch was more divorced

from the rest of the constituency. It had, formerly, operated very

much as an independent entity and was the most recent ward to come

into the constituency because of boundary changes, The area had been

predominantly rural and based on a community with its own distinct
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social patterns. With the extension of building programmes in the

area, and the incorporation of the ward into the city as a whole,

the character of the area changed and the eost of maintaining the

branch as a separate unit became less feasible. However, the identifi¬

cation of members appears to be more to the branch than to the

Association as a whole. Estate branch had until recently operated

from a Hall it owned in the ward; the upkeep of the Hall had become

difficult and it had been decided to sell. It was eventually sold

to the local Masons who agreed to allow the Association to use the

Hall for meetings and social occasions, when renovations had taken

place. The branch committee therefore had at the time £2750 in a

contingency fund which represented the proceeds of the sale of the

Hall. Having this money put the branch in a strong bargaining

position in relation to the Association and to the Central Party to

whose funds they were able to contribute a loan* The branch engaged

in fund-raising activities and was able to donate £50 to the Local

Election Reserve Fund of the Association. These favourable financial

exchanges enabled the branch to maintain a distinct identity within

the Association and allowed it to operate in a relatively more indepen¬

dent way than the other two ward committees, and to be subject to less

constraint from the E.C* anu the officers of the constituency as a whole.

This segmentation within the constituency is more marked in the years

between general elections than in the pre-election phase; the structural

constraints which tend to focus the organisation on the constituency

level prevent the segmentation from beooming a direct split, although

a physical separation of the branch from the constituency offices might

exacerbate this, if in the future the branch reverted to meeting in

Estate Hall. Estate ward has been most consistently involved in

fighting local elections and this has encouraged an orientation of
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members and activities around the branch level* The constituency

association itself held a major assent in the ownership of a large

house in Avenue ward# This contained several meeting rooms and

served as the agent's office# It was well equipped apart from the

lack of suitable kitohen facilities for catering at larger social

events# However, the cost of maintaining the building was high and

its disadvantages for running social events meant that it was used mainly

for business meetings, lectures, some whist drives and administrative

and electoral organisation# It was suggested that a larger building

be acquired into which funds could be invested to transform it into

a regular meeting plaoe along the lines of Conservative Clubs in

England. This would involve, particularly, setting up a club in

which alcohol could be purchased. This was intended to be a major

money-making venture, which would provide the association with a

regular income from which to meet the cost of maintaining & profession¬

ally qualified agent. However, doubts were expressed as to whether

a regular clientele could be attracted, sufficient to make the club

pay its wayt other members had strong objections to the sale of alcohol

and the general style of life which they associated with this sort of

club# then finally the Agent resigned, because of conflicts with the

voluntary members and his failure to raise money to meet his salary,

the idea appeared to have been buried.

Thus Expansion C#A# is an organisation which at present operates

as a viable entity in its environment j it recruits resources sufficient

to meet organisational demands and produce a surplus# The surplus is

used to relate the association to other units, particularly to those

higher in the party hierarchy and to expand its spheres of activity,

e.g. by entering into local government elections# Problems may arise

in the future however, with environmental changes. At present, a
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major supplement to its resources from subscriptions are money-raising

activities, particularly those carried out by the W.A.C, The

recruitment of members willing and able to devote time to such

activities might be endangered by changes in the role-expectations

of women in society generally. At the same time that this source of

support appears to be declining, demands on the organisation are

increasing, firstly through entry into local government, and secondly,

in attempts by Central Office to encourage the bureaucratisation of

the party through the appointment of professionally qualified agents

and the establishment of the quota system. Both factors raise the

required expenditure of the Association considerably and as yet

Expansion C«A, has not fully adapted to the new demands made upon it.

Estate ward in Expansion Labour Party is also relatively cut

off from the C.L.P. and the other ward parties. The C.L.P. meets in

Avenue ward, as does the Conservative Association ,C., and thus

there is an ecological barrier between participation at the ward and

constituency levels for members from Estate ward. As mentioned,

resources from subscriptions in the Labour Party do not flow in at the

constituency level but at the ward level and the ward pays a proportion

of these funds to the C.L.P, The C.L.P. is required to raise £50 per

year if it wishes to be affiliated to the Annual Conference and thereby

send a delegate. lor members from Avenue and 1'ansionhouse wards, the

main interest of participation in the Labour Party lies in this

relationship to the national party, sinoe the chances of the party

candidate winning a seat in local eleotions in Avenue or Eansionhouse

wards, or in the constituency at parliamentary elections, are fairly

slim. Thus Avenue and Mansiorihouee members are keen to raise the £50

to send a delegate to the Annual Conference. Having at one time had

three Labour councillors, (but by 1969, only one, due to S.N,P. inter¬

vention and the gain of the seats by the Conservatives), Estate ward
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ia more interested in local affairs and its members' orientation is

much more towards their own ward and its relation to the city.

Subscriptions are collected voluntarily in Avenue and fiansionhouse

wards and by collectors in Estate ward who are paid a commission

of l/- in the £1. As with Twilight L.P,, the money-raising activities

of Expansion L.P, are geared to meeting the cost of imminent activities,

particularly the running of local elections, payment of the affiliation

fee and the cost of renting premises. The usual stand-by is the

Jumble sale, occasionally supplemented by a dance or social evening.

At one point the C.L.P. would have £2 in the kitty; efforts would

then be made to raise money through a Jumble sale. The C.L.P. in

Expansion is rarely financially sound, and depends on the activities

of the wards to provide it with money from subscriptions, and on the

distribution of affiliation fees from the city party. The trade

unions are not very interested in supporting parliamentary candidates

in this constituency since the likelihood of election is small; thus

this outside source is not very fruitful, except where an individual

favoured personally by a particular union is encouraged to stand as a

candidate, in which case a donation to election funis may be received.

The C.L.P. in Expansion is thus financially weak and consequently its

activities are curtailed to a minimum. It acts mainly as a forum for

discm slon and as a unit from which to send delegates to the Annual

Conference and to weekend-schools and conferences. These expenses

ar« met by sporadic bursts of fund-raising activity. The C.L.P. meets

in a rented room which had at one time been a shop. It is extremely

small and cluttered witr. the relics of past election campaigns, Attempts

had been made to paint and clean it, but the basic problem is that it is

too small and cramped. It can only be used for business meetings when

no more than 20 persons attend, and then perhaps the smokey, dim
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atmosphere may contribute to feelings of intimacy and involvement.

At these meetings, the Labour Parly custom of passing round the hat

at the end of the evening is followed, and the money collected

supplements the kitty and contributes to the rent. The combined

meetings of Avenue-Mansionhouse wards also take place here when the

same pattern is followed, the active members again contributing to the

resouroes of the party, Estate ward meets in rented rooms above a

pub on the council estate. Since this is located in one area of the

vast estate and is not accessible from other parts of the estate the

attendance relies mainly on the nearby residents whose 'local* it is.

The meeting place is attractive, a commercial upper room, with bright

surroundings and accessible alcohol. Both wards therefore have to

allow for the payment of rent as a feature of their expenditure, which,

with the local elections, form the major items. Avenue ward, for

instance, spent £65 on putting up a candidate in the local election,

raising the money by running a jumble sale. Estate ward raised money

in a social evening at another public house in the ward. Again, fund-

raising is the least popular activity of the ward and thus the wards

rely mainly on subscriptions for their supports, which, together with

passing round the hat, and hurriedly organised jumble sales and dances

provide the main source of their income. The parties curtail their

activities in accordance with this income and spend a minimum of money

on administrative items, such as letters; and when delegates are sent

to conferences they usually have to pay the whole or a major part of

their expenses personally. For example, at one point, Estate ward

had £9 in the kitty after giving £15 plus a proportion of its member¬

ship fees to the C,L,P, Avenue-Mansionhouse had £52, but was required

to meet expenses of £65 for the local government elections. Subscrip¬

tions from Mansionhouse for that quarter totalled £4, from Avenue, £25,
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At that time the C.L,P, had £36 in account, with a bill for £15 rent

outstanding.

Thus the main supports for Expansion L,P. are the members them¬

selves, subscriptions from the inactive members and informal, regular

donations from the active members. Outside supports are not often

utilised. The party is in this sense self-sustaining but in an

unsystematic and precarious way, and its outputs are limited to those

of affiliation to the Annual Conference and contesting local elections.

The active members contribute informally to the resources by paying

their own way to conferences, paying for the cost of administrative

work from their own pocket and putting something in the hat at the end

of eaoh meeting. Informal contributions of this kind are found in

other units too, for instance, candidates in local elections for the

Conservative Party find that they are expected to contribute to the

cost of the campaign, although formally the branch or constituency

assumes responsibility for this. The C,L,P, in Expansion is not viable

and is mainly dependent upon the activities that take place in the wards.

At mid-election time, the segmentation of the constituency into wards

is distinct; at parliamentary elections, the wards coalesce, but ward

distinctiveness is retained and co-operation between segments rather

than unity is the pattern. The C«L,P, is also subject to stress from

the demands of the City Labour Party, This uses up some of its

resources since activities organised at the city level, such as a

Christmas Fair and social events geared to raising money to pay a

professional Agent for the oity, take precedence over activities geared

to raising funds for the constituency. Thus the C.L.P,, sandwiched

between the wards and city L,P,, finds its supports reduced since

resources are diverted to other levels, particularly those of the wards

and City Labour Party,
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It Is proposed that a consideration of the output of resources

from an organisation allows one to define their private goals. Although

members may differ in their assessment of priorities the operative

private goals of an organisation may be deduced from the way its

resources are distributed# So far we have been looking at the way

the parties deal with money# In this, Twilight L#f> appeared to be

principally orientated towards pattern-maintenance, particularly in

keeping up the necessary payments on the Hall in mortgage, maintenance

and rates# In Expansion, the L.P, seemed to be geared to maintaining

contact with other levels in the party hierarchy, keeping open channels

of communication with the city and national levels of the party so that

they could express their views on policyj it was also concerned, in

Estate ward, with retaining Labour representation on the town council#

In Twilight, the Conservative Association's priority was to maintain

some semblance of an organisation in the area, that is, to raise

enough funds to maintain the minimum contact with other levels in the

party hierarchy and with other constituencies# It was, however, in

a transition stage, the prior allocation of resources and organisational

structure having been proved inadequate, and a re-structuring of

relationships and conscious redefinition of goals was going on.

Expansion Conservative Association succeeded in gearing the organisa¬

tion to the pursuit of several goals, participation in local and

national elections and communication with other levels in the parly

hierarchy assuming priority.

The Activities of the Four Looal Parties:

However, the resources available to a local party are not only

the tangible ones of cash and assets, but also the members themselves

and the energy they contribute. Thus we must also consider the
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patterns of participation within the local units and compare their

effectiveness as constituency political parties* It is clear that

the organisation of a local unit is not necessarily a permanent one,

maintaining the same pattern over time; the allocation of resources

may vary over time in a cycle of events fhich is mainly determined by

changes in the external demands made upon it* The organisation may

make predictions about the demands likely to be made upon it in the

future, and plan its activities from these calculations. In such a

case, tho organisational structure may remain relatively fixed over

time, coping with changes in the demands made upon it by minor

adjustments in the allocation of resources. In other cases, no such

calculations about expected demands say be made, and the local unit

may then be required to make sudden shifts in resource-allocation to

deal with environmental demands: it may then give the appearance of

being buffeted by external pressures, swerving rapidly from one

organisational structure to another over relatively short periods of

time. The problem ir to draw the line between rigidity and stability,

and to allow for the fact of differences in the quantity of resources

available to a unit. Thus a permanent organisational structure in

Twilight L.P. is maintained by ignoring certain demands made upon it

and concentrating on those it has defined as priorities, regardless of

environmental changes* Insofar as Ignorance of these external demands

sets up a chain of reactions which are detrimental to the maintenance

of the unit, then this permanence of structure may be said to render

it rigid and inflexible rather than stable. The organisational

structure of Expansion C.A. is permanent likewise, in that a consistent

allocation of resources between spheres of action and a constant

pattern of participation over time are observed, although adjustments

are made where the demands made upon the unit are greater than can be
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dealt with by the sub-unit set up to deal with them. It is possible

for Expansion C,A, to maintain this permanent structure because it has

sufficient resources to deal with the environmental demands made upon

it. In Expansion L,P., by contrast, the problem is to decide where

to draw the line between flexibility and instability; the situation

here is one in which the input of resources is insufficient to maintain

sub-sections geared to specifie goals* Rather than seleoting one goal

as dominant and maintaining one pattern of activity orientated towards

this, as in Twilight L.P., the local unit attempts to meet most of the

environmental demands made upon it by increasing the velocity with which

resources circulate within the unit and veering from one patterning of

action to another as the immediate goals change, Thus although

internally the allocation of resources appears unstable, with violent

changes in activity over short periods of time, in the long-run the

local unit is in a more stable relationship with its environment than

is Twilight Ji,P,, since, allowing for differences in environmental

circumstances, it succeeds in meeting more of the demands made upon it

from its own resources. Twilight C»A. is similarly affected by a

shortage of resources; it survives by adopting both measures utilised

singly by the other local parties which operate with an insufficiency

of resources; that is, it meets its minimum requirements by shifting

the allocation of resources violently over short periods of time to

oope with immediate demands from the environment, and ignores certain

external demands to ooneentrate on those which it terms priorities.

The characteristics of the four local units may be compared.

Twilight Conservative Association exhibits a syndrome composed of four

items: insufficiency of resources; lack of a permanent organisational

structure; the injection of outside resources; and the limitation of

goals to a minimum, Twilight Labour Party exhibits a syndrome involving
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insufficiency of resources; a permanent organisational structurej

the injection of outside resources; and a limitation of goals*

Expansion Labour Party again is constrained by an insufficiency of

resources; its organisational structure, although altering rapidly

in the short-run with changes in the demands made upon it, in the

long-tern is relatively permanent; it is self-sufficient in the

recruitment of resources and eovers a wide range of goals* Expansion

Conservative Association is the only unit characterised by a sufficiency

of resources; it has a permanent organisational structure constantly

ready to meet external contingencies; it is self-sufficient in the

recruitment of means and eovers a wide range of goals* These character¬

istics may be assigned positive and negative values and tabulated in

the following manner on a survival-effectiveness continuum.

Table 3

Survival-Effectiveness Continuum

Characteristics Twilight Twilight Expansion Expansion
C.A. L.P. L.P. C.A*

Sufficiency of
Resources - - - +•

Permanence of
Organisational - + + +
Structure

Source of
Resources - - + ♦

Goal-coverage - ♦ +

Thus, at one extremity is placed Twilight C.A* which is not

surviving, at the other Expansion C.A, which is surviving and effective.

Twilight L.P. and Expansion L.P* hold the middle ground, surviving but

relatively less effective than Expansion C*A* Thus, in the short-run,

they remain viable units, but in the long-run, are faced with different

problems; the maintenance of boundaries is threatened in Twilight L.P,,
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through its reliance on outside sources for the recruitment of means,

and it exhibits a lack of internal energy- and dynamism due to the

rigidity and inflexibility of its informal structure, which might lead

to a further reduction in goal-coverage; Expansion L,P, maintains its

integrity in the recruitment of means, but is threatened by internal

segmentation and conflict due to the friction which arises from the

intense activity of resources within it. The one is threatened by

stagnation, the other by segmentation! metaphorically, one might say

that in the one the problem is to prevent the tools from rusting from

lack of activity, in the other to prevent them from wearing down

through over-use.

Twilight Conservative Associationi

lhe effective local political unit of Twilight C»A» consists of

13 persons who regularly attend meetings of the Executive Council, which

are held on one evening per month. Besides these E,C. meetings, the

Women's Advisory Committee holds meetings monthly on one afternoon, and

attendance at these ranges from 4 to 8# In one year, fourteen meetings

of the E„C# or events organised by them took place, and there were 7

meetings of the W,A,C, Events additional to E#C, Business meetings

were social occasions, a cheese and wine party and house parties, and

a public meeting addressed by an M»P* with local connections supported

by the Conservative candidate for the constituency. At this meeting,

21 persons Including the speakers attended} among these were 5 members

of S,N,P, and the research workerj The majority of the activists in

the association live outwith the constituency. The chairman at the

time of study was a local hotelier, who had been asked to become

chairman of the association to help it over its difficulties when no

other person war available. Others attending the meetings were the
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candidate, who participated actively at higher levels in the party

hierarchy and had been adopted as candidate after the 1966 election;

the secretary-agent, a long-standing member of the Conservative Party

who had effectively controlled the local association and administered

it for many years past; two councillors, one of whom represented Park

ward within the constituency for the Progressives, and the other of

whom lived within the constituency and represented an adjacent ward

for the Progressives and was also active nationally in the Trade Union

section of the Conservative Party; two widows, the chairman and

secretary of the »Y.A.C. who between them kept the W„A,C« ticking over

and organised fund-raising activities for the association; two

members of the T,U, Advisory Council who had been recruited by the

trade unionist councillor and who both lived outwith the constituency;

the treasurer, a lawyer from Glasgow who participated in other

constituency associations and had been directed into Twilight to help

to bolster it up; the vice-President, a long-standing member of the

local association; the acting eecretary-agent, a young man directed

towards Twilight by the Regional Agent, and another Trade Unionist

whom he recruited from the Young Conservatives in another constituency

to help in the resurrection of the association; these were supplemented

by one or two other persons who occasionally participated in specific

events. Thus eight of these activists lived outwith the constituency

and five within it. Of the eight who resided outwith the constituency

boundaries, six had been recruited especially to aid ih maintaining

the organisation. Only four of the members, the chairman, vice-

president, chairman of the W.A,C, and the secretary-agent saw their

main interest as lying in the constituency association. Others

participated in the association by virtue of their orientation to

other sections of the Conservative Parly, either at higher levels in
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the party hierarchy, in the specialist committee of the Trade Unionists,

or from their orientation towards the Y«C*s and the professional

administration. Apart from fund-raising activities, (a coffee morning

organised by the W*A,C# and a cheese and wine party organised by the

E.C«), the main activities of the :*C, focused on pattern-maintenance.

The activists were aware that they were in difficult straits, that they

were not recruiting sufficient resources to maintain the organisation

and that they were not in a position to attain their predominant goal,

that of putting up a Conservative candidate at a parliamentary election.

The cycle of events which determined the demands made upon this

organisation was simply the electoral cycle of national campaigns: thus

the rotation of demands was relatively slow, operating over a five-year

period; demands increased in the period prior to a parliamentary

election in recruiting resources and making administrative preparations

for an election, (i.e, canvassing, preparing committee rooms, accounting

for postal votes and transport, arranging meetings and speakers),

reaching a climax in the election campaign itself and fading in intensity

thereafter* Thus at a mid-election point, the demands made immediately

upon the organisation are minimal; this could allow for activities to

take place in preparation to meet expected future demands, but could

also lead to lethargy from a lack of sufficient stimuli* Thus the

content of business meetings of the E«C* focused on discussions on

how to revive the association. Some saw the fault to lie in the

failure to recruit sufficient resources, and thus the need to direct

activities towards this end* It was suggested that a paid collector

should be employed, a system utilised successfully in other constituencies.

The problem here was that a collector would virtually have to start from

scratch, recruiting members and not simply collecting subscriptions

from existing members, and the question was whether this would be to
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anyone's advantage* To be successful, the work of the collector

would need to be supplemented by the voluntary efforts of activists

themselves, and few of the E,C, members were sufficiently committed

to the association or physically able to contribute the time and

energy required in climbing stairs and knocking on doors. Since few

lived within the constituency, members could not be recruited by

activists encouraging their neighbours to participate. Others

suggested that the remedy would lie in employing a paid agent. The

association's present difficulties were felt to stem from their past

experiences in the employment of an agent, and thus they were afraid

to commit the last reserves of the association to this end. It had

been suggested that an agent be hired, In collaboration with one or

two other constituencies. Twilight C,A. were aware that they would

be able to contribute less to the salary than their richer neighbours

and therefore wondered whether they would receive a fair share of the

Agent's attention. Another difficulty resulted from the general

shortage of qualified Agents in the country* for this reason, amalgama¬

tion with other constituencies for administrative purposes was suggested

as a more efficient employment of resources, cutting overheads and

running costs. The Regional Committee however were not in favour of

more than two constituencies joining forces, since this was thought to

be too much for one agent to manage, Hie other item which would have

to be remedied for pattern maintenance to be successful was that of

finding premises to serve as headquarters. Again the steps needed

to commit the Association to the long-term acquisition of property

and paynent of mortgage fees and other costs was one that the members

of the H,C. were loathe to take, principally because insufficient

numbers of ther envisaged participating in the association for a

great number of years and were not willing to commit more of their
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personal resources of time and energy to the association* When fund-

raising activities took place, the activists themselves were called

upon to contribute financially by taking the responsibility to sell a

certain number of tickets, providing gifts for the raffle prizes,

providing the food themselves, the cheese, the wine, the biscuits, and,

in the case of the chairman, in also providing the meeting-place,

heating, lighting and other services* Members were abl - to call on

other social contacts to supplement their own resources in fund-raising

activities} business Contacts, members of other voluntary associations,

and churches, friends, relatives, neighbours, members of other

constituency associations, were all tapped for contributions and

encouraged to attend, and these fund-raising activities did draw large

numbers of people, (100 at the coffee morning, 80 at the cheese and wine

party, with 150 tickets sold). However, precisely because the

activists were committed to these other activity-fields, from which

such supports could be drawn for the benefit of the association, they

were not able to contribute additional efforts to pattern-maintenance

within the organisation itself* Thus a transition could be observed

in which the longer-standing members, mainly those living locally who

had held office in the past in the constituency, allowed the initiative

for action to move from themselves to the younger, newer recruits, A

calculation of cost-benefit, ob jeetively-determined and through their

perception of the situation, showed that the rewards they might gain

from increasing participation were less than the cost, since they had

already held office within the constituency association, and there was

little opportunity for them to participate at higher levels in the

hierarchy} the rewards of interpersonal communication could be obtained

from attendance at business meetings without participating in other

spheres of activity and, for th»se persons, these satisfactions could
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also be obtained in other activity-fields:# and were declining within

the association as their previous friends and colleagues retired from

active participation* Thus in Twilight C*A», the small supply of

resources available was used up in pattern-maintenance, that is, holding

monthly business meetings, maintaining communication with other sections

and levels in the party hierarchy end minimally with the public through

rare meetings and social events, and raising enough resources to keep

the administration ticking over* At the mid-election period, the

spheres of goal-attainment, adaptation and integration were completely
/

neglected* Due to the lack of direction of activity towards Integra-?

tion, the rewards of interpersonal communication diminished and members

preferred activity in other associations and social groups to participa¬

tion in the local Conservative Association, At this point, therefore,

a group of persons was consciously formed of younger members who perceived

some advantage to be derived from increased participation* They directed

their energies towards pattern-maintenance principally, going over the

records and files to try to sort out the possibilities of recruiting

new resources, and in an attempt to direct the administrative machinery

towards goal-attainment, their goal being the winning of the seat by

the Conservatives in the next parliamentary election* They did not

neglect the sphere of integration, in that the regularity of their inter¬

personal communication with each other, on evenings additional to business

meetings, when they met in the room allotted to them in the Regional

Agent* s offloe, built up sentiments of solidarity, which were maintained

by social contacts at each other*e homes and drinks in the bar after

meetings* Integration was also encouraged by inviting a young lawyer

to take over as chairman of the association, when the present chairman

retired after three years in office* The previous ehairman felt that

he had contributed enough to the association as demanded by sentiments
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of duty, but the rewards of participation were declining rapidly

relative to the cost. The election of the new chairman, (the only

possible candidate, the older members having no alternative sugges¬

tion) sealed the take-over of the association by the younger members,

together with the election of the acting agent as secretary-agent, on

the retiral through ill-health of the previous office-holder. This

group of young members were able to contribute increasing proportions

of their time and energy, because each perceived some reward to be

gained from this. For example, the new chairman had a title attached

to his name which would be useful in his political career, and was

provided with access to the oity committee, ex officio. Similarly,

the new secretary-agent calculated an advantage to be derived from

reviving the administration, since it was his ambition to enter the

professional administration as a full-time career, and again, ex officio,

v. as provided with a channel of communication to the city party. The

other two members, both trade unionists, found their reward in inter¬

personal communication, participating in an association which they felt

was accorded some prestige and they were drawn into further activity

by the ties of friendship which they established with the other younger

members. They were supported by the candidate himself, who would

positively benefit from any increase in the effectiveness of the organ¬

isation, since it was calculated that with the changes in the electoral

support for the labour Parly in evidence at the time, the Conservatives

had some chance of winning the seat} and they were also supported by

the Regional Agent. Thus, in response to the demand made upon the

organisation to fight the next parliamentary election, a re-structuring

of the organisational patterning of activity was taking place, with

the support of resources injected into the association from outside

the constituency. No other demands were made upon the organisation,
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such as participation in local elections, which was organised from

the Regional Office; the organisational goals were set at the minimum

of establishing a system of activity which would ensure enough resources

for an election campaign. It was recognised that this would require

the direction of activity towards both the recruitment and the

maintenance of resources, and that this latter required the direction

of energies towards integrative activities, such as social events.

The need to establish contacts between the ad hoc election committee

and Conservative voters in the constituency was also recognised, since

none of these activists lived within the constituency and thus there

would be a lack of available committee rooms and grass-roots contacts.

Twilight Labour Partyi

Twilight C»L,P. General Management Committee meets monthly and is

attended by 12 - 14 persons. It is preceded, either the same day or

earlier, by a meeting of the xeeutive Committee, who draw up an agenda

and propose lines of action to deal with points that have arisen since

the last meeting* The X,P, usually attends* A recent policy has

been to allow all members of the constituency to attend C*L#P, meetings,

and at these meetings to limit the business to half-an-hour and to

arrange for a speaker or discussion to follow. Effectively in Twilight,

the same persons attend since the full complement of delegates is not

attained* All persons who participate at this level also participate

at the ward level, apart from the councillors from Queen's ward in

which there is no ward organisation. No Trade Union representatives

attend in this capacity alone; that is, new recruits rarely enter the

organisation at this level* Some persons regularly attend as T,U»

delegates, but this is either a formal title adopted by persons who are

also members at the ward level and could attend as ward delegates, or
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it is a device utilised by persons who wish to acquire titles for

career purposes* Trade union representatives appear only at

conferences for the selection of the parliamentary candidate: some

do help at election-time, and the eleotion agent at parliamentary

elections may be a trade union official. The chairman at the time of

study attended as the representative of his trade union, (Scottish
Commercial Motormen*s Union) but was also chairman of Church ward*

The Secretary and minutes secretary represented Park ward; the

treasurer was a member of Park ward, although officially representing

the Clerical and Administrative Workers* Union* Other regular

attenders were the Political Education Officer, representing Church

ward; one councillor from Church ward and two from Queen's; one

representative of A.S.S.E.T,, (later A*S#T*M*S*), who did not in fact

reside in the constituency, but contrived a postal address for the

purpose of acquiring this title, four other representatives of Park

Ward and two of Church* The chairman, minutes secretary and Political

Education Officer were male, as were the councillors who attended and

two other delegates# The remainder of the delegates, the treasurer and

secretary were female. Thus the majority of offices were held by

members of Park ward and the predominance of members of this ward in

initiating action was apparent* These persons attended regularly, and

were more willing to speak, and speak articulately, than were the

representatives of the other wards# Most of the councillors attended

as a matter of form and paid little attention to the business; in

fact, sometimes they were holding 'surgeries' at the same time and would

leave the meeting and return sporadically as persons came to consult

them. The co-ordinating role of the C.L.P, is apparent from the form

of the meeting* Twilight C.L.P* is presented with the minutes both

of the meeting of the previous C.L.P* and of the E«C* These latter
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are to a large extent a duplication of the form of the present C,L,P,

meeting and the repetition of correspondence and information, although

designed in the interests of democracy, is tedious for the listeners.

The correspondence section of the agenda is usually full, compared to

the situation in Twilight C*A* which had little formal communication

with other groups and much of this was carried out through faoe-to-faee

contact rather than by formal letter. Coiaaunicationa from the

professional administration, referring to conferences, weekend schools,

etc,, are regularly received and delegates are elected to represent

the C»L«P, at these meetings* Another regular item on the agenda of

C,L»P, meetings are the ward reports: the aim of these reports is to

pass on information to members of other wards and sections and thus to

encourage the co-ordination of the activities of the sub-sections.

Since in practice the activities of the wards are mainly concerned

with 'business* and the same correspondence and policy-matters are

discussed at each ward level, the repetition of ward reports adds to

the tedium since the representatives at the C.L.P, meetings are those

who attend regularly at the ward level too, Thus the same correspon¬

dence, information and policy-matters are discussed at the ward and

constituency levels and described also in ward reports, C,L.P*

meetings are geared essentially to pattern-maintenance, the intention

being to increase lateral and vertical coramunication and to facilitate

the following of democratic procedures, with an emphasis on constant

reporting-baek to the assembly by delegates and the dissemination of

information between units and between office-holders and the constituency

delegates. The proportion of time devoted to pattern-maintenance is

thus relatively greater in the Labour Party than in the Conservative

Association because the patterns themselves, the formal procedures,

are complex and repetitious. They were formulated to facilitate the
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attainment of certain goals, internal democracy and efficient organisa¬

tion, involving a free-flow of communication. The premise, however,

which was fundamental to the definition of these procedures was that

they would operate in the context of a mass party, in which large

numbers of persons would participate and thus the control of office¬

holders and delegates would be instigated through formal rulesi

similarly where there was mass participation in wards, women*s sections,

youth organisations, trade unions, etc*, the constituency party would

be required to play a major part in co-ordinating these activities and

relating these lower level units to other constituency parties and to

the higher levels in the hierarchy, for exasgple, the voluntary section

at city and national levels, and the professional section at the

Regional Offices and Transport House* Effectively however, the Labour

Party is not a mass party in this sense; it is not typified by large-

scale participation at the grass-roots level, but by participation by

relatively small numbers of people who are active in sub-sections in

the constituency party and at higher levels* The patterns instituted

in the formal procedures are thus not effectively geared to attaining

the goals of the party! communication is more efficiently carried out

through informal, face-to-faoe contact in these small groups; delegates

and office-holders are controlled by informal sanctions since their

behaviour is visible to other members, the same individuals participating

in different sections of the organisation* The formal procedures are

in fact detrimental to the goals of the organisation, in that the

tedium of meetings does not encourage new recruits to persevere in

party activities, and since too large a proportion of the resources

available to the organisation are directed towards maintaining outmoded

patterns of activity* Some members recognise this fact and attempt to

curtail the business section of meetings and place more emphasis on
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discussions and debates*

Activity in Twilight C,L,P. is not limited to pattern-maintenance

entirely however* Activity is directed into other spheres also* such

as that of integration. At the time of study* the content of activities

geared towards integration was essentially ritual* These acts took

the form of addresses by the M*P* who* apart from reporting to the

constituency party on what he had been doing as their representative*

attempted to unite the constituency level with the parliamentary level,

by Justifying and explaining the actions of the Labour government.

The l-.P* was not particularly skilful in presenting evidence as raw facts,

and at the time some of the members of the C.L«P, were highly critical

of government actions* and the M.P, found It hard to convince the

members by rational argument* Often therefore he attempted to unite

the constituency members with each other and with the government by the

use of ritual statements* that la* evoking the slogans and conceptions

which operate at the symbolic level within the Labour Party, and aot to

unite the party: that is, the symbolic categories of ♦loyalty*,

reference to memories of poverty and of unemployment* ♦faith** reference

to the 'thirteen years in the wilderness*, and an emphasis on notions

of combat and battle against enemy forces of capitalism, big business,

etc* These addresses are the main form of Integrative activity that

take place at the constituency level* They appear to be effective

in uniting the older, working-class members, particularly the women, with

sentiments of solidarity and opposition to the outside eneny, however

defined: these persons felt refreshed and relatively invigorated after

these addresses and would comment favourably, saying that they felt

they could trust the ?*,P. because he was "one of us"j "Tie*re not clever,

educated people, Just ordinary working-class. He (the P«P«) speaks

plain language we can understand," However, ritual language in itself
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was not sufficient for the younger, *middle-class' members of the

party j they could be roused by such sentiments when uttered on what

they felt to be appropriate, occasions, such as at election-times and

when backed up by what they judged to be consistent acts by the

Government and by the presentation of evidence. At the constituency

level, they would have preferred to participate themselves in discussions,

rather than to listen to addresses, and for these members, integration

would be more successfully achieved through building up sentiments of

loyalty to their colleagues in the party through interpersonal communica¬

tion, Thus the problem for this party, a long-standing one for the

Labour Party, was to integrate members with different expectations

which derive from their participation in different contexts outwith the

C,L,P. Working-class members come into the party with similar, shared

expectations based on past experience, and for them integration can be

achieved through the voicing of these shared sentiments in ritual

statements and through participation in social events, such as 'social

evenings' based on customs common in traditional working-class culture;

that is, eonanunal participation in singing, led by a strong-voiced

member, the songs being sentimental ballads, communal forms of dancing,

and refreshments of cups of tea, pies and buns. For the younger members

and for those whose past experiences and present life are not based on

these customary expectations, integration must be achieved through

building up a set of shared expectations and values from communication

within the group, that is, building up a common language, based on a

set of categories which are understandable to them all. The aim of

discussions is to formulate such a language, and without it the group

cannot hang together. However, in this C,L»P, those members who

already shared a common language saw little value in such discussions,

and thus it was difficult to unite the common language traditional to
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the Labour Parly with the new one being fashioned within the party

through discussions. Thus one sub-group desired more resources to be

devoted to this form of integrative activity, the other less* '\ith the

small supply of resources available to the organisation being directed

mainly towards pattern-maintenance, in what we have judged to be an

inefficient way, and another proportion directed towards integrative

acts in the form of ritual addresses and discussions, it is clear that

few resources remained for the spheres of adaptation and goal-attainment.

These two spheres are interdependent and the neglect of the one entails

the neglect of the other. Because the organisation could rely upon

the T,G,W.U, to pay the election expenses of the parliamentary candidate,

the C»L,P, was not faced with the demand of raising money to meet this

event. Since efforts were not directed towards raising money, the

side-effect was that efforts were not expended in recruiting new members,

since membership subscriptions constitute the basis of financial

resources for most political party organisations. The demands facing

the organisation were the recurring ones of paying the annual subscrip¬

tion to the national party, and meeting the cost of maintaining the

Kali, These demands did not change markedly from year to year, and

thus a pattern of activity which stayed the same had been established.

This involved the conduct of monthly business meetings, occasional

addresses by the K,P, and an occasional social evening, such as a

Burns Supper, At the same time, due to changes in the socio-economic

conditions of the constituency, the party was in fact losing members

rapidly, and thus the C,L»P,, through sticking rigidly to the established

patterns of activity was becoming less viable in relation to its

environment. It was, that is, failing to adapt to environmental

changes, and it was evident that the resources coming into the organisa¬

tion would soon be insufficient to maintain the established system,
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in that two of the wards, upon which the constituency relied for

ongoing resources, were virtually defunct.

At most business meetings of the C,L»P, a motion would be presented,

usually from Park ward, which delegates would be asked to support as a

resolution to be sent either to Transport House or to an appropriate

government minister, Proa the consistency with which efforts were

directed toward: discussion of policy and evaluation of government

acts and statements, one may deduce that this local party*s private

goals included maintaining communication with, and thereby, it was

hoped, control over, higher levels in the party hierarchy, through

recommendations on policy to the P.P. for the constituency or in direct

communication with government ministers. Directing a high proportion

of resources to the framing of motions and to the discussion of resolu¬

tions, the organisation neglected other phbllc goals of the organisation,

that is, maintaining communication with the electorate and the ordinary

members, and establishing patterns of activity which could be

effectively geared towards fighting an election. Because of the

neglect of this area, the C«L,P, was ineffective as an electoral organ¬

isation, dependent upon financial support from the trade unions, and

upon other constituencies, the trade unions and the university, in

recruiting both organisers and helpers at parliamentary elections.

Other demands made upon the political parties in the constituency

as a whole operated upon the ward organisations. These were the

demands of running local elections and of collecting subscriptions.

This was an annual cycle of events. Only Park ward maintained an

effective organisation in that it met these demands from its own

resources. Church and Queen's wards were dependent upon outside

help. Queen's ward had been an effective ward party with its own

meeting-place and a strong membership. It had been based in a
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working-class community and. the Hall had been the centre of community

eoolal activities in the area* Members had recruited friends and

relatives through face-to-face contacts and the party was a visible

element in community activities* With the redevelopment of the area*

this basis of support in the neighbourhood collapsed, as people moved

out to council estates in other constituencies. The ward organisation

was maintained for a number of years by members whe continued to

participate in the ward party because of ties of friendship* However

this informal system was *unconstitutional* since the formal definition

of membership is based on residence in an area# The system was

maintained as long as the members agreed to ignore the formal rules

and "turn a blind eye" to the participation of members who did not

reside in the area* However, when new members entered the ward,

whose interests differed from those of the established leaders, factions

developed and when the new members wished not to re-select the sitting

councillor, a man in his eighties, as candidate for the ward,

(preferring a younger person who would not operate the system of

exchanges established with the opposition in the city chamber),^ they

were able to refer to the constitution as a device to overthrow the

established leadership* With the dispersion of the old members to

their new constituencies, the ward organisation eventually collapsed,

since the younger members were not locals with an interest in the

community but nationally-orientated: they did not therefore direct

activities outwards from the ward to the community, but inwards to

participation and communication with higher levels in the party. Thus

new members were not recruited or maintained and when the younger

recruits left the area, the ward organisation became non-existent.

*
cf» J»G# Bulpitt, 1963. *Party °ystems in Local Government*'
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Thus, in this ward, local elections are contested with the financial

resources of the city party and through the efforts and energies of the

friends and relatives of the candidates who stand for election* It is

in this situation of a cadre ward party that the S,N*P, has managed to

replace the Labour Party as the effective link between the electors

and the eouncil chamber* In Church ward, a similar situation arises

due to redevelopment of the area and the falling away of existing

resources without the direction of efforts to recruiting new ones*

Ward meetings here are attended by at most eight persons* "They are

not held regularly but only where the immediate demands of selecting

a candidate for the local elections arises or where Joint ward meetings

are convened to listen to a visiting speaker or to the K,P» One

collector operated voluntarily within the ward, but without enthusiasm,

and contact with the members was not maintained. The ward party did

not initiate any activity itself; effectively, it had ceased to operate

other than to select a candidate. Members would participate in

activities organised by the C*L*P« such as social evenings, but activities

were geared neither to goal-attainment, adaptation; or integration.

Pattern-maintenance was minimally ensured through -the efforts of the

councillors, one man in particular taking the responsibility for

communicating with other groups; he would call meetings where this

was directed by the constitution and eould not be avoided, since other¬

wise the ward party would become constitutionally non-existent and thus

be taken over by the city party*

Park ward was the only viable unit in the constituency and the one

on which the C*L,P* was virtually dependent, Here, efforts were

directed toards goal-attainment, in that candidates were nominated for

local elections and members helped to run the election campaigns*

Through election campaigns, by canvassing, holding meetings and
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distributing leaflets, the party maintained some links with the

electorate and acquired information on the demands and interests of

some of iiie residents in the area. Thus the ward party served as a

fairly effective link between the electorate and the C,L,P, and city

levels, in passing on information to the city party to help it to

formulate its policy, and in communicating party policy to the electors.

In the other wards, this link had to be established directly from the

electors to the councillors, through their 'surgeries' and through

the councillors' personal attempts to maintain faoe-to-faee contact

with residents. It is interesting that it is in this ward which is

not represented by Labour that the party maintains an effective ward

organisation, and that where the ward is, or was, viewed as a 'safe

seat' the Labour ward party organisation has collapsed. Is attaining

power the crucial factor? Insofar as the Labour Party organisation

is geared towards struggle and its ideology and normative system are

based on fighting an opponent as a combat party, then the disappearance

of an opponent might lead the party to fragment. In organisational

terms, it could be said that where insufficient demands are made upon

an organisation, for instance, where the demand to regularly fight a

close election from its own resources is removed, the party ceases to

operate effectively unless other demands take its place. The electoral

demand is the major one upon which the Labour Party organisation is

based t integration is based upon activities gbared to opposing an

enemy on the electoral battle-field} where this source of integration

is removed, divisive forces within the unit may gain supremacy.

These divisive forces are the oppositions of interest between young

and old, between manual and non-manual workers, members of different

trade unions, and persons with different styles of life, language,

dress and intellectual interest. In the Conservative Association,
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divisive forces are not present to the same extent , in that the

members are more likely to share a oommon set of past experiences,

and differences of interest are controlled through the formally-

recognised segments set up to accommodate to them. The Conservative

Association also gears more activity towards integration; the Labour

Party in these constituencies was very reluctant to arrange social

events; the reason for this is not easy to deduce. One problem

was that of the different styles of life and predileotions of the

members; another was the difficulty of conducting such social activities

effectively, that is, without making a loss, beoause the members had

committed large proportions of their time and energy to the party and

had thus severed their contacts in other activity-fielde from which

support for such social events oould have been drawn. On the whole,

members participated at the ward and C«L,P, levels beoause participa¬

tion at other levels, in the council or city party was dependant upon

this, It seems therefore that there is a fundamental opposition

between participating laterally and participating vertically, and that

where resources are insufficient, the direction of organisational

activity must be in one direction or the other but not in both. Thus

Park ward, although the most effective of the wards, did not have

sufficient resources to engage in activities geared towards integration,

other than through the introduction of discussion groups; this pattern

of activity deterred some of the members from participating, rather

than acting to integrate them into the group. Those who did

participate at the ward level did 00 because they liked discussions,

from a sense of duty or beoause it was tangential to their participa¬

tion at other levels in the hierarchy. This apparent opposition

between a direction of activity towards lateral links and a direotion

of activity towards vertical links (where an organisation operates with
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a shortage of resources) emerges from a comparison of Twilight L.P.

with Twilight C,A, In Twilight C»A, members1 commitment to the party

i; not mobilised to capacity, since members' participation in voluntary

associations, churches, business groups, eto., within the community is

valued as a source of support. In Twilight L*P, members' commitments

are mobilised fully towards participation in the internal activities

of the party, thus severing their contacts with groups not directly

concerned with the Labour Movement, Members who are active tend to

be active at the ward, constituency and city levels, and are thus often

duplicating their activities unneccessarily, for instance, in dealing

with correspondence and voting on policy, because this is demanded by the

formal constitution. In this case, where resources are in short supply,

it would appear that the resources available are being wasted in

maintaining inefficient patterns where they could be more effectively

directed towards goal-attainment and adaptation,

Expansion Labour Partyi

Expansion C»L,P, meets monthly and consists of the chairman, vice-

chairman, secretary, treasurer, minutes secretary, ten delegates from

Avenue-4*ansionhouse ward and four from Estate, No trade union

delegates attend in this capacity alone. Usually from eight to twelve

persons are present at a meeting. The Chairman at the time of study

was a member of Avenue ward and the Labour candidate for that ward in

local elections. The vice-chairman came from Mansionhouse ward, the

secretary from Estate, the treasurer from Avenue and the minutes secretary

from Estate, More delegates could have attended from Estate ward but

the members there were reluctant to participate in the C,L,P», and thus

the C,L,P, was dominated by members of Avenue-Mansionhouse ward party.

As observed many times in socialist parties, the office-bearers tended
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to be persons in middle-class, i.e. non-manual occupations, who

possessed the skills required in writing-up minutes and dealing with

correspondence# The Constituency party had the reputation of

consisting entirely of aoa&emie types who had no knowledge of the 'real

situation of working-people * but who were principally interested in arid

intellectual arguments# In fact of the sixteen persons who attended

C,L#P# meetings regularly, nine were people whose daily occupations

involved the manipulation of symbols, such as words or formulae, (e#g#

university lecturers, students, members of professions and others who

had spent many years in formal education), and seven were manual workers

cap their wives. The belief in the dominance of the party by

intellectuals may have derived from tho characteristics of the office¬

holders, but since this pattern is found in maty socialist parties and

was the case in Twilight L.P# too, this cannot be the entire explanation#

The explanation lies mainly in the focus of activities adopted by the

C,L,P» which was on discussions and the formulation of resolutions on

policy rather than on social events or forms of one-way communication,

such as lectures and slide-shows# Here, as in Twilight C#L.P#, the

major part of the meetings was concerned with pattern-maintenance,

dealing with the minutes of the last meeting, correspondence from other

levels in the party hierarchy and from organisations with similar

interests, ward reports and the treasurer's report. The co-ordinating

role of the meeting was more appropriate here than in Twilight, since

the members of the two effective wards did not know each other very

well# However these reports were not always delivered accurately,

and friction arose from the misreporting of facta# An attempt to out

down the time spent on 'business* was inltltated, since members found

this tedious, by recording only the most salient facts In the minutes,

that is, basic information and decisions taken, rather than repeating
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in detail everything that had been discussed and debated. This would

allow the C*L*P« meeting to be conducted more quickly and would also

allow for greater flexibility in the range of topics covered since

they need not be recorded in the minutes unless a decision was reached.

Decisions were always taken on a formal vote, whereas in the Conserva¬

tive Associations, a formal vote was rarely necessary, the chairman

relying on 'the sense of the meeting' and deferring a decision where

consensus could not be attained. The conduct of the meetings of

Expansion C»L,P» is less rigidly defined by the formal rules than is

the ease in Twilight C*L*P*» members participate as individuals,

rather than as delegates from sub-sections, and points of order and

procedure are not referred to so often. This can be accounted for by

the greater degree of consensus in the group,deriving from their

participation at the ward level, in Avenue-Kansionhouse particularly,

and the fact that they met each other informally at the pub and some¬

times in each other's homes, Ary division that did exist was between

"those who go to the pub and those who don't", but these two groups

were cross-cut by expectations from other statuses, occupational,

residential and educational* Those who went to the pub afterwards

were those who participated at other levels in the party hierarchy and

were the most active members* The others tended to be older, long¬

standing Labour Party members whose orientation at the time was toward

the ward and constituency, although they had been more active in the

past* However, although integration of the group of members who

attended at the constituency level was achieved through discussion,

informal contacts in the pub and in each other's hemes, few resources

were directed towards integration of the constituency as a whole* The

lack of integration is evidenced by the fact that a social evening run

by a C»L*P* delegate from Estate ward on behalf of the constituency fell
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on the same night as Avenue-Mansionhouse ward's monthly meeting, a

fact which outraged some of the members of Avenue-Mansionhouse, The

w^rds rarely acted together other than at parliamentary elections

because members of Estate ward preferred to expend their resources at

the ward and city level, in their trade unions and in the ward itself,

rather than in the C»L,P# The C,L#P« acts as an integrating factor in

that it maintain? communication between different levels in the party

hierarchy and between different sections of the Labour movement, but

this is essentially as a channel or clearing-house rather than as an

activating unit. The demands made upon the C,L,P, are few in the

short-term, simply being to reply to correspondence, pay the affilia¬

tion fee and pay the rent of the premises# At parliamentary elections,

the demands made on the C.L,P, are greater, in finding and financing a

candidate and administering an election campaign# Thus in a mid-

election period, the focus of activities in a constituency moves to

the ward level and the C,L,P, acts as a co-ordinating unit; in the

pre-election period, the focus of activities shifts towards the C,L,P,

For this shift to be effective however, resources must have been

retained at the ward level and not allowed to slip out of the organ¬

isation altogether. Thus the viability of the C.L,P# depends very

much on the viability of the ward parties, particularly where the trade

unions are not willing to provide resource? for that local party.

Thus we must consider the recruitment and maintenance of resources in

the ward parties. In Twilight, it was eonoluded that only one of the

three wards could be said to be effective, given the conditions of the

environment in which they were acting. Here the constituency survived

because the wards were not the only source for the reoruitment of means,

the trade unions providing an important channel at election times. In

Expansion however, the constituency and ward parties cannot depend upon
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such outside help, since the parliamentary seat is firmly held by the

Conservatives and not considered worth fighting by the trade unions.

Meetings of the combined Avenue-Mansionhouse ward party are

regularly attended by 16 » 20 persons. Occasionally those who do not

attend send their apologies: it is usual in the Conservative Associa¬

tion for apologies for absence to be announced from all members who do

not attend, although one may doubt whether such a communication has

always been received. These two ward parties meet together, since

fc'ansionhouse ward had been unable to provide a quorum due to the small

number of members in the ward and the difficulty of finding a moeting-

place* They had taken to meeting in each other's homes, but this had

resulted in difficulties of communication and a falling off in

attendance, So the two ward parties of Avenue and Mansionhouse, being

ecologically and socially more similar than Estate and Mansionhouae,

agreed to act as a joint ward for all purposes other than for the

selection of a candidate to contest local elections* For this,

selection committees meet separately as required by the constitution.

In local elections, Avenue ward is regularly contested and Mansionhouse

only in those years when sufficient resources are available. When

resources are in short supply in the wards and generally in the city,

Kansionfaouse, being a firm Progressive seat, is not contested by Labour:

a candidate stands in Avenue ward, but he and his election agent

recognise that they must run the election campaign virtually single-

handed, since many of the ward members are not physically able to

contribute much to election activity and others are not very enthusiastic,

-being persons who were more active in the past and feel that they have

done their share j they do not wish to take any steps which would

draw them into greater involvement in party activities. From experience,

they are aware that in the Labour Party, participation in one sphere
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implies participation in others and that one becomes increasingly

entangled in a series of Interlocking demands, once one has departed

from a position of detachment# At crucial elections, when helpers

are in short supply, aid the opposition's chances of success are rising,

those members of Avenue and Kansionhouse who are willing to participate

in election campaigns, offer their services to Estate ward where

Labour's chances are greatest and where Labour councillors may be

seeking re-election# This donation of services from Avenue to Estate

acts as an integrative factor in the constituency party as a whole#

Avenue-Mansionhouse ward meetings deal with pattern-maintenance,

but regularly a speaker ia invited to address the group on Socialist

policy, foreign affairs, or any matter relevant to current events and

political activity# Efforts are mad© to raise money through Jumble

sales and book sales, to help other wards and subscribe to constituency

funds (for example in one year £25 to the C#L»P# plus 3/- per ward

member) and to contribute to city events, such as the May Iky procession,

and the city L«F# Christmas Fair# Come efforts are directed towards

maintaining the room in which they meet, painting and cleaning it.

However, the sphere of adaptation appears to be neglected# The only

lines of activity from which resources could have been freed and

directed towards adaptation are those connected with goal-attainment*

The goal principally pursued was that of communicating with higher
a

levels in the party hierarchy by framing and discussing resolutions#

Some of this effort could have been spent on communicating with the

electorate and with non-political associations or in canvassing and

recruiting new members# However, as stated, the physical abilities

and other commitments of some of the members would make such a
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transference of activities unlikely** Insofar as the goal of

contesting local and parliamentary elections was pursued, not always

under conducive conditions, this set up some communication with the

electorate and gave the members the chance to acquire knowledge of

their opinions and to pass on information on party policy* Local

elections were contested to keep the name of the party visible in the

area to encourage electors to maintain their loyalty to the Labour

Party, so that they would vote Labour at national elections* It also

helped to maintain the administrative machinery connected with running

a parliamentary election.

The Labour Party in Estate ward also meets monthly and is attended

by 7 ~ 14 persons* 12 persons attended between 5 and 11 meetings in a

year; the most regular of these attendera was present at 11 meetings,

the least regular at 5. These regulars included the two councillors

for the ward; five of them attended C.L.P, meetings and five attended

city parly meetings* Eight were active in their trade unions; they

tended to prefer to participate in their trade union and be delegated

from their trade union to the city party rather than to participate

at the ward and constituency levels of the L.P* They attended ward

meetings because of a sense of duty and because of their interest in

the locality* An important part of these ward meetings was the

communication between ward members and the councillors, particularly

on matters which affected the locality and the council tenants; ten

of the regular attenders lived in a council house* The councillors

*
J*P* Coraford has pointed out that his own experience and research

reinforces this point, that resources are not always or even usually
transferable. For instance, members of one ward are loathe to work
for another and it is not uncommon to find that the organisation
receiving help oannot really use it effectively, partly because it is
difficult to plan in advance the employment of uncertain numbers of
helpers.
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told the members about corporation policy-decisions and on what they

themselves had been doing in the interests of the ward in the council,

and the members put forward their demands and grievances to the

councillors* This flow of information was the most salient aspect of

ward activity for most of these members, and the reward which encouraged

them to continue to participate* Those who agreed with the actions

Of the councillors were also willing to work towards their re-eleotion,

by canvassing, arranging public meetings, distributing leaflets and

generally helping to run the election campaign. Those who disagreed

did not join in any of these extra activities and limited their

contribution to attending ward meetings* The predominant goals of

this ward party were communicating with the councillors and securing

their election in municipal contests. Pattern-maintenance tended to

be neglected} subscriptions were collected fairly regularly by the

established collectors, but little effort was made to recruit new

members* The secretary was the key link here and because he was

particularly competent and conscientious, communication with other

levels and sections of the party was maintained* Some members who

were printers helped by producing leaflets and other documents,

Another member arranged social events, dances and social Svenings, to

raise money and this helped to integrate the ward party* Election

campaigns were organised to tie in with the interests of residents,

for instance, by a protest against raising council house rents and a

scheme which would involve supplementary rents being paid for older

children living at home. The principal goal here was to re-elect

the Labour councillor and adaptation ooourred as a means to this end*

Otherwise, the ward party directed little effort towards adaptation^,

for instance, little effort was made to acquire premises whioh would

have given the Labour Party a visible presence in the community or to
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arrange activities which would bring in new members and relate the

party to individuals and groups in the area. The party was dependent

for such contacts mainly upon the actions of ward councillors. The

ward had been very active in the 1950s when the estate was being newly

built up, A headmaster, a teacher and two trade unionists, through

their efforts, built up a lively ward party which had many members

and met in the Community Centre and in each other's homes. Meetings

were held in member's houses and the neighbours were invited to come

in. They highlighted local problems, of housing, rent, schools, buses,

etc, j and, on the basis of this contact and adaptation to the changing

circumstances of the ward, the Labour Party won all three ward seats

on the town council. Local people were selected as representatives,

a pattern which was maintained until fairly recently. However, this

impetus was not maintained, new members were not recruited; thus the

situation became similar to that of Queen's and Church wards, where the

organisation began to fall apart after the initial goal of gaining the

seat for Labour had been attained. All resources had been committed

towards achieving this goal and those other lines of action, necessary

to the effectiveness of any social entity, were neglected; new goals

were not formulated from which new patterns of activity geared to

maintaining the unit as an effective force in the locality could be

derived. The older members retired or moved away and new recruits were

not sufficient to take over,

Thus the emphasis in this ward party is primarily on local affairs,

little contribution is made to the integration of ward activities with

those of other levels in the party hierarchy. This can be accounted

for by the ecological separation of the ward from other areas and by

the characteristics of the members, who are persons with predominantly

similar social, characteristics, trade unionists, manual workers,
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council house tenants and of relatively similar ages thus their

interests coalesce ana overlap, and they are not involved with other

groups with interests which would direct them towards collaboration

with members of the other wards in the constituency* The ward is

not completely separated from other units in the party however since

members participate in the city party, as trade union delegates, and

in the city oouncil, and some of them do participate at the C*L,P.

level and act as communicating links between the C,L,P. and the ward.

Since the secretary and minutes secretary are involved in informal

social relationships with members of Avenue-Mansionhouse ward and

also meet some Estate ward members informally in each other's homes

and in the pub, some measure of integration between the units is

achieved. This is dependent however on individual Initiative rather

than the result of the direction of the activities of the organisa¬

tion towards this end: integration depends therefore on the additional

efforts which some members are willing to expend in this direction

for the sake of maintaining Informal ays terns of exchange meaningful

to themselves personally. Insofar as the ward party is not directing

resources towards recruiting new members, it is neglecting the sphere

of adaptation, and thus the effectiveness of tine C,L,P. in this

constituency, dependent as it is on the viability of the ward parties,

is reduced*

Expansion Conservative Association}

Activity in Expansion Conservative Association focuses on the

meetings of the Executive Council* This is composed of the chairman,

vioe-ohairman, and honorary treasurer, with 15 representatives from

Avenue ward, 17 representatives from Kansionhouse ward, $ from Estate

ward, 1 representative of the Women's Advisory Committee and 2 of the
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Toung Conservatives. Attendance at meetings varies from 22 to 35*

Also present is the Organising Secretary, a paid professional, There

are other committees which meet to deal with specific tasksj for

instance, the General Purposes Committee, composed of 13 members, who

are the chairmen, vice-chairmen and secretaries of the wards, the

chairman of the Ladies Committee, chairman of the Toung Conservatives

and the chairman, vice-chairman and treasurer of the constituency.

Another committee, the Chairman's committee, aims to initiate

discussion on the overall policy and direction of activity in the

constituency association, that is, to concern itself particularly

with problems of adaptation. This consists of 11 persons, who also

sit on the General Purposes Comaitteej the composition of the two

committees is thus much the same, with the ward secretaries and

additional vice-chairmen of wards being omitted from the Chairman's

committees. Three persons sit on the "200" Club eomnittee, one

representative of each ward. The W.A.C. has between 27 and 30 active

members, representing the wards and co-opted directly. The Executive

Council meets monthly. A proposal from the General Purposes Committee

that the E.C. meetings should be held quarterly was rejected by the

E.C,, who saw this as a threat to their control over the direction of

Association activities, and feared the development of oligarchic

control by the office-bearers of the G.P. committee. The rationale

for making this suggestion put forward by the G.P, committee was that

it would aid efficiency, in that it would save those resources

expended on E.C. meetings, (the cost of announcing the meetings,

preparing minutes, heating and lighting the room and the time and

energy of those who attended). However, the E.C. preferred to expend

these resources in the interests of maintaining their control on

Association activities, that is, in the interests of what they saw as
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democracy} they considered that regular meetings allowed information

to be passed in both directions and criticisms and comments to be

expressed on the decisions and actions promulgated by the office¬

bearers* A marked feature of Expansion C*A* is its autonoiry, a

right which it guards jealously* Office-bearers at the time of

study were those who participated at higher levels in the party hier¬

archy at city and regional level, and the ordinary members of the S,C*

considered that if they did not maintain constant scrutiny over the

actions of the G,P, committeef,decisions would be taken which would

be influenced by the wishes of the professional administrative wing

of the party and the city Conservative committee, A noticeable

feature of the Conservative Association, when compared with the

Constituency labour Parties, (which relates to differences in the

emphasis placed on the autonomy of the constituency party relative

to its inter-relationship with other levels in the party hierarchy),

is the fact that, in the C*A*, those who participate at the city level

and above, do so as individuals rather than as representatives of

their constituency, They attend by virtue of their official position

within the C*A«, as chairman, vice-chairman and secretary, but they

act as individuals when they attend these meetings and are not required

to answer to the constituency association for their actions there. In

Twilight C,A,, there was no official reporting-back to the constituency

association on meetings of the city committee or of the regional

council, unlike the situation in the Labour Party in which it is

expected that attendance at any meeting external to the constituency

parV, (at conferences, city party meetings and even in the council),
must be followed by the giving of a report to the relevant sub-unit,

C.L.P, or ward party, on what happened there and particularly cm how

the delegate himself voted or spoke* The difference between the two
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groups is on® of degree and reporting back does take place in the

Conservative Association and some meetings of sections of the labour

Parly are not reported on or discussed in advance# The difference

in emphasis is clear however. Similarly- the E*C, of the C*A, does

not expect to hear the minutes of the G#P. committee, whereas the minutes

of the Executive committee are reported to the General Management

committee of the C«L»P» In Expansion C*A#, althou# representatives

were free to act as individuals when they attended meetings at other

levels, they were expected to present a report on what occurred at the

meeting and, where an issue was viewed as particularly important, and

likely to affect the activities of the C.A, itself, a discussion on

this issue would take plaoe#

The role of the E,C, is a coordinating and directing one* It

hears reports from sub-committees, that is from the G*P, committee,

W|A«C*, the wards and the Y#C,s and from the Regional Council, City

Conservative Committee and the "200 Club," The treasurer reports to

the E,C, on the financial state of the party and final decisions are

taken by the E#C* The G,P« committee makes recommendations on lines of

actiont during the course of study, apart from the recommendation to

hold E*C# meetings less often, the recommendations of the G#P# committee

were adopted by the E*C«, not on the basis of a formal vote, but by signs

of approval, such as supporting speeches from the floor and the stamping

of feet* The technical aspect of pattern-maintenance f which takes up

so much time in the Labour Parly, (the sending out of letters, the

printing and circulation of minutes, the payment of bills, preparation

of the Hall, etc*) were all handled by the paid agent* The E«C* did

spend much time, however, debating who should carry cut these admin¬

istrative tasks, how much that person should be paid and how competently

the tasks were completed* Time spent on pattern-maintenance during the
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meeting itself was effectively limited by the custom of circulating

the minutes in advance to all members and thus only the headings need

be read, and members could raise points connected with the minutes

having had time to consider than beforehand* Although -the main

emphasis of h#C« meetings was on pattern-maintenance and the formula¬

tion of goals, other spheres of activity were not neglected since the

activities of the association are not limited to the holding of monthly

meetings! efforts are geared towards goal-attainment, integration and

adaptation* The situation in this larger constituency association

operating with a relatively plentiful supply of resources, is one which

allows for the specialisation of tasks and the setting up of specific

sub-groups to deal with particular lines of action* The K»C« has an

important role as the co-ordinatar of these sub-sections, in the

formulation of goals and in consideration of the overall distribution

of resources between the separate areas. Where one sphere of activity

appears to be receiving a disproportionate supply of resources, the

E*C» attempts to initiate action to redirect these supplies* The

recruitment of means is based on paid collectors, but where it is seen

that members are dying, or leaving the area, more rapidly than new

members are entering, the ;*C* recommends that the ward committees

direct activities towards canvassing and recruiting campaigns*

Administrative tasks are delegated to the paid official, but where it

appears that this sphere demands what is considered to be a dispropor¬

tionate supply of resources, in the form of salaries, the E,C* attempt

to out this expenditure by proposing that either a part-time agent be

appointed or one qualified agent be appointed and shared with another

constituency association. The E,C* acts also as an integrative force,

in that representatives of the various sections attend and communicate

with each other and insofar as activities are organised at the
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constituency level, such as funa-raieing activities, social events

and public meetings, in which all sections participate, a system of

exchanges is instituted which acts to integrate the unit. For example,

in one year, 53 separate activities were organised* 21 of th|se were

fooused on the Executive Committee or organised by it through the office¬

holders or the paid official, and six others were social events organised

for the Association by the W#A#C,, specifically as integrative activities*

This latter committee plays an important integrative role at the

constituency level* Social events at the ward level are also organised

by the ward committees, either as fund-raising events or as a means of

maintaining contact with the general membership and, through them, with

the electorate* Other activities which integrate the wards with each

other are combined meetings addressed by a speaker, or combined whist

drives and bridge drives* The one section which is not so effectively

integrated with other units is the Young Conservative branch; but a

system of exchanges does exist between this branch and others, in that

the senior members contribute money to the Y*C,s to send their members

to weekend-schools and in return the Y.C*s help in election campaigns.

In the years between elections, the direction of activity towards

goal-attainment is less than in the pre-election period* In a mid-

election period, resources are directed towards integration, pattern-

maintenance and adaptation, the latter being particularly encouraged

by the Regional Office; it recommended a Project to the Association

which involved the collection of detailed information on the electorate

in the constituency and on its specific demands and interests, together

with canvassing and the recruitment of new members. In this the

association was aided by the professional wing of the party regionally

which carried out much of the preliminary ground-work by analysing

census material. Expansion C,A* responded to this enthusiastically
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and collected information on election statistics and on the areas,

and conducted recruiting campaigns in the wards# A new branch

committee in a sub-section of TLstate ward was set up in an attempt

to gain new members in this area and to establish interactions between

party members and the voters there# Thus in this mid-election period,

resources were directed towards adaptation which in a pre-election

period could be transferred towards goal-attainment, providing a basis

on which the election campaign could be built#

Thus this Association operating with a greater supply of resources

than the other parties we have considered, maintained its viability and

effectiveness as an electoral organisation and sub section of the

national party by allocating resources into each of the four fields

Of activity which are necessary to the effective, long-term operation

of a local constituency party* It appears that the allocation of

resources is not disproportionately in favour of any one sections at

one point too great a proportion appeared to be directed towards pattern-

maintenance and too little towards adaptation, but steps were taken to

remedy this situation. Thus in -this constituency association, the

allocation of resources between sub-sections is scrutinised by the k#C#,

by the Finance and General Purposes Committee and recommendations are

also received from the Regional Office, and where one sphere appears

to be neglected or another to be over-subscribed, attempts are made to

re-allocate supplies# However, the focusing of integrative and fund-

raising activities on the ?.r,A«C, appears to be a potentially weak point

in this organisation for members of this group expressed the opinion

constantly that they felt that too much was expected of them, that they

were under some strain to meet the demands made upon them and that

they found it difficult to recruit new members# Thus while the alloca¬

tion of resources and the social integration of the unit appear
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effective at present, the recruitment of means is "the one prerequisite

to the effective operation of the organisation which appears in this

unit to require the restructuring of activities. Two alternatives

are available! either the direction of more resources towards the

employment of a paid official who would engage in fund-raising on a

large scale j or towards activity at the ward level. Insofar as the

participation of the Conservative Party in local elections places more

d stands on the ward committees, they must recruit new resources as

supports for the running of eleotion campaigns# Thus the ward

committees will be required to extend their activities and acquire new

sources of support, either through expecting a greater commitment from

the existing members or through recruiting a larger supply of less

committed members, Thus in the future, the effectiveness of the

association will depend upon the extent to which the wards can meet

these demands or on the efficiency with which a qualified agent can

raise his salary and also produce a surplus.

In recent years, the cycle of events which determined the demands

made upon the ward committees has shifted from a five-yearly one to an

annual one, with the entry of Conservatives into local government,

Both levels are affected by annual and five-yearly demands, the associa¬

tion having to fit its patterning of activities in one year to the

regular demands of balancing the budget and to general cultural

expectations (such as that of a heightened intensity of activity in

winter months and a reduction of activity in summer months and to the

recognition of annual festivals such as Christnaav, New Year, Burns

Night, Easter, etc)# The ward, while operating mainly on an annual

cycle must also gear its activities to those erf* the constituency

association, and where the demands from that level vary with the

parliamentary cycle, the ward must allow for a change in emphasis in
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the direction of its resources. However, entry into local government

elections makes new demands on the ward committees, to select a

candidate, to raise funds to meet election expenses and to organise

an election campaign. The effectiveness with which the wards meet

these demands has repercussions for the effectiveness of the associa¬

tion as a whole, which 1b ultimately responsible for their financial

solvency and gains or loses credit in the exchange of allegiances

between the electorate and the party with the success or failure of

a ward in local election contests.

Avenue ward committee has as yet not entered into local government

elections. In this ward, negotiations were carried on with the

Progressive Association and an agreement was reached that Hie Conserva¬

tives would not contest a seat while a Progressive stood but that, at

a future specified date, the Progressives and Conservatives would join

forces and fight as Conservatives, Thus Hie patterp of activities

has not changed markedly in this ward in recent years. Committee

meetings are held at 7,30 p.m. on one evening per month and last for

half-an-hour. They are purely concerned with pattern-maintenance

and the adaptation of goals to changing circumstances, such as the

decision to enter into local government contests, to negotiate with

Hie Progressives and to direct efforts towards fund-raising or recruiting

new members. At 8 p.m., a combined meeting of all three wards is held,

usually addressed by a speaker, Hie M,P, or an authority on a specific

issue, such as the Ring Road, Community Development, Scottish Nationalism,

Trade Unions, etc. In this ward, where Hie demands made upon the

ward committee are not so great, sinoe they are not involved in a wide-

range of activities, committee meetings may not be held in a particular

month, where It appears that little business will arise. Since

communication between sub-sections takes place at the constituency level,
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the ward committee does not have to meet those regular demands which

are placed upon Labour Party wards of dealing with correspondence,

submitting resolutions on policy, sending delegates to other units

and hearing reports# The main activity of the ward committee; ^there¬

fore takes place once per year when the Byllabus for the following

year is drawn up# At that time plans are made to recruit members,

raise funds, conduct negotiations, etc., and thereafter the effecting

of these decisions is left much more to the office-bearers tlian is the

ease in the Labour Party, where the office-bearers must report back

constantly and listen to the criticisms of ward members on their

activities of the previous month# Office-bearers in the Conservative

Association are expected to hold office for three years, but the onus

of responsibility to resign rests with the officer himself and ward

committee members do not encourage a person to resign, but leave the

initiative to him# Thus where an officer feels that he would like to

cany on and is not aware of a competitor he may hold office for more

than three years# In practice, officers usually feel that they have

contributed enough to the ward after three years and outside commit¬

ments constrain them to offer their resignation# A block at this

level would only occur where an individual was interested in participa¬

ting more actively in "the Association, but was not channelled into

active participation at a higher level because of his lack of the

necessary social characteristics# Participation in ward committees in

this association was not extensive, and thus a person who attended

more than one or two open meetings of the Association and appeared

interested would very soon be invited to sit on the ward committee and

might also be offered the post of Secretary or vice-chairman after a

short time to encourage him to participate further# That is, the

threat of ward committees acting as closed groups, which appears to
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be present from the constitutional provisions, is not present in

practioe, since relatively few persons participate actively at this

level and an interested person is quickly absorbed into the group,

and becomes Involved in a series of interlocking commitments. Since

the groups are small, the likelihood that an Individual will continue

to participate depends upon the compatibility of his expect!oris of

behaviour with those of established group members. Where these expec¬

tations are compatible, the rewards of interpersonal communication

encourage a person to contribute to group activities: where they are

not compatible, due to different styles of life or different orienta¬

tions towards other sections of the Association, (for instance, towards

the professional administrative wing) an individual will soon drop out.

Thus the likelihood of oligarchic control at the ward level is

determined not so much by the formal provisions of the constitution as by

the Informal expectations of behaviour and goal-orientations of the

members and the compatibility of those with those brought in to the

situation by an individual member. Unless an individual is committed

to another goal, the attainment of whioh depends on his continued

participation at this level, or unless he joins with a group of like-

minded persons from which a clique can be formed, he will be discouraged

from participating. In this Conservative Association, in which a

number of sections are available in which an individual may participate,

his services may not be lost to the Association altogether, since he

may participate actively in another section of Association activities

while ignoring the ward committee,

Mansionhouse ward committee is similarly composed and meets before

the combined open ward meetings to discuss business matters principally.

19 - 20 persons attend the A.C.M., with fewer attending the regular

meetings throughout the year. Sub-committees are utilised to deal
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with specific tasks and the use of this device helps to curtail the

length of ward committee nettings. Although Bub-committees are used

in the labour Party too, for instance the election campaign committee

in Estate ward L.P,, they are not used so extensively as in the

Conservative Association* A differing emphasis on mass participation

or efficiency between the two parties is thus evidenced, although

ultimate control still rests with the assembled committees of the

Conservative Association who must ratify proposals made by sub¬

committees. This ward committee was at the time of study concerned

with the formulation of goalsj it was trying to decide whether to

compete with the Progressives at local elections, since agreement

between the two groups appeared to be diffioult to reach. In this

ward, one of the safest Progressive seats in the city, the Progressives
\

had less to fear from an open contest and thus were less willing to

compromise than were those in Avenue ward* The decision to compete

in the local election was taken in the ward committee by *the sense of

the meeting' rather than by a formal vote, a device aimed at maintaining

consensus and not exacerbating differences between members by forcing

them to openly commit themselves in opposition to other members. This

decision led however to division within the ward and resignations were

received from some members whose principal allegiance was to the

Progressive Association and who were forced to opt for one side or the

other when an open contest took place. In the elections which have

followed, the Progressives have so far maintained the allegiance of

the voters. The direction of resources towards this goal has thus

as yet not paid off, and has to some extent reduced the supply of

resouroes through leading to the resignation of ordinary and active

members. However the ward committee is continuing to pursue this

line of action, since it is supported by other wards in the Association,
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by the E,C, and by higher levels in the party hierarchy.

Estate ward is much less dependent upon the resources of other

units in the Association and its activities are geared towards its own

goals* that is, it is much more self-sufficient in determining priorities

and in its activities than are other wards, which appear as ancillary

to the 'parent Association,* The social characteristics of the members

and of the ward itself differ froo those of Avenue and Kansiorihouse

wards, and there is some incompatibility in styles of life and expecta¬

tions of behaviour which tend to exacerbate the ecological and

structural differences between the wards, Kombers of Estate ward have

little chance of holding office in the Association itself, since they

do not possess the social characteristics expected of office-bearers,

particularly that of a *professional occupation* and the attendant

style of life in patterns of entertaining, accent and phrasing ofsentences,

manner of dress, posture, etc. One member had been noticeably passed

over for the post of Chairman, a person with the requisite social

skills being preferred to this meeker who had belonged to the Association

for many years and had risen through seniority and servioe to the post

of vice-chairman. It would be too simple to attribute this to snobbery

alone> rather it is the result of the conscious attempt to select a

chairman who will present what is thought to be a suitable image for an

urban Conservative Association in the 1960s, and the articulate urbane

professional person is thought to possess the required characteristics.

These skills are the tools which can most effectively co-ordinated the

Association Internally, with the electorate, with the city and higher

levels in the party and with the K,P, Thus another member who had

similarly served the Association well for a number of years was also

overlooked in the process of facilitating the 'emergence* of the

Association chairman, since he presented what was thought to be an
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out-dated image, being an upper-class, soustachiod ex-officer with

nostalgic memories of the days of Empire and the attendant values of

duly, loyalty and beneficent aid. However, this factor was one which

particularly affected members of Estate ward and enoouraged them to

direct their energies inwards to their own ward, rather than out to the

Association and above. The ward thus defined its own goals, mainly

connected with participation in local elections, and formulated patterns

of activity designed to attain these goals j these involved recognition

of the ward committee as a social entity, and of the need to bring in

members and money, and they worked towards social integration as well

as goal-attainment. These patterns of activity led to self-sufficiency

in the recruitment of means, and help was not requested from other

wards or from Hie Association! in fact, they resented the donation

of help from other sections, which they saw as *interference' and when

the paid Agent attempted to impose his methods on those of the ward,

the members responded by refusing to co-operate with the Agent and by

making explicit plans to hinder the carrying out of his campaign.

Thus in this ward, boundary-maintenance was the principal private goal

of the committee and where this conflicted with the aim of electing

a Conservative candidate, they preferred to maintain their autonomy

rather than pursue the goal of winning a local election. This conflict

between members of the ward and the paid Agent helped to lead to his

resignation, for in that year the Conservative did not win the election

and thus the Agent did not appear to deliver the goods equivalent to

the cost of his hire. In the following year, when the ward was left

to run the election its own way, a Conservative was elected, as had

been the case in the previous year, Whether this was entirely due

to the granting of control to the Ward committee is difficult to deduce,

since the patterns of activity adopted by the opponent parties also
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turn-out, etc. However, for the ward these factors mattered less than

the fact that winning the election that year appeared to he a virdica¬

tion of their way of doing tilings, and encouraged their emphasis on

boundary maintenance, and on the relative distinctiveness of Estate

ward committee within the Association* The integrity and aetiveness

of this ward party, which was operating in a situation of electoral

opposition, is similar to that of Avenue-Eansionhouse L»P, and Park

ward L»F» which were also in opposition; this compares with the less

vigorous and sometimes internally divided situation of the other ward

parties which have been considered, in Avenue and Manslohhouse C#A«

and Estat , Church and Queen's L.P, Thus the intensity of competi¬

tion between parties in a ward appears to affect patterns of activity

within a ward political party and its viability*

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have looked at the internal organisation of

four local political parties? the Conservative Associations in Twilight

and Expansion and the Labour parties in the same constituencies.

Clearly, all local parties are oligarchical in that the proportion of

active members to the total membership is very small* The Conserva¬

tive Associations tend to overcome this gap by a greater flow of

communication between the two types of members than is evidenced in

the Labour party* When the relationship between office-holders and

the active minority is considered, the situation in the Conservative

Associations appears to tend more towards oligaroiy, for there the

weight of decision-making rests with the office-holders* In the Labour

Party, the ideological emphasis on democracy is greater and the controls

vested in the constitution are designed to constrain the organisation
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so that decisions will be taken by a majority vote of all members

present# This, it has been seen, leads to an overwhelming devotion

of activity towards pattern-maintenance, and detracts from efficiency.

The two parties clearly contrast in their overall orientation: the

Conservative Associations are principally concerned with fund-raising,

whereas in the Labour Parties, there is a much greater emphasis on the

discussion of policy, (that is, local government and national govern¬

ment policy rather than the policy of the local party itself)# In

the Conservative Associations, Individuals attempt to communicate with

higher levels in the hierarchy either through the medium of C,P,C.

discussion groups (attended here by only a few members), or by personal

communication, either written or verbal, with key figures at these

higher levels# Those with definite views on policy prefer the latter

course and feel that they can successfully gain the ear of those in

authority# In the Labour Party, It is fund-raising that depends upon

personal initiative, either through personal donations or by a small

clique of members organising a fund-raising activity.

The patterns of activity in the two political parties can be

related to differences in the degree of members* commitment to •the

organisation! this depends on participation in other activity-fields

than the local party. In the Conservative Association, social control

is exercised through expectations of behaviour which derive from

similar socialisation experiences and which are reinforced in other

activity-fields* Members are linked to the Association by specific

ties and expectations, their commitment is partial, and thus, consensus

is always aimed at; the attempt is made to link individuals to the

organisation by personal ties and to limit the demands made upon them

to specific items on which personal agreement has been reached# Over¬

all, Issues are avoided which might lead to dissension# In the
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Labour Party, individuals are more hif^ily committed to the Labour

Movement, and they participate little in activity-fields other than

those directly connected with this Hoveoent. Their participation

in the Labour Parly is part of a nexus of interrelationships which

tends to form a total social world for them: thus, social control

within the constituency Labour Party is maintained where participation

in the C#L#P# or ward party is linked to participation in salient,

related activity-fields, such as the city L.P#, Trade Unions or informal

peer groups# Because the bonds which tie individuals to the Labour

Party are much tighter, a greater degree of dirsenfeion is permitted,

since failure to agree on a particular issue is less likely to lead

to the withdrawal of participation than it would in the Conservative

Association# The differences between the two political parties may be

understood as the difference between organic and mechanistic solidarity

as discussed by Durkheim in *The Division of Labour**. The Conserva¬

tive Associations are integrated throu$i specific exchanges and

contractual obligations: in the Labour Party, there is much less

specialisation, and integration rests on a common orientation to sets

of symbols. Thus incongruence between symbols and actions more readily

leads to disaffection and disintegration in the Labour Party. This

difference in the type of solidarity manifest between the two parties

could be related to differences in their origin, the or© designed to

maintain an existing state of the system, the other designed to oppose#

As the relationship of the two parties towards the status quo has

altered In the twentieth century, so the differences between the parties

have lessened. It is also clear from this study that one of the most

important factors influencing the way a local political party operates

*
S# Durkheim. (i960 edition) The Division of Labour.
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Is the sum total of resouroes available to it* The quantity of

resources available to a party is crucial, and discussions of

inefficiency or efficiency, democracy or oligarchy, within a party

are incomplete without consideration of this factor*



■*

CONCLUSION
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CHAPTER FIVE l COHCLtJSION

Political participation has boon the theme of this dissertation.

We hare looked at this area of social behaviour from a number of different

but complementary angles# and tried to assess the significance of various

factors# and the ways they relate to each other# in explaining patterns

of activity in political life* The study has focused on two parliamentary

constituencies in a Scottish city# and on the local Labour parties and

Conservation Associations within thorn. The parameters of the study of

these local situations are the general features of Western# industrialised

societies in the 1960s and the particular characteristics of British

society. Thus, patterns of political activity are regulated by aspects

of the social structure# particularly the cleavages of class and region,

and by the formal constitutional provisions of the electoral system,

both national and local. When we looked at political participation

in two Scottish constituencies, some of the features of activity we

discerned could be said to be reflected in# or to be reflections of# the

social structure of the locality and even of Britain as a whole | other

features seemed to be related to a compound of elements originating in

the particular exchange-relationships of the local parties and in the

characteristics of their immediate environment, particularly the supply

of resources available and the parties' ability to mobilise them* From

these features we may reach*firstly* some tentative conclusions about the

nature of participation in local political parties in Britain at presentj

and secondly, we may state tentative propositions about principles of

social behaviour with reference to the characteristics of action-sets,
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status-sets and role-sets.

In considering the first* we will compare the information collected

on the characteristics of the party members with the available information

on the characteristics of the voters who support these parties and with

what we know about the social environment in which the parties operate.

This allows us to answer questions relating to the 'representativeness*

of party members, both in the extent to which their social experience

reflects the social experiences of the voters, and in the extent to which

political parties act to forward the interests of a collectivity of persons

within the locality* The idea of * representativeness* as based on social

experience is relevant insofar as members of political parties make decisions

and put forward policies in the light of their assessment of priorities.

Thus, although they may not be the vehicles through which demands and

grievances are transmitted to office-holders and decision-makers, (either

because they are not communicating links with the electors in their locality

or because the electors do not articulate and formulate their grievances),

party members may in effect act to further the interests of their

respective electorates by being involved in day-to-day experiences which

are similar to those of the voters, upon which experiences their values,

goals and expectations are based. The second definition of * representativenee

is concerned with the content of the activity in which party members

are involved and the extent to which the aims of this activity are related

to definable collectivities in the locality. Interesting here is the

question of the nature of these collectivities* They nay be either

classlflcatorv quasi-groups or interactive quasi-groupe. Where they
<

are claaaifactory quasi-groups, the political parties will act to further
\

their interests where party members recognise their existence! awareness

of the existence of such collectivities is baaed upon the extent to which

party members participate in a wide range of social activities} or it
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may be baaed on the use made by party members of secondary data whioh

defines these categories of persons and ascribes interests to them* (such

secondary data might be in the form of government reports, survey research

findings, or the opinions of persons connected with such activity, teachers,

social workers, journalists, trade union organisers, parents, policemen,

etcj) or it might be based upon the extent to which the existence of such

quasi-groups, and definitions of their interests, are incorporated into

a systematic ideology which is consciously referred to in the making of

decisions. Alternatively, the quasi-groupa say be interactive quasl-groups.

from which action-seta may be formed in the pursuit of a specifio goal*

The actions of party members will represent these quasi-groups where a

party member belongs to such an action-set and tries to further its interests

within the political party? or where the action-set initiates a relation¬

ship with a local party, where it sees the political party as an effective

route to the attainment of its goal. Thus political parties will be

used by such action-sets where they are seen as effective channels of

communication or as sources of legitimation for their activities. The

extent to which they axe used therefore depends upon the effectiveness

of alternative routes for the promotion and legitimation of interests.

In considering the social representativeness of party members, one

may compare the data collected on Labour and Conservative members with

the information available on the categories of persons who support these

parties by voting and with the audiences towards which the parties direct

their activities and whom they claim to represent* Ifere particularly,

one may also relate those data to the specific characteristics of the

electorates in the wards and constituencies with which we have been dealing*

It is known from previously conducted studies of voting behaviour

that the kinds of people who support the Labour and Conservative parties
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are drawn from distinctly different social reservoirs3'. From the data

collected here, it is clear that these differences continue to apply

at the level of party membership! Labour and Conservative members

differ distinctly, fcr instance, in occupational class, type and length

of education, occupational experience, and religious affiliation.
i , 4

lowever, members differ from those who support them, in that, for each

party, the members ere drawn from a narrow section of their supporters,

'orking-clasa Tories, for instance, being under-represented among

Conservative party members, and semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers

being under-represented among Labour members, Women and young voters

are also under-represented in these two major political parties* Thus,

althou^a both parties attempt to appeal to a wide cross-section of the

voting public, both aiming at the middle echelons for that additional

support which will give them victory, the differences between the parties

are more distinct at the level of party membership than amongst the voters,

and thus the characteristics of certain categories of persons to whoa

the parties attempt to appeal are not reflected in the social composition

of the party membership. Particularly, this is because factors, relating

to the likelihood that an actor will participate in an organisation, limit

the size of the reservoir of persona upon which the parties may expect

to draw. The characteristics of the environment, within which an

organisation operates, affect the composition of these reservoirs of

potential members, and differences occur between constituency parties

and associations which can be seen to be directly related to differences

in their immediate locale. Thus the Labour parties we have studied

^J.P. Comford and J.A. Brand. 1969. 'Scottish Voting Behaviour1 *
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differed in the way the/ represented different categories of persons

and this was consistent with differences of property-tenure and standard

of housing, age of population and social class in the wards. Particularly

noticeable were differences which emerged between the constituencies in

the level of class-consciousness of Labour party members and in the extent

to which they used the party as a vehicle for the propagation of specific

interests, such as those of their trade union and of council house tenants,
t

or saw the party as a united movement propelled by an internally-consistent

and binding ideology. Insofar as Expansion constituency may be thought

to represent future patterns and Twilight, past patterns, one may relate

these differences to changes in the role of the Labour Party generally

in Britain at present. Differences were even more apparent between

the Conservative Associations in the two constituencies, and this ties

in with the thesis that Conservative Associations are connected to a

wider range of social units within the community than are Labour Parties,

and are thus store likely to be affected by differences that relate to

structural features of their locality. Differences between the

constituencies and wards, which affect voting behaviour, can also be

seen to explain differences in the patterns of activity of ward and

constituency parties, particularly insofar as the total supply of resources

within the ward affects the scope of operations of the local party

organisations. The parties differ in the efficiency with which they

make use of the resources which are available to them,and these differences

can be explained by reference to the constitutional provisions of the

local organisations, the relationship between the constituency party

and the other units in the party structure, and to the expectations which

members hold as to their role within the constituency party.

Let us now consider the representativeness of the local parties

as regards the form and content of the activity in which these groups are
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involved and the way thia relates to olaasificatory and interactive

quasi-grmpa within the locality. Claasifioatory quasi-groups nay be

recognised at a national level or as particular collectivities within

the city, constituencies and wards* At the national level, classifieatory

quasi-groups may be discerned which are mutually opposed in objectively-

defined, and declared, interests* Such quaal-groups are those of the

Trade Unions versus employers and managersj high-income versus low-incomej

and social classes, as defined by style of life, and value-orientations,

which also relate to different patterns of religious affiliation, type

of schooling and experience of different sectors of the economy* Xt is

clear that the local units we have studied are orientated towards these

elassificatory quasi-groups in different ways, and that, insofar as they'

deoida to support one group or another (particularly when framing

resolutions on policy-matters, at conferences and policy meetings) their

behaviour is influenced by differences in their orientation towards these

groups* One may conclude that the different orientations of members

of the two parties are based on differences in their personal participation

in certain social areas, for the social characteristics of the party

members are significantly different* At the city level, the major cleavages

discerned as latent within the structure were those of type of education,

religious affiliation, style of life and, especially, property tenure*

These latent structural differences emerged as manifest oppositions within

the local political arena, in patterns of voting behaviour and Issues

raised, and were also manifest in significant differences in the social

characteristics of the members of the two parties, Insofar as the activities

of the local units supported one side or the other in these oppositions,

one may conclude that the relevant factor here, in affecting members*

behaviour, was their personal participation in defined social areas,

and their membership of opposing classlfioatory quasi-groups. However
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it is clear that ouch of the activity of local party units is not

directly related to political issues, that is, granting support for one

side or another in oppositions which become manifest in the political

arena* Particularly this is the ease for the Conservative Associations,

which have not, until recently, taken part in local government affairs

and have therefore been concerned primarily with the running of parlianentary

elections and building up an organisation for this purpose* However,

the Labour parties too direct a large part of their resources towards

ends which are not closely related to representing specific groups or

categories within the community. Partly this is due to the necessary

demands of maintaining an organisation, but it can also be related to

the detachment of Labour party members from other groups within th©

community. Mainly, however, the impasse appears to lie, not at the

level of information and knowledge coning into the local party, but in

the openness of the routes which lead out, to higher levels in the party

hierarchy* These routes have not been specifically studied in this

project, but one may enquire how receptive are local councillors and

parliamentary representatives to the demands of party members? In

this local area, the representatives appeared to be relatively isolated

from the party members, sometimes because the party members did not expect

to influence the representatives unduly, and sometimes because the

representatives had cut their ties of interaction with the local parties.

Looal parties do not seem to be in a favoured place as regards influencing

those at higher levels in the party hierarchy, and they may be less likely

to influence representatives on specific-issues than are members of well-

organised pressure-groups• Thus, in evaluating the effectiveness of

these local units as communicating links between the grass-roots and

the representatives, one concludes that they are clearly less than perfect

since necessarily this goal cannot be their only concern, (they must also
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attempt to meet the organisational demands of pattern-maintenance, integration

and adaption)* The Conservative Associations appear to act as coraraunicatlng

links by virtue of the members* personal interaction with members of

other groups within the community, and they represent their Interests

insofar as they overlap with their own. Labour party members seem to

rely much leas upon direct contact with other groups at the grass-roots

level, and local interests are represented by them where they overlap

with their own through common membership of defined elassifieatory

quasi-groups. However* they appear to compensate for this by utilising

secondary data much more than do Conservatives* particularly that gained

from surveys and reports of journalists and specialists* Through this

however, together with their reference to the content of ideology in

defining interests and policies* the orientation of a L#P* member teals

to be towards national rather than local issues* so that local issues

are covered where they are absorbed within national ones * but purely

local ones tend to be relatively neglected*

Interactive quasi-groups may be mobilised into action-sets to pursue

a defined goal* and members of local parties may be included within these

constellations* These were more apparent within the Conservative Associations

than the Labour parties* a factor which Is again explicable by the nature

of the link between the local party and other units within the community.

Thus* for instance* the resources of the local party were tapped to support

the 'Save the Argyll* campaign. However* on other issues* the local

unit was not called upon to support an initiative* since ad hoc pressure

groups appeared to find direct oontact with representatives more effective

than utilising the internal channels of the political parties* The

interactive quasi-groupa which were most apparent within both parties

were those whihh linked members of different sub-sections of the party*

cutting across formal constituency groupings* Within the Labour party* for
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instance, links between members of different sections of the Labour

Movement ml$it be utilised to support actions in the interests of a

particular trade union* Thus, in the constituency parties, action-sets

were visible which were directed towards ends of relevance to the process

of decision-making within the parties j aetian-sets emanating from quasi-

groups outwith the looal units tended to ignore the constituency parties,

since little advantage was derived from acquiring contact with the party.

Local parties may serve as communicating links between different

levels in the political system in two ways. Firstly, by recruiting

members with certain social characteristics to represent people at the

grass roots, either by virtue of social experiences which they share

with those at this level, or by virtue of their possession of certain

skills, with which they might farther the interests of these groupsj

thus knowledge and information about the grass roots is brought into

the local party and members may act on lines favoured by the reservoirs

of voters and subscribers who support the parties. Secondly, they may-

form a link with the electorate, by sending out information to them about

the actions and decisions of party representatives and by mobilising

resources to support representatives, particularly at elections but also

where specific issues become crucial. At the constituency level,

political parties do not appear to be particularly important training-

grounds for recruits, this being taken over increasingly by hi^ier levels

in the partyf persons, keen on a political career, utilise the

constituency party to gain support and to receive some training in party

procedure and the conduct of elections, but few new leaders ♦emerge*

from constituency party activity itself. Party members represent distinct

groups within the community, following the lines of cleavage in the local

and national system! thus, insofar as party members do influence

representatives, they do so in the interests of the classificatory quasi-
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groups to which they belong and also of those quasi-groups on which they

have secondary information* However political parties at the constituency

level are principally electoral machines | they act as communicating

links where thtey efficiently mobilise voters to support their party

representatives and inform the electorate of their activities and policies.

The effectiveness of the political units we have studied in linking the

party to the electors was limited by a lack of resources j in one instance

this related to conditions in the onstituency itself} in another, to

a concentration of resources on maintaining connections with other levels

in the party to the neglect of connections with units outside* However,

it may be that the role of political parties at this level is changing}

if so, the parties must adapt to these changes if they ere to operate

effectively# Particularly, where interests cease to coalesce, that

is, where quasi-groups do not cohere, political parties are placed in

a dilemma} if they emphasise a package-deal appeal, to a wide section

of the voting public, they will be less effective in furthering any specific

interest} thus political action-seta will see little to be gained from

forging links with the political party at the constituency level* and

this such resources will be directed away from this level to other more

effective channels*

We will now consider certain patterns of social behaviour that

emerged from the data on the sooial characteristics and activity of party

members. The principal element with which we are concerned is that of

the role of political party member and its degree of differentiation

from other roles. Thus the more the role of party member is differentiated
i

from other roles the more ♦ independent * it Is} the less differentiated,

the more 'basic* it is* From a consideration of the patterns of activity

in which party umbers engage, and the expectations of behaviour which

surround party membership in the Labour and Conservative parties, we may
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conclude that the role of member of the Labour mrty tends more towards

the basic pole of the continuum*" and the role of member of the Conservative

Association tends more towards the independent pole* It may be pointed

out that differences arise within the parties between members of different

wards and different cliques» but overall one may conclude that the role

of Labour party member is less differentiated from other roles than the

role of Conservative Association member* The decree of role differentiation

my be seen to be inversely related to the de/rree of overlap between

the activity-fields in which party members participate* This proposition

may appear to be tautological > however* although intuitively one would

suppose that the two elements would go together* they do refer to different

aspects of social behaviour* When talking about the degree of role

differentiation* one is considering expectations of behaviour and the

extent to' whioh these expectations are pervasive and diffused to cover

the behaviour expected of an actor in a number of different sooial positions
' .

and situations* When one talks about the overlap of activity-fields*

one is describing measurable and observable interactions* An inter-

aotlonlst theory of social behaviour presupposes that normative expectations

and patterns of interaction axe necessarily related* but of course* not

everyone accepts the essence of interactionlst theory* However* in

this case* patterns of interaction and normative expectations do appear

to be closely connected* It appears that the more differentiated the

role of party member from other roles held by an individual the less

overlap exists between the activity-fields in which he participates |

the less differentiated the role* the more the activity-fields overlap*

When we say that activity-fields overlap we mean that the same individuals

*11* Banton* 1966 Holes*
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axe involved in interactions guided by a different form and content»

(in terms of goals, rules and expectations) from those interactions

constrained by the expectations related to party membership! these

interactions involve ecological and temporal settings additional to those

relating to party activity. Here it is useful to introduce the concept

of social identity! this results from an individual1s interaction in

a number of different social situations. Thus where an individual oases

into contact with relevant others in a number of different social situations,
\

his social identity will be an inte/trated one, and the expectations of

behaviour that hold in one situation will carry over and apply in others*

Thus the expectations which guide his behaviour in a number of different

situations will be diffused and will coalesce into a recognisable social
/

identity, an important part of which will be the role of party member*

Thus for Labour Party members to whom this applies, party membership

is a significant aspect of their total social identity! for Conservatives,

however, it Is not necessarily an integral part of their social identity,

but is compartmentalised and the expectations of behaviour surrounding

party membership are not diffused to embrace other roles* The degree

of overlap of activity-fields may be graphically represented for each

party member and the general level of overlap measured for the unit as

a whole* Where the degree of overlap for an actor is nil, that is where

his role-relationships are specific and interactive situations clearly

segmented from each other, the graphic representation would appear ao

in figure 10*

Thus, here there is a clear segregation of roles from each other, and

of the ecological and interactive situations in which they apply* Where

there 1s a much greater degree of overlap, that is, where role-relationships
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are diffusa and interactive situations involve exchanges in whioh.

individuals' behaviour is guided by rules relating to more than one role-

relationship, the graphic representation would appear as in figure 11*

When the interconnections of the status-sets of Labour and Conservative

members are compared, the Labour members present a picture in which there

ia a higher degree of connectedness than that of Conservative members

overall, although there are differences between members within the two .

parties which can be seen to affect the patterns of behaviour adopted

by them within the unit*

The degree of differentiation of the role of party member or the

extent to whioh party membership Is a basic part of an individual's social

identity, is related to the way social control operates in the unit*

Thus the behaviour of members of the Labour Party Is more stringently

constrained than is that of members of the Conservative Association*

This is because the more basic the role of party member the more

interdependent are roles within the unit since the behaviour of members

la constrained by expectations emanating from a number of overlapping

activity-fields in which members are similarly involved* Where the

role of party member is more independent of other non-party roles, the

roles that party members adopt within the unit are less interdependent,

since the constraints that bind an individual are based on specific,

contractual obligations i here there ia less overlap in the participation

of members in activity-fields outside the party* When we define

individuals aa participating in the same activity-fields we are in fact

referring to observable interactive quasl-groune in whioh definite

interactions take place* This is to be distinguished from participation

in interactive qttasi-groups which differ in form, but are similar in

content, for instance, participation In a golf dub but not the same

golf club* In effect, where members participate equally in certain
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activity-fields bat in different interactive quasl-grcups within them,

their behaviour tends to be constrained by similar sets of expectations

and this behaviour within the party is guided by rules of behaviour related

to participation in external groups* However, because of its influence

on an individual's social identity, the constraints operating upon members

of a local party are more binding where they share a common participation

in a number of interactive quasi-groups than where they participate in

the same activity-fields but in different interactive quasi-groupsj

social control within the group is least binding where members participate

in different interactive quasi-groupe and different activity-fields

outwith the unit. Thus for instance, in certain sub-sections of the

Conservative Association there is consensus on the rules that guide

behaviour since most members participate in the same activity-fields

although in different interactive quasi-groups within them, and thus

share a common conception of "gentlemanly* behaviour. However, there

is more likelihood of dissensua on specific goals and means, since members

are involved in different interactive quasi-groups* Overall one can

say that the less differentiated the role of party member, the greater

the pressures to reach consensus, because of constraints towards conformity

springing from shared interactions in external activity-fields* The

more differentiated the role of party member, the less are the pressures

towards consensus, since each role is specifically contracted and modified
T

by the nature of individual expectations,

r
Zt appears that in units, like the Conservative Associations, in

which there are less stringent expectations attached to the role of party
member, and individuals make specific contracts about the content of
that role for themselves as individuals, behaviour within the party is
controlled by expectations deriving from other basio roles, such as
sex, age and class* In the Labour Party, by contrast, where a common
conception of the expectations of behaviour attached to party membership
exists, and these expectations are clearly defined, basic roles, such
as sex, age and class do not appear to control patterns of behaviour
within the unit to the same extent, the expectations of behaviour attached
to party membership providing the main guide-lines*
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Tho more participation in one quasi-group is connected to participation

in another by cross-cutting interactions, the more likely it is that

coherence will be arrived at in definitions of role expectations in these

different quasi-groups , and that the.individual will be deterred from

participating in quasi-groups with differing expectations of behaviour.

The more interconnected these quasi-groups, the more participation in

one field comes to depend upon participation in another, and thus the

social world of the individual rests on maintaining these interactions,

through carrying cut the exchanges required and complying with the

expectations of behaviour involved* Thus, where membership of a local

party is part of such a series of interlocking interactions, the greater

the saliency of such membership for the individual since his social

identity depends upon it, and thus he is constrained to conform more

readily to the rules t in being thus more committed to maintaining these

interactions, a greater input of his energies and attention can be expected

of him than of a person not so constrained. Such a situation gives

a local party greater mobilisation of its resources than does one In

which members are not so dependent upon party activity to maintain the

interactions that make up their social world* To sum up, the structural

feature of patterns of interaction relates to the cultural feature of

the content of a relet the more differentiated the role, the more specifio

the expectations of behaviour, the less differentiated, the more diffuse

the expectations* The two are also related to the motivational element

of saliency or commitment. The interviews with party members made

clear that the more salient the role of $arty umber for an individual,

the greater the overlap between the interactive quasi-groups in which

he was involved* The less salient the role, the less interconnected

were these quasi-groups with that of the local party* This relationship

may be graphically represented in the following way. The saliency of



Figure 12. Fbradigrn of high saliency of role of party

member high degree of connectedness

of party activity with other interactive ^uasi-
g roups.



Figure 13. Paradigm of low saliency of role of party member _

( low degree of connectedness of party activity with

other interactive quasi-gnoups)
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the role of party member for the individual was determined by his

answer to the questions relating to which activities he would most and

least readily give up if circumstances demanded it* Persons can be

roughly categorised as those in which party membership is of high, medium

or low saliency for them* (it is recognised that this is not the most

adequate method of measuring this factor, and in further research one

would be interested to devise more rigorous measures)* If the role

of party member forms one factor, and along with this, one considers the

interactive quasi-groups in which the individual is involved, it becomes

clear that the more salient the role of party member, the more likely

it is that persons he meets at specifically constituency party activities

will also be encountered in other interactive quasi-groups* Paradigms

of the relationship between these factors are illustrated in figures 12

and 13*

A rough measure of the extent of overlap and of interconnectedne3s

can be arrived at by calculating the ratio of actual overlap and

interconnectedneaa to the potential overlap and interoonnectedness*

However, it is recognised that, although these rough measures sufficed

to allow us to arrive at these propositions about social behaviour, more

precise methods of measurement are required to consider them adequately*

These factors have emerged from the data, post-hoc, as it were, and further

research would clearly be needed to test the validity of these propositions

in general* Problems that arise in assessing the material are wide-

ranging and it would be necessary to overcome them before any satisfactory

measures could be deduced* The problems one would have to face are

such as the following* differences between individuals in the number

of interactive quasi-groups to which they belong} differences in the

nature of these interactive quasi-group3 j differences in the frequency

and regularity with which individuals participate in these groups)
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differences in the saliency of other interactive quasi-groups when compared

with that of the political party} and, the wei$vt to be attached to

communication through other than face-to-face contacts, stich as reading,

listening to music, radio and television* It is not thought that such

problems axe insuperable, hut analysis of them is not within the terms

of this particularresearch and further analysis of the evidence already

available and the collection of new material would be necessary to examine

these matters in detail*

Overall the tendency is for the role of member of the Conservative

Association to involve specific, contractual ties and a greater segmentation

of activity in the local party from activity in other activity-fields •

This situation involves the possibility of more disagreement on role

expectations and thus a greater degree of friotion and problems of authority*

The role of member of the Labour Party tends to be constrained by diffuse

expectations and to involve participation in a number of interlocking

quasi-groupa external to the local party unit* However, sections within

the parties do differ, not so much in the degree of connectedness between

external interactive quaai-groups, as on differences in the actual

quasi-groups in which members participate* such differences are directly

related to the growth and strength of factionalism within the parties.

The hostility between factions within the Labour Party is greater than

between those in the Conservative Association because of the greater

ooranitraent of members to maintaining the link with the local party

(because of the salienoy of this lixfc and its central importance to their
!

social identity) • Thus disagreement between factions within the Labour

Party leads to a 'fight to the death' situation, since all factions are

committed to maintaining the link with the local party* There is less

possibility of compromise between factions in the Labour Party since

the goals, values and expectations of members of factions are reinforced

by their interconnected interactions outwith the unit* The resources

of these interconnected interactive quasi-groups could be mobilised into
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action-sets in support of, or in opposition to, a particular issue by

a faction, so that at a particular moment a faction would be mobilised

at various levels withiA the party hierarchy as well as in other related

sections of the Labour Movement, suoh as trade unions, and in specific-

issue organisations• Thus a concerted attack could be brought into

play at the same moment, adding to the strategics effect of the action#

For example, resolutions on the same issue would be adopted at the same

time by a variety of different groups, and the maximum publicity given

to them* Or, the resources of thgse groups would be mobilised to came

together at the same place at the same time, for instance in conducting

a march and presenting a petition, or in lobbying suppori at the City

Chambers* This interconneotedness of quasi-groups aids in mobilising

existing resources into action-sets which are given added effect by-virtue

of acting together and presenting the appearance of opposition or support

from a number of apparently separate interests and organisations• Thus,

although the range of activities in which Labour Party members are involved

outwith the local unit is more limited than those of Conservative

Association members (at this level), these resources can be used to

advantage in that they say be strategically combined on a particular

issue* This pattern of inter-oonnectedness provides a potential supply

of resources which may be concerted, but, one need hardly say, the

mobilisation of these resources requires tactical skill and manoeuvering

and many attempts at mobilisation are made which prove unsuccessful because

of opposition from factions similarly bent*

Thus disagreement between factions in the Labour Party'leada to
■ 'I'

open hostility and disputes, which, when decided in favour of one side
\

or the other, rather than by a compromise, leads either to segmentation,

where this is constitutionally feasible, or to the complete cessation

of participation in the local unit of all members of the defeated faction*
1 V

\

V
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Since participation in one interactive quasi-group is often dependent

upon another in formal, constitutional terms aa well as informally, the

cessation of participation at one level in the Labour Party may automatically

prohibit members from participating in a range of other quasi-groups

and thus presents a total loss of resources to the party* The faction

may disperse once the link of party activity has been broken, or may

forge a new link to maintain the interconnectednosa in a similar social

group, perhaps another political party, or may by-paas this broken link

by diverting more energies into other quasi-groups, such as the trade

union branch, which may also serve as constitutionally recognised channels

of participation* Thus althou^i dissensus between individuals is more

general in the Conservative Association, because of the specific nature

of their link with the party, the growth of relatively permanent factions

is less common precisely because of this same factor* This allows for

compromise and bargaining to go on between groups within the unit, and

for an overall consensus to be reached through specific individual

exchanges* Disagreement adopts a relatively more intractable appearance

in Labour Party units and operates between sub-units and cliques rather

than between individuals) this is because members of sub-groups are

involved in interconnected quasi-group activities outwith the local unit*

Factionalism does occur in the Conservative Association and it is clear

that, where such opposition arises within the group over specific issues,

it does so where the opponents are involved in external interactive

quasl-groupa. For instance, the major ole&vage between factions that

arose over the issue of participation in local government elections was

one which led to intransigent opposition in Mansionhouse ward, and the

eventual resignation from the Conservative Association of members of

the defeated faction* This factionalism arose and was continued because

members of one faction were involved in the interconnected quasi-groups
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of the local Progressiva Association and the local Conservative

Association as veil as participating In the same neighbourfiood and

religious groups. Members of the opposing faction were united by ties

emanating from shared participation in other sections of the Conservative

Party, notably the higher levels in the party hierarchy of constituency

party and office-holding groups and city party committees. Most other

issues did not lead to the growth of factions since members of the

Association were not involved in shared interactions outwith the constituency

Association* This lack of external interconnectedness weakened the

internal cohesion of rank and file members of the Conservative Association,

a factor modified however by their shared acceptance of certain values,

based on early socialisation and their common participation in activity-

fields with similar sets of values, and expectations of behaviour, producing

what may be labelled a 'class culture*. Thus, in this situation, rank

and file members were in a weak position to oppose the decisions of the

office-holders and committee members, apart that is, from in those situations

where the two groups were clearly distinguished, (as on the issue of

the frequency of E,C. meetings in Expansion Conservative Association),
Office-holders and members of the specialist committees were in a strong

position because they were involved in shared interactions outside the

local association, particularly in interactive quasi-groups related to

participation at higher levels in the party hierarchy, and in informal

social interactions of mutual entertaining between members of these quasi-

groups. Thus they built up a shared pattern of goals, values and

expectations with reference to which they made their decisions, and, they

were able forcibly to present the case for those lines of action In

contrast to the disunited state of the rank and file members. In the

Labour Party, factions who shared common participation in quasi-groups

connected with activity at higher levels in the party hierarchy also
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stood out clearly, but they were opposed by other factions whose networks

of interconnected activities were related to other interactive quaai-groupa

based on the neighbourhood and trade union, or university and specific-

issue organisations. Thus over most issues a clear division of opinion

would arise baaed on membership of factions united by differential

participation in interconnected external quasi-groups, and thus decisions

would be reached by the use of the majority vote and the chairman's

casting votei this contrasts with the *feel of the meeting* system in

the Conservative Association, which, in groups of the size of 30 - 35

noted in Expansion Conservative Association, was mainly a device to

ratify the decisions of the office-holders, who presented a united front.

The lack of factionalism in the Conservative Association produced a lack

of opposition between the rank and file and the office-holders, and

the lower level of commitment of members to the Association reduced their

willingness to raise issues which appeared to contradict the wishes of

the office-holders. There were few bases for the growth of factions

in the Conservative Association, other than that already mentioned of

participation in the Progressive Association, apart from those which

emanated from internal structural divisions, such as those between ward

members when they came together at E.C. meetings. This presents a clear

contrast with the situation in the Labour Party where the existence of

bases for the growth of factions (that is, shared participation in differential

clusters of interconnected, interactive quasi-groups external to the

local unit), leads to & greater readiness to raise issues, to contradict the

recommendations of office-holders, and to be Intransigent in opposition,

and a greater emphasis on the constitution or formal rules as the recognised

mode for the settlement of disputes. This latter leads to a greater

interest in the rules, the saying that *if you know the constitution

you are made*, and in increased competition for strategic positions.
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» # # *

What then has been gained from this study of four local political

parties? Principally it has been a useful academic exercise , a training

in research techniques and organisation. In themselves the data are

interesting, particularly those on the party members about whom little

is really known. The study has tried to emphasise the importance of

the contexts within which behaviour occurs, since seise dissatisfaction

is felt with studies which concentrate on a few variables, extracting

them from their social context i statistically significant interrelationships

may be found between such variables but in the end one is left with the

feeling 'what does this prove anyway?*» In this thesis, the social

situation in which party activity takes place has been considered#

Although by bringing in so many variables one is prevented from pointing

to any definite and persistent interrelationships of a causal, kind, it

is hoped that this anthropological approach will go some way towards

explaining the social world of the party activist, relating his behaviour

to the social framework in which it takes place. Two factors have been

emphasised in particular, for they were the two which seemed from the

analysis markedly to affect patterns of behaviour within the local parties.

The first was that of the quantity and quality of resources available,

and the ability of the parties to mobilise them, for it appeared that,

where the reservoir of resources fell below a certain level, the viability

of the local parties was severely threatened. The second factor whioh

emerged was that of the relationship between the degree of commitment

to the party exhibited by a member and the content and form of his

interactions in situations outwith the party. Where party membership

was interconnected with interaction in a range of other social situations,

this had the effect of binding the member more closely to the party and
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party membership was thus mora salient for him, an integral part of his

eooial identity, and a greater contribution of time and energy oould

be expected from him by the party# This feature also affected the

structure of relationships within the party, particularly the persistence

and continuity of factions over time and the techniques used by the parties

to arrive at decisions# The study has therefore been worthwhile principally

from a training point of view, but it is hoped that this detailed discussion

of the social context within which party activity takes place will help

those who do not belong to a political party to understand what goes

on within them, and that, for the sociologist, seme pointers to possibly

fruitful lines of research will have emerged#
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1. SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKSROUNP

a) Scotland

Population * Figures front the Registrar-Oeneral, representing the

year June, 1964, to June, 1963, showed that in that year Scotland not

only suffered the greatest net emigration for 12 years but also

experienced an absolute drop in population, the first since 1931* In

this period net emigration from Scotland was estimated at 43,000.

This continued the trend of previous years when the figure rose from

34,000 (1962-63) to 40,600 (1963-64)* The population total was

3,203,900* The number lost to Scotland was divided almost equally

between those going overseas and those going elsewhere in the U.K. -

about 21,000 and 22,000 respectively*

Figures in June, 1966 «-

a) population - 3,190,800 (drop of 13,100).

b) in age group 65+ - increase of 9,600 to 585,400.

e) in age group under 15 - increase of 2,700 to 1,342,400.

d) Number of females to malesJ- (1961) 108*5 * 100.

b) The city.

Area t 52 sq. miles, (33,294 sores).

Population 1 Age-structure

1951-1961 a) the number of males aged 5-25 years increased by

9.3$ and the number of females aged 5-20 years
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increased by ?•??.

b) decrease in numbers of persona aged between 30

years and 50 years*

Birthplace and nationality - the number of Scottish-born persons

decreased by over 5»000 between 1951 end 1961, while the number born

outside Scotland increased* There was an increase of over 2,000 in

those born in England and Wales and of over 3,000 in those born outside

the British Isles.

302,946 persons were born within the elty (total population * 468,361).

Thus 64*?^ of the population were born within the city*

Pumber of females to males * 1961 « 116 * 100

1951 - 118.3 i 100

A*e-strueture » 1951-1961 showed a decrease in the number of persons

aged between 30 years and 50 years, and an Increase in the number of

persons at all ages from 50 upwards (except for those aged ?0-79 years

In the ease of males).

1961 i- 35,400 Households of one or two persons contained persons of

pensionable age.

44,430 persons of pensionable age lived in ens or two person households.

Property-tenure

Total households • 152*177

Owner-occupiers * 65,841 (43.50

Renting from Local Authority * 37,243 (24.4$)

Renting unfurnished from a private person or company « 36,282 (23.&0

Renting by virtue of employment - 4,695 (3.0^5

Renting with a farm or business • 327 (*2|)

Property-owning category * 70,863 (46.7$)

Propertyless oatsgory » 81,314 (53.3/0
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The city

Average number of persons per room ret tenure.

total households

Owner Occupiers 0,68 65,841 43.5*

by virtue of employment 0.87 4,695 3.7*

renting with a farm or buelnesa 0.85 327 .215

renting from local authority 1.17 37,243 24.4*

renting from private person or co* 0,91 unfurnished 36,282 23.8*
«t H « 0,92 furnished 7,789 5.1*

Property Owners

65,841 (0.68)

Personal tie to employer

5,022 (0,86)

Total propertied households

70,863

Propertylees

73,525 (1.04)

renting furnished

7,789 (0,92)

Total propertyleas households

81,314

e) The Constituencies 1 Twilight

The overall picture of Twili^at is of an old population. An

indication of the balance between age-groups is the proportion of

persons entitled to vote in the total population, that is, mainly

persona over 21 years of age* Jbr 1961, the figures are«- Queen'e

ward, 77 per 100| Church, 75 per 100$ Park, 69 per 100, All wards

within the constituency contain a relatively high proportion of old

people. The ratio of one or two persons households containing

persons of pensionable age to the total number of households is 1»5 in

Queen's ward and Park ward, and I16 la Church ward. The total

population of the constituency in 1961 was 54,264, consisting of 25,070

males and 29,194 females. In each ward, there are more women than men.
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d) Expansion

The total population of Expansion constituency is 74*728, divided

thus, males 33,195* females 41*533* In Avenue and Manalonhouse wards,

females predominate, whereas in Estate ward there is a fairly even

balance (see Page 324). This fact is related to the age structure of

the ward* Estate ward contains mainly married couples with growing

children, due mainly to the polioy of the housing department in

allocating council houses. Estato is tho largest ward, the population

totalling 34*559* (males, Id,654* females, 17*905)* Thus the population

of ono ward, Estato, is roughly ^ as numerous as that of the whole of
Twilight constituency* Avenue is the second largest ward, with a

population of 22,958, and Mansionhouse the smallest, population 17,211.

The proportion of females to males in the constituency can be seen in

figure 5. Thus on the whole, the wards in Expansion constituency art

larger than those in Twilight, with tho exception of Church ward which

with 17*687 do slightly larger than Mansionbouae, (17*211). The relative

differences between the wards in their proportions of older persons is

indicated in tho figures relating to tho number of electors per 100 of

tho total population* Wansionhouse emerges as tho 'oldest' ward, in

this sense, with 76 electors per 100} Avenue is similar with 72 per 100}

Estate is noticeably different with 56 electors per 100, that is, almost

half the population in 1961 was under 21 years of age.

e) The two constituencies compared*

The comparative figures between the wards and constituencies with

respect to ago may be clearly seen from tho following tablet-
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Table ef relative alga of 3 age-grades

In wards and constituencies 1961

Age-grade Queen's Church Avenue Mansionhouse Estate

0-25 3 2 2 2 2 1

25-50 2 3 3 3 3 2

50* 1 1 1 1 1 3

Age-grade Twilight Expansion

Index*-
«r\CM1o 2 1

1 • largest age-grade
25 - 50 3 2 2 * second largest age-grade

3 - smallest age-grade
50* 1 3

Thus within tha two constituencies we see a continuum of wards in

terms of the relative distribution of persons between the three age-

grades taken as relevant categories for this analysis, with Queen's

ward presenting one pole, with a predominance of relatively old adults,

mid Estate ward the opposite pole, with a predominance of children*

the other wards fall between, sharing a relative lack of young and

middle-aged adults* The wards vary in absolute terms, of course* for

example, Queen's ward, while containing less children than young and

middle-aged adults, in absolute terms contains even less young and

middle-aged adults than Church and Fark wards* However these figures

give an Indication of the differences that appear to obtain between the

wards from a statistical study of the age-distribution.

The relative distribution of electors per 100 of the total

population in the wards and constituencies may be summarised in the

following table*-



Table of distribution of electors per 100 population

la wards and constituencies 1961

Electors per
100 population

Queen*s Church Park Avenue Manslonhouee Estate

77 75 69 72 76 56

Electors per
100 population

Twilight Expansion

74 66

The relative distribution of one and two persons households con¬

taining persons ef pensionable age In the sards gives an indication of

the balanoe of the population in terms of age*-
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Table of Relative Distribution of One and Two Person

Households containing persons of pensionable

age In the sards 1961

Queen,s Church Park Avenue Manslonhouse Estate

Ratio of pension¬
able households to 1*5 1*6 1*5 1*3,5 1*3 1*9
total households

Thus, sithin Twilight constituency the sards are relatively

similar in terms of the balanoe of the population by age, with Queen's

sard being weighted more heavily towards the older end of the scale

than Church and Park, which show roughly similar distributions between

the categories* In all the wards* in Twilight* the largest group is

that of the over-50s. In Expansion constituency* two wards contrast

with the other* Avenue and Mansionhous© containing relatively higher

proportions of persons over 65 than any of the other wards in either of

the constituencies considered* while Estate ward contains markedly less*
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The balance "between the age-grades, in Avenue and Mansionhouae, ia not

so heavily weighted towards the older end of the scale as it is ia

Queen's, but shows a similar distribution to that in Church and Park,

but a relatively greater lack of middle-aged persons. The greater

size of Estate ward however counteracts this trend when the

constituencies are compared in toto, Expansion emerging as heavily

weighted towards the younger end of the so&le.

The usefulness ef the housing index as an indicator of style of

life and tenure of property has been considered and related to patterns

of political participation in the oity as a whole* Zn the two

constituencies studied here, the housing index varied markedly between

the wards, thus again indicating the usefulness of comparing party

activity in the two areas. Placed along a soale of relatively high or

low density of household occupation, the wards within the constituencies

rank thuss-

Table of heusing index within the wards 1961

^analonhouse Avenue Park Estate Church Queen's

0.56 0.66 0.73 0.98 0.01 1,04

low density ■■■■ - high density

It should be boms in mind here that in these calculations a child

under 10 years of ago represents & a person. Thus one can foresee

that the density of Estate ward will become much higher, that Is, that

there will be relatively mere overcrowding in the future as the large

numbers of young children enter their teens. It should further be

remembered that the size of the room is not stipulated in these

calculations* the moms in the older tenements and in the council

houses are noticeably emailer, from a half to a quarter the size of many
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of the rooms in the older owner-occupied houses end flats of Avenue,

Kfanslonhouae and even Park wards.

The relationship of this housing index i.e* average number of

persons per room* to forms of tenure of property will he clear from the

data given below. Prom the brief Impressionistic account of the

constituencies studied given in the text it may be seen that forms of

property-tenure, density of occupation and age-struoture tie in closely

with the appearance of a ward or constituency to the outside observert

and to the stereotype of that area which exists in the minds of other

inhabitants within the city as a whole*

The density of occupation varies within each ward* In Twilight)

the extremes clarify the distinction between Queen's and Church on the

one hand and Perk on the other* Queen's and Church contain ever 17f of

households in which the number of persons per room is over l|. In Park,

the figure is tf * At the ether extreme, the percentages of households

in which the number of persons per room is loss then £ are 8,5* in

Church, and 7.8% in Queen's, contrasting markedly with 20,11 in Park,

In Expansion constituency, wards Iteaslenhouse and Estate again polarise

at opposite ends of a continuum. In Mansionhouse, the most common

category into which households fall is that in which there are more

than 2 rooms per persons 35*9^ of households are in this category,

while only 2.l! fall in the category of over 1| persons per room. In

Avenue ward, there is a fairly even distribution of households in each

category from 1 room per person to 2 rooms per person. In Estate ward,

by contrast, the most common category is that in which there are l-l£

persons per room, 28.2^, with 13*5/' being at the high density point of

over l£ persons per room and 11.4,1 at the low density point of loss

then £ person per room.
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fable of private households by density cf occupation. by wards
Categories cf numbers of persons per room

high density low density
Wards over ih I'll 1_ 1=1 M less 1

Queen's 17.3 16.7 30.4 2.1 25.7 7.8

Church 17.6 14.9 30.7 4.0 24.3 8,5

Park 7.0 9.3 25.5 8,6 29.4 20.1

Avenue 5.1 9.2 20.6 9.5 30.3 25.3

t/lanslonhouse 2.1 5.0 13.1 9.9 33.9 35.9

Estate 13.5 28.2 21.4 7.8 17.7 11.4

The relationship between density of ocoupation and type of tenure

of property is elearly apparent within these wards* The following
/

table oompllea the Information on each wardt-

Table of private householde by type of tenure

of property per 1*000 households by

words ranked re housing Index

Type of tenure of property per 1*000 households

Wards ranked re

housing index
Owner-

occupiers

Rented
privately

unfurnished

Rented

privately
furnished

Rented
from local
authority

Queen's 1,04 296 527 58 80

Churoh 1.01 245 542 68 96

Estate 0,98 261 34 10 663

Park 0.73 552 280 134 11

Avenue 0.66 563 172 88 145

Uanslonhouse 0.56 768 135 69 4

(Other categories are relatively unimportantv renting by virtue

of employment and renting with a farm or buslnessi there la a

relatively even distribution of these types of tenure in the wards*)
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In Church and Queen's wards, the dominant economic collectivity,

or quasi-group, with respect to property consists of those who rent

their houses unfurnished from a private person* These formed 54.2* of

the total households In Church ward and 52.1% of those in Queen's* The

other major group la hoth eases consists of owner-occupiers, 24*5$ In

Church, 2$.6% in Queen's. Other groups are relatively email* It must

also he remembered that many of the houses in these wards are tenement

flats which have been classified as slums, so that their market value is

lev* Park ward, by contrast, is dominated mainly by owner-occupiers,

55.2% of the total households, with again a substantial number of persons

in privately-rented unfurnished accommodation, 28/* This situation

oontrasts interestingly with that in Expansion constituency, where those

renting their accommodation privately are a fairly small proportion of

the population* The owner-occupiers in this constituency form the

dominant group, in opposition, as defined by objectively-defined,

rational interests, to those renting from the local authority*

Considered by wards, a contrast again appears within Expansion

constituency with a division between Avenue and Uansionhouse wards on the

one hand and Estate ward on the other. Avenue and Mansionhouse are

dominated by owner-occupiers, as was Park ward in Twilight constituency*

In Mansionhouse, of 6,284 households, 4,829 are owner-occupied, that is,

76*8/* Other forms of tenure ere relatively insignificant, (i*e»

renting unfurnished privately, 13*5/) renting furnished privately,

6*9/)* Avenue ward ia not dominated quite so obviously by ewner-

eooupieraj they form 96*3/ of the total households, (4»275 households

from s total of 7, 594)• On the other side of the property-owning/

propertylese division, are 31*7/ of households, 14*9/ renting from the

local authority^ 17*2/ renting unfurnished accommodation privately.

Estate ward contrasts markedly with the other wards in this constituency}



from a total 9,007 households, 66.3? of 5,969 households are rented

from the local authority. Owner-oooupiers for® the other important

group, 26. l£ or 2,351 households.

The wards differ also in the localism of the population. Queen's

ward consists mainly of local persons, only 7*65$ heing bora outside

Scotland (1,064 from a total population of 13,949)* Church ward has

a slightly larger proportion of immigrants and visitors, 12.85?» with

Park ward being the most cosmopolitan, 19*15^ of its population being

born outside Scotland. Church ward is the most similar to the average

for the eity which is 12«2^« In Expansion constituency overall, a

higher percentage of persons wore born outside Scotland, although

Estate ward falls below the oity average, with 10?. Zn Avenue ward,

1<$, and la Wansionhouae ward, 20.6^, of the population were born

outside Scotland. These figures of localism or cosmopolitanism as

defined by place of birth are connected to the occupational features of

the residents of a wards "middle-class" occupations are more likely to

attraot some persons from outside Scotland, in commerce, medicine and

Industry tor example, whereas the trend for manual workers has been la

quite the opposite direction, in the form of migration to England and

emigration from the U.K. j thus the proportion of non-Scottiah born to

Scottish-born persons is connected to the proportions of manual to non-

manual workers residing in an area. The city as s whole will however

attraot immigrants from the Worth of Scotland and from the rural areas

surrounding it, compatible with the national trend.
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Age-grades Twilight Constituency

Chureh Queen*a Park

male female male female male female

0-4 731 701 691 653 485 494

5-9 485 403 412 401 350 324

10-14 451 464 414 407 384 353

15-19 469 599 360 387 466 683

20.24 708 742 485 621 789 1094

25-29 699 600 543 505 578 604

30-34 555 508 427 441 441 458

35-39 592 519 426 411 401 483

40-44 474 473 317 340 405 506

45-49 605 623 429 488 430 588

50-54 676 693 457 537 501 651

55-59 713 653 466 504 489 667

60-64 566 649 348 471 491 622

65-69 371 548 271 404 310 559

70-74 290 409 216 344 258 526

75-79 155 246 142 245 161 386

8O-84 81 147 79 166 119 203

85-89 25 47 24 76 44 102

90-94 4 10 4 23 6 20

95* 0 3 0 4 0 1

8650 9037 8521 7428 7010 9324

17,687 13,949 16,334



Age-grades Expansion Constituency

Avenue Estate Manslonhouse

male female male female male female

CM 673 591 1616 1537 427 423

5-9 613 618 1947 1781 426 417

10-14 772 771 2608 2421 471 490

15-19 833 964 1440 1493 442 623

20-24 919 1099 836 811 521 724

25-29 654 611 625 763 497 486

30-34 553 621 888 1193 371 401

35-39 630 737 1440 1636 366 483

40.44 595 792 1333 1444 334 531

45-49 693 830 1145 1208 443 693

50-54 703 987 930 876 525 827

55-59 682 971 660 705 471 841

60-64 467 850 396 569 402 828

65-69 415 774 335 477 320 813

70-74 298 733 222 408 265 770

75-79 201 576 141 314 220 569

8O-84 124 333 80 193 116 402

85-89 52 159 28 77 34 162

90-94 3 49 6 24 7 60

95+ 1 11 2 2 2 8

9,881 13,077 16,678 17,932 6,660 10,551

22,958 34,610 17,211



2. POLITICAL BACXCHtOUHP

a) Factors affecting political behaviour In Britain*

One can here only briefly point out acme of the key factors which

affect political behaviour in Britain, and further elucidation must be

sought in those books which deal specifically with this topic.1 These

factors may be roughly categorised as those which emanate from the

formal electoral system and those from the social system*

Features of the formal electoral system!

The percentage of the population over 20 years of age, entitled

to vote has increased from % prior to 1832 to 96*?$ is 1948* At

present, the Bouse of Commons has €30 members, each representing a

single member constituency. The Boundary Commissions, of which there

are four, one each for England, Scotland, Wales euad Northern Ireland,

were set up in 1944, to make a general review of constituency

boundaries st intervals of not less than three and sot more than seven

years* The aim of this review is to prevent gross anomalies in the

proportion of electors to representatives between constituencies.

The effects of redistribution on local party organisation, and the

differences such redistributions make to the chances of an M.P. being

returned at the next election, raised such criticism that, in 1938,

the period between general reviews of constituencies was altered to a

of. for example* J* Blondel. I960. Voters, Parties and Leaders
S*L* Leonard* 1968* Elections in Britain*
P* Pulser* 1969* Political Representation

and Elections in Britain*
R. Rose (ed) 1966* Studies in British Polities
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minimum of ten and a maximum of fifteen years.1 Of the 630 seats in

the present parliament, 511 are in England, 36 in Wales, 71 in

Scotland, and 12 in Northern Ireland. All constituencies are territorial

ones, slnoe the abolition of university seats. "The combination of

single-member constituencies and a *first past the post1 method of

voting leads to considerable discrepancies between the proportion of

votes polled by parties and the number of seats which their candidates
2

obtain in the House of Commons." Various methods have been discussed

to deal with this situation, the alternative vote and proportional

representations for example, but the simple, single-member system

remains. Recently, changes have been put forward to amend the

electoral system, which will affect either the next or the next-but-one

elections these include the extension of suffrage to persons aged

18 - 21 years and the registration of a candidate's party affiliation

on the ballot slip. Other recommendations affect the conduct of local

elections, for example, that a looal councillor should reside in the

ward he represents. All these factors will demand some accomodation

by the political parties. The extension of voting to 18 year olds

might encourage more young people to join a political party, which would

provide the parties with a valuable additional resource. However, the

P.G.J. Pulzer. 1969* Political Representation and Elections in
Britain, p.32-36.

D.E. Butler. 1955* "Ike Redistribution of Seats." Public
Administration, Summer.

The rapid growth of new towns and housing estates, and the
decline in population of constituencies in the central areas of cities,
has led to a considerable expansion in the electorates of some
constituencies and decline in others. This is apparent in the
constituencies dealt with in this research, and it may be suggested
that having to work within a too large or a too small constituency can
have equally as damaging effects on party organisation as the reorientation
and redistribution of party members entailed in the redrawing of
constituency boundaries.

2
R.L. Leonard, op. clt. p.24.
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registration of party affiliation with the candidate's name on the

ballot paper will remove a prime goal of local party activity in

election campaigns, i.e. "getting the candidate's name across." On

the one hand, this may enable the party to redirect its energies

towards other goals, such as "getting people to the polling station,"

or, it may, by removing a prime goal of activity, lead to a reduction

in the ongoing aotivlty of the local party, an effect which would

ramify to endanger the ability of the local party to exist over time

as a co-ordinated unit*

This recommendation represents, however, a formal recognition of

the Importance of the political parties in the conduct of elections}

previously their existence has been virtually ignored in all the laws

and regulations conoerned with election procedure. Each party

consists of the parliamentary party, the party administration and the

mass membership* The parliamentary party dominates each party in

practice) although debate still goes on within the Labour Party, it is

recognised that the P*L*P* is separate and relatively autonomous.*
The main purpose of the constituency parties is manifestly to maintain

an electoral organisation in a constant state of readiness. Where an

agent is employed this is more feasible. At the time of the 1966

General Election, the Conservative Party employed 499 full-time agents,

responsible for 537 constituencies) the Labour Party had 202. The

emphasis in Britain has been on the contest between two parties, the

Labour Party and the Conservative Party. However, the growth of the

Scottish Hational and Welsh National Parties must put in doubt the

Bbr a full discussion of the history and organisation of the
politioal parties see B.L. Leonard. 19^9* Elections in Britain C5*

R. Mackenzie. 1964. British Political Parties.



suceess of this system* It has boon said that three conditions need

to exist tor a two-party game to run smoothly* historical continuity,

social homogeneity\ and politioal consensus. "A two-party system

can operate most easily when parties originate among politicians

within the legislative, rather than among the disfranchised outside

it.** In this respect, the rise of nationalist parties presents a

threat to the two-party system in that they originate outside the

parliamentary groupings, representing the discontented if not the

disfranchised* Thus controversies, thought to have been settled long

ago, re-emerge, such as the demand for complete separation or a

federation of regions, rather than an acceptance of the unitary form

of the state* Much also is written about the soolal homogeneity of

Britain} although the strength of class-based voting has often been

emphasised in voting studies, this has been seen as operating within

an integrated structure, and not as a potentially divisive force*

Where there is a base of social homogeneity, the differences between

the two parties are minimised, and this provides the best environment

tor the two-party system, since it prevents a polarisation of the

parties around a fundamental division of the population* The faotor

of regional identification is one which should not be overlooked,

however, and if the two main political parties do not reflect this

characteristic and aooommodate to it, the two-party system would be

threatened by the rise of parties based on this division* Unless the

two main parties can contain within them a broad eross-seotlon of

interests, the two-party system might be replaced by a multi-party

eystem, geared more to the representation of interests, than to the

formation of a government* There is a oase to be made for a reformed

*
P. Puleer op* cit. p*41*
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second chamber, in which interests could be specifically represented,

on the lines suggested by Pierre Mendes-France for France, and thus

the benefits of the two-party and the multi-party systems eould be

combined.

Changes in electoral organisation have led to the extension and

thence the limitation of the range of functions of the Party machinery.

For example, until 1918, election egenta were responsible for ensuring

that eligible electors were registered. The extension of suffrage in

1867 required a more formal system of party organisation than existed

previously. The National Union of Conservative and Constitutional

Associations evolved between 186? and 1885 sa the handmaiden of the

party in parliament. The Labour Party was directly produced by the

age of mass participation. In 1900, the Labour Representation

Committee came into being} only in 1918 was ths Labour Party formally

constituted as a national political party, with local branches,

affiliated and individual members. Since then, many of the functions

of the local constituency associations have steadily passed into the

hands of the national party administration, for instance, party

polioy is now mainly put across through television and radio, rather

than through door-to-door or street comer contact} collection of

money increasingly tends to be on a national rather than a local baals}

the nomination of party candidates although residing formally with the

local association can be influenced by the opinion of those at

national headquarters} however, canvassing and encouraging people to

turn out and vote remain with the local party, yet here they receive

help, for instance, in the delivery of literature at national elections,

the registration of postal votes and in ths proposed announcement of

party Identification with ths oandidats*s name. Thus, those

administrative requirements of party machinery concerned simply with
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electoral procedures have been proportionately reduced as there has

been an increase in its funotion in terms of providing information to

M.P.s, coordinating policy statements, determining priorities in

campaign strategies, disseminating informative literature on party

policy to party members and to the public, particularly through the

media of the prees, and in carrying out the organisational

requirements concerned with the administration of a large and oomplex

national political party.

Representatives in Britain, as in other parliamentary democracies,

are drawn from the upper and middle classes predominantly. Persons

from those professions in which articulation is a requirement, and

verbal skill likely to be high, feature particularly in the political

arena, for example, lawyers, teachers, journalists and, lately, academic

polltioal scientists. The social characteristics of Members of

Parliament have been considered in detail elsewhere and need not be

recounted here.1 The characteristics of party members are more

relevant to this analysis. The Conservative Party has about 2.3 million

members, Labour about 6 million, individual members alone numbering

around 800,000.

In the Labour Party, figures for individual membership were first

recorded in 1923. At that time, from 535 constituency parties, there

were 214,970 individual members. These figures have grown, until in

1965» from 659 constituencies, there were 475*134 male and 341,301

female individual members, s total of 813,735* The number of

affiliated trade unions in 1935 was 79 (compared with 181 in 1907* due

to streamlining of occupations and amalgamations of unions sines that

of. B. Butler and A. Kings British General Election of 1933,
p. 208 ff.

J.P. Blondelt op. eit.
P. Pulsert op. cit. p.37-72.



time). The total membership of the party in 1965 was 6,439>893

(L.P. published figures). The highest figure recorded since the

Seoond World War was that in 1957 of 6,582,549. Individual membership

in 1965 was 816,765, a deorease of 13,351 compared with 1964. The

average membership in a constituency was 1,322 compared with 1,343 in

1964. 68 constituencies had memberships over 2,000t of these, 18 had

more than 3,000 members) 4 had more than 4*000) 1 more than 5*000)

and 1 more than 6,000. These membership figures should be compared

with the total votes recorded for Labour in 1966s from 622 seats

contested the votes number 13*088,404* an increase of 882,823 over the

1964 figure. This involved the return of 364 Labour M.P.s.

Relative distribution of Labour votes. Labour members

and individual Labour members

Votes recorded Total L.P, membership Individual members

13,088,404 (1966) 6,439,893 (1965) 816,765 (1965)

Thus, members of the Labour party or an affiliated organisation

totalled almost half those who voted Labour in 1966s wives of trade

union members might be expected to make up a sizeable proportion of the

remaining Labour voters. Of these voters, however, only 816,765 were

Individual members. These numbers of party members vary between years

and elections, and are not reliable, due to differences in methods of

assessment) for instance, the Labour Party has a minimum fee affiliating

a constituency party to the Rational Party which allowa a party to send

a delegate to the Annual Conference) the figure given for a large

number of affiliated constituencies is the minimum one and it is

questionable whether each constituency does in fact contain even the

minimum number of members.
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tJenerally speaking, the social structure of the membership of

each of the two main parties seems to correspond to the social structure

©f its electorate, with one important reservation concerning the

Conservative Party#This concerns the occupational structure of the

members of the Conservative Party# In Glossop, for example, non-manual

groups constituted of Conservative members, but only if the Conservative

electors* Thus, although roughly a third of working-class voters

support the Conservative Party, they are rarely to be found among the

members of the Conservative Party, and even less likely to be active

members# However, information on local party eotlviets Is meagre,

and the data from those that have been studied varies# As Blondel

says, "until one or two hundred constituencies have been studied in

great detail...#*##### any generalisation at this level ia entirely

precluded." Conservative Associations are perhaps primarily social

organisational "many businessmen and professional men still do

consider that membership of the loeal Conservative Association is as

2
natural as la membership of the loeal golf club." The Labour Party

while featuring manual workers prominently, contains a greater share

of middle-olasa persons than would be consistent with voting figures

on a strictly representative basis#

It is very difficult to arrive at a realistic estimate of a party's

wealth, since some of it is diffused among the various constituency

associations# The Labour constituency parties vary widely in size and

strength# The looal party is required to contribute to Transport House

a shilling per member per year, with a constituency minimum of £50#

1
J.P, Blondel, op# eit. F.97#

2
J.P, Blondel, op# eit# ?#100



The annual sum collected from each member should he 12/-. Mr*

Callaghan, as Party Treasurer, at present (1969) hopes to increase

this allocation from l/~ to l/6 per member, thus raising the

constituency fee to £75* This mould entail the diversion of much

sore effort into fund-raising on the part of some small constituency

parties, who find it diffioult to raise even £50 at present* However,

if this activity is tied in with a drive for increased membership it

would be of benefit to the local party* The Labour Party aims also

to increase the contribution from the unions to Transport Bouse.

Recently, the balance of contributions between the unions and the

constituencies has been as belowi-*

Contributions to the Labour Party by

Trade Unions and Constltuenoies 1965-1967

Trade Pniona Constituencies

1963 £275,887 £39,280

1964 £276,237 £38,131

1965 £280,706 £41,692

1966 £273,716 £39,201

1967 £276,902 £37,848

Alan latkins points out that "the affiliated membership" of a

union "is a completely arbitrary figure arrived at by the union
2

leaderships" that is, there is no necessary connection between the,

figures of total membership, contracting-in membership and the number

*
A. Vatkins. "The Workers' Pennies*" Few Statesman 21 Feb.1969

2
ibid.
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affiliated to the Labour Party. Taking the T.G.W.U. as an example,

Alen latkins has collected the following information!- actual

membership was 1,462,000 in 196?, contracting-in membership, 1,432,000

and affiliated membership 1,000,000. The politioal levy realised

£116,000. £50,000 went directly to Transport House as affiliation
4

feet however, this did not represent the sum of the union's

contribution to party work. Other amounts were spent on the

constituencies directly, (£11,000)) in election expenses, (£3,600))
on by-election insurance,(£150)) in remittances to regions, (£34,000)
and on delegates* expenses, (£2,000).

The general pioture of the amount spent by all registered

employees' unions as contributions to the Labour Party's politioal

activities emerges from the following tablet- 1

Table of contributions to Political Activities by

Registered Employees' Unions 1963-1967

Total Total Political

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

members contracting-in Expenditure

7,928,000

8,013,000

8,112,000

7,997,000

7,802,000

6,439,000

6,457,000

6,615,000

6,432,000

6,194,000

£1,110,000

£1,003,000

£ 685,000

£1,192,000

£ 725,000

Total Political

fund

£1,525,000

£1,444,000

£1,707,000

£1,494,000

£1,758,000

The Conservative Party has recently begun to publish its accounts.

After the introduction of legislation to compel businesses to publish

information about contributions made to politioal activities from

their funds, it is said that for a time there was a drop in such

*
A. Watkins, op. cit



contributions made directly to Central Office because businessmen did

not wish it to be fcnoTna that suoh allocations were being made*

However, as some big businesses have come out and publicly announced

their contributions, it may be thought that this initial shyness will

fade away*

Zn 1969 among the contributions announced as presented to the

Conservative Party from businesses and other enterprises were the

following*-

Quest Keen and Kettlefold *• .. *33,431

Vatney Mann •• «• ••

Beecham Group ** .. ..

Capital and Counties Property *. *15,000

Joseph Luoas Industries •• .* £12,000

Bambros Bank .. •* ..

This compared with the figure of 1204,000 contributed by

constituencies to the Party in England and Vales in l$6t. Thus the

Conservative Party, like the Labour Party, relies to a great extent

upon donations made direct to the Central Headquarters of the party to

maintain its administrative machinery, supplementing the contributions

made from lower levels in the party hierarchy.

The Conservative and Unionist Party in Scotland works in harmony

with the party in England and Vales for a common purpose, but has a

separate organisation and is entirely independent in providing the

money to meet the cost of running this organisation* Thus it Is more

autonomous than the Labour Party in Scotland, which has its own title,

headquarters and conference, but is contained as an integral part of
the total Labour Party organisation of the U.K.

In Scotland, the Conservative Party has 71 constituency
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associations with a total membership claimed to he in excess of 100,000.

The Scottish Conservative and Unionist Association is a federation of

these associations* In 196?, the expenditure of the Scottish

Conservative and Unionist Association exceeded income by £17,814*

Table of Income and expenditure of S*C»U*A* 1967

Income

Donations from individuals end oorporate
bodies to central funds *« £62,239

Associate members* subscriptions and
donations to the S*C*U.A*,* .. .. •• ♦. £ 5,887

Miscellaneous income .. •• *• .. *• £ 3,76?

£71,893

Expenditure
Central Office

General Establishment and Organisation
including rates, postage, telephone etc. .. .. £29»5°6

Research and information •• .. .* .. *• £18,749

*48,255

Regional Offiee Costa * £20,781

Political Expenditure •• * *. •• £20,671

*89,70?

Deficit 31*12*67 - *17,814

It is stated that In 1967 only 5 constituencies contributed to

Central Funds the total sum of *1,182. Fbr 1963, a constituency quota

scheme ess introduced, and the required contributions, based on the

else of the constituency and its membership, were expected to produce

en income of £12,000*
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Voting Behaviour*

Voting patterns in Britain* viewed over the years* are relatively

stable. Since the war, neither of the major parties has gained less

than 39*T£ of the total vote nor more than 49.3$.1 However* the

stability of party loyalties must not be exaggerated. Opinion polls*

by-eleetlon and municipal election returns show that opinion can move*

or swing, markedly. But it is clear that political allegiance does

not change readily. It is a habit that is related to various factors*

such as family influence* class* sex* religion* age* region. Glass

still appears as the basis of British party polities when a wide view

is taken, although "the existence of class differences in politics can

be a very different thing from the existence ef class conflicts."

Evaluation of the varied information collected is hindered by

difficulties of categorisation and delimitation of the crucial line

between manual and non-manual, and the single-index scale based on

occupation needs to be modified by other factors* for example* the

sector of the economy of which an occupation is a part. However*

overall* the correlation is clear. Pbr instance* if one considers

class Gib* (such occupations as shop assistant* policeman* transport

inspector) as "middle-class" the proportions of middle and working-

class supporting the Conservative or Labour parties divide thus*- ^
Middle Working

Conservative 77$ 27/6
(cummer, 19^3)

Labour 23$ 7#

1
P. Pulser op. olt. p.94

2
of. 8. Hose* "Class and Party Divisions* Britain as a Test

Case." Sociology Vol. 2* Ho. 2* May 1968.
^ P. Fulser op. cit. P.102



Where Clb is placed with the working-class, as it would be in terms

of the predominant subjective identification found among persons in this

category, the proportions are thust-

Mlddle Working

Conservative 80$ 32$
(sunnier, 1963)

Labour 20$ 68$

Overall, the picture is one in which people in manual occupations

support, in the majority of oases, the Labour Party, and those in

non-manual occupations largely support the Conservative Party. This

relationship is thought to distinguish British party politics from

those in most other societies of the "Western democratic" type, apart

perhaps from New Zealand. The source of this class-based voting has

been attributed to the working-class, in which class-consciousness tends

to be more explicit and clearly stated* however, the middle-class is

more consistent in class-based voting patterns} while a third of the

working-class support the Conservatives, only 10-15$ of the business or

professional social groups have supported the Labour Party. Working-

class Toryism has thereby afforded a study of much interest for British

polltioal sociologists for many years.1 This pattern of behaviour has

been explained by dividing the category of working-class Tory voters

into deferential and secular voters} and in terms of the ecological

and social location of these voters, in relation to communities with a

2
strong, working-class collectlvist spirit. Another factor relevant

for example, F. Parkin. Sept. 196?* 'Working-class Conservatives.
B.T. McKenzie and A. Silver. 1964* Conservatism, Industrialism,

and the working-class Tory in England.
p

of. B. Bindess. 1967* 'Local Elections.'
This ecologioal explanation extended from the local level

helps Also to explain regional variations.
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to on explanation of voting behaviour is eex»- women are more

Conservatively-inclined than men. This factor tends to work against

the class-based trend in voting and may again be explained in terms

of the life situation of the woman working in the home, oompared to

the man working in industry, where solidarity between work-mates,

rather than individualism, is the key note« Age too correlates with

party preference. Religion too is connected* whether this is as a

secondary faotor, related to class, occupation and region, or as a

factor which operates Independently, in the realm of attitudes and

orientations, has not been finally deduced* Electoral results are

also affected by turn-out rates and the volatility of the electorate}

these are related to urbanisation, in that the large cities are most

likely to change allegiance and the turn-cut there is lower, compared

to predominantly rural er mining seats* In marginal seats, the

turn-out tends to rise and third parties seem to have less chance}

that is, the feeling that one*s vote is more highly valued in a

marginal seat appears to encourage people to go out to vote, and to

polarise their ohoioes between the two candidates most likely to

suooeed*

b) Political Behaviour in Scotland*

In Scotland, the Conservative Party has gained a majority of seats

only five times, in 1900, 1924, 1931, 1935, and 1955. Traditionally,

the Liberal Party was strong In Scotland. Until well into the 19th

century, the leaders and parliamentary representatives in Scotland were

overwhelmingly aristocratic. "The hegemony of Scottish Liberalism

earns to an end in 1885 under the dual Impact of the Third Reform Act,

whloh emancipated the crofters, and the Irish Borne Rule controversy." 1

1
P. Pulser op. eit. p.111.
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The title of the Conservative Party in Scotland was, until 1965»

officially "the Unionist Party,* which derives from its opposition to

Irish separation. The Liberal Party bas traditionally supported Borne

Rule tor Scotland) separatist feelings in Scotland have worked against

Scottish Conservatism since it is basically opposed to separation of

any kind. (The proposal for a Scottish Assembly is, however, an

accommodation to the strength of Rationalist support in Soot land and,

in this respect, the Conservatives have accommodated more rapidly to a

ground-swell of feeling in the populace than the Labour Party). In

Scotland, particular grievances over tmsmployment, declining industry*

housing, or roads, for example, can be overlaid with an ethnio

identification which gives them a moral tone and unites opposition to

the central government with a fundamental feeling of solidarity.

Scotland ceased to be en independent political state by the Aot of

Union of 1707, although it retains its distinctiveness la certain

Institutions to this day, for example, law, religion, and eduction.

Socialist organisations and the Labour Party developed in Scotland on

much the same lines as in Britain generally* The Scottish Labour

Party was formed in 1888, and support for the Independent Labour Party

continued until the 1930s.

Scotland had a population of 5*178*490 in 1967* a drop of 11,310

from 1966, compared to England's 43*430,972. * The flow of migration

*
Figures from the Registrar-General, representing the year June

1964 to June 1965, showed that in that year Scotland not only suffered
the greatest net emigration for 12 years but also experienced an
absolute drop In population, the first since 1991. In this period net
emigration from Scotland was estimated at 43,000. This continued the
trend of previous years when the figures rose from 34,000 in 1962-3
to 40,000 in 196^-4• The population total was then 5,203,900. The
number lost to Scotland was divided almost equally between those going
oversees and those going eleewhere in the U.K., about 21,000 and 22,000
respectively. The 1965 figures showed an increase of 9,600 in the
population aged 65 and over, to 585*400, and an increase of 2,700 in
those aged 15 years and less.
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has apparently been stemmed recently* but whether this is a permanent

or temporary abatement remains to be sees. Church membership in

Sootland is reputed to be strong* over half of the Scottish

population* compared to less than one quarter of the English

population* are members of a church. The proportion of active

members is* however* such smaller and the validity of church

membership as a criterion of religious attitude is also in doubt.

The 'cultural* setting of Scotland retains a certain distinctiveness*

with Scottish editions of national newspapers* Soottish programmes

on television and radio* 'quality* newspapers and magazines dealing

specifically with Scottish affairs* and Scottish syllabuses in

education) (here however* the separate Scottish system of school

examination is breaking down to aeocamodata it to the British standard

pattern of 0 and A level G.C.E.)* a romantic Soottish tradition

remains is poetry* painting and music, although this is not necessarily

subscribed to by the younger members, whose outlook may be influenced

by international trends as much as by those springing from the

immediate locale.

The Soottish eoonomy is one primarily of heavy industry with an

important agricultural sector. The dsoline of heavy industry has

produced a pattern of high unemployment, migration and a low rats of

industrial expansion. The trend appears to have been altered somewhat

by government policy recently in containing the whole of Scotland,

apart from Edinburgh and Lelth, within the title *development area,'

which has attracted firms to the area and increased investment. An

Important source of investment in Sootland has come from the U.S.A.*

particularly in light engineering. The trend has generally been one

of takeover, and amalgamation with English concerns, of industries



tad commercial enterprises, e.g. insurance companies and banks. Host

professional associations and trade onions have the prefix *Scottish1

ia their title end they retain their distinctiveness to this extent*

However* they are often represented on British committees and eo-crdinate

their activities with those of their counterparts la England and Vales*

while retaining their autonomy*

In Scotland ae a whole, at present* there ere 71 parliamentary

eeats* of which the Conservative Party holda 21* In the 1966 election,

Labour gained three seate* one from the Liberals* and the Liberals

gained one from the Conservatives* At by-elections since* one seat has

fallen to the Conservatives* at Pollock, and one to the S.H.P.* at
Hamilton* In 1966* the leftward awing was under 2$9 lower than the

national average* the S.I.P. in 1966 ran second or a close third in

several contests* particularly in Vest Lothian* The Communist Party

failed to save a single deposit in 1966 out of 14 contests* even in

former strongholds like lest life*

All of the large burghs* end some of the small burghs* in Scotland

ere divided into wards for the purpose of electing town councillors.

Of the 193 burghs ia Scotland* in 1961* 52 were divided into a total of

327 wards* In ths 146 burghs not divided into wards* there is an

election of town councillors for the whole burgh* The conclusions cited

here ere drawn mainly from Budge end Urwin's study of constituencies In

Glasgow,* The Labour vote la Scotland is relatively stronger and more

stable than in the U.K. as a whole* but does not diverge so much from

the national average as that in Sales, the Yorkshire coal-mining areas

or the Durham and Teas areas* It is roughly the same as that la

*
I* Budge and D* Urwin. 1967* Soottish Political Behaviour.
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Lancashire, the north-West, East Midlands end Greater London.1
Evidence implying that voting behaviour in Scotland may reflect

different interests and attitudes from that in other parts of the U.K.

comes froa the relatively strong support given to the liberal Party in

the Highlands and Borders. The factors mentioned here will be those

in which the Scottish ample* studied by Budge end Urwin, appeared to

differ from results obtained In England. Phctors, such as sex and

age* which do not appear to differ in their impact on voting in

Scotland from that in England will not be discussed. One factor which

appears to influence voting in Scotland markedly is that of religion.

The tendency is for Catholics to vote disproportionately for the Labour

Party* while among Protestants there is a less marked tendency to
2

support the Unionists. Tils factor is related to class* in that in

the Scottish sample almost all Catholics belonged to the working-class
9 %

compared with about j of the Catholics in the English sample.
However, Budge and Urwin conclude that* at least for Scottish Catholics*

religion appears as a more powerful influence than class.^ The factors

influencing voting at local elections do not appear to differ markedly

froa those operating at general elections. The Glasgow survey showed

the close connection between support for the Unionists at general

eleotions and support for the Progressives at local elections* and an

1
P. Pulsar, op. olt. figure XT 7* p.ll8.

2
The influence of these factors will bo mors clearly known when

the results of the oross-oity comparative studies of Aberdeen* Edinburgh,
Dundee and Glasgow art available.

^ The figures quoted in Budgs and Urwin may be questioned* in that
although their figures refer to 1964» those fbr England refer to 1955*

* In Northern Ireland* Budge*s analysis shows religion to be three
times as important as class in Influencing voters* behaviour.
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equally consistent tie between Labour voting at local and general

elections*

Electoral turn-cut in Britain since the war has varied around an

average of 75-80$ of the registered electorate* At local elections»

it varies widely between 15$ and 50-60$, Many surveys have found that

non-voters tend to be those who are not interested in polities, rather

than those who abstain on principle, (although recent falls in turn-out

during the Labour administration have been described as a positive sign

of diaocntent, where traditional Labour voters saw their choice as

lying between voting Labour and not voting at all)* from studies in

Catheart and Clapham, some conclusions can be reached about turn-out at

local elections* Voting seems to be to some extent a matter of habit

in Glasgow, as it is in London** Length of residence is related to

turn-out in a way found in other studies, for instance in the U*S.A#f

that is, those who have lived in a cottmunity less than 5 years are less

likely to vote than those who have lived there longer) after a certain

stage, however, e*g« 5 years residence in an area, differences in length

of residence have little effect on turn-out* The Scottish sample

showed no relationship betwsen organisational membership and turn-out,

apart from church membership* A strong link was found between church

attendance and turn-out* Although type of occupancy of house was

related positively to party preference, it did not seem to affect the

rate of voting* In Clapham, by contrast, owner-occupiers were fbund

to be more likely to vote than council tenants, with the lowest turn-out
2

figures being for private tenants* It was suggested by Budge and

Urwin that the importance of housing as an issue in Glasgow might explain

vl I. Budge and D* Urwin, op* eit. p*?5»
2

L,J. Sharpe. 1963* A Metropolis Votes* P.64*
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the lack of difference in turn-out rates between the three groups in

Cathoart. Sex and age were not related to turn-out* A acre surprising

finding» conflicting with the results of American studies* was that in

both Cathoart and Claphare, occupational class was not related to

turn-out) this again night be explained in terns of the oonfllctual

nature of party politics in Britain* particularly at local elections

which centre on the sleavage between council tenants and owner-occupiers*

Neither did Party allegiance seen to affect turn-out* although political

knowledge correlated with it* in that voters were consistently nore

knowledgeable than non-voters about polltioal affairs.

A word must be added on the Scottish National Party* la recent

local oounci1 elections* the S*N*P« have gained over 100 seats* There

are two interpretations of this trend) one is that the voters are

demanding 'dominion status* for Scotland) the other* that a vote for

the S,N*P* is a protest vote* sad that the voters will fall into 11ns

behind the Conservative and Labour parties at a general election* A

survey* carried out by the Survey Research Centre at Strathelyde

University in March 1968* asked voters in Glasgow which party they

supported* 30$ approximately were Nationalists) 13$ of these

explained that they wanted a completely independent Sootland) 25$

of the Nationalist supporters wanted a greater measure of independence

for Scotland* short of complete separation) the remainder gave varied

answers* a fairly high proportion naming some particular aspect of

Scottish life which they thought would be improved* The knowledge of

this population about S«N*P* policy was quite high* due to the intensive

distribution of policy statements* newspapers and so fbrth by S.N.P*

supporters* Certain voters interviewed in this study started out as

S.N*P. supporters because they felt Labour had let them down* but later
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developed positive reasons for their nationalism. J.A. Brand suggests

that "this could mean a permanent S.N.P. vote instead of an ephemeral

one." Be points out that the "whole educational system, our Church,

our Law, our newspapers, all keep reminding us of our Soottlshness.

The 'apartness' of Scotland is something which is encouraged hy the

leaders of public life here and not Just by 'folk-singing, wild-eyed

Scotniks;" and he concludes, "the more seats the Nationalists win, the

more they become a credible party and the more the emotions which are in

every Scotsman oould be brought to the surface."*

o) Survey of election statistics from 1968 local elections in the city.

Political backgroundt- In Scotland, all of the large burghs and some

of the small are divided into wards for the purpose of electing town

councillors. Of the 198 burghs in Sootland in 1961 52 were divided

into a total of 32? wards. In each of the 146 burghs not divided into

wards, there is an election of town councillors for the whole burgh.

The Cityi- Ibr parliamentary purposes, the city is divided into 7

const!tuencies*-

Expansion 1966 electorate » 50,450

j 1 « 54,349
2 - 53,020

3 - 35,913

4 - 65,507

5 - 37,056

Twilight - 33,916

1
cf. J.A. Brand, Director of Survey Besearch Centre, Strathclyde

Univ. article in "The Guardian" May 27th 1968.
It is difficult to acquire information on the strength of the S.N.P.

as an organisation. It claims to have over 250 branches in Scotland and
from observations in Glasgow and Edinburgh it appears that they do not
lack enthusiastic and willing supporters, particularly young people.

In the city studied here they have recently beoome more active than
the Conservative and Labour parties in canvassing, distributing propaganda,
holding meetings and heckling at the meetings of other parties.

other

constituencies



Election statletica from local elections 1968 (22 wards contested at

the same time).

Ward electorate 2221 percent vote candidates majority

1 9,953 2,693 27.32 3 263

2 9,735 3,562 36,656 3 270

3 15,740 8,400 53,4* 4 1,016

4 21,955 11,379 51.8g 4 655

5 12,805 6,423 50.12 3 1,277

6 11,074 5,971 53.92 3 1,003

7 19,523 9,410 47.72 3 1,282

8 15,152 6,871 41.42 4 1,038

9 13,379 5,889 442 6 497

10 15,505 8,466 51.22 3 707

11 19,509 9,862 50.52 3 2,219

12 19,154 6,579 34.32 4 189

13 18,848 7,207 42.82 4 1,115

14 7,957 3,118 31.62 3 605

15 12,096 5,844 48.32 4 197

15 10,420 4,404 43.22 3 34

It 11,031 4,071 36.82 2 1,780

18 11,183 4,083 36.52 4 505

19 12,658 5,950 472 3 398

20 14,154 6,779 47.92 3 61

21 13,572 7,002 51.2* 4 186

22 14,341 5,639 39.32 4 509

Analysis cf Election Statistics.

A survey of election statistics was carried out vithln the city,

to deduce what factors seem to relate to patterns of political

participation In this city. One sight propose that turn-out is



related to the number of candidates seeking election, that Is, that

the greater choice afforded the voters encourages a greater proportion

of the electorate to record their vote* or, that turn-out Increases

in seats where there is close competition between the candidates

because of the heightened intensity of the political atmosphere and

an increase in the activity of the candidates and their supporters*

These are given as examples of the hypotheses which were tested in a

survey of eleotlon statistics in 23 wards at looal elections. Some

socio-economic factors were also considered, and the relationship

between these variables and the character cf the political conflict

examined* A similar survey of data from parliamentary elections in

tiie seven constituencies of the eity was also considered*

Within the elty as a whole, there are 69 eleotivs offices tenable

at the looal level and 7 tenable at the national, parliamentary level,

making 76 In all* In the 1968 looal eleotlons, for example, 23

offices of looal councillor wars available for election, and 77

candidates were nominated* The total poll recorded was 138,109

from an electorate of 316,603* The relative number of persons at

each level was as shown belowi-

Table of proportion of persons at different

levels of political participation 1968
(ratio to nearest decimal point)

Elective Offices Candidates Voters Electors

* 1 3 6,005 13,765

At this election of 1968, taken as an example and studied in

depth, the average turn-out was 45$. At the time, given a total

sleotorats of 316,603, to be divided between 23 wards, 10 wards

contained an excess number of electors, while 13 contained less than



the optimum number) that ie» the number which would be allocated to

each ward were the eleotorate equally divided between them* thus in

10 wards the electors were under-represented in terms of the proportion

of electors to councillors and candidates* in thirteen they were over-

represented* The number of candidates contesting a seat did not vary

with the else of the electorate* so that low representation was not

compensated by a greater choice of candidates* The discrepancies in

the sises of the wards wers wide, the range being from 7*957 to 21*955)

that is* the largest ward contained almost three times as many electors

as the smallest* At this time the boundaries of the wards were being

studied with a view to reallocation* but a dispute had arisen* with

two separate proposals being put forward, one compiled by the civil

servants and supported by the Labour Party* and another suggested by

the Progressive-dominated council. This matter was the subject of an

Inquiry* Both parties feared that they might loee representatives in

the reallocation, and supported those proposals which they thought were

most likely to maximise their chances of securing representation on the

town oouncil* At the 1968 eleotion the percentage poll in each ward

varied from 27*3$ to 53#9a* The number of candidates contesting a seat

varied from 2 to 6* The majorities obtained by the successful candidate

over his nearest rival ranged from 34 to 2,219- Six parties took part

in the eleotion* the Scottish national Party, the Progressiva Association*

the Labour Party* the Conservative Party* the Liberal Party and the

Communist Party* The total number of candidates representing each
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party la 22 wards contested at one time were as shown below*-

Table of parties by number of candidates and total votes

recorded at local elections

1*3 1" 22 wards

l**t7 Fo. of candidates Total poll for party

S.R.P. 21 49,111

Progressives 14 38,396

Labour 16 26,997

Conservative 11 13,715

Liberal 9 9,105

Communist 6 785

Totals* 6 77 138,109

8 of the 23 wards contested In 1968 changed hands, being gains to

the Soottish National Party from Labour.

Statistics obtained from a study of the 1968 local election in the

city were collected and analysed to test the relationship between the

level of turn-out and a) the else of the electorate, b) the party

candidate seleoted, o) whether or not the seat changed hands, d) the

else of the majority, e) the number of candidates contesting the seat

and f) the housing index. A correlation matrix was produced using the

University of Miami Biometrio Laboratory Programme, Edinburgh Regional

Computing Centre version. Due to the small range of variables arrived

at after coding, the correlation coefficients produced were generally

low (the standard deviations of the variables ranging from 0.377 to

0.951)* The results of the survey of the 23 wards in the urban area

can be usefully compared with the more intensive study of 6 wards which

is described in s later section. Since the 6 wards were chosen because
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they contrasted markedly with each other on the haste of certain social

characteristics, the correlation coefficients between some of the

variables are much higher in the six wards than in the twenty-three,

where a number of other variables are sore likely to intervene.

Theories have been formulated by whloh the level of turn-out is

accounted for by such factors as the marginal utility of the vote,

that is, a voter's belief that by voting he can influence the outcome

of the contest) thus a higher value is plaoed on a vote in a oontest

where the seat is viewed as marginal, in which the oontest is calculated

to be most elose# Similarly it has been suggested that an inorease

in the number of candidates contesting s seat will lead to a rise in

the turn-out rate, due to the wider ohoioe afforded the voter, and the

mobilisation of a wider eection of the community, due to the heightened

activity of an election in which more parties are involved# In this

eity, there was a tendenoy for the else of the electorate to correlate

positively with the turn-out ratei (r « O.483 SB * 0,486 and 0.470))
that is, as the else of the electorate beoame relatively larger, the

turn-out rate tended to be higher# This factor is explained by the

fact that the smaller wards tend to be those in the elder, declining

central areas of the city in which the age of the population is higher,

sad there is a greater proportion of transient personnel# The larger

wards tend to be the suburban areas with a relatively younger population,

which due to its age la more physically end mentally alert and has a

greater investment and Interest in the looal social system#

The turn-out rate tended to oorrelate negatively with the party to

which the candidate selected belonged* (r =-0.404 SB • 0,470 and

0.945) f that is, turn-out tended to be higher in those seats held by

Labour and Progressive candidates than in those won by Scottish Rational
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explained, as we have already seen, by the fact that the Scottish

National Party gained all lta seats from Labour, where traditional

Labour voters switched their allegiance or abstained from voting.

Labour held eeats against Scottish National Party attack mainly in

those areas where, due to intensive campaigning, they succeeded in

mobilising a higher proportion of their potential eleotorate.

Similarly turn-out tended to be higher where a Progressive candidate

held a seat in the face of competition from a Conservative*

Although the Scottish National Party gained seats from Labour in

8 wards of varying sise, there was a slight tendency overall for the

sise of the electorate to correlate negatively with the gain of a seat

by the Scottish National Party from Labour, But the correlation

coefficient here was lower than that between the sise of the electorate

and the holding of a seat by the Labour or Progressive candidates*

that is, Labour was more likely to lose seats in the smaller wards.

This factor might again be explained by reference to other social

characteristics already mentioned which tend to apply in the small,

older declining areas with transient populations, as compared with the

newer council estates and suburban areas with younger populations and

more active local party workers, Similarly the tendency for the

turn-out rate to be related negatively to the winning of a seat by the

Scottish National Party, that is, turn-cut tended to be higher in those

wards in which there was no change in representation,^ would be

explained by reference to the sise of the electorate.

There was a tendency for the sise of the eleotorate to correlate

*
In this election, the Labour Party triad to concentrate its

efforts on wards with sitting Labour councillors*
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with the sise of the majority of the successful candidate, hut this

was not so high as would he expected if the sise of the electorate were

the only variable operating* Overall in the 23 wards considered, no

relationship obtained between the sise of the electorate and the number

of candidates contesting a seatt (r • 0.096 SD «• 0.486 and 0.506).

Thus, the imbalance noted earlier in the sise of the electorates in the

different wards was not compensated by a greater choice being afforded

the voters through a contest containing a greater number of candidates.

No relationship obtained similarly between the sise of the electorate

and the tendency of the ward to be represented by a particular partyt

that is, the imbalance in the sises of the wards could not be said to

unduly favour one or the other of the major political parties.

Overall no relationship held between the turn-out rate and the

sise of the majority gained by the successful candidate* (r • 0.101

SD » 0.470 and 0.631). Similarly, no relationship obtained between

the turn-out rate and the number of candidates contesting the seatt

(r - 0.008 SD • 0.470 and 0.506). That is, it appeared that in this

election, the turn-out rate was less affected by the degree of activity

in the campaign and the closeness of the contest, than by other more

fundamental structural features, such as the sise of the electorate and

its corollaries. Turn-out rate was not related to the housing index,

nor to the tendency of a ward to be represented by a particular political

party. Thus in this city, one cannot attribute participation in local

elections to the predominance of a particular social class in an

ecological area, unlike the situation as described in the U.S.A. and in

Clapham. The situation in this city was similar to that found in

Olasgow by Budge and Urwln, whereby turn-out and party preference were

not found to be significantly related. This could be accounted for by
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the importance of the cleavage between owner-occupiera and those in

rented accommodation in the local political system.

The most significant correlation produced was that between the

turn-out rate in 1968 and the level of turn-out in a sample of looal

elections between 1947 and 1967 (r - 0.764 SB . 0.470 and 0.477).

That is* those wards with a high turn-out in 1968 were those which overall

tended to produce relatively high turn-out rates consistently, and those

with a low turn-out rate in 1968 were those which consistently exhibited

a low pattern of turn-outi this applied in spite of variations in the

occurrence of ether factors. Thus* although the average turn-out rate

varied from year to year, in the oity as a whole, this fact la

explicable by reference to changes in the general tenor of the iesues

salient in the political arena as a whole* and to the advent of third-

parties dn the local political aeene* and an Increase or decrease in

turn-out tended to occur generally, applying to all wards* rather than

through differential variations in particular wards from year to year.

No relationship obtained between the size of the majority obtained

by a successful candidate and the number of candidates contesting the

seat. Thus again the closeness of the contest in a particular ward

was not shown to be directly related to the choice afforded the voters,

nor was the Intervention of extra candidates directly related to the

apparent marginal!ty of the seat.

An analysis of election statistics from the seven constituencies

which make up the city for General Elections in 1959* 1964 and 1966 was

conduoted. From this* similar findings were obtained to those

produced by the analysis of looal eleotion material. The most marked

characteristic emerging from this data was the distinction between the

1964 eleotion and the elections of 1959 and 1966) this again testifies

to the fact that* although certain structural characteristics* such as
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are related to patterns of political participation, a general change

in the political atmosphere, euoh as surrounded the 1964 General

Election, can radically upset the overall pattern of relationships

pertaining between variables* Thus siee of the electorate and turn¬

out rate tended to correlate positively in 1959 end 1966 (r « 0*471

(1959) and 0*547 (1966) and was significantly related in 1964

(r m 0*714)* That is, the turn-out rate was higher in those

constituencies whose electorates numbered over 40,000 and tended to be

lover in those with less than 40,000 electors* Again the relationship

is explicable in terms of the characteristics of the populations in

the central, declining areas by comparison to the newer, outer suburban

areas* There was a tendency at all elections for the Labour Party

to represent the smaller constituencies and the Conservative Party to

represent the larger area* This was more marked in 1959 than in other

years, but the correlation was not so marked that ons could say that

the Labour Party gained unduly from the disproportionate distribution

of electors to representatives between the seven constituencies

(r - 0.471 (1959 0*416 (1966).

Again in considering the relationship between the level of turn-out

ani the party candidate selected in these General Eleotiona, the

situation in 1964 differed markedly from that in 1959 and 1966* In

1959 and 1966, there was a tendency for turn-out to be higher in those

seats represented by a Conservative M.P. (r • 0*416 (1959) 0*547 (1966),

but no relationship obtained between these variables at the 1964

election (r • 0*238). Thus in 1964, turn-out was as likely to be high

in Labour as in Conssrvativs dominated constituencies, due particularly

to the fact that turn-out increased in the larger Labour-held

constituencies*
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No relationship at all satiated between the else of the electorate

and the else of the majority obtained by the successful candidate in

the 1959 and the 1966 General Elections, although were no other

variables involved one would expect a high correlation between the

two (r m 0*132 (1959) r • 0*000 (1966)}. Thus the large constituencies

were as likely as the small constituencies to select a candidate by a

small margin of votes, so that the safety of the seat for a particular

party was not related to the sise of its electorate* There was a

tendency fbr these factors to correlate in 1964 (r « 0*547) but this is

not significant, given the differences in absolute numbers that obtain

in the sisea of the electorates of the constituencies, the largest being

almost twice the else of the smallest.

No relationship eon be claimed between the turn-out rate and the

number of candidates contesting a ssat, since the correlation coefficient

between these two variables was markedly different at each election!

(r - 0.166 (1959) 0.714 (1964) 0*400 (1966))* A similar variation

over the years exists in ths correlation coefficient between the sise

of the electorate and the number of candidates contesting a seat

(r - 0.471 (1959) 0.750 (1964) 0.091 (1966)), suggesting that hers,

as in the municipal elections, a disproportion in ths distribution of

electors between the constituencies is not compensated by a variation

in the number of candidates contesting a seat. Thus the voters are

accorded a wider oholce, while being relatively deprived in terms of

representation, and a larger electorate does not neoessarily indues a

wider variety of candidates to present themselves for selection. Ths

effeet of an Increase in the number of candidates involved in an

electoral contest cannot be automatically deduced! the aise of the

majority by which a successful candidate is sleeted is as likely to be

high where the number of candidates is high, as it is to be lowj in
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1959» no relationship between the two variables pertained in these

constituencies (r • 0,3745* in 1964* they were positively related

(r » 0,730) but in 1966, they were negatively related (r « 0.591).

As expected, eleotion expenses were greater in the larger

constituencies (r • 0,547) and turn-out rate positively increased the

greater the total of election expenses reported for a constituency

(r - 1.000). This factor is clearly related but one cannot assume

that the amount of money spent is a causative factor, since the else

of the electorate and the turn-out rate have been shows to be positively

related. Other factors may be thought to Intervene which in this

city happen to coincide with the sise of the electorate, for example,

the age structure of the population, and the proportion of transient

persons residing in the area,

A olear correlation exists between the local representation in the

wards which make up a constituency and the selection of a party's

candidate at the general eleotion, Conservative M.P.a representing

constituencies mainly held by Progressive councillors at the ward

level, end Labour M,P,s representing constituencies mainly held by

Labour councillors in the wards (r « 1,000), The figures related to

elections between 1959 end 19661 the situation would not be so clear-

cut at present, due to the success of Scottish Hational Party

candidates and the intervention of Conservative councillors in the

local government contests.

No relationship was found between the sise of the majority of the

successful oandldate in one election and turn-out at the subsequent

election) thus the statistloal marginality of a seat is not related

to turn-out in these constituencies (r * 0,401 (1964) r » 0,300 (1966)),

The Six Wards 1-

Election statistics from the six wards were analysed in the same
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maimer as those of the twenty-three wards and seven constituencies.

As will he clear from the preceding account of the two constituencies!

the wards vary markedly in terms of certain socio-economic characteristics

which are thought to he crucial in affecting patterns of political

participation*

Figures relating to the local elections of 1955 through to 1964

were considered and compared with those fbr 1963. A consideration of

the relationship between the else of the electorate and the turnout rate

showed that on the whole the two factors were positively related*

Ftom 1955 to 1957 bo significant correlation pertained (r * 0*316,

0*316 and 0,250). However, from 1958 to 1963 significantly high

positive correlations were observed, ranging from r « 0*632 to r * 1*000.

The two factors wero not related in 1964 hut in 1968 a high correlation

coefficient was again observed to obtain (r * 0*70?)•

The relationship between turnout rate and tha sise of the majority

of the successful candidate was considered in two ways* one, by

comparing turnout with the sise of the majority of the successful

candidate is the preceding election) and two, by comparing turnout with

the sise of the majority of the successful candidate in the same election*

Turn-out was more likely to correlate negatively with the sise of the

majority obtained in the ease election, that is, turn-out tended to

increase as the sise of the majority decreased, than to correlate

negatively with the majority from the preceding eleotion) thus, a

high turn-out rate was more likely to be related to factors emanating

from the particular campaign, such as the intensity of activity of the

political parties Involved, or the nature of the issues raised, than

to a prior assessment and rational calculation of the marginal utility

of the vote* However, the relationship between the two variables is

somewhat tenuous, overall, sinoe marked variations occur between the
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years. Thus, in the elections of 1955 and 1956 the two variables were

significantly negatively related, (r .0.800 and -0.878). However,

although turn-out in 1957 was negatively related to the majorities

obtained in 1956, (r » -0.801) it was positively related to the else of

the majorities of 1957 (r * 0,408). The majorities recorded for 1957

tended to vary fro® the patterns recorded in other years sinoe they

correlated positively with turn-out in 1958 also* The two factors

related negatively for the elections of 1958, 1959 and 1961, and the

majorities of i960 were similarly related to turn-out in 1961.

Recordings for other elections varied and no correlation between the

two factors was found. However, in 1963, the two factors were positively

related, turn-out increasing as the else of the majority increased. Thus

no direct relationship between the two factors oan be concluded from the

results of the study overall. One might suggest that since the eleotions

in the 1950s were relatively quiet, and the divisions between the

candidates relatively firm and settled, the two factors were more likely

to correlate, since fewer variables intervened. In the 1960s, the

effect of the intervention firstly of Liberals and then of S.9.P. candidates

into the political contest was to *stir things up,* to introduce mors

factors Into the campaign, to upset the established patterning of

allegiances and to mobilise a wider section of the electorate. Thus in

these oonteets no direct and simple relationship could be discerned

between the two variables here considered, turn-out and the else of the

majority.

Ho relationship obtained between the number of candidates contesting

an election and the turn-out rate, (r ranging from 0.000 to -0.200 and

0.333). Similarly, no direot relationship could be claimed between the

else of the dleotorate and the number of candidates standing for eleotloni

overall these factors tended to be positively related, (r ranging from
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The effect of the vigorous intervention of third parties in the

campaigns of the 1960s in modifying the influence of structural

characteristics on patterns of political participation can he seen

from the correlation coefficients relating turn-out to changes in

population sise in the wards. Thus from 1955 to 1958$ high correlations

were discerned between the two factors (r ranging from 0,894 to 0,912)t

thus turn-out increased in those wards characterised by an increase in

population sise, However, in 1959» quite the reverse occurred,

wherein turn-out increased in those wards characterised by decreasing

population (r * -1,000), In the 1960e, no relationship obtained

between these variables (r ranging from 0,353 to -0.000), except in

1964 when the two factors were significantly negatively related

(r m 0,707), Turn-out was higher in the 1950s in the expanding wards,

particularly that of Estate, in which social patterns were becoming

established and in which the politloal campaign was marked by the gradual

winning over of the seat to Labour control. After a time however, the

turn-out rate in this ward beoame established and the single factor cf

expanding or declining population oeased to have a marked effect in

the two constituencies,

Overall the age structure of a ward tended to be negatively

related to the turn-out rater that is, as the age-structure of the

population tended to be weighted in favour of older persons, turn-out

tended to ba lower. This was mere noticeable in the 1959s (r ranging

from -0,979 to -1,000}) from 1959 onwards, the relationship was less

elear-out) the variables tended to remain negatively related, but the

correlation coefficients for these years are not so high (r ranging

from -0,294 to -0,580), In 1959, no relationship at all obtained

between the two variables, and in 1964 they tended to be positively
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related* Thus, although age-structure overall appears to be a

significant factor affecting turn-oat rates, in the 1960s the pattern

was not so clear-cut and no direct relationship could be discerned

between the two*

So direot relationship could be claimed between the age structure

of a ward and the winning of a seat by a particular party candidate

(r ranging from 0*427 to 0*664)I given the range cf variables involved

in this instance the correlation coefficient is not significantly high.

Again no relationship obtained between turn-out and the 'localism* of

the ward, in terms of the proportion of persons residing in the ward

of non-Soottish birth*

In the 1950s a relationship obtained between turn-out and the

distribution of the population of a ward in terms of proparty-tenure,

such that wards characterised by a high proportion of council house

tenants had higher turn-out rates than those with more owner-occupiers

and persons renting from private landlords. This was due, as already

described te features arising from the establishment of new council

estates and the Intensity of the campaigns as the Labour Party gained

control* After the Initially high level of activity as the new

residents established themselves the relationship between this factor

and turn-out diminished, and the correlation coefficients for

elections from 1955 to 1968 show no significant pattern* A dear

relationship obtained between the party candidate selected at an

eleotion and the patterning ef property-tenure in a ward, those wards

in which owner-occupiers predominated electing Progressive candidates

and those containing mainly tenants selecting Labour candidates

(r ranging from 0*698 to 0*894)* The situation was not clear-out in

1968 due to the intervention of 3*9*P*, who gained seats from Labour

in wards characterised by a high proportion of tenants* The relationship
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obtained numerically, in terms of the dominance of one type of

property-tenure "being reflected in more votes being recorded for a

particular party, rather than in terns of the degree of cleavage or

opposition existing within the structure of a ward, measured by the

ratio pertaining between the different types ©f property-tenure in

a ward (r » -0*000 to 0,468). Turn-cut similarly was not related to

this measure of the degree of latent opposition existing within the

structure of a ward, in tortus of relation to the ownership of domestic

property.

There was a tendency for the else of the majority of a successful

candidate to be lower where the seat changed hands from one party to

another, than where the seat was maintained by the same party

(r ranging from -0.408 to -0,800).

Jbatures discerned from the study of 23 wards In the area were

reflected in the six wards. Thus in 1968, the else of the electorate

was significantly related to turn-out (r - 0,707), and the size of the

electorate tended to be related to the party candidate selected

(r * -0,686), with Labour holding the larger wards end losing seats to

S.S.P. in the smaller wards, the Progressives falling between. The

correlation coefficient between the size of the electorate and the

gain of a seat by S.N .P. was -0,500, No relationship obtained between

the else of the electorate and the size of the majority of the

successful candidate, although in these six wards, the size of the

electorate was positively related to the number of candidates contesting

the seat (r « 0,707), No relationship obtained between the size of

the electorate and the tendency of a ward to be represented by Labour

or Progressive councillors. In these wards, turn-out tended to be

higher where Labour or Progressive candidates held the seat, than in

seats gained by S.N,P» candidates (r - -0,707) J this is related again
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higher where the slse of the majority was higher (r • 0,666), No

relationship held between turn-out rate and the cumber of candidates

contesting the seat, between the turn-out rate and the housing Index

for the ward, or between the turn-out rate and the representation

overall of a ward by a particular party, A high correlation

pertained between turn-out in the 1968 eleotlon and turn-out in a

sample of earlier local elections, some wards tending to exhibit

consistently higher turn-out than ethers. There was a slight

tendency for the majorities to be lower In those seats which changed

hands In 1963 to the S,27,P, than in those held by Labour or

Progressive councillors (r - -0,408), A high correlation obtained

between the housing Index end a change in representation In a ward

(r • 0,70?), since the S.N.P. gained seats from Labour, who, It has

been shown, represented those wards with housing indices which were

toward the higher, more dense, pole of the scale•
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3* TABLES

JS!6!?jb©!P* I F - 191.

Table 1. lard. F - 191.

general members
Labour Conservative

Active members
Labour Conservative

Queen's 13$ 0$ 0 3$

Church 9$ 0 10 5$

Park 16$ 0 20 0

Avenue 22$ 33$ m 10

Manalonhouse 5$ 52$ 4$ 24$

Estate 35$ 15$ 26$ 16$

Kot resident In area 0$ 0 4$ 26$

P « .000 P - .001

Table 2. Sex. K « 191.

general members Active members
Labour Coneervatlve Labour Conservative

Male 60$ 44$ 64$ 62$

Parnala 40$ 56$ 36$ 38$

Table 3. Age. H » 191*

general twewbera Active members
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

^?1 0 0 6$ 11$

25-44 years 25$ 10 10 42$

56$ 37$ 51$ 39$

654- years 11$ 44$ 0 8$

P » .003
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Table 4. Place ef Birch, g ■ 190,

General members Active members
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

City
mmmmmrnm 63$ 44$ 55$ 53$

South-East Scotland 10$ 22$ 7$ 6$

South Scotland 13$ 8$ 11$ 18$

North Scotland 2$ 7$ 6$ 5$

u.g. 11$ 11$ 15$ 13$

Commonwealth 1$ 8$ 4$ 5$

Others 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$

Table 5. Length of residence In the city. R ■» 191.

General members Active members
labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Less than 1 year 2$ 0$ 0$ 0$

1-5 years 3$ 7$ 6$ 18$

6-10 years 2$ 15$ 13$ 11$

11-20 years 3$ 19$ 13$ 13$

20+ years 90$ 59$ 68$ 58$

P - .004

Table 6, Age completed full-time education. N - 191.

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Under 14 years 10$ 4$ 6$ 0$

14-15 years 73$ 19$ 62$ 21$

16-17 years 5$ 44$ 2$ 47$

18-21 years 1$ 18$ 9$ 24$

21+ years 11$ 15$ 21$ 8$

P - ,000 P • .000
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Table 7. Occupational class (Registrar-General *s classification) N » 391

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Class 1 0 30* 0 26*

Class 2 0 56* 26* 55*

Class 3a 16* 11* 13* e*

Class 3b 10 3* 40* 8*

Class 4 35* 0* 11* 0*

Class $ 0 0 2* 3*

P « >000 P « ,000

Table 8, Personal experience in economic sector, H » 190»

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Productive 33* 10 32* 0

Ccrrarercisl 0 20 6* 32*

Distributive 16* 15* 13* 18*

Public Services 49* 31* 49* 37*

Hone 0 15* 5*

p » .000 p • .002

Table 9. Occupational status. IT « 191

General
Labour Conservative Labour

Active
Conservative

Paid. full-time 65* 37* 74* 58*

Paid. Cart-time 13* 0 2* 3*

Housewife 12* 44* 13* 24*

Sick, disabled 0* 0* 0 0

Retired CD Ms 9* 13*

Unemployed 2* 0*

P - ,002

0 0*
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fable 10> Marital status, S m 191

General Active
laborer Conservative laborer Conservative

Single 10# 18# 23# 18#

Married 82# 56# 62# 71#

Widoved 8# 26# 11# 11#

Divorced/Separated 0# 0# 4# 0#

?- fQg

Table II« Number of children* W ■ 190,

general Active
Laborer Conservative labour Conservative

gone 23# 33# 36# 26#

One 8# 11# 15# 13#

2-3 45# 48# 36# 53#

4-5 14# 8# 11# 8#

10# 0# 2# 0#

Table 12, Developmental cycle of domestio group. It m 190«

general Active
Labour Conservative laborer Conservative

Other fbrms 1356 2256 305? 21#

Married, no children 10# 11# 9# 5#

Child-rearing 24# 30# 23# 50#

11 soerslon 29# 15# 19# 5#

Contrasted 24# 22# 19# 19#
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Table 13. Year In nhieh .joined the party. H ■ 190.

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Before 1918 0* 11* 2* 0*

1056 12* 4* 3*

1929-1938 5* 15* 13* 3*

l?tf-l?48 13* 12* 19* 21*

W-W 44* 31* 30* 26*

1959-1968 28*

•V « •0&

19* 32* 47*

Table 14. Length cf membership In the party. If - 190.

Labour
General

Conservative Labour
Active

Conservative

I .ess than 1 year 3* 11* 0* 8*

1-5 years 22* 4* 30* 26*

6-10 years 22* 12* 8* 21*

31-20 years 30? 31* 36* 24*

20+ years 23*

P » .04

42* 26* 21*

Table 15. Sta^e in electoral cycle rhsn joined the party,► H - 190.

Labour
General

Conservative Labour
Active

Conservative

1 yr prior to election 30* 27* 23* 18*

1 yr post election 3* 12* 9* 11*

Mid-term 67* 61* 68* 71*
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Table 16. Age whew .joined the party* H * 190*
general Active

Labour Sonservative Labour Conservative

15-24 years 24$ 27$ 25$ 30$

,?5~44 Zeam 59$ 54$ 62$ 54$

45-64 years 16$ 15$ 11$ 13$

65+ years 1$ 4$ 2$ 3$

Table 17. >fo6e of .joining the party* K m 191.

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Contact through relative 11$ 33$ 8$ 26$

T.V./pel. assoc. 27$ 0$ 19$ 8$

Place of work 8$ 0$ 2$ 5$

Neighbour 9$ 0$ 11$ 16$

Vol. aseoo./school 2$ C$ 15$ 19$

Party worker 27$ 33$ 13$ 5$

Self-seeking 14$ 30$ 30$ 18$

Other 2$ 4$ 2$ 3$

F » ,004

Table 18. Reason for .joining the party# H • 191*

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Passive (senee of duty) 37$ 70$ 6$ 18$

Active (social) 3$ 8$ 19$ 45$

Active (political) 60$ 22$ 75$ 37$

P « .004 P - .002
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Table 19. Membership of other political parties. F - 190.

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Complementary party 0 T% 1536 14#

Contradictory party 236 0 0 0

Fo other party 9056 9356 8556 8156

Table 20, Felatlves* contact with political life at present* H ■ 189.
general Active

Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Active In limedlata
family 233* 4$ 50 3056

Passive In lmr>« family 3556 m 1356 2756

Active In extended family 7$> 0 4i 8$

Passive In ext*d family. C% 456 0} 056

Fone 4056 26% 5356 3536

* ' »°*

Table 21. friends* contact slth political life at present* H « 190.

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Close friends active 2156 756 8356 5056

Close friends passive 1<# 4136 0 0

Acquaintances active 30 436 1716 4716

Acquaintances passive 1156 3056 0 0

Fone 2256 I836 0 316

P » .0001 P - .004
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Table 22, Season for not attending political activitiest g » 105*

general members
Labour Conservative

A&e» eiokneea 82 22$

Family n 02

Work 29$ 112

Other commitments 112 29$

Lack of contact 62 15$

Used to he active 10$ 4$

find polities boring 21$ 19$

Other 62 4$

t - .03

Table 23» number ef ether organisational memberships, S ■ 190,

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

None 21$ 3036 132 132

One 44$ 3056 322 182

2*2. 24$ 22$ 342 242

Three 2$ U56 82 212

Four ♦ 9$ 7$ 132 24$
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Table 24. Type ef organisation to which belong* H i 159.

Activegeneral
Labour Conservative

Church

Specific Issue

T,Unprofessional cr
business assoc.

24$

32%

Cultural A recreational 6%

Church k one ether
(exclusive "cf f»¥.) 10%

T„V. A? one ether (e:o»
elusive of Church) <5$

Other combinations« e.g.
Church St T.W. &
others. 22$

42/.

036

036

0$

37$

536

16$

Labour

236

036

12%

in

5$

7$

m

P m .01 p

Conservative

9%

0%

6%

1536

18$

336

4936

Table 25. Participation In other organisations. 9 ■ 159.

general
Labour Conservative

Active In all 58J6

Active In some/
passive In ethers 18%

Passive In all 2436

42*

3236

2636

Active
Labour Conservative

5936

7$

5836

42$

0%

Table 26, Assessment cf nature cf politics In Britain. S « 189.

Labour

Representative cf
specific Interest 18$

general

Representative of
class Interest

Pon-repreaentatlonal

1536

' 33$

1855 52'

P « .004

Active
Conservative Labour

13$

Conservative

12$

5936 26%

28% 42%

P - .006
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Table 27« Orientation to politics, IT ■ 190»

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Instrumental 41% 59% 23% 47%

Affective 53% 411 17% 535

P - .02

Table 28, Assessment of what government actions ought to be. N » 189.

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Hon-lnterference G% 63% 0% 66%

Innovatory 1005 373^ 100^ 345

P - ,000 P - .000

Table 29, Perception of number of classes In society, M « 189«

General Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Pone 0% 45 25 55

Two 425 155 455 295

Three 43% 425 345 535

Four 10% 16% 45 55

Five ♦ 55 235 155 85

P - >01
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Table 30» Perception of nature of social class relationships, S * 188.

general Active
labour Conservative Labour ' "' Conservative

Confllctual dlchotomous 41$ 15$ 47$ 31$

Confllctual trlchotetnoas 27$ 16$ 26$ 19$

Tripartite continuing, *1
variable 19$ 27$ 6$ 33$

Tripartite continuum
g+ variables 2$ 42$ 2$ 3$

Confllctual«Vvarlable.
3+ divisions 11$ 0$ 2$ 0$

Conflictual, 2» varl ablee,
claaeea 0$ 0$ 17$ 14$

? » >000 P ■ .05

Table 31, Perception of divisions In eocial structure. V ** 190>

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Horizontal 97$ 85$ 96$ 95$

Vertical 0$ 0$ 0$ 2$

Combination of hori¬
zontal A vertical 3$ 15$ 4$ 3$

r - fQj
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Table 32, Perception of basa3 cf soelal class divisions. ff ■ 187.

Ceneral Active
Labour Conservative labour Conoervatlve

Occupation 16$ 33$ 13% 13%

Relation to means of
production, power
and control 16% 0$ 17% 6%

Income, money 34% 13% 19% 24%

Education 0% 0% 2% 0%

Style of life 11$ 42$ 6% 29%

Birth 0% 0% 0% 0%

Combination of related
factors 235^ 12$ 4156 26$

P .,001

Table 33. Self-assigned class, H ■ 190,

general Active
Labour Conservative Labour Conservative

Working: 73$ 4% 60$ 0$

male 13$ 46% 4% 47$

Sub-section of working: 2$ 0% 2% 0$

Sub-section of middle 3$ 19$ 11% 32$

Above middle 0% 4% 0% 3$

Other 9% 27% 23% 18$

P - ,000 P - ,000



Table 34. Preferred leisure activities. H » 190.

Labour
General

Conservative Labour
Active

Conservative

Solitary 8$ 19$ 19$ 3$

With family 55$ 23$ 26$ 29$

With informal group 25$ 27$ 45$ 21$

With formal group 8$ 31$ 10$ 47$

I» • .005 P - .0003

Table 35* Type of property-tenure. H - 191.

Labour
General

Conservative Labour
Active

Conservative

Owner-occupation 17$ 100$ 30$ 84$

Rented privately
furnished 8$ 0$ 25$ 3$

Rented privately
unfurnished 24$ 0$ 13$ 0$

Rented from L.A. 46$ 0$ 30$ 3$

Other 5$ 0$ 2$ 10$

F - .000 P - .000

fr) Sign1 fieant differences between general Labour members when divided
fry constituency. H « 63*

Table 36. Length of membership in the party. W ■ 63.

Twilight Expansion

Lees than 1 year 0$ 55f

I-5 years 21$ 23$

6-10 years 8$ 31$

II-20 years 29$ 31$

20» years 42$ 10$

P. .02
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Twilight Expansion

1 year prior to election 5036 IB%

1 year poet election 4* y%

Kid-term 46% 19%

P . .02

Table 38. Friends in political life at present. F » 63.

Twilight Expansion

Close active 25* 18*

Close passive 213c 35fi

Acauaintances active 17% 49%

Acquaintances passive 4% 19%

Fene 33* 19%

P » ,008

Table 39. Type of property-tenure. N - 63.

Twilight Expansion

Owner-occupation 253? 13*

Rented privately furnished 8% 8*

Rented privately unfurnished 59% 2*

Rented from t.A. 4% 72*

Other 4* 9%

P - .000
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o) Significant differences between labour activists when divided by
constituency. S » 4o.

Table 40. Perception of nature of politics* H - 48.

Twilight Expansion

Representation of specific Interest 8* 18*

Representation of class Interest 76* 41*

Ron-representational 16* 41$

P - >04

Table 41. Type ef property-tenure* N » 48.

Twilight Expansion

Oimer-oocttpatlen 3# 27*

Rented privately furnished 36* 14*

Rented privately unfurnished 20* 5*

Rented from L*A. 12* 50*

Other 0* 4*

P « .02

Table 42. Developmental cycle ef domestic group when first .joined the
party, H ■» 48.

Twilight Expansion

Family of orientation 24* 32*

Married, no children 16* 5*

Child-rearing 24* 59*

Dispersion 4* 4*

Contracted 4* 0*

Other forms 28* 0*



Table 43. Immediate environment. N - 48.

Twilight Expansion

Twilight zone 36$ 5$

Respectable working-class 16$ 68$

Lower-middle, respectable 48$ 0$

Middle-class, old 0$ 18$

Middle-class| new 0$ 9$

P - .000

4) Significant differences between Conservative act!vista when divided
by constituency. H » 38.

Table 44. Length cf residence In the city. V ■ 38.

Twilight Expansion

Leas than 1 year 0$ 0$

I-5 years 14$ 21$

6.10 years 0$ 17$

II-20 years 0$ 21$

20f years 86$ 41$

r -

Table 45* Occupational class. N ■ 38.

Twilight Expansion

1 0$ 42$

2 64$ 50$

& 7$ 8$

£> 22$ 0$

L o$ 0$

1 7$ 0$

P - .01
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Table 46, Length of membership in the party, ff - 38*

Twilight Expansion

Lees than 1 yean 21* 0%

I-5 years 14* 33*

6-10 years 7* 29*

II-20 years 36* 17*

20» yeare 22% 21*

P - .04

Table 47> Perception of scope of politics* H ■ 38.

Twilight Expansion

Involves gvt. only. 64* 67*

Pvt. and Industry 29* 4*

Whole of life 7* 29%

Other 0* 0*

P - .04

Table 48« Overlap of political with other aotivity-fields* H ■ 38*

Twilight Expansion

Political activity separate 29* 71*

Overlap with 1 related 21* 4*

Overlap with i+ 36* 13*

All activity connected 14% 12*

P- >0?



Table 49. Least salient activity-field In (social life. H » 38,

Twilight Expansion

Family and neighbours 21* 0%

Employment 50$ 11$

Political party 22$ 26%

Religious 0,$ 22$

T.U. or vol* assoc. 0$ 19$

Informal friends 1$ 4*

Table 50* Preferred party activities. H ■ 36*

Twilight Expansion

Monthly ward meetings 0% 4$

Constituency meetings 7* 11$

City party or council 7$ 11$

Election and organisation 16$ 29$

Canvassing o$ o$

Discussion groups 0$ 29$

Social events 21$ 8$

Public speaking 29$ 0$

P » >03

Table 51. Purpose of local party. H - 38.

Twilight Expansion

To run elections 50$ 69$

To discuss policy o$ 11$

To communicate in party 0$ 8$

To proselytise 0$ 4$

To raise raonej 50$ 8$

P. ,02



Table 52, Present immediate environment* N » 38»

Twilight Expansion

Twilight zone 21$ 0$

Respectable working-class 21$ 0$

Lower-middle, respectable 50$ 21$

Middle-class, old 0$ 54$

Middle-class, new 0 25$

F « .0002

Table 53, Degree ef Individual employment mobility, H ■» 38,

Twilight Expansion

Rone or down 50$ 42$

1 or 2 stages In 1 hierarchy 50$ 12$

Continuous in 1 hierarchy 0$ 42$

Continuous by spiralling 0$ 4$

P. ,01

•) Variables 36-7?* active members compared by political party, H ■ 86.

Table 54, Scope ef politics, K m 86,

Govt, functions only

Govt, and Industrial

Whole of life

Labour

6$

0

88$

Conservative

66$

13$

21$

F » ,000



Table 55. Religious affiliation. f - 86.

labour Conservative

Church of Scotland 10 50

C. of S«« Episcopalian 4i 0

Cong.! Methodist! Quaker 0 0

Reman Catholic 0 0

Positive agnostic or atheist 30$ 0

lapsed member of denomination 4155 10

Jevish 0 0

P » .0002

Table 56. Participation in religious activities, g ■» 66,

labour Conservative

Actively involved 0 18JC

Regular at tender 10 40

Inactivet ooeaalonal at tender 0 10

Other 10 20

P « .0009

Table 57. Political offices held In constituency party* H m 86.

labour Conservative

None 45% 24$

Sub-committee membert education
officer 13% 55%

Secretarial or organisational 17% 0

Treasurer 4% 0

Chairman or vice-chairman 0 0

Combination of leadership and
administrative posts 4% 5%

Comb* of leadership A lesser posts 4$ 5%

Comb» of administrative & lesser posts 4% 0
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Table 58, Offices held in ward party* H - 66,

Labour Conservative

Fone 32$ 24$

Sub committeet eduo, officer 9$ 55$

Secretarial er organisational 26$ 5$

Treasurer 0 3$

Chairman or vice-chairman 13$ 0$

Leadership & admin, coats 8$ 5$

Leadership A lesser nests 6% 5$

Administrative & lesser posts 2$ 3$

Table 59« Offices held external tc constituency* N 1 86,

Labour Conservative

Fone 51$ 82$

Local councillor 6$ 8$

Candidate In looal elections 6$ 3$

Candidate In parliamentary elections 0$ 3$

Flection agent at local elections 11$ 2$

Flection a^ent at pari, elections 2$ 0$

Comb, of admin, posts 2$ 2$

Comb, of leadership posts 2$ 0$

Comb, of leadership & admin, posts 19$ 0$



fable 60. Offlees held In Party hierarchy* K » 86*
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Labour Conservative

Hone 11$ 3P$

At ward level 2$ 13$

At constituency level 13$ 31$

At city level 70$ 13$

At regional level 0$ 3$

At Soottish level 2$ 8$

At British level 2$ 2$

P « .0001

Table 6l» Participation In locally-connected organisations, e.g» trade
tmlona and Progressive Association. W &>.

Labour Conservative

Hone 34$ 68$

Inactive member 9$ 8$

Active mewiber 51$ 16$

Office-holder locally 6% 5$

Office-holder nationally. (i.e.
Scotland or U.K.) 0% 1%

P - ,008

Table 62, Mechanism of joining the local party. If » 86,

Labour Conservative

Invited to .loin through personal
contact 13$ 74%

Sought membership through personal
contact 44% 13$

Sought membership through formal
procedures 30$ 8$

Asked to .join through formal
procedures 13$ 5$

P • .000
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Table 63« Future activity In the party, ff - 86»

Labour Conservative

Will participate less 26/ 21/

Will participate to Bane extent 53/ 45/

Will participate more 21/ 32/

Cnfleclgefl 0/ 2/

Tariff 64* Relationship vlth ether party members, S » 66.

Labour Conservative

Acquaintances met only at party
meetings IT/ 24/

Acquaintances met outside party
meetings 0/ 16/

JWenAs met only at party meetings 13/ 13/

IVienfls met outslAe party meetings 19/ 34/

OooA friends 51/ 13/

ft » ,0009

fable 65» Contact with persona in other political parties, H m 86,

Labour Conservative

No eontact 34/ 68/

Slight acquaintance, seen occasionally 17/ 13/

Acquaintance, seen regularly 40/ 16/

Frlenfla or relatives 9/ 3/

?■ t°l



Table 66. Time spent on political activity* H » 86.

Labour Conservative

Once per month 1 jf-. 323?

Qnee per reek 193? 313?

evening per week, plea Intense
at elect long 323? 163?

+ evening per week. continuous
activity 30$ 213?
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Table 67. Overlap of political with other activity-fields. H » 86,

Labour Cenaervatlve

Political activity quite separate 26$ 553?

Overlap with 1 related activity field 153? 113?

Overlap with more than 1 activity
field 423? 21*

Ifeet activity connected with polltlca 173? 133?

> * t°4

Table 68. Meet eallent activity-field. g • 86.

Labour Conservative

Family 173? 243?

Rspleyment 113? 263?

Political party 323? 243?

Religious 6% 113?

T.U. or vol. assoc. 23$ 10$

Informal gnouo of friends 113? 53?



Table 69. least salient activity-field. Iff - 86.

Labour Conservative

fbmily 85? 8$

Employment 275? 27$

Political party 13$ 24$

Religious 10$ 14$

T.U./vol. assoc. 34$ 22$

Informal group of friends 8$ 5$

fable 70. Role of party member. » • 86.

Labour Conservative

To give money 7$ 42$

To help at elections 31$ 34$

To administer organisation 22$ 13$

To participate In policy-making 24$ 8$

To proselytise 16$ 3$

P » .0007

Table 71. Preferred party activities. S « 86.

Labour Conservative

Ward meetings 13$ 3$

Constituency meetings 4$ 11$

Council or city meetings 28$ 13$

Organisation of election A
party machine 20$ 32$

Canvassing 2$ 0$

Disoussion groups 24$ 18$
Social events 7$ 13$

Public speaking 2$ 10$



Table 72. beast liked party activities. V » 86.

Labour Conservative

Ward meetings 9% 5%

Constituency 3056 19%

City or other meetings y% 0%

Organisation and elections c$ 0%

Canvassing 37% 20%

Discussion groups 0% 3*

Social events 1% 22$

Fublie speaking 6% y%

Table 73. Purpose ©f leoal party. 9 - 86.

Labour Conservative

To run elections 4<# 583?

To discuss policy 135C ll£

To eonraunicate with higher levels n% 9%

To proselytise party 19% #

To raise money u% 2$

P - .02

Table 74. Knowledge of politioal party before ^Joining. H « 86.

Labour Conservative

None, other than thro* mass media 11% 3456

Personal contact with members 11% 31%

Participation in political life 11% 2G%

Participation in political party 19% 1%

P - .01
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Table 75« Family background of political participation, g » 86«

1 person In lmmed. family

1+ persona la lrnmed. family

1 person In extended family

1+ persons In extended family

Combination of persons In immed>
and extended family

gone

inborn* Conservative

11$ 21$

4$ 8$

6$ 3$

2$ 0$

7$ 81

70$ 60$

Table 7$, Present participation of family In politleal life. H ■ 86,

Labour Conservative

Active in family of orientation 6$ 3$

Aetive in family of procreation 11$ 34$

Aotive In extended kin 2$ 13$

Aetive in orientation & procreation 0$ 3$

Aetive in either family ft
extended kin 2$ 2$

gone 79$ 45$

F - .01

Table 77* Phase of career in looal party* g * 86,

Labour Conservative

Initial contact 2$ 3$

Expansion 19$ 39$

Height of activity 36$ 32$

Contraction 41$ 24$

Severance 2$ 2$



Table 78» Sta^e in devo!ioriental cycle of domestic group when .joined
the party* 8 » 86?

Labour Conservative

In family of orientation 26$ 32$

Carried, no children 11$ 5$

Child-rearing 40$ 42$

Dispersion 4$ 8$

Contracted 2$ 3$

Other forms 15$ 10$

Table 79» Father'e occupation (Reglstrar-Oeneral's classification) N ■ 86,

Labour Conservative

1 11$ 24$
2 2$ 38$

4$ 16$

38$ 16$

£ 43$ 3$
1 2$ 3$

P - .000

Table 80, fhther*s seotor of the economy. K « 86»

Labour Conaervatlve

Productive 79$ 38$

Commercial 6$ 32$

Distributive 6$ 16$

Public services 9$ 11$

> - t°°°?
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Table 8l» Present immediate environment. K » 86,

Labour Conservative

Twilight song 21$ 8$

Bespectable working-class 40$ 0$

Lower-middle» respectable 26$ 52$

Middle-elags, old community 9% 34$

Middle-classi new housing 4% 10$

P - >0002

Table 82» Bind of school attended* W » 86>

Labour

Corporation see* mod* or junior gee. €4$

Corp* sen* sec* or grammar 21$

Merchant company or direct grant 11$

Boarding aehool or publio aoheol 4$

P - .000

Table 83* Degree of Individual mobility in employment, B « 86*

Labour Conservative

Bone or downwards 40$ 49$

1 or 2 stages In 1 hierarchy 38$ 26$

Continuous promotion in 1 hierarchy 13$ 26$

Continuous promotion by spiralling 9$ 3$

Conservative

21$

13$

50$

16$
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Table 84. Inter-generational mobility.

Labour

86,

Conservative

Manual to non-raanual * white-collar 17$ 3$

Manual to professional 13$ 5$

Manual to business or commercial 4$ 3$

Relatively the earns 53$ 63$

White-collar to business C$ 8$

White-collar to professional 4$ 5$

Other 9$ 13$

Table 85. Geographical mobility. H « 86.

Inborn* Conservative

lived In locality In same area
always 15$ 21$

Made 1 move within city 25$ 18$

Made 1 move to the city 13$ 16$

Made 2 moves slnoe upbringing 1% 16$

Made 3 moves elnoe upbringing 30$ 21$

Constant travelling, now settled 2$ 8$

Table 86. Orientation to the area. V « 86.

labour Conservative

Born here, will stay all life 40$ 42$

lived here long, will stay 28$ 24$

To not wish to move, would for
advance 28$ 34$

fish to move and expect to do so 4$ 0$



Table 87. Employment experience. N • 85,

Labour Conservative

Held bac* by outside forces 20$ §$

Hot hed chances that no* available 13$ 5$

Satisfactory 41$ 42$

Peeling that has done veil.
25$ 45$achievement

Table 88. Main newspaper-reading. 8aas

Labour Conservative

Times or Telegraph 7$ 8$

Guardian 24$ 0$

Scotsman 14$ 61$

Express or Mail 12$ 29$

Record ©r Sun 31$ 2$

Morning Star 12$ 0$

P - .000

Table 89, Sunday newspaper-reading . N - 85.

Labour Conservative

Sunday Times or Telegraph 18$ 51$

Sunday Express or Post 18$ 46$

Observer 52$ 3$

Sunday Cltisen 12$ 0$

P « .000
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Tabla 90« Pstress of olaaa-eonnclonanaaa. N » 86,

Labour Ccwgervativc

Class not so Important now 235? 37$

Class vsrballaatlon 435^ 53??

Class mllltanoT 34?? 10??

JLslji&



4. METHODS

•) Outline ef alms of research sent to parties participating*

The alas of this research are two-fold. firstly, to discover hoe

people come to join the party organisation! are formal recruiting

campaigns worthwhile, or are most members lntroduoed to the party through

Informal contacts made through the family, neighbours, or at work? To

what extent are ether voluntary associations, such as churches, discussion

groups, etc*, important links In bringing persons into the party?

Secondly, to discover whether those persons who are particularly

active in party affairs have any common characteristics) from a

consideration of their life-histories can one find any factors which they

share, which could help to explain their interest in political affairs,

and their willingness to saorifioe so such of their own time and energy

on party activities?

It is hoped to select about 75 persons from amongst the members in

such a way that they will be statistically representative of the total

group* By Interviewing these persons it is hoped to build up a picture

of the 'active party member,* the kind of person hs is, his interests

and attitudes, and the way in which he beoame Involved in party affaire,

and to show the ways in which hs differs from the inactive party members.

Te put these ease histories la context it is hoped that the research

worker will be allowed to attend meetings of the ward and constituency

parties, to gain some knowledge of the background of the organisation*

It must be emphasised that all the material acquired will be treated

confidentially.

(Mrs.) 3.M. Wood.
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b) Active Members' Aide-MemoIre.

1. Bo* did you become involved in the party?

find outi whether introduced by friend, relative* workmate etc.
or sought out party H.Q, himself# When was that?

2# What kind of activities do you take part in?

find out< which activities preferred* which disliked* how often
he is involved in this kind of activity#

3# What do you consider tc be the most Important things a party member
should do?

4# Do you hold any offices in the party?

find outi what offices these are?
how long have they been held?
what do they Involve?

5# What offices have you held in the party in the pest?

find out> what offices.
how long they were held,
duties and tasks involved#

6# When you go to party meetings do you meet up with the same people# or
different ones at different meetings?

find outi does he meet them anywhere else* apart fro* at party
meetings? did he get to know them through the party* or did he
know them before?

7# Are any close friends or members of the Immediate family in the same
Party?

find out» are any in other parties?
are any not in a political party?

8# Can you think back to when you .joined the party and say why you .joined?

9# Have you ever thought of giving up?

10# Bow does being a member affect you?

find out* does it take up much time? how much?
does it affeot his work?
does it affect his relationships with other people*
s#g# neighbours* family, friends* workmates.

11# Do you intend to continue being a member of the party in the future?

find outi will ho participate more or less than at present.

12. What things Influence you, would you say# when you are making a decision
on a political matter?

find out« does he distinguish internal party polities fro*
external inter-party politics?
does he distinguish ideas from strategies and techniques?
is he influenced by family opinions* newspaper reading*
other party members?
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13. What do yoa aee aa the most important .job of the political party?

find outt what emphasis does he place on relationships with
other organisations?
what emphasis on relations with other levels in the
party hierarchy,

14. What do yon think: should he the relationship between your political
party and other political parties?

find outs what kind of people does he think belong to the
other parties.
does he know any members of other political parties?

15* What would yon say politics in Britain is all abont?
find outi does he think polities has anything to do with class

la Britain.
What classes does he think there are in Britain today?
Bow does he tell one from another?
Which class does he put himself in?

Personal case-history.

16. Could yon tell me where yoa were bom?

find outi when was that?

17. Can yon tell me about your family background?
find outs number of brothers and sisters1 his relationship to

them1 father's occupation and place of works mother's
occupations type of home and area brought up in.

18. Can you sketch in fbr me the main features of your life up to the
present?

find outs residential history.
educational history,
occupational history.
domestic history - age at marriage, spouse's background.

19. Can you tell me about yourself at present?

find outs family background - marital status, number of
children, ages, whether living at home.

20. Bo you see much of your family and relatives?

21. Bo you see much of the neighbours?

22. What Is your .lob at the moment?

find outs exaotly what does the Job involve, time worked per
weeks amount of time spent outside strictly working
hours on things to do with works does he meet people
from work outside the work-place.
What sort of behaviour does he think is expected of
a person with his Job at work and outside work?
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23. How do you like to spend your free time?

find, outi does ha belong to any other voluntary associationsi
how manyi what are they?
how much time la spent on these activities?
what offices does he bold« or has held in these
voluntary associations? Church membership and
participation.

24. Shioh of all the things you do would you least like to give up?

25. Which would you give up most readily?

26. la there anything else you can tell me that you think would be
relevant in this survey?

e) General Members' Intervlew-schedule.

1. When did you first join the party?

2. Sow did you come to join?

3* Shy did you join?

4. Are any members of your family in the party? So any belong to other
political parties? Save any of your family been in the party in the
past? Save any belonged to other parties in the past?

5. Are any of your friends in the party? Are any of your friends in
other political parties? Do you know other members of the party?
So you know anyone in any other political party?

6. So you belong to any other groups or associations besides the party?
So you go to church? So you attend any of these regularly? Save
you held office in any of these?

7. What would you say polities in Britain is all about? So you think
it has anything to do with class? What classes or social groups
would you say there are in Britain today? What are the differences
between them? Which class or social group would you put yourself in?

8. Could you tell me where you were born? When was that?

9. Could you tall me how eld you were when you left school or finished
full-time education?

10. Bow long have you lived in this city?

11. Could you tell me your occupation? What kind of work is that? Can
you tell me something about the plaee you work at.

12. Are you married?

13. Bave you any children? Bow old are they? Do they etill live at home?

14. How do you like to spend your free time? Bave you thought of spending
more time in the political party?
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d) Example of Covering Letter sent out to /general members of the four
partiest which varied in eome details of special reference to a

particular sard or constituency party. but which waa basically
similar In each case*

Address

Bate

Bear
_______________ t

1 hope you do not mind my writing to you. I am a post-graduate

student la the University of Edinburgh. As part of my research, which

Is a study of political parties, I am carrying out a survey of the

membership of the Conservative Association in Expansion Constituency.

The purpose of this survey ia to provide a picture of the people who

become members of the Association, how exactly they came to join, and

what their ideas are on certain topics.

Z have attended some of the Executive Committee and ward! committee

meetings of Expansion Conservative Association, who have sanctioned the

survey. I am known to the Chairman and members of the Executive

Committee, end 1 have assured them that all the information X collect

will be treated with discretion end no persons will be identified by

name.

Because of the cost, it is not possible for me to send a questionnaire

to every member of the Association. Therefore, Z have carefully

selected a group of people who will fairly represent e cross-section of

the membership. Z would be very grateful Indeed if you could spare the

time to fill in the questionnaire and return it to me in the enclosed

envelope. Z do hope you will find yourself able to do this, since it

is very important to me that all the questionnaires are returned,

otherwise I will get a rather one-elded picture of things.

May I streea once again that all the information you provide will
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be treated with the utmost confidentiality and anonymity. Thank you

for your oc-operation.

Tours sinoerelyt

(Mrs.) S.M. food. M.A.

s) General members postal questionnaire.
Bef, Ho.

Please answer the following questions as fully aa possible.

1. Date of birth

2. Plaoe of Birthi Toon . County

Country ■■■

3. Length of residence in this oity

4. Age at which finished full-time education — -

5. a) Present full-time occupation (please give exact description, e.g.
grocer's shop assistant)

b) If you are no longer employed full-time e.g. retired, or housewife,
please state previous full-time occupation

o) Present part-time occupation, if anyi

6. a) Marital status (please tlok appropriate box)
Married Single Divorced Widowed

b) Total number of children

e) Kufpber of children still living st home

7. a) In what year did you join the party?



7. b) How did you Join (please tick: appropriate box)*

contact through relative contact through trade union

contact through place of work contact through neighbour

recruited by party worker at door of home

any other (please etate) .

e) Why did you join?

8. Please name any other political party of which you have been a member.

9. Please Indicate whether any of your relatives* either living or dead*
have ever been members of a political partyi-
give (a) the name of the party and (b) the relation* e*g* Labour
(husband). Conservative (sister).

lO.Zf you do not attend ward meetings* please indicate why noti-

11.PIease name any other organisations* unions* churches eto. to which
you belong*-



12, What would ycu say politics is shout?

13* a) What social classes would you say there are in this country?

h) What kind of people are in each class?

14* Which social elass would you say you belong to?

Thank you for your oo-operation. If there are any further consents
you would like to make which might he of help to this survey, I would he
pleased if you would write them overleaf*
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